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Abstract

The problem of supporting the construction of software that is known to satisfy a
set of given requirements is one of the grand challenges in software engineering.
Herein, we focus on the field of control theory for systems with discrete states
and event-based communication. In this field, controllers coordinate components
given by a plant to ensure that the amalgamation of controller and plant executes
a desired behavior. We focus on the supervisory control problem, which, given a
plant and a specification, requires the synthesis of a controller in the form of a
piece of software. The least restrictive satisfactory controllers to be synthesized are
determined in this problem by the specification and additional well-formedness
conditions. Similar problems also occurred in the field of computer science and it
is of general importance in application domains such as in parallel, distributed,
and embedded systems.

We focus on the fully automatic synthesis of controllers using algorithms.
These algorithms construct controllers that are realizable in software and correct-
by-construction for the two aforementioned inputs. The applicability of these
algorithms is limited by insufficient expressiveness of the formalisms used for
plants and specifications. However, expressiveness can not be increased arbitrarily
while maintaining solvability of the problem in terms of a synthesis algorithm
that solves all problem instances.

Our main contribution is a controller synthesis algorithm that synthesizes a
DPDA controller when provided with a DFA plant model and a DPDA specifica-
tion. This algorithm supersedes earlier algorithms synthesizing a DFA controller
when provided with a DFA plant model and a DFA specification because DPDA
are strictly more expressive than DFA. The increased expressiveness of DPDA
compared to DFA allows for the specification and enforcement of more complex
patterns of behavior. Initial approaches to mitigate limitations of our algorithm,
such as its nontermination for some specifications stating requirements that are
unreasonable from a control-theoretic perspective, are presented in the form of
alternative constructions and optimizations.

We employed the interactive theorem prover Isabelle for the formal verification
of this controller synthesis algorithm to obtain trustworthy proofs, which are free
of faults and omissions. The resulting Isabelle framework for the formalization
and verification of algorithms outstrips existing similar frameworks in covered
formalisms, semantical properties, and provided results and is designed to be
highly extendable in these aspects. It covers the formalisms of DPDA, CFGs, and
Parsers as well as the notions relevant for our controller synthesis algorithm such
as the unmarked and marked languages, nonblockingness, and controllability.

An evaluation of our algorithm implemented as the Java prototype CoSy
shows promising efficiency. This evaluation was based on three examples from
manufacturing employing DPDA specifications. Using these examples, we also
demonstrate the application of three use cases of our algorithm for controller
synthesis, controller verification, and input validation.
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1
Introduction

The problem of supporting the construction of software that is known to satisfy a set
of given requirements is one of the grand challenges in software engineering. We
focus on software that interacts with its environment where the requirements
then refer to the closed loop, which is the amalgamation of the constructed software
and the environment. Established processes for the construction of such software
vary in their degree of automation: the spectrum ranges from fully automatic
synthesis to fully manual implementation. We focus in this thesis on fully automatic
synthesis and present a formally verified synthesis procedure as one of our key
contributions.

The fully automatic synthesis has been stated as a problem in the construction
of hardware circuits in 1957 [81, 121]. A second formulation of a controller
synthesis problem in terms of a game between a player representing the software
to be constructed and a player representing the environment was first described
as early as 1965 [244, 66, 237, 356]. In this game-based perspective, any finite
winning strategy employed by the first player translates to a realization of the
software to be constructed. Similar controller synthesis problems appeared in the
form of the submodule construction problem in 1983 [245] and the supervisory
control problem in 1984 [282].

Common to these formulations of control problems is the assumption of a
message-based communication between the system and the environment. This
assumption is readily satisfied by a variety of systems from the fields of computer
science and control theory in which software is required to control or to coordinate
components to ensure the execution of desired behavior such as communicating
and embedded systems. These control problems are based on the same kinds of
inputs: a model of the environment, of how software and environment coalesce
into the closed loop, and of the requirements to be satisfied by the software and
closed loop. We focus in this thesis on the supervisory control problem and
continue now with a more detailed introduction of it.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

The Supervisory Control Problem
The supervisory control problem [282], for which we present an example on
page 5, is a software synthesis problem related to the field of control theory.
Hence, a field-specific terminology is used: the environment is called plant and
the software that interacts with the plant is called controller. The purpose of the
controller is to limit the behavior of the plant to the boundaries given by an
additional specification that states requirements specific to the problem instance.
A list of general requirements, which includes the satisfaction of the specification,
then describes all desirable controllers of which one is to be synthesized. We
now continue with a short discussion of the fundamental assumptions on how
plant and controller are combined into a closed loop and then also present the
requirements to be satisfied by controller and closed loop.

The plant and the controller are assumed to send messages, subsequently called
events, to each other using reliable synchronous communication in the closed
loop. Synchronous communication means here that the sending and the receiving
of a single event occurs in a single (atomic) step that is carried out by sender and
receiver at the same time. The reliability and synchronicity of the communication
ensure the absence of effects such as event loss, alteration, duplication, insertion,
or reordering. The events sent by the plant carry information from sensors
and the events sent by the controller represent commands to be carried out
by actuators. The sender and receiver of an event may change their local state
upon synchronization. The state of a component is thereby given by the local
knowledge of that component on the status of the closed loop that it has acquired
in the past and that is the foundation for decisions on steps in its future.

The response of the plant (if any) to communication attempts initiated by the
controller is predefined because the plant is one of the inputs to be provided.
That is, the provided plant model specifies for each state of the plant and each
event sent by the controller whether the plant is willing to synchronously receive
this event or whether the controller is not able to send the event. Thereby, the
controller is limited by the plant model in its capabilities to control the plant.
However, since the controller is to be synthesized, the existence of a response to
every event sent by the plant is an important requirement, called controllability.
The satisfaction of controllability by the controller ensures that (a) the state of
the controller also includes the relevant information on the state of the plant at
the same time, (b) the controller can derive well-founded decisions, and (c) the
models for controllers and closed loops are equivalent in formal considerations.

Figure 1.1: «The Supervisory Control Problem»

Plant PController C Specification S
Σuc

Σc

Closed Loop CL

satisfies

The general requirements of the control problem (which are discussed subse-
quently) rely on a uniform characterization of the behavior of the plant, the
controller, the closed loop, and the specification. This characterization is given for
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each of these components by the set of unmarked behaviors and a particular subset
thereof called the set of marked behaviors. The unmarked behaviors of plant and
controller are the sequences of events from a finite set Σ that may be used in suc-
cessive steps by this component; the specification also describes such sequences
without use of an actual communication partner. The marked behaviors identify
a goal region or those unmarked behaviors in which a task has been completed.
While every prefix of an unmarked behavior is an unmarked behavior, we permit
cases where this does not apply for the marked behaviors. The (un)marked
behaviors of the closed loop are given by the intersection of the (un)marked
behaviors of plant and controller due to their synchronous composition.

The event set Σ is partitioned into the sets of events Σc and Σuc that are sent by
the controller and plant, respectively. The indices c and uc abbreviate controllable
and uncontrollable, respectively, and are chosen based on the perspective of the
prospective controller. Firstly, the decision on whether or not to send an event
from Σc is fully controllable by the controller. Secondly, the events that are sent by
the plant are not under the influence of the controller and must not be rejected.

The requirement of controllability states that the controller never prevents the
plant from sending an event by refusing its reception. An example of the notion
of controllability is given in Example 1.1|p.4.

The requirement of specification satisfaction states that the controller must suc-
cessfully restrict the (un)marked behaviors of the plant (that is, the uncontrolled
behaviors of the plant) to those of the specification (that is, the safe region and
the goal region). This means that the (un)marked behaviors of the closed loop
must be contained in those of the specification.

The requirement of nonblockingness states that every unmarked behavior of
the closed loop can be continued to a marked behavior of the closed loop. The
notion of nonblockingness is exemplified in Example 1.1|p.4. We conclude that
the marked behavior, which is required to be invariantly reachable, is also limited
by the marked behaviors of the specification when the specification is satisfied.
Figure 1.2: «Relationship between Plant, Specification, and Controller»
We relate the unmarked behaviors of the plant (Pum), the specification (Sum), and
the controller (Cum) using the Venn diagram below. The sets 1 and 2 are the
unmarked behaviors of the closed loop where the elements in 1 violate the
specification. The sets 3 and 4 are unmarked behaviors of the plant that are
prevented by the controller where only the elements in 4 had to be prevented
according to the specification. The sets 5 , 6 , and 7 are permitted by the
controller/specification even though the plant is not capable of executing them.

Pum

Sum

Cum
1

2

3 6

4

7

5
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Chapter 1. Introduction

We conclude our presentation by stating the supervisory control problem in terms
of its inputs, outputs, and the requirements stated on them. The inputs are a
plant (model) to be controlled, a specification (model) to be enforced, and the
partitioning of Σ into the sets Σuc and Σc. The output is a controller (model) to
be synthesized that satisfies the three discussed requirements least restrictively.
The three requirements ensure the absence of undesirable behavior while the
property of least restrictiveness ensures a maximal amount of desirable behavior
(i.e., the set 3 in Figure 1.2|p.3 should be as small as possible).

The supervisory control problem as stated in [282] also used a second specifica-
tion that describes marked and unmarked behaviors that must be feasible in the
closed loop. However, the satisfaction of this requirement can also be checked a
posteriori for a synthesized controller and its induced closed loop.

In addition to the introduction of the two properties of controllability and
nonblockingness from before, we demonstrate violations of these two properties
in the following example.

Example 1.1: «Properties of Controllability and Nonblockingness»
We represent the sets of (un)marked behaviors of components as trees where
each path is an unmarked behavior and where each path to a filled node is
a marked behavior. The left tree for the closed loop is to be understood as a
subtree of the right tree for the plant: we label only the edges that are relevant to
our reasoning with the event used in this step and assume u ∈ Σuc and c ∈ Σc.
The closed loop violates the property of controllability at 1 because it prevents
the occurrence of the uncontrollable event u at the designated unmarked behavior.
The prevention of the step using the event c is no violation of controllability
because c is controllable.
The closed loop violates the property of nonblockingness at 2 because the
designated unmarked behavior cannot be continued to a marked behavior.

Closed Loop

1

2

Plant

c

u
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Automata-based Concrete Supervisory Control Problem
Concrete instantiations of the presented supervisory control problem are obtained
by (a) selecting formalisms for modelling plants, specifications, controllers, and
closed loops, (b) defining for instances of these formalisms the sets of (un)marked
behaviors, and (c) defining an operation that, based on the selected formalisms,
constructs for a plant and a controller the induced closed loop. Every instance of
the resulting concrete supervisory control problem is then given, as before, by a
plant model, a specification model, and a set of events Σ that is partitioned into
Σc and Σuc as described.

In this thesis, we employ classes of automata as formalisms to model the
four above mentioned components with discrete states and an event-based com-
munication as in [282]. The used classes of automata have the generation of
(un)marked behaviors as a built-in concept and constructions for implementing
the synchronous composition of plant and controller are available as well. More-
over, these constructions also ensure that the sets of (un)marked behaviors of the
closed loop are equal to the intersection of the (un)marked behaviors of the plant
and the specification as assumed in the supervisory control problem.

A first concrete supervisory control problem occurred already in [282]. In this
concrete problem, to which we refer to as the pure DFA problem, all involved
components are deterministic finite automata (DFA). Moreover, this concrete
problem served as the foundation for the vast majority of further research results
in the domain of supervisory controller synthesis thereafter.

In this thesis, we consider a second concrete supervisory control problem in
which plants are modelled by DFA, where deterministic pushdown automata
(DPDA) allow for more complex specifications, and result in DPDA controllers
and closed loops. These DPDA can be understood as DFA that are endowed with
a stack of unbounded depth, which permits the storage of information for later
reuse at runtime and thereby increases the expressiveness of the specification.
Technically, a stack is a sequence of symbols that can only be modified by adding
symbols to its left or by removing symbols from its left and that only permits
read access to the left-most symbol. The second concrete problem subsumes the
pure DFA problem since each DFA is also a DPDA.

We now consider an instance of the second concrete supervisory control prob-
lem using a DPDA specification to motivate its meaningfulness.

Example 1.2: «Validation of Schedules Using Controller Synthesis»
Description of Scenario: A schedule is provided to the plant by an external operator
in the form of a list of events that are sent to the plant. The controller to be
synthesized records the events of the schedule using its stack and permits only
schedules that can be executed successfully to the end. The external operator
then initiates the execution of the schedule by the plant and the controller ensures
that the plant actually implements the entered schedule.
The notation used in the following visualizations for the DFA plant and the
DPDA specification is discussed below.

5



Chapter 1. Introduction

P: the plant DFA

0 1

2

3

ca

ca uc

cb

cb uc

cb

sa sb

cstart

udone ustop

ustop

ustop

S: the specification DPDA

4 5 6

ustop, x, x

−, a,− −, b,−ca, a,− cb, b,− uc, x, xsa, x, ax sb, x, bx
cstart, x, x

udone,�,�
−,�,� x ∈ {a, b,�}

Notation and Semantics: DFA and DPDA are visualized as labelled directed graphs
where nodes are called states. The states 0 and 4 are the initial states of the
two automata as indicated by the arrow without source state pointing to them.
These two states are also marking states as indicated by their double border line
and correspond to the goal region for both automata to be reached. Two edges
with common source and target are represented by only one edge where the two
labels are given next to each other (e.g. the edge from state 1 to state 0 or from
state 6 to state 6). The labels of the DFA edges have one component: the event
executed. The labels of the DPDA edges have three components separated by
commas: the event executed, the symbols that are popped from the top of the
stack, and the symbols that are pushed onto the stack. The symbol − is used to
denote the absence of symbols and events in a component and the placeholder x
is used to specify multiple edges at once. We introduce DPDA in section 2.2|
p.18 and subsection 6.2.6|p.112.
The steps of a DFA depend on the states contained in its configurations. An
application of an edge replaces the state in a configuration, which must be
the source state of the edge, with the target state of the edge. Iterated edge
applications lead to sequences of configurations called derivations. See also
Example 6.2|p.113 for an example of a derivation of another DPDA using two
equivalent semantics.
Configurations of DPDA additionally contain the current stack. Moreover, the
symbols given in the second component of a label of the edge, say w1, must also
be on top of the stack, i.e., the stack equals w1v for some v, for applicability of an
edge. A step then additionally updates the stack of the configuration to w2v. The
stack initially contains only the special symbol �, which denotes the bottom of
the stack and which stays there throughout any derivation. DPDA may perform
silent steps (e.g. using the edge from state 6 to state 4) executing no event.
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Description: In the initial state 0 of the plant, a schedule can be entered by an
operator by executing the events sa and sb. These executions are to be recorded
by the controller as specified in state 4 where a and b are pushed onto the stack
for each execution of the events sa and sb, respectively (the symbol x allows for a
more compact visualization using edge schemas).
The execution of the event cstart changes the state to 1, ends the phase of entering
the schedule, and starts the phase in which the schedule is executed in some
process from the concrete application domain. The events executed in this
process are limited via the edges between the plant states 1–3 to sequences of at
least one ca, one cb, and at least one cb where further uc events may be executed
in between. The specification then also determines in state 5 how the controller
must restrict the plant in these states to implement the schedule by popping
symbols a and b from the stack for each execution of one ca and cb, respectively.
When the schedule is completed (that is, when it is empty) and the state 1 has
been reached again, the machine can return to the marking state 0 by executing
the ustop event. Finally, the operator may execute the event ustop to interrupt the
execution of the schedule, to reset the schedule in state 6 of the specification,
and to also return to the initial state 4.
In this example, we assume that the set of events Σ is partitioned into the sets
Σc = { sa, sb, ca, cb, cstart } and Σuc = { uc, ustop, udone }. This means that the
controller to be synthesized may prevent certain schedules from being entered
(e.g. those schedules that request to start with an event cb). This check is carried
out when the operator attempts to execute events sa and sb synchronously with
the controller, that is, the schedule is validated before the event cstart is executed.
Moreover, the controller to be synthesized can not prevent executions of the
uncontrollable event uc during schedule implementation.

Discussion: The usage of automata as an operational formalism leads to specifica-
tions that describe the usage of the stack by the prospective controller already
in great detail. We take advantage of this by using the specification as an ini-
tial controller candidate, which is then restricted in further steps. Hence, the
DPDA specification can refine the DFA plant because the specification does
not distinguish between restrictions that are meant to refine the plant model
and those that should be enforced by the prospective controller. However, this
specification-based refinement of the plant is limited because the occurrence of
events from Σuc is obtained from the plant alone for controllability.
Moreover, the usage of the stack of DPDA is used here to store the schedule to
be implemented and to preemptively check its validity. Such an upfront check
is not possible when using DFA specifications where a nonexecutable schedule
(entered event-wise at runtime or stored entirely without formal foundation
beforehand) would result in a deadlock at runtime.
Finally, resetting the schedule in state 6 requires an unbounded number of
internal steps in the controller and, hence, the controller to be synthesized will
not have a worst case execution time (WCET). However, a runtime environment
that executes the controller can clear the stack in constant time in this example.

7



Chapter 1. Introduction

Relevance and Applicability of our Contributions
The controller synthesis algorithm for solving the pure DFA problem from [282]
has been applied successfully in an abundance of domains such as manufacturing,
robotics, chemical process control, protocol design for communication, feature
interaction management in telephony, queueing systems, traffic control, database
systems, hybrid systems, and fault diagnosis [70, 71]. The development of a
controller synthesis algorithm in this thesis for more expressive specifications
given by DPDA enables the specification and enforcement of even more complex
properties and maintains applicability in the described domains.

We determine three complementing use cases for the application of our concrete
controller synthesis algorithm. These use cases take advantage of the fact that
our algorithm, in the same way as the algorithm provided in [282] for the pure
DFA problem, can not only be used to synthesize a controller but can also be
used to verify that a provided controller candidate is satisfactory or to determine
violations of controllability for a provided controller candidate. These algorithms
refine an initially determined controller candidate by (a) identifying violations of
the requirements and by (b) removing such violations in a follow up step while
maintaining all behaviors without violations.

Figure 1.3: «Use Cases of Our Concrete Controller Synthesis Algorithm »
Input/Output Situation for Controller Synthesis: The standard controller synthesis
(first use case) requires no human involvement, but defective inputs can lead
to a waste of resources and the resulting controller may not have all required
properties in some application contexts.

Controller
Synthesis
Algorithm

Plant P

Specification S

Uncontrollable Events Σuc

Controller C

Input/Output Situation for Controller Analysis: The fully automatic analysis of a
controller by means of a formal foundation can be useful if a manually con-
structed controller is to be verified (second use case) or when the specification as
the initial controller candidate is to be adapted manually to remove violations
by a domain expert (third use case).

Controller
Synthesis
Algorithm

Plant P

Specification S

Uncontrollable Events Σuc

Controller C

Empty Set of
Violating Derivations V

Non-empty Set of
Violating Derivations V
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We underline the applicability of DPDA specifications in the context of controller
synthesis by introducing usage patterns for DPDA specifications (beyond what
was used in the scheduling Example 1.2|p.5 above) and demonstrated their
usefulness by applying them in examples in chapter 7|p.141. Moreover, DPDA
can be much more succinct compared to equivalent DFA and, hence, their usage
can ease the process of formalizing and managing also DFA specifications in
terms of the required expertise and costs. Additional challenges originating in the
use of DPDA and initial steps for their resolution, such as the potential absence
of a WCET, are discussed in chapter 8|p.163.

Potential applications of our algorithm for solving the considered instantiation
of the supervisory control problem with DPDA specifications in other contexts of
computer science for software synthesis (e.g. for solving instances of the submod-
ule construction problem) and extensions of this algorithm further strengthening
applicability are discussed in chapter 8|p.163.

Before detailing on our concrete controller synthesis algorithm for the con-
crete supervisory control problem, we now discuss several additional aspects
of systems not covered in this thesis and the alternative approach of manual
implementation.

Scope of this Thesis
The vast number of combinations of potential (kinds of) traits of the closed
loop and the properties of the closed loop to be guaranteed results in a large
multidimensional space of instances of control problems defined by means of
suitable formalisms capable of capturing these characteristics. Consequently,
research focuses on the construction of synthesis algorithms that solve meaningful
(classes of) control problems as in [282] and on establishing negative results stating
that certain (classes of) control problems defy solution as in [273].

An increased expressiveness allows for more precise modelling of the possible
event sequences, but it complicates the problem of fully automatic synthesis
because effective and efficient operations must be available (a) for the explicit
construction of a closed loop and (b) for the analysis and enforcement of the
properties that are required for controllers to be synthesized. For example, Turing
machines are beneficial for modelling due to their high expressive power but only
structural properties can be analyzed for them. Extending the pure DFA problem
by using the more expressive DPDA for expressing specifications is thereby one
further attempt to push the boundaries of fully automatic synthesis using one
particular choice of formalisms.

Further aspects that have been considered in controller synthesis to increase
expressiveness of models/specifications or to enhance decidability such as du-
ration of events, delay between events, probabilistic step decisions, imperfect
communication, asynchronous communication, costs, rewards, horizontal compo-
sition of controllers, and vertical composition of controllers are not in the scope
of this thesis. However, we point out relevant connections and approaches for
improving some aspects of our contributions in chapter 8|p.163.

9



Chapter 1. Introduction

Comparison of Fully Automatic Synthesis and Fully Manual Implementation
We now discuss general benefits and impediments of fully automatic and fully
manual controller construction as well as possibilities of their combination.

As pointed out before, automatic synthesis cannot replace manual construction
in all cases because some control problems do not allow for a general solution
in terms of a synthesis algorithm when the expressive power of the employed
formalisms is too large. However, models of such formalisms that occur in an
actual application may be simple enough for manual implementation. That is,
there is no known process for obtaining synthesis algorithms from the domain
expertise of developers of such manual solutions. We now assume a setting in
which both approaches are applicable.

The development of synthesis algorithms imposes additional upfront costs
compared to manual construction. However, once an effective, efficient synthesis
algorithm has been constructed, the synthesis costs are mostly related to hard-
ware costs and can be reduced by means of techniques such as multithreading
while costs in manual construction are related to the required time and human
personnel. Moreover, synthesis algorithms are limited to the formalisms for which
they have been developed whereas the manual construction is more flexible as it
does not require a general solution to all problem instances but rather the solution
of the single problem instance at hand.

The verification of synthesis algorithms is of particular importance because
(a) the manual analysis of each synthesis step would incur further costs and (b)
errors in the synthesis algorithms could have arbitrarily adverse effects. After all,
the correct-by-construction principle of controller synthesis is the key motivation
for its application because the trustworthiness of constructed controllers is vital.
Manual implementations of controllers are prone to error and require post-
construction analysis using e.g. computer-aided techniques such as simulation,
testing, or even more costly techniques of verification such as model checking or
manual verification depending on the tractability of the analysis and the desired
level of trustworthiness.

A precise understanding of the plant is required in either of the approaches.
The manual approach does not depend on the usage of a certain formalism
whereas synthesis algorithms require formal inputs. However, the formalization
of assumptions on the plant and guarantees given in the form of the specifica-
tion leads to a precise documentation. While this documentation requires an
additional effort in the manual implementation approach, it automatically stays
in sync with the synthesized controller. Defective plant/specification models
are a common problem of both approaches as they result in controllers that
induce closed loops with very limited or even unsafe behavior. While some kinds
of modelling defects would be detected by experienced developers, validation
techniques for these inputs are indispensable in both approaches.

A first combination of both approaches is given when controllers have been
developed using both approaches. These two controllers can then be compared
using back to back testing to reveal various implementation errors or modelling
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defects. Moreover, some controller synthesis algorithms such as the one in this
thesis can be used to analyze a provided (possibly manually constructed) solution
by verifying the absence of violations of the requirements or by returning descrip-
tions of instances of such violations. Thereby, such synthesis algorithms allow
for the combination of manual implementation and fully automatic synthesis
with their respective advantages into a powerful technique as explained in the
previous paragraph. We conclude this basic comparison of the two approaches
by stating that the mentioned advantages and disadvantages may be of varying
relevance in different application scenarios.

Approach and Roadmap
We define our automata-based concrete controller synthesis algorithm as an
instantiation of an abstract controller synthesis algorithm, which is constructed
using three building blocks for synchronous composition, for enforcing control-
lability, and for enforcing nonblockingness. The abstract algorithm operates on
(abstract) discrete event systems (DES), which are obtained from automata by
selecting their two generated languages.
Figure 1.4: «Fixed-point Controller Synthesis Algorithm»
Abstract/Concrete Controller Synthesis Algorithm: The arrows represent dataflow
and the rhombus represents a test on whether the fixed point has been computed,
that is, whether the former controller candidate C is equal to the controller
candidate C′ obtained from enforcing controllability on C. For our formal
verification, we define pre/post conditions for each of the three major building
blocks used in this algorithm at the abstract level of DES as well as on the
concrete level of automata.

C← Synchronous
Composition(P, S)

C←Enforce
Nonblockingness(C)

C′←Enforce
Controllability(C, P, Σuc)

C←Enforce
Nonblockingness(C′)

C 6= C′
Controller C

C = C′

Plant P

Specification S

Uncontrollable
Events Σuc
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Chapter 1. Introduction

In more detail, the abstract algorithm uses the DES specification S as a first
controller candidate, computes the closed loop for this controller candidate and
the given DES plant P, and then enforces the property of nonblockingness on
this closed loop to obtain a controller candidate that satisfies the properties of
nonblockingness and of specification satisfaction. The abstract algorithm then
proceeds by computing a fixed point, starting with this controller candidate,
and enforces controllability and nonblockingness alternatingly until the step of
enforcing controllability does not further restrict the controller candidate.
We provide automata-based operations instantiating these three building blocks
to obtain our concrete controller synthesis algorithm as an instantiation of the
abstract algorithm. Consequently, both algorithms operate equivalently on the
concrete DPDA controllers and on the abstract DES controllers.

Corresponding Fixed-point Computation of Both Algorithms: The concrete and the
abstract synthesis algorithms operate equivalently when being started on the
corresponding inputs: a DPDA specification S and a DFA plant P and on the DES
abstraction S′ and P′, respectively. That is, the obtained controller candidates
computed by the abstract algorithm will be the abstractions of the controller
candidates computed by the concrete controller synthesis algorithm (visualized
by the dashed arrow). This correspondence results from the construction of
the concrete algorithm as an instantiation of the abstract algorithm and the
compatibility of this instantiation with the pre/post conditions provided for
both algorithms.

DES C′0 DES C′1 . . . DES C′n
DES P′

DES S′ > > > =

DPDA C0 DPDA C1 . . . DPDA Cn
DFA P

DPDA S =

In this thesis, we rely on the interactive theorem prover Isabelle to ensure that our
definitions and constructions are type-correct and that the proofs of our theorems
are fault-free and omission-free. For this purpose, we developed a framework
in Isabelle for the handling of the involved formalisms and the constructions
applied on them in our synthesis algorithms. Note, we provide a brief overview
of the syntax and semantics of Isabelle in Appendix B|p.227.

Some of the contributions of this thesis (in particular results from section 3.1|
p.33, chapter 4|p.45, section 5.3|p.82, and an example in section 7.3|p.147) have
been published in [310, 301, 302] and unrefereed in [307, 309]. Further publications
[308, 306, 305] are not part of this thesis, but they lay the foundation for future
applications of our concrete controller synthesis algorithm. The role of the
coauthors for the development of the contributions presented in this thesis is
covered in Appendix A|p.225.
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Contents of this Thesis

2|p.15 Abstract and Concrete Discrete Event Systems
We introduce the abstract and concrete formalisms of discrete event
systems, automata, context-free grammars, and Parsers used in our
controller synthesis algorithms.

3|p.31 Abstract and Concrete Supervisory Control Problems
We formally introduce the abstract and the concrete supervisory control
problem, which are defined by means of discrete event systems and
automata, respectively.

4|p.45 Abstract Controller Synthesis Algorithm for Discrete Event Systems
We formally introduce the above sketched abstract supervisory con-
troller synthesis algorithm including our theory of fixed-point iterators
ensuring the computation of the least restrictive DES controller.

5|p.61 Concrete Controller Synthesis Algorithm
for Deterministic Pushdown Automata

We formally introduce the instantiation of the abstract supervisory
control problem for DFA plants and DPDA specifications by providing
detailed instantiations of the three major building blocks.

6|p.89 Isabelle-based Formal Quality Assurance
We discuss our general usage of Isabelle and also the Isabelle frame-
work [303] developed specifically for the verification of our formal
results. Moreover, we provide a proof idea for our novel proof of the
fact that DPDA can be converted into LR(1)-CFG.

7|p.141 Application and Prototype-based Evaluation
We demonstrate the implementability of our developed concrete con-
troller synthesis algorithm by our prototype implementation CoSy [304].
Moreover, we discuss general applicability of the algorithm by means of
usage patterns for DPDA specifications and also consider the efficiency
of our implementation.

8|p.163 Related, Ongoing, and Future Work
We outline several meaningful results from ongoing research, provide a
discussion of related work as well as recommendations for future work.

9|p.219 Summary and Conclusion
We conclude the thesis with an overall evaluation of our contributions
and a discussion of their significance.
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2
Abstract and Concrete Discrete Event Systems

Our concrete controller synthesis algorithm presented in chapter 5|p.61 requires
formalisms for describing plants, specifications, closed loops, and controllers.
The inputs and outputs of this algorithm are modelled using the concrete for-
malisms of DFA and DPDA defined in this chapter. We also introduce extended
pushdown automata (EPDA), Parsers, and context-free grammars (CFGs) for
models occurring during computations of this algorithm. As a foundational
theory, we formalize these concrete formalisms in Isabelle as instantiations of
abstract parametrized theories by providing for each parameter of these theories
and each concrete formalism an interpretation. We introduce the formalisms in
this chapter at an intuitive level and provide relevant details of our Isabelle-based
framework in section 6.2|p.96.

Common to these concrete formalisms is that they define unmarked and
marked languages as abstractions of actual and desired behavior. The abstract
formalism of DES captures theses two kinds of languages in a novel unified
representation, which has distinct benefits over approaches from the literature
using only one of the two languages. That is, we benefit from their simplicity
and the inclusion of both languages when defining the abstract supervisory
control problem in section 3.1|p.33 as well as when defining the abstract synthesis
algorithm in chapter 4|p.45 at this high level of abstraction. Moreover, we show
in section 3.3|p.41 that DES are a suitable abstraction for models of the used
concrete formalisms in the sense that the abstract and the concrete supervisory
control problem from section 3.2|p.36 correspond to each other.
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Chapter 2. Abstract and Concrete Discrete Event Systems

Contents of this Chapter

2.1|p.17 Discrete Event Systems
We introduce the abstract formalism of discrete event systems (DES)
along with basic composition and comparison operations on them.
Moreover, we demonstrate that DES determine a complete lattice by
instantiating the corresponding parametrized theory.

2.2|p.18 Extended Pushdown Automata
We introduce the concrete formalism of extended pushdown automata
(EPDA) with various of its subclasses such as DFA, DPDA, and SDPDA.

2.3|p.22 Parsers
We introduce the concrete formalism of Parsers, of which instances
occur in computations of our concrete controller synthesis algorithm.

2.4|p.27 Context-free Grammars
We introduce the concrete formalism of context-free grammars (CFGs),
which is also used to represent intermediate models obtained in com-
putations of our concrete controller synthesis algorithm.
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2.1. Discrete Event Systems

2.1. Discrete Event Systems

We use various concrete formalisms to represent plants, controllers, and specifi-
cations in our concrete controller synthesis algorithm in chapter 5|p.61. These
formalisms determine for their models marked and unmarked languages over an
event alphabet. On the one hand, these unmarked languages are prefix-closed
and describe all possible evolutions of the models. On the other hand, the
marked languages are contained in the unmarked languages and describe all
desired evolutions in the sense of safe regions. Our umbrella notion of a discrete
event system (DES) [310] captures these two languages and serves as an abstract
representation for the models of the concrete formalisms employed in this thesis.

The following definition introduces the type Σ des of DES, the constructor DES,
and the two selectors Ldes

um and Ldes
m . The constructor DES takes the unmarked

language and the marked language (formally given by sets of lists) over elements
from a type Σ to construct a DES. The two selectors Ldes

um and Ldes
m enable the

extraction of the unmarked and the marked languages, respectively, from a DES.

Definition 2.1: «Type of DES»

datatype Σ des = DES Ldes
um :: Σ list set Ldes

m :: Σ list set

We define the predicate valid-des to identify the DESs that satisfy the constraints
of prefix-closure and inclusion mentioned above.

Definition 2.2: «valid-des»
definition valid-des :: Σ des⇒ bool
where valid-des D ≡ Ldes

m D ⊆ Ldes
um D ∧ prefix-closure (Ldes

um D) = Ldes
um D

While the separation of the event alphabet into controllable and uncontrollable
events is required for controller synthesis, we do not include it in our formaliza-
tion at this level.

DESs determine a complete lattice according to the instantiation of the abstract
operations of a complete lattice as given in the following theorem where we make
use of operations from the complete powerset lattice over words of events.

Theorem 2.1: «Discrete Event Systems Form a Complete Lattice»

bot ≡ DES { } { }
top ≡ DES UNIV UNIV

less-eq ≡ λA B. Ldes
um A ⊆ Ldes

um B ∧ Ldes
m A ⊆ Ldes

m B
less ≡ λA B. less-eq A B ∧ A 6= B

inf ≡ λA B. DES (Ldes
um A ∩ Ldes

um B) (Ldes
m A ∩ Ldes

m B)

sup ≡ λA B. DES (Ldes
um A ∪ Ldes

um B) (Ldes
m A ∪ Ldes

m B)

Inf ≡ λX. DES (
⋂

(Ldes
um ` X)) (

⋂
(Ldes

m ` X))

Sup ≡ λX. DES (
⋃

(Ldes
um ` X)) (

⋃
(Ldes

m ` X))
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Chapter 2. Abstract and Concrete Discrete Event Systems

By using this complete lattice later on, we deviate from [282] where a complete
lattice over only one of both languages is used to state a supervisory control
problem. The adequacy of DESs with their integrated handling of (un)marked
languages as abstract representations of concrete formalisms for the purpose
of controller synthesis is demonstrated in the subsequent chapters where the
complete lattice of DES is used extensively in the definition of the abstract
supervisory control problem in chapter 3|p.31 and the definition of our abstract
controller synthesis algorithm in chapter 4|p.45.

2.2. Extended Pushdown Automata

We introduce, amongst others, the automata formalisms of deterministic finite
automata (DFA), deterministic pushdown automata (DPDA) [129], simple de-
terministic pushdown automata (SDPDA) [189], and deterministic extended
pushdown automata (EDPDA) as restrictions of our novel formalism of extended
pushdown automata (EPDA) from which they inherit various definitions, results,
and semantics.

EPDA contain for every reasonable semantics a stack variable in their config-
urations, which stores words over an additional alphabet of stack elements. It
may be used to record information on previously executed steps and to limit step
applicability accordingly. For example, counting events and remembering their
orderings enables the description of languages containing (a) bracketed/balanced
words such as (()(())) with unbounded nesting depth, (b) words of the form
u2×nvn where the event u appears twice as often as the event v, and (c) words of
the form wxw−1 that are odd-length palindroms with the center element x not
contained in w.

We now define EPDA by introducing their type and by providing restrictions
that determine the subset of (valid) EPDA. Note, the edges of EPDA used in this
definition are defined subsequently.

Definition 2.3: «Type of EPDA and valid-epda»
If Q is a finite set of states, Σ is a finite set of events, Γ is a finite set of stack
elements, δ is a finite set of edges, q0 is an initial state in Q, � is an end-of-stack
element, and F is a finite set of marking states contained in Q, then EPDA G
that satisfy valid-epda G are of the following form.

epda-states=Q, epda-events=Σ, epda-gamma =Γ, epda-delta=δ,
epda-initial=q0, epda-eos =�, epda-marking=F

We do not partition the event alphabet Σ into controllable events Σc and uncon-
trollable events Σuc by introducing for them two separate record fields to obtain a
general formalization that can also be used for other application domains without
being cluttered by such a separation. However, we use the terminology of marking
states from control theory; these states are also called accepting or final states in
computer science.
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2.2. Extended Pushdown Automata

The edges of EPDA (also called step labels), given in the definition above by
the set δ, have four different basic shapes. Firstly, each edge contains a source
state q1 and a target state q2. Secondly, each edge may contain an event a from
the set Σ. Thirdly, each edge contains two words of stack elements to be popped
and pushed, respectively. These two words may contain the end-of-stack element
� only at their end and, moreover, they must agree whether it occurs there.

Definition 2.4: «Type of Edges of EPDA and valid-epda-step-label»
If q1 and q2 are states from Q, a is an event from Σ, s1 and s2 are words
over Γ not containing �, x = None or x = Some a, and (w1, w2) = (s1, s2) or
(w1, w2) = (s1 @ [� ], s2 @ [� ]), then the edges e of an EPDA G that satisfy
valid-epda-step-label G e are records of the following form.

edge-src=q1, edge-event=x, edge-pop=w1, edge-push=w2, edge-trg=q2

By considering the four cases explicitly we have the following forms.

q1 , None , s1 , s2 , q2
q1 , None , s1 @ [� ] , s2 @ [� ] , q2
q1 , Some a , s1 , s2 , q2
q1 , Some a , s1 @ [� ] , s2 @ [� ] , q2

We now introduce our custom semantics epdaH of EPDA by introducing the
configurations, the step relation, and the derived notions of determinism as well
as the generated marked and unmarked languages.

A configuration is given by a state, a stack of stack elements (which always
has a trailing � and which is to be read from left to right), and a history variable
(which is used to log the events executed so far). The initial configuration is
constructed by taking the initial state, the stack containing only the � element,
and an empty history.

Definition 2.5: «(Initial) Configurations of an EPDA in epdaH»
If q is a state from Q, s is a word over Γ not containing �, and h is a word over Σ,
then configurations of an EPDA are of the following form.

epdaH-conf-state=q, epdaH-conf-history=h, epdaH-conf-stack=s @ [� ]

The unique initial configuration is q0, [ ], [� ] .

The step relation defines how a configuration Pre can be modified by an edge
Edge into a configuration Post. According to the four kinds of edge patterns
from above, we also differentiate between four kinds of steps in the following
definition. In the steps 1–4 the state is changed from q1 to q2. In the steps 1 and 2

no event is executed whereas in steps 3 and 4 the event a is executed. In the steps
1 and 3 a strict prefix of the stack is popped (hence, the end-of-stack element � is
not popped) whereas in steps 2 and 4 the entire stack is popped.
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Definition 2.6: «Step Relation epdaH-step-relation»
If q1 and q2 are states from Q, a is an event from Σ, h is a word over Σ, s, s1, and
s2 are words over Γ not containing �, then there are the following kinds of steps.

Step 1 Edge: q1, None, s1, s2, q2
Pre: q1, h, s1 @ s @ [� ]
Post: q2, h, s2 @ s @ [� ]
Kind: execute no event, do not observe � at end of stack

Step 2 Edge: q1, None, s1 @ [� ], s2 @ [� ], q2
Pre: q1, h, s1 @ [� ]
Post: q2, h, s2 @ [� ]
Kind: execute no event, observe � at end of stack

Step 3 Edge: q1, Some a, s1, s2, q2
Pre: q1, h, s1 @ s @ [� ]
Post: q2, h @ [ a ], s2 @ s @ [� ]
Kind: execute event a, do not observe � at end of stack

Step 4 Edge: q1, Some a, s1 @ [� ], s2 @ [� ], q2
Pre: q1, h, s1 @ [� ]
Post: q2, h @ [ a ], s2 @ [� ]
Kind: execute event a, observe � at end of stack

The iterated application of this step relation results in derivations that are (pos-
sibly infinite) sequences of configurations and applied edges. Moreover, initial
derivations are those derivations that start in initial configurations and reachable
configurations are the configurations in initial derivations.

An EPDA is then deterministic if (during any of its initial derivations) every
two distinct steps that are applicable to a common configuration would add
different events to the history variable.

Definition 2.7: «Determinism for epdaH»
An EPDA is deterministic in epdaH if, whenever an initial derivation leads to a
configuration c and epdaH-step-relation G c e1 c1 and epdaH-step-relation G c e2 c2
are two applicable steps satisfying epdaH-conf-history c1 v epdaH-conf-history c2,
then e1 = e2 and c1 = c2.

Nondeterministic EPDA are more expressive than deterministic EPDA (EDPDA)
because, for example, they can nondeterministically guess the center of palin-
droms of the form ww−1. However, we expect that nondeterministic specifications
lead to nondeterministic controllers that would force the runtime environment
to maintain not only one current configuration, which would incur additional
undesirable costs for the runtime environment and used hardware. Hence, we do
not consider nondeterministic EPDA for modelling specifications or controllers
in this thesis.

EDPDA are more expressive than DFA because DFA may not change the stack
variable and therefore do not benefit from its existence.
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The (un)marked language of an EPDA contains the (un)marked words that
are obtained from initial derivations d as follows. The unmarked words are the
histories contained in configurations of d. The marked words are the histories
contained in configurations c of d where (a) c contains a state that is a marking
state of the EPDA and (b) all configurations that follow c in d have the same
history. The condition (b) is required to ensure a proper correspondence with the
standard semantics epdaS (explained in more detail in section 6.2|p.96).
Definition 2.8: «unmarked-language and marked-language for epdaH»
The unmarked language of an EPDA is given by all words v over Σ such that
some configuration c is reachable by some initial derivation d at index n such
that epdaH-conf-history c = v.
An unmarked word is also in the marked language of the EPDA when, addition-
ally, epdaH-conf-state c is a marking state from F and when the history variable is
not extended after index n in the derivation d.

Based on the unmarked language and the marked language we define the DES
that corresponds to a given EPDA.
Definition 2.9: «Conversion of EPDA Using epda-to-des to DES»
If G is an EPDA, then epda-to-des G is a DES defined as

DES (epdaH.unmarked-language G) (epdaH.marked-language G).

We obtain the other automata formalisms as follows. PDA are EPDA where the
edge-pop component has length 1, FSA are PDA where the stack variable is never
changed, DPDA are deterministic PDA (we use the predicate valid-dpda), and
DFA are deterministic FSA. Moreover, SDPDA are DPDA (we use the predicate
valid-sdpda) with only three kinds of edges: edges executing a single event while
not modifying the stack, edges pushing a single element to the stack, and edges
popping the single top-stack element.

The following figure visualizes the relationship between these automata for-
malisms. The edges labelled with 1 and 2 are implemented by operations from
our concrete controller synthesis algorithm introduced in chapter 5|p.61, the edge
3 is subsumed by our reasoning for edge 2 , and the edge 4 is included only

for completeness and is not part of our formalization.
Figure 2.1: «Relationship Between Automata Formalisms»
Notation: A B denotes that A is a subclass of B and A B denotes that
every a ∈ A can be translated into an equivalent b ∈ B.

EPDA EDPDA

PDA DPDA

SDPDA

FSA DFA
4

3 2

1

formalisms changing
the stack variable
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Finally, we provide an example of a DPDA for which no equivalent DFA exists.

Example 2.1: «DPDA Example»
The visualized DPDA G generates the marked language { anbn . n ∈ N } and the
unmarked language { anbm . n, m ∈ N, m ≤ n }. For this DPDA, the generated
unmarked language is the prefix closure of the generated marked language,
formally, epdaH.unmarked-language G = prefix-closure (epdaH.marked-language G).
Hence, every unmarked word can be extended to a marked word.

0 1 2 3
a,�, •�

a, •, ••
b, •,−

b, •,−
−,�,�

2.3. Parsers

Parsing theory is a fundamental and well established research domain in the field
of computer science. Many Parser constructions such as LR(k)-Parsers have been
developed for the parsing of programming languages. In this thesis we rely on
the general notion of Parsers as presented in [325], which relies on [189].

We consider two kinds of semantics in this thesis: branching and linear seman-
tics (see Par. Branching and Linear Semantics|p.105 for more details). Branching
semantics such as the semantics epdaH above for EPDA have a unique initial con-
figuration from which every unmarked word can be executed. Linear semantics
have one initial configuration for each potential unmarked word that is contained
in the configuration in the form of a scheduler variable to be followed.

For modelling, Parsers have three features that are not available in EPDA.

Partial Execution: Parsers have a refined event mechanism compared to EPDA
that decouples the observation of events (by a context) and their execution
(by the Parser). That is, Parsers may execute only a prefix of the events
observed in a step whereas EPDA execute an event in the step in which it
is observed. The fixed scheduler variable, handled implicitly or explicitly
in Parser semantics, consists of the observed events that have not been
executed so far. These events have to be executed before any subsequently
observed events. Also, in parsing theory, the term look ahead stands for
the list of events (or its length) the Parser can observe in a single step. A
longer look ahead allows for more concise Parsers because the look ahead
restricts rule applicability as well: the look ahead must be compatible with
the fixed scheduler as mentioned above and, in linear semantics, also with
the scheduler. From this perspective each EPDA has a look ahead of at
most 1 because the event component of an edge of an EPDA has a length of
at most 1.
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Parsers making use of this feature are intermediately obtained by our
concrete controller synthesis algorithm and are translated into Parsers not
using this feature by changing the stack variables such that they contain the
fixed scheduler variable explicitly (see F2 in section 5.2.3|p.78).

Multiple Event Generation: Parsers may execute/observe any (finite) number of
events in a single step whereas EPDA only allow the execution of at most
one event at a time.

However, apart from some results from parsing theory, we assume in many
of our proofs that the Parser at hand executes at most one event per step.

Processing Terminator: Parsers may fix a special end-of-input event parser-eoi (also
called processing terminator) in their steps. Fixing this special event pre-
vents the observation of further events in subsequent steps. That is, in
a branching semantics, the Parser may decide to stop the observation of
further events by fixing the parser-eoi event and, in a linear semantics, the
Parser may detect the parser-eoi event at the end of the scheduler variable.
In both cases the Parser may still execute previously observed and not yet
executed events and may also operate on the stack.

Parsers observing the processing terminator are intermediately obtained by
our concrete controller synthesis algorithm. We remove this usage without
invalidating desired semantical properties (see F1 in subsection 5.2.2|p.73).

In our concrete controller synthesis algorithm in chapter 5|p.61, we obtain in-
stances of LR(1)-Parsers, which are a subclass of deterministic Parsers. Then, we
verify that these LR(1)-Parsers can be translated into DPDA while preserving the
satisfaction of semantical properties that are of interest for controller synthesis.

We define Parsers, which make use of the notion of rules defined below.
Definition 2.10: «Type of Parser and valid-parser»
If N is a finite set of nonterminals, Σ is a finite set of events, q0 is an initial
nonterminal in N, F is a finite set of marking nonterminals from N, δ is a finite
set of rules, and $ is the end-of-input event from Σ, then Parsers G that satisfy
valid-parser G are of the following form.

parser-nonterms=N, parser-events =Σ,
parser-initial =q0, parser-marking=F,
parser-rules =δ, parser-eoi =$

The rules of Parsers, given above by the set δ, have two different shapes. The first
shape is used to change the current stack by exchanging a certain prefix of it, to
execute the events of a word v1, and to fix the events of v2 that have not been
fixed in an earlier step. The second shape is similar, but it fixes the processing
terminator if it has not been fixed in an earlier step and, hence, after applying
such a rule only the events from v2 can be executed subsequently.
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Definition 2.11: «Type of Rules of Parsers and valid-parser-step-label»
If q1 and q2 are nonterminals from N, s1 and s2 are words over N, v1
and v2 are words over Σ not containing $, and (w1, w2) = (s1 @ s2, s2) or
(w1, w2) = (s1 @ s2 @ [ $ ], s2 @ [ $ ]), then the rules r of a Parser G that satisfy
valid-parser-step-label G r are of the following form.

rule-stack-pop =s1 @ [ q1 ], rule-scheduler-pop =w1,
rule-stack-push=s2 @ [ q2 ], rule-scheduler-push=w2

By considering the two cases explicitly we have the following forms.

s1 @ [ q1 ] , v1 @ v2 , s2 @ [ q2 ] , v2
s1 @ [ q1 ] , v1 @ v2 @ [ $ ] , s2 @ [ q2 ] , v2 @ [ $ ]

The elements q1 and q2 may be interpreted as the source and target state of the
rule, which are not separately stored as in the edges of EPDA. We also use the
notation x1 ||| y1 −→ x2 ||| y2 for rules x1, y1, x2, y2 from [325].

We now introduce our custom semantics parserHF of Parsers by introducing
the configurations, the step relation, and the derived notions of determinism as
well as the generated unmarked and marked languages. The more simple and
equivalent semantics parserS is explained in subsection 6.2.7|p.114.

A configuration is given by a stack of nonterminals, which is never empty and
which is to be read from right to left, a history for storing the already observed
events, which is extended to the right, and a fixed scheduler of the events
observed but not yet executed. The initial configurations are constructed using
the initial stack element, an empty history, and an empty fixed scheduler.

Definition 2.12: «(Initial) Configurations of a Parser in parserHF»
If s is a word over N, q is from N, v1 and v2 are words over Σ not containing $,
h = v1 @ v2, and f = v2 or f = v2 @ [ $ ] then configurations of a Parser are of
the following form.

parserHF-conf-fixed= f , parserHF-conf-history=h, parserHF-conf-stack=s @ [ q ]

By considering the two cases explicitly we have the following forms.

v2 , v1 @ v2 , s @ [ q ]
v2 @ [ $ ] , v1 @ v2 , s @ [ q ]

The unique initial configuration is [ ], [ ], [ q0 ] .

The step relation determines how a configuration Pre can be modified by a rule
Rule into a configuration Post. We distinguish between seven kinds of steps due
to the interplay between fixed scheduler and history variable. In all seven steps
the stack is changed by replacing the top-most elements s1 @ [ q1 ] by s2 @ [ q2 ].
Also, in each of the seven steps the rule must respect the fixed scheduler in the
sense that the component rule-scheduler-pop of the rule is either a prefix of the
fixed scheduler of the Pre-configuration or has this fixed scheduler as a prefix.
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Definition 2.13: «Step Relation parserHF-step-relation»
If q1 and q2 are from N, s, s1, and s2 are words over N, h, v1, v2, and v3 are
words over Σ not containing $, and v1, v2, and v3 are not empty, then there are
the following kinds of steps.

Step 1a Rule: s1 @ [ q1 ], v1 @ v2 @ v3, s2 @ [ q2 ], v3
Pre: v1 , h , s @ s1 @ [ q1 ]
Post: v3 , h @ v2 @ v3 , s @ s2 @ [ q2 ]
Kind: (¬A), (¬B), (¬C), (D), (E)

Step 1b Rule: s1 @ [ q1 ], v1 @ v2 @ v3, s2 @ [ q2 ], v2 @ v3
Pre: v1 @ v2 , h , s @ s1 @ [ q1 ]
Post: v2 @ v3 , h @ v3 , s @ s2 @ [ q2 ]
Kind: (¬A), (¬B), (¬C), (D), (¬E)

Step 1c Rule: s1 @ [ q1 ], v1 @ v2, s2 @ [ q2 ], v2
Pre: v1 @ v2 @ v3 , h , s @ s1 @ [ q1 ]
Post: v2 @ v3 , h , s @ s2 @ [ q2 ]
Kind: (¬A), (¬B), (¬C), (¬D), (¬E)

Step 2a Rule: s1 @ [ q1 ], v1 @ v2 @ v3 @ [ $ ], s2 @ [ q2 ], v3 @ [ $ ]
Pre: v1 , h , s @ s1 @ [ q1 ]
Post: v3 @ [ $ ] , h @ v2 @ v3 , s @ s2 @ [ q2 ]
Kind: (¬A), (B), (C), (D), (E)

Step 2b Rule: s1 @ [ q1 ], v1 @ v2 @ v3 @ [ $ ], s2 @ [ q2 ], v2 @ v3 @ [ $ ]
Pre: v1 @ v2 , h , s @ s1 @ [ q1 ]
Post: v2 @ v3 @ [ $ ] , h @ v3 , s @ s2 @ [ q2 ]
Kind: (¬A), (B), (C), (D), (¬E)

Step 3a Rule: s1 @ [ q1 ], v1 @ v2, s2 @ [ q2 ], v2
Pre: v1 @ v2 @ v3 @ [ $ ] , h , s @ s1 @ [ q1 ]
Post: v2 @ v3 @ [ $ ] , h , s @ s2 @ [ q2 ]
Kind: (A), (B), (¬C), (¬D), (¬E)

Step 3b Rule: s1 @ [ q1 ], v1 @ v2 @ [ $ ], s2 @ [ q2 ], v2 @ [ $ ]
Pre: v1 @ v2 @ [ $ ] , h , s @ s1 @ [ q1 ]
Post: v2 @ [ $ ] , h , s @ s2 @ [ q2 ]
Kind: (A), (B), (C), (¬D), (¬E)

Legend: We use the following classification of the steps also explained below.

(A) $ is fixed in the Pre-configuration (i.e., parserHF-conf-fixed ends with $)
(B) $ is fixed in the Post-configuration (i.e., parserHF-conf-fixed ends with $)
(C) $ is observed by the rule (i.e., rule-scheduler-pop ends with $)
(D) new events are executed (i.e., new events are added to the history)
(E) the fixed scheduler of the Pre-configuration is entirely removed
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Firstly, the labels (A)–(C) are related to the status and the observation of the
processing terminator: the processing terminator $ is not fixed in the Pre- and
Post-configurations of steps 1a–1c and in the Pre-configurations of steps 2a and
2b. Vice versa, the processing terminator $ is fixed in the Post-configurations
of steps 2a and 2b and in the Pre- and Post-configurations of steps 3a and 3b.
Secondly, the label (D) is related to the execution of further events: in steps 1a,
1b, 2a, and 2b further events are executed and possibly fixed. Finally, the label
(E) is related to the removal of the fixed scheduler: in steps 1a and 2a the entire
fixed scheduler is removed whereas in the other steps 1b, 1c, 2b, 3a, and 3b a
nonempty suffix of the fixed scheduler is retained.

Intuitively a given Parser is deterministic if (during any initial derivation) every
two distinct applicable steps would add different events to the history variable.

Definition 2.14: «Determinism for parserHF»
A Parser is deterministic in the semantics parserHF if, whenever a given initial
derivation reaches a certain configuration c and parserHF-step-relation G c e1 c1
and parserHF-step-relation G c e2 c2 are two applicable steps that satisfy that
parserHF-conf-history c1 v parserHF-conf-history c2, then e1 = e2 and c1 = c2.

The (un)marked language of a Parser contains the (un)marked words that are
obtained from initial derivations d as follows. The unmarked words are the
histories contained in configurations of d. The marked words are the histories
contained in configurations c of d where (a) the stack of c ends in a marking
stack element of the Parser and (b) all configurations that follow c in d have
the same history. As for EPDA, the condition (b) is required to ensure a proper
correspondence with the standard semantics parserS (explained in more detail in
section 6.2|p.96).

Definition 2.15: «unmarked-language and marked-language for parserHF»
The unmarked language of a Parser is given by all words v over Σ such that
some configuration c is reachable by some initial derivation d at index n such
that parserHF-conf-history c = v.
For a word to be in the marked language of the Parser we additionally require
that parserHF-conf-stack c is of the form s @ [ q ] where q is a marking stack
element from F and that the history variable is not extended after index n.

Based on the unmarked language and the marked language we define the DES
that corresponds to a given Parser.

Definition 2.16: «Conversion of Parsers Using parser-to-des to DES»
If G is a Parser, then parser-to-des G is a DES defined as

DES (parserHF.unmarked-language G) (parserHF.marked-language G).

In the following example, we present a Parser that does not rely on any of the
three Parser-specific features introduced above.
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Example 2.2: «Parser Example»
The Parser with the initial stack element 0, the marking stack elements {0, 3},
and the five rules below has the same unmarked and marked language as the
EPDA from Example 2.1|p.22.

r1 : 0 | a −→ �•1 | r4 : •2 | b −→ 2 |
r2 : •1 | a −→ ••1 | r5 : �2 | −→ 3 |
r3 : •1 | b −→ 2 |

2.4. Context-free Grammars

In this section, we introduce the well-known formalism of context-free grammars
(CFGs) from [80] and their subclass of LR(k)-CFGs from [189].

Intuitively, CFGs are rule-based replacement systems operating on words
over two kinds of elements: events (also called terminals in other contexts) and
nonterminals. In each step (of any semantics of CFGs) a single nonterminal that
is contained in the configuration is replaced by a (possibly empty) replacement
list according to one production of the CFG.

The parsing of programming languages, described by LR(k)-CFG, using LR(k)-
Parsers was introduced in [189] and more technical details and results for LR(k)-
CFG have been summarized in a consistent notation in [325]. In particular, the
LR(k)-CFGs can be parsed deterministically with look ahead k. Also, these Parsers
are correct-prefix-parsers [325, Volume II, Theorem 9.1, p. 291] stating that errors are
detected when they occur, which (a) supports users in finding the syntax errors
in their program to be parsed and which (b) is fundamentally required in our
control setting as it allows us to execute only the desired events.

In the fields of computer science and discrete control theory, the formalism
of CFG is not commonly used for the description of running systems. One
reason may be that the definition of LR(1)-CFG is more complex compared to
the definitions of determinism for formalisms such as DPDA resulting in a more
difficult modelling processes of deterministic systems. The formalism of LR(1)-
CFG is used in our concrete controller synthesis algorithm from chapter 5|p.61

where we also provide details on their equivalence to DPDA and LR(1)-Parsers.
We now define CFG already using productions that are defined subsequently.

Definition 2.17: «Type of CFG and valid-cfg»
If N is a finite set of nonterminals, Σ is a finite set of events, S is an initial
nonterminal in N, and P is a finite set of productions, then CFGs G that satisfy
valid-cfg G are of the following form.

cfg-nonterminals=N, cfg-events=Σ, cfg-initial=S, cfg-productions=P

As for EPDA and Parsers, we do not partition the event alphabet Σ into con-
trollable events Σc and uncontrollable events Σuc by introducing for them two
separate record fields to obtain a general formalization of CFGs.
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The productions of CFGs, given above by the set P, have only one shape. In
general, a production is given by a left-hand-side nonterminal and a right-hand-
side word over nonterminals and events of the CFG. Formally, we distinguish
between nonterminals and events by using words ranging over a custom datatype
where the elements beA A and beA b represent nonterminals A and events b,
respectively. Informally, we omit the constructors beA and beB and use capital and
lower case letters for nonterminals and events, respectively. Given a CFG with a
set of nonterminals N and a set of events Σ we define the set of elements of such
words by bi-elem-domain N Σ = { beA A | A . A ∈ N } ∪ { beB b | b . b ∈ Σ }.
Definition 2.18: «Type of Production of CFGs and valid-cfg-step-label»
If A is a nonterminal from N, w is a word over bi-elem-domain N Σ, then the
productions p of a CFG G that satisfy valid-cfg-step-label G p are of the following
form.

prod-lhs = A, prod-rhs = w

We introduce subsequently the three semantics cfgSTD, cfgLM, and cfgRM for
CFG. They share identical definitions for the (initial) configurations, the generated
unmarked language, and the generated marked language, but they differ in their
step-relations as explained below.

A configuration of a CFG is given by a word over the set bi-elem-domain N Σ and
the initial configuration is constructed by taking only the initial nonterminal S.

Definition 2.19: «(Initial) Configurations of a CFG»
If w is a word over bi-elem-domain N Σ, then the configurations of a CFG are of
the following form.

cfg-conf=w

The unique initial configuration is [ beA S ] .

The three CFG semantics are branching semantics as they have a unique initial
configuration, which does not determine the unmarked word to be executed from
this initial configuration.

The step relations of the three semantics determine how a given Pre configura-
tion can be modified by a production Production into a configuration Post. We use
the operation lift-B to apply the constructor beB to each element in a word over Σ.

Definition 2.20: «Step Relations cfgSTD-step-relation, cfgLM-step-relation,
and cfgRM-step-relation»

If w1, w2, and w are words over bi-elem-domain N Σ and v is a word over Σ, then
steps are of the following form.

cfgSTD Production: A, w
Pre: w1 @ [ A ] @ w2
Post: w1 @ w @ w2
Kind: replace any occurrence of the nonterminal A
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cfgLM Production: A, w
Pre: (lift-B v) @ [ A ] @ w1
Post: (lift-B v) @ w @ w1
Kind: replace an occurrence of the nonterminal A,

if it not preceded by another nonterminal

cfgRM Production: A, w
Pre: w1 @ [ A ] @ (lift-B v)
Post: w1 @ w @ (lift-B v)
Kind: replace an occurrence of the nonterminal A,

if it not succeeded by another nonterminal

Because all three step relations depend on a nonterminal to be present in the
Pre-configuration, there are no steps applicable to a configuration not containing
any nonterminals.

The notion of determinism cannot be determined for CFG by checking local
structural conditions as for EPDA and Parsers. Instead the definition depends on
the notion of initial derivations. Consider the following simplified example from
[325, Volume II, Figure 6.9, p. 49] of a CFG that we consider to be not deterministic.

Example 2.3: «A Nondeterministic CFG»
We consider the CFG with initial nonterminal S and the following four rules.

ρ1 : S, [ A, B, b ] ρ2 : A, [ a, b ] ρ3 : S, [ a, B, b ] ρ4 : B, [ b ]

Discussion: There are initial derivations d1 and d2 that end in the configurations
c1 = [ a, b, b, b ] and c2 = [ a, b, b ] , respectively. Determinism would require
that both derivations apply the same productions until reaching configurations
having [ a, b, b ] as a prefix. However, this is not the case for the given example
where different productions are applied in the two derivations.

Note, the reasoning employed in this example corresponds closely to a similar
explanation of determinism for EPDA. That is, if an EDPDA generates the
unmarked words [ a, b, b, b ] and [ a, b, b ], then there is (using the semantics epdaH)
a unique initial derivation that appends the event b to the history [ a, b ] in its
last step. Note that special attention is required when formalizing determinism
along the lines of these intuitive explanations because EPDA and CFG allow
for steps not executing events. Determinism for CFG by means of the notion of
LR(1)-CFG is given in Definition 6.9|p.121 (where we analyze the relationship
between DPDA and LR(1)-CFG w.r.t. determinism) and is considered in more
detail also in subsection 5.2.1|p.69.

Finally, the marked and unmarked languages of a CFG are obtained from
its initial derivations d. Each nonterminal-free prefix of the word given in
a configuration c is an unmarked word of the CFG. Moreover, the marked
language is given by the words contained in configurations that contain no
further nonterminals.
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Definition 2.21: «unmarked-language and marked-language for CFG»
The unmarked language of a CFG is given by all words v over Σ such that some
configuration c is reachable by some initial derivation d such that lift-B v is a
prefix of cfg-conf c.
For a word to be in the marked language of the CFG we require that lift-B v
equals cfg-conf c.

Based on the unmarked language and the marked language we define the DES
that corresponds to a given CFG.

Definition 2.22: «Conversion of CFG Using cfg-to-des to DES»
If G is a CFG, then cfg-to-des G is a DES defined as

DES (cfgLM.unmarked-language G) (cfgLM.marked-language G).

For the equivalence of the three semantics we note that initial derivations end-
ing in configurations without nonterminals can be translated among the three
semantics by reordering the application of productions. For cfgLM and cfgRM
these initial derivations are also unique. However, initial derivations that end in
configuration containing nonterminals cannot be translated among the semantics:
a piecewise translation from initial cfgRM derivations to initial cfgLM derivations
is considered for this case in the proof presented in section 6.3|p.116.

Finally, we end our introduction by giving an example of a CFG.

Example 2.4: «CFG Example»
The CFG with initial nonterminal S and the following two productions has
the same unmarked an marked language as the EPDA and the Parser from
Example 2.1|p.22 and Example 2.2|p.27, respectively.

ρ1 : S, [ a, S, b ] ρ2 : S, [ ]

Chapter 2|p.15
(Abstract and Concrete Discrete Event Systems)

In this chapter, we introduced the abstract formalism of DES and the concrete
formalisms of EPDA, Parsers, and CFG. A DES is a semantical abstraction of an
instance of a concrete formalism and includes the marked and unmarked language of
that instance.

DES are the foundation for our definitions of the abstract supervisory control problem
and an abstract controller synthesis algorithm in chapter 3|p.31 and chapter 4|p.45,
respectively. DPDA and DFA, which are subclasses of EPDA, are used to define a
concrete supervisory control problem and a concrete controller synthesis algorithm
in chapter 3|p.31 and chapter 5|p.61, respectively. The other concrete formalisms
of Parsers and CFGs introduced here are used in this concrete controller synthesis
algorithm as well to represent intermediate controller candidates.
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Abstract and Concrete Supervisory Control Problems

In this chapter, we introduce an abstract and a concrete supervisory control
problem to be solved by our abstract and concrete controller synthesis algorithms
from chapter 4|p.45 and chapter 5|p.61, respectively. As a foundation for these
problems, we use the complete lattice of DES and the automata formalisms from
section 2.1|p.17 and section 2.2|p.18, respectively. In section 3.3|p.41, we show that
both supervisory control problems are compatible under the expected limitations.

We employ DES for the characterization of the least restrictive satisfactory
controller to be obtained as stated by the abstract supervisory control problem.
While our definition of this abstract problem follows earlier definitions, we
believe that it is an improvement compared to the characterization presented in
[281] because it defines the unmarked and marked languages of the controller
to be constructed together, which is important to state properties referring to
both languages and, hence, also for the connection to the abstract controller
synthesis algorithm and the concrete controller synthesis algorithm. Moreover,
it cleanly separates the abstract and the concrete setting, which allows for a
separate handling of aspects that are only relevant in the concrete setting such as
for example the absence of livelocks. For comparison, the supremal controllable
unmarked language contained in the unmarked language of the plant was defined
based on the complete powerset lattice of unmarked words over the event alphabet
in [281, Section 2, p. 1073] while the marked language and nonblockingness were
handled separately in [282, Section 3, p. 482].

Note that the extension of controller synthesis algorithms to language classes
beyond regular languages was mentioned in [281, Section 4, p. 1074] as a possible
research goal already.
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Contents of this Chapter

3.1|p.33 Abstract Supervisory Control Problem
for Discrete Event Systems

We introduce the properties of controllability, nonblockingness, and
satisfaction of specifications that are then used to define the abstract
supervisory control problem for DES plants and DES specifications.
Additionally, we consider minimality for DES controllers.

3.2|p.36 Concrete Supervisory Control Problem
for Deterministic Pushdown Automata

We introduce the properties of operational controllability, operational
nonblockingness, operational satisfaction of specifications, deadlock
freedom, and livelock freedom that are then used to define the concrete
supervisory control problem for DFA plants and DPDA specifications.
Additionally, we consider two minimality notions and two accessibility
notions for DPDA controllers.

3.3|p.41 Correspondence between Abstract and Concrete
Supervisory Control Problems

We compare the two supervisory control problems and show that the
concrete supervisory control problem is a refinement of the abstract
supervisory control problem under the expected limitations.
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3.1. Abstract Supervisory Control Problem

for Discrete Event Systems

Following our introduction from chapter 1|p.1, we introduce the abstract supervi-
sory control problem. For this purpose, we rely on the abstract formalism of DES
from section 2.1|p.17 to model the controllers, plants, specifications, and closed
loops and introduce required constructions and properties on DES.

Construction of the Closed Loop
Recall that the closed loop CL of a plant P and a controller C is defined by their
synchronous composition. Because the two systems can only execute events
together (that is, send and receive operations are coupled), only those words
of events are preserved from P and C that are common to them. Hence, C
can prevent parts of P, but it cannot add further sequences to the common
behavior. The synchronous composition is constructed by the inf operation from
the complete lattice of DES, which constructs the intersection of the (un)marked
languages of P and C. That is, inf P C = DES (Ldes

um P ∩ Ldes
um C) (Ldes

m P ∩ Ldes
m C).

Property of Controllability
For a proper synchronization between the two components, we require that the
controller C must not refuse the reception of any event u ∈ Σuc that is send by
the plant P. Controllers not satisfying this property are generally not desirable as
they are capable of ignoring events sent by the plant that e.g. unveil an undesired
plant behavior. This property is also known in computer science where I/O
automata [227] are required to be input-enabled.

Formally, we state that whenever C may execute w and P may execute w @ [ u ]
for an uncontrollable event u, then C must be able to execute w @ [ u ] as well.

Definition 3.1: «DES-controllable»
definition DES-controllable :: Σ des⇒ Σ set⇒ Σ des⇒ bool
where DES-controllable C Σuc P

≡ ∀w u. (w ∈ Ldes
um C ∧ u ∈ Σuc ∧ w @ [ u ] ∈ Ldes

um P) −→ w @ [ u ] ∈ Ldes
um C

Property of Nonblockingness
The unmarked language and the marked language of the closed loop CL describe
a safe region and a goal region, respectively. Alternatively, from a task-oriented
perspective, they can be understood to describe tasks and completed tasks, respec-
tively. Nonblockingness then states that every started task can be completed or,
alternatively, that the goal region is permanently reachable from every part of
the safe region. Formally, each unmarked word w of the closed loop must be
extendable by some word v resulting in a marked word of the closed loop.

Definition 3.2: «DES-nonblocking»
definition DES-nonblocking :: Σ des⇒ bool
where DES-nonblocking CL ≡ Ldes

um CL ⊆ prefix-closure (Ldes
m CL)
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Property of Satisfaction of the Specification
We state safety and permanent reachability properties by using specifications in
the form of DES that are to be satisfied by the closed loop CL. On the one hand,
the set Ldes

um S characterizes the safe region that is not to be exited throughout
the execution of the closed loop. On the other hand, the set Ldes

m S characterizes
the goal region that is desirable to be reached. We define that a closed loop CL
satisfies a specification S whenever the unmarked and marked languages of CL
are contained in those of S. This is stated for DES by making use of the less-eq
relation of our complete lattice of DES from section 2.1|p.17.

Definition 3.3: «DES-satisfaction»
definition DES-satisfaction :: Σ des⇒ Σ des⇒ bool
where DES-satisfaction S CL ≡ CL ≤ S

Note, nonblockingness and specification satisfaction together imply that Ldes
um C

is a subset of prefix-closure (Ldes
m S). This expresses, again from the task-oriented

perspective, that each task of the closed loop can be extended to a completed task
of the specification.

Abstract Supervisory Control Problem for Discrete Event Systems
The supervisory control problem describes, for a given plant P and a given
specification S, a set of desirable controllers C. In this abstract setting, we use
(valid) DES to describe the plant, specification, controller, and closed loop.

We determine the controllers that may be used to safely control the plant by
collecting all valid DES satisfying the three properties introduced above.

Definition 3.4: «SCP-Controller-Satisfactory»
definition SCP-Controller-Satisfactory :: Σ des⇒ Σ des⇒ Σ set⇒ Σ des set
where SCPC

Sat P S Σuc
≡ { C . valid-des C

∧ DES-controllable Σuc P C
∧ DES-nonblocking (inf C P)
∧ DES-satisfaction S (inf C P) }

Based on these satisfactory controllers, we derive the satisfactory closed loops
inf C P for which a satisfactory controller C has been used.

Definition 3.5: «SCP-Closed-Loop-Satisfactory»
definition SCP-Closed-Loop-Satisfactory :: Σ des⇒ Σ des⇒ Σ set⇒ Σ des set
where SCPCL

Sat P S Σuc ≡ { inf C P | C . C ∈ SCPC
Sat P S Σuc }

Firstly, the set SCPC
Sat P S Σuc is never empty because Ldes

um C may be empty
without ever violating controllability. While this can be understood to be a
modelling problem (the non-emptiness could be included in the definition of a
valid DES), we follow here the definitions in [281] (see also section 3.3|p.41 for
further consequences). Secondly, all controllers contained in SCPC

Sat P S Σuc are
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equally satisfactory w.r.t. the properties discussed and result therefore in a safe
closed loop behavior by guaranteeing for example the absence of violations of
the specification.

The various controllers differ in the extend to which they limit the plant
behavior. For example, two controllers may be satisfactory while only one of
them is desirable as it actually activates the plant from an initial idle state by
sending a suitable start-up event. Hence, we restrict the set SCPC

Sat P S Σuc
to its members that are least restrictive w.r.t. the plant P. A controller C is
least restrictive if C is satisfactory, the closed loop of C and P is the supremal
satisfactory closed loop, and this supremal closed loop is a satisfactory closed loop
as well. The notion of least restrictiveness also ensures that further synchronous
controllers can be used in parallel to restrict the behavior of the closed loop.

Definition 3.6: «SCP-Controller-Least-Restrictive»
definition SCP-Controller-Least-Restrictive

:: Σ des⇒ Σ des⇒ Σ set⇒ Σ des set
where SCPC

LR P S Σuc
≡ { C . C ∈ SCPC

Sat P S Σuc
∧ inf C P = Sup (SCPCL

Sat P S Σuc)

∧ inf C P ∈ SCPCL
Sat P S Σuc }

Indeed, this definition of the set of controllers SCPC
LR P S Σuc can be simplified to

{ C . valid-des C ∧ inf C P = Sup (SCPCL
Sat P S Σuc) } because the four properties

used in SCPC
Sat are closed under the supremum (that is, closed under arbitrary

union), Sup (SCPCL
Sat P S Σuc) is contained in SCPCL

Sat P S Σuc, and controllability
of C can be derived from the controllability of inf C P.

With the definitions introduced and this final simplification, we state the
abstract supervisory control problem for DES.

Definition 3.7: «Abstract Supervisory Control Problem for DES»
Given a set of events Σ, which is partitioned into controllable events Σc and
uncontrollable events Σuc, a plant P in the form of a valid DES over Σ, and a
specification S in the form of a valid DES over Σ, determine a controller in the
form of a valid DES over Σ from SCPC

LR P S Σuc.

We discussed and related further alternative notions of controllability and the
abstract supervisory control problem in [310].

Additional Property of Minimality for DES
The set of solutions to the abstract supervisory control problem for DES is in gen-
eral no singleton. For example, we may require the controller C to be the smallest
solution, that is, we may require that the controller C equals Inf (SCPC

LR P S Σuc).
However, without a concrete description language for DES at hand, the infi-
mal solution is not arguably more desirable than the supremal solution (see
Par. Additional Property of Minimality for DPDA|p.39).
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3.2. Concrete Supervisory Control Problem

for Deterministic Pushdown Automata

We introduce a characterization of the least restrictive satisfactory controllers
for the setting of DFA plants and DPDA specifications. These controllers are
DPDA and ought to satisfy operational properties to be introduced subsequently.
However, the formal definitions for the properties are omitted here to increase
readability and are contained in Appendix C|p.233. In the subsequent section,
we compare these DPDA controllers with the least restrictive satisfactory DES
controllers from the previous section.

Construction of the Closed Loop
The synchronous execution of a DFA plant and a DPDA controller, where both
components synchronize on their common events, is defined by the usual product
construction FDPDA-DFA-Product of DFA and DPDA (see also [163, Theorem 7.27,
p.286]) and is discussed in more detail in section 5.1|p.64. In fact, the observation
of the feasibility of this construction triggered the entire research project at its
earliest stage.

Property of Determinism
We require controllers to be deterministic, that is, in this setting controllers
should be DPDA rather than nondeterministic PDA. Determinism means here
that the DPDA controller C always has a unique successor configuration for
each possible extension of the current history variable (see Definition 2.7|p.20).
Allowing nondeterministic PDA controllers is not suitable because the runtime
environment has to keep track of all configurations that are compatible with the
history variable. The set of these configurations should be as small as possible
to reduce memory requirements and, ideally, contains only one configuration as
guaranteed by determinism.

However, the controller may be allowed to execute different events from a
configuration. Firstly, the controller must satisfy controllability: it must accept
any given uncontrollable event that is nondeterministically chosen and sent by
the plant. Secondly, the controller must be least restrictive: it must choose nonde-
terministically a controllable event only being limited by the other properties to
be satisfied. These two steps of sending by plant and controller may not alternate
in general: it is possible that the controller continuously receives events from the
plant without sending events (thereby just monitoring the plant) and, as the other
extreme, it may send events to the plant without receiving any events from the
plant (thereby blindly controlling the plant in an open loop).

Property of Controllability
A concrete DPDA controller must accept uncontrollable events that are sent
by the plant as explained before. To define epda-operational-controllable C P Σuc
(see Definition C.1|p.233), we consider two initial derivations d1 and d2 of the
controller C and the plant P, respectively, where both derivations execute the
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events of a common word w of events in n1 and n2 steps, respectively, and where
the derivation d2 of the plant P executes an uncontrollable event u afterwards.
Then, the controller must be able to extend the initial derivation d1 by some
derivation dC also executing the event u.

This definition assumes determinism as a nondeterministic PDA controller
could also use an initial derivation for the execution of w @ [ u ] that is not an
extension of d1.

Property of Nonblockingness
The DPDA closed loop CL must satisfy the nonblockingness property to ensure
that the goal region can be reached continuously. The goal region is given by the
initial derivations of the specification that satisfy the marking condition (i.e., initial
derivation that contain a marking configuration, which in turn must contain a
marking state). However, as for the DES-based setting, this additional relationship
is established by additionally requiring the satisfaction of the specification by the
closed loop as stated below.

To define epda-operational-nonblockingness CL (see Definition C.2|p.234), we state
that each initial derivation dh of the closed loop CL of length nh can be extended
by a finite-length derivation dc such that the composition of dh and dc satisfies
the marking condition of CL.

Property of Satisfaction of the Specification
The closed loop CL must satisfy the requirements stated by the DPDA specifi-
cation S. That is, each initial derivation of CL must be equally feasible in the
specification S.

To define epda-operational-specification-satisfaction CL S (see Definition C.3|p.234),
we state that for each initial derivation d1 of the closed loop CL of length n1 there
is a corresponding initial derivation d2 of length n2 of the specification S such that
the last configurations of d1 and d2 agree on the events executed so far. Also, we
require d2 to satisfy the marking condition if d1 satisfies the marking condition to
ensure that the marking behavior of S is respected by the closed loop CL.

Property of Deadlock Freedom
The closed loop CL must not deadlock during its execution. A deadlock occurs
if the closed loop is unable to perform another step without being in a marking
configuration. That is, if no events are sent by the plant and the closed loop
has just finished a task, it is allowed to remain in an idle state not performing
any steps. It is an important observation that nonblockingness ensures deadlock
freedom for DPDA because nonblockingness forces the closed loop to reach a
marking configuration from any configuration at hand.

To define epda-deadlock-freedom CL (see Definition C.4|p.234), we state that for
each initial derivation d of the closed loop CL of length n that does not satisfy the
marking condition there is an applicable step from the last configuration of d.

Property of Livelock Freedom
The closed loop CL must not livelock during its execution. A livelock occurs if the
closed loop is unable to execute a further event while it may perform arbitrarily
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many internal steps. Since the plant is a DFA, the controller would perform these
internal steps autonomously. The consequence of a livelock is that the controller
is not able to respond to the plant in the sense of receiving or sending events.
Note, a livelock that does not visit a marking configuration infinitely often is
excluded for nonblocking DPDA as well.

To define epda-livelock-freedom CL (see Definition C.5|p.235), we state that there
is no infinite initial derivation d of the closed loop CL for which the events
executed so far are not changed after some index N.

Concrete Supervisory Control Problem for DPDA
We proceed similarly as for DES and collect the properties introduced above into
a single definition. This set characterizes all DPDA controllers that would result
in closed loops without undesirable behavior.

Definition 3.8: «SCP-Controller-Satisfactory-DPDA»
definition SCP-Controller-Satisfactory-DPDA

:: (plant-state, event, unused-stack) epda
⇒ (specification-state, event, specification-stack) epda
⇒ event set
⇒ (controller-state, event, controller-stack) epda set

where SCPC,DPDA
Sat P S Σuc

≡ { C . valid-dpda C
∧ epda-operational-controllable Σuc P C
∧ epda-operational-nonblockingness (FDPDA-DFA-Product C P)
∧ epda-operational-specification-satisfaction (FDPDA-DFA-Product C P) S
∧ epda-deadlock-freedom (FDPDA-DFA-Product C P)
∧ epda-livelock-freedom (FDPDA-DFA-Product C P) }

Based on these satisfactory DPDA controllers and the DFA plant P, we now
define the closed loops that are induced by them.

Definition 3.9: «SCP-Closed-Loop-Satisfactory-DPDA»
definition SCP-Closed-Loop-Satisfactory-DPDA

:: (plant-state, event, unused-stack) epda
⇒ (specification-state, event, specification-stack) epda
⇒ event set
⇒ ((controller-state, plant-state) tuple2, event, controller-stack) epda set

where SCPCL,DPDA
Sat P S Σuc

≡ { FDPDA-DFA-Product C P | C . C ∈ SCPC,DPDA
Sat P S Σuc }

As for DES, we now determine the least restrictive satisfactory DPDA controllers.
These DPDA controllers are satisfactory and result in satisfactory closed loops.
However, for least restrictiveness, we cannot proceed as for DES because there is
no complete (semi)lattice of DPDA as they do not allow for infinite joins. Instead,
we reuse the notion of supremality from the DES-based complete lattice and
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state that the closed loop obtained must be supremal w.r.t. (a) the satisfactory
DPDA closed loops (that is, there is no better DPDA controller than C) and
(b) the satisfactory DES closed loops (that is, there is no better DES controller
than epda-to-des C). The second property is required to ensure that the concrete
supervisory control problem refines the abstract supervisory control problem as
explained later on in section 3.3|p.41

Definition 3.10: «SCP-Controller-Least-Restrictive-DPDA»
definition SCP-Controller-Least-Restrictive-DPDA

:: (plant-state, event, unused-stack) epda
⇒ (specification-state, event, specification-stack) epda
⇒ event set
⇒ (controller-state, event, controller-stack) epda set

where SCPC,DPDA
LR P S Σuc

≡ { C . C ∈ SCPC,DPDA
Sat P S Σuc

∧ FDPDA-DFA-Product C P ∈ SCPCL,DPDA
Sat P S Σuc

∧ epda-to-des (FDPDA-DFA-Product C P)
= Sup (epda-to-des ` (SCPCL,DPDA

Sat P S Σuc))
∧ epda-to-des (FDPDA-DFA-Product C P)

= Sup (SCPCL
Sat (epda-to-des P) (epda-to-des S) Σuc }

With the definitions introduced, we now state the concrete supervisory control
problem for DPDA specifications and DFA plants.

Definition 3.11: «Concrete Supervisory Control Problem for DPDA and DFA»
Given a set of events Σ, which is partitioned into controllable events Σc and
uncontrollable events Σuc, a plant P in the form of a DFA over Σ, and a specifi-
cation S in the form of a DPDA over Σ, determine a controller in the form of a
DPDA over Σ from SCPC,DPDA

LR P S Σuc or determine that this set is empty.

This concrete control problem is solved up to nontermination by our concrete
controller synthesis algorithm as presented in chapter 5|p.61. Also, in the next
section, we relate the abstract and the concrete supervisory control problems.

Additional Property of Minimality for DPDA
The concrete control problem from above may have multiple solutions. We
propose two notions of minimal DPDA controllers, which can be used to restrict
the set of solutions. Firstly, a DPDA controller C is called language-minimal if it is
the smallest solution w.r.t. the size of the marked and unmarked languages (that is,
a DPDA controller C is language-minimal if Inf (epda-to-des ` (SCPC,DPDA

LR P S Σuc))
equals epda-to-des C). Secondly, a DPDA controller C is called size-minimal if it is
the smallest solution w.r.t. the number of states and edges.

We discuss in subsection 8.3.1|p.209 future work regarding these two notions
and our concrete algorithm results in language-minimal controllers even though
we would prefer size-minimal controllers to reduce the static memory require-
ments for the runtime environment while producing the identical closed loop.
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Additional Property of Accessibility for DPDA
Again, to identify a reasonable subclass of the solutions to the concrete control
problem, we propose two notions of accessibility of controllers. Firstly, a controller
C is accessible (by itself), formally written as epda-accessible C, if all of its elements
(i.e., states and edges) are used in some initial derivation of it (see Definition C.6|
p.235). Secondly, a controller C is accessible in the closed loop CL, formally written
as epda-accessible-in-closed-loop C CL, if all of its elements are used (in the expected
modified form due to the synchronous composition with the plant) in some initial
derivation of the closed loop (see Definition C.7|p.235).

These two properties, which cannot be defined at the level of DES, are not
required for a sound closed loop behavior in the concrete control problem.
However, to obtain size-minimal controllers in the future, we may invalidate
the property of accessibility in the closed loop on purpose (see Par. Outputs
of the Concrete Controller Synthesis Algorithm|p.212). Note that both notions of
accessibility are unrelated to the two previous notions of language-minimal and
size-minimal controllers.

Example 3.1: «Examples of Controllers with Their Properties»
Events: Σc = { a, b } and Σuc = { u }

P: the plant

a u
b

a
u

a b

S: the specification

a u

b b

C0

a

b

C1

a u

a b

C2

a u
b

b

C3

u

b

C4

a u

b u

C5

a u b

b

C6

a u

b u

b

C7

a u u

b a b u

C8

a u

b
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Legend:

Properties of Controller C0 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8

controllability 7 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

specification satisfaction 3 7 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

nonblockingness 3 3 7 3 3 3 3 3 3

satisfactory 7 7 7 3 3 3 3 3 3

+ least restrictive 7 7 7 7 3 3 3 3 3

+ language minimal 7 7 7 7 7 3 3 7 3

+ size minimal 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 3

accessible 3 3 3 3 3 3 7 3 3

accessible in the closed loop 3 3 3 3 7 3 7 7 3

3.3. Correspondence between Abstract and Concrete

Supervisory Control Problems

We compare the abstract supervisory control problem from Definition 3.7|p.35

and the concrete supervisory control problem from Definition 3.11|p.39. Note that
we are not aware of previous formal considerations on the relationship between
abstract suprema-based and concrete automata-based characterizations.

Figure 3.1: «Overview of Connection between Abstract and Concrete Problem»

Abstract Problem
(DES P and DES S)

Concrete Problem

(DFA P′, DPDA S′)

Abstract Solution
(DES C)

Concrete Solution

(DPDA C′)

epda-to-des

solution of

solution of

epda-to-des

Existence of Corresponding Instances
Not every instance of the abstract supervisory control problem (given by a DES
plant P, a DES specification S, and a set of uncontrollable events Σuc) corresponds
to some instance of the concrete supervisory control problem. This is due to
the lack of expressiveness of DFA and DPDA used for plants and specifications.
For example, the DES P may have the marked language { anbn . n ∈ N } that
cannot be realized by a DFA. Subsequently, we assume that P and S are realized
by a DFA P′ and a DPDA S′, respectively, in the sense of epda-to-des P′ = P and
epda-to-des S′ = S.

Existence of Abstract Solution for Abstract Problem
The abstract supervisory control problem has a solution for each of its instances.
The DES solution C is formally given by Sup (SCPCL

Sat P S Σuc) in all cases.
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Existence of Concrete Solution for Concrete Problem
The concrete supervisory control problem does not have a solution for each
of its instances: In the following example, we demonstrate that a satisfactory
DPDA controller cannot be obtained for each input. Note, the DES solution
Sup (SCPCL

Sat P S Σuc) of the corresponding abstract instance, which is the element
bot of the complete lattice of DES equal to DES {} {} in this case, cannot be
realized by a DPDA because every DPDA has the empty word in its unmarked
language.

Example 3.2: «Unrealizability of the Solution bot
of the Abstract Supervisory Control Problem»

Events: Σc = { } and Σuc = { u }

P: the plant

DES {[ ], [ u ]} {[ ], [ u ]}
S: the specification

DES {[ ]} {}
C: the controller

DES {} {}

P′: the plant

u

S′: the specification C′: the controller

does not exist

Besides this problem that originates from allowing empty unmarked languages in
valid DES as discussed below of Definition 3.5|p.34, we also cannot exclude that
further problem instances have no solution because, firstly, our concrete controller
synthesis algorithm from chapter 5|p.61 does not terminate in general (see sec-
tion 5.5|p.87) and, secondly, our second synthesis algorithm from subsection 8.2.2|
p.193 has not been formally verified to be sound and terminating. Hence, there
may be no DPDA solution to a particular concrete problem instance (that is,
SCPC,DPDA

LR P S Σuc may be empty) because there may be no suitable DPDA C
that realizes Sup (SCPCL

Sat P S Σuc) and that also satisfies the additional required
semantical properties. While the class of deterministic context free languages
(DCFL), which is generated by DPDA, is not closed under arbitrary union, the
satisfactory DPDA closed loops may be a sufficiently restricted subclass of DPDA
to allow for arbitrary unions in general. Of course, the closure under union of
satisfactory controllers is not required for the obvious termination of our second
algorithm from subsection 8.2.2|p.193.

Correspondence of Solutions for the Abstract and Concrete Instance
The definitions for the abstract and the concrete setting correspond closely. Firstly,
every satisfactory DPDA controller C translates to a satisfactory DES controller
epda-to-des C in terms of Definition 3.8|p.38 and Definition 3.4|p.34. Secondly,
every satisfactory DPDA closed loop CL translates to a satisfactory DES closed
loop epda-to-des CL in terms of Definition 3.9|p.38 and Definition 3.5|p.34. Lastly,
every least restrictive satisfactory DPDA controller C translates to a least restrictive
satisfactory DES controller epda-to-des C in terms of Definition 3.10|p.39 and
Definition 3.6|p.35. For the last part to be satisfied, we have to require the
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equality of epda-to-des (FDPDA-DFA-Product C P) (that is, the DPDA closed loop
converted to a DES) and Sup (SCPCL

Sat (epda-to-des P) (epda-to-des S) Σuc) (that is,
the supremal DES closed loop) in Definition 3.10|p.39 to ensure that the least
restrictive DPDA controller must not be more restrictive than any satisfactory DES
controller that cannot be realized by a satisfactory DPDA controller. We conclude
that the concrete supervisory control problem refines the abstract supervisory
control problem as desired and that the reverse direction does not hold due to
the increased expressiveness of DES compared to DPDA and DFA (and the minor
unrealizability problem related to bot).

Chapter 3|p.31
(Abstract and Concrete Supervisory Control Problems)

In this chapter, we introduced the abstract and the concrete supervisory control
problem and ensured that they are compatible with each other under the expected
limitations. Also, the definition of the concrete supervisory control problem relied on
the definition of the abstract supervisory control problem by reusing the notion of
least restrictiveness stated on the foundation of DES.

In the next chapter, we determine for the abstract setting of DES an abstract
fixed-point controller synthesis algorithm that relates to the abstract supervisory
control problem. Afterwards, in chapter 5|p.61, we determine a concrete fixed-
point controller synthesis algorithm that relates to the concrete supervisory control
problem.
The correspondence between both supervisory control problems is due to the similari-
ties of the involved properties. Also, both controller synthesis algorithms reestablish
this correspondence by making use of corresponding building blocks.
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4
Abstract Controller Synthesis Algorithm

for Discrete Event Systems

We introduce an abstract controller synthesis algorithm, which is applied to a
DES plant P, a DES specification S, and a set of uncontrollable events Σuc.

The least restrictive satisfactory controller (see Definition 3.6|p.35) that is
synthesized is equal to a greatest fixed point of an endofunction on DES, which
restricts the current controller candidate in each step least restrictively.

The used endofunction is constructed compositionally from multiple endo-
functions, which we call fixed-point iterators or abstract building blocks. Each
of these abstract building blocks then enforces a single property that is required
for satisfactory controllers. This compositional construction of the fixed-point
iterator simplifies reasoning at the abstract level of DES. Moreover, the concrete
controller synthesis algorithm introduced in chapter 5|p.61 uses concrete building
blocks operating on automata to implement the abstract building blocks. The
abstract controller synthesis algorithm thereby enables compositional reasoning
for the verification of the concrete controller synthesis algorithm and, moreover,
the transfer of results from the abstract to the concrete level.

The connection between the least restrictive satisfactory controller and the
greatest fixed point of a suitable endofunction operating on models of controller
candidates has been introduced in [281] for more restrictive settings with different
terminology and without considerations on composability of fixed-point iterators.

The abstract controller synthesis algorithm does not terminate in general if no
further restrictions on the inputs P and S are assumed. Moreover, the algorithm
is known to be terminating only for plants and specifications that are realizable
by DFA as of now. By also relating to our LR(1)-CFG based concrete controller
synthesis algorithm from subsection 8.2.2|p.193, we observe how the fixed-point
iterator for enforcing controllability should be adapted to result in a terminating
fixed-point computation also for specifications realizable by DPDA.
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Contents of this Chapter

4.1|p.47 Framework of Abstract Building Blocks for Fixed-point Computation
We introduce a framework for the computation of greatest fixed points
using abstract building blocks (given in the form of fixed-point iterators
on DESs). We attach signatures to the fixed-point iterators to allow for
results on suitable composition of fixed-point iterators.

4.2|p.50 Abstract Building Blocks for Enforcing Properties
on Discrete Event Systems Least Restrictively

We introduce abstract building blocks for enforcing least restrictively
the properties required for satisfactory controller such as for example
the properties of nonblockingness and controllability.

4.3|p.53 Abstract Controller Synthesis Algorithm for Discrete Event Systems
To compute the least restrictive satisfactory controllers from Defini-
tion 3.6|p.35, we define an abstract controller synthesis algorithm by
composing the abstract building blocks from section 4.2|p.50.

4.4|p.56 On the Termination of the Abstract Controller Synthesis Algorithm
We discuss classes of inputs for which the abstract controller synthesis
algorithm does (or does not) terminate resulting in least restrictive
satisfactory controllers.
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4.1. Framework of Abstract Building Blocks

for Fixed-point Computation

We introduce a framework of admissible abstract building blocks, which are
used to compute the least restrictive satisfactory controllers from Definition 3.6|
p.35. We recall the definition of the greatest fixed point of a function F, which
operates on the elements of a complete lattice, because both, the least restrictive
satisfactory controllers and greatest fixed points, are defined as certain suprema
in the complete lattice of DESs. Note, the type variable α that occurs subsequently
can be instantiated by Σ des because DESs constitute a complete lattice according
to Theorem 2.1|p.17.

Definition 4.1: «gfp»
definition gfp :: (α :: complete-lattice⇒ α)⇒ α
where gfp F ≡ Sup { A . A ≤ F A }

Monotonicity plays an important role for the existence of greatest fixed points
according to [338]. This ground laying work is part of the standard Isabelle
library and we can straightforwardly obtain the following result stating that the
supremum Sup { A . A = F A } is the greatest fixed point of the monotone
function F.
Corollary 4.1: «gfp Properties Using Monotonicity»

mono (F :: α :: complete-lattice⇒ α)
gfp F = Sup { A . A = F A } ∧ gfp F = F (gfp F)

To obtain an implementable algorithm, we introduce the function Compute-FP,
which starts with the initial value D and applies the function F, called fixed-point
iterator or abstract building block subsequently, until obtaining a fixed point.

Definition 4.2: «Compute-FP»
function (domintros) Compute-FP

:: (α⇒ α)⇒ α⇒ α
where Compute-FP F D

= (if D = F D then D else Compute-FP F (F D))

We denote, using standard Isabelle notation, that Compute-FP terminates on F
and D by Compute-FP_dom (F, D). Note that we believe that it is not possible to
provide properties on the fixed-point iterator F that ensure termination and that
are satisfied by our fixed-point iterators later on (see Theorem 4.12|p.56).

The sequence of values obtained during the computation of Compute-FP F D is
guaranteed to be decreasing in each step (that is, top ≥ F top ≥ F (F top) ≥ . . .)
if D is top. To also allow for fixed-point computations that are not starting with
top and, moreover, to allow for the proper composition of fixed-point iterators
later on, we require that fixed-point iterators satisfy the property of decreasing
arguments, that is, fixed-point iterators must satisfy F C ≤ C for every C.
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Moreover, to ensure that we obtain a greatest fixed point satisfying additional
properties (see the properties of satisfactory DES controllers in Definition 3.4|
p.34), we introduce signatures of fixed-point iterators. These signatures consist of
three sets describing the possible inputs Qinp, outputs Qout, and fixed points Qterm.
Obviously, Qinp and Qout are similarly contained in the Hoare calculus [161]. In
the following definition, we only require properties such as monotonicity and
decreasing arguments to be satisfied based on these three sets.

Definition 4.3: «FP-Iterator»
definition FP-Iterator

:: (α :: complete-lattice⇒ α)⇒ α set⇒ α set⇒ α set⇒ bool
where FP-Iterator F Qinp Qterm Qout

≡ ∀X ∈ Qinp. ∀Y ∈ Qinp.
F X ≤ X
∧ (X ≤ Y −→ F X ≤ F Y)
∧ F X ∈ Qout
∧ (X ∈ Qterm ←→ F X = X)

We are now able to state that Compute-FP F D computes a certain supremum by
computing the corresponding greatest fixed point smaller than the initial DES D.

Theorem 4.1: «Compute-FP Computes Supremum»
FP-Iterator F UNIV Qterm Qout
Compute-FP_dom (F, D)
Compute-FP F D = Sup { X . X ∈ Qterm ∧ X ≤ D }

A limitation of this theorem is that it requires the fixed-point iterator F to allow
arbitrary inputs (UNIV contains all DESs). This limitation is problematic because
the fixed-point iterators introduced later have more restricted input sets. However,
as stated in the next theorem, we can relate the fixed-point iterator F to be used
for implementation with an equivalent technical fixed-point iterator G. Basically,
the set Qinp must include the initial value D, G must be closed on Qinp, and F
and G must be equal on Qinp.

Theorem 4.2: «Compute-FP Computes Supremum Using Equivalent Iterator»
FP-Iterator G UNIV Qterm Qout
D ∈ Qinp
Qout ⊆ Qinp
(
∧

C. C ∈ Qinp G C = F C)
Compute-FP_dom (F, D)
Compute-FP F D = Sup { X . X ∈ Qterm ∧ X ≤ D }

This theorem is applied later on in section 4.3|p.53 by (a) constructing a fixed-point
iterator F with its expected specific input set and (b) constructing a fixed-point
iterator G that identifies the maximal element M contained in the input set of F
that is smaller than the provided input D and that applies (a simplified alternative
of) F on this element M.
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We introduce an unconditional and a conditional sequential composition of
fixed-point iterators. They allow to define a fixed-point iterator by means of
several more basic abstract building blocks, which enforce properties such as for
example nonblockingness and controllability on the DES. Firstly, unconditional
composition is defined by function composition of the two fixed-point iterators
F1 and F2 and by constructing the signature of the resulting fixed-point iterator
F2 ◦ F1 from the signatures of F1 and F2. The composed fixed-point iterator then
only has the fixed points that are fixed points of both fixed-point iterators.

Theorem 4.3: «Unconditional Composition of Fixed-point Iterators»
FP-Iterator F1 Qinp Qterm1 Qinter1
FP-Iterator F2 Qinter2 Qterm2 Qout
Qinter1 ⊆ Qinter2
FP-Iterator (F2 ◦ F1) Qinp (Qterm1 ∩Qterm2) Qout

Secondly, we define conditional composition where the second fixed-point iterator
F2 is skipped if the argument is a fixed point of F1. Intuitively, such a composition
is useful if every fixed point of F1 is a fixed point of F2 and the computation of F2
requires a non-negligible amount of resources.

Definition 4.4: «if-comp»
definition if-comp :: (α⇒ α)⇒ (α⇒ α)⇒ (α⇒ α)
where if-comp F2 F1 ≡ λC. if F1 C = C then C else (F2 ◦ F1) C

The resulting sets of fixed points and outputs are more bulky in the following
theorem compared to the case of unconditional composition above. However,
in the concrete applications later on, the resulting sets usually collapse to much
simpler forms.

Theorem 4.4: «Conditional Composition of Fixed-point Iterators»
FP-Iterator F1 Qinp Qterm1 Qinter1
FP-Iterator F2 Qinter2 Qterm2 Qout
Qinter1 ⊆ Qinter2
Qinp ∩Qterm1 ⊆ Qterm2
FP-Iterator (if-comp F2 F1) Qinp
{ C . if F1 C = C then C ∈ Qinp ∩Qterm1 else C ∈ Qterm1 ∩Qterm2 }
((Qinp ∩Qinter1 ∩Qterm1) ∪Qout)

We also make use of results on weakening and strengthening (of signatures) of
fixed-point iterators but these additional results are omitted here for readability.

For comparison, the supremal controllable sublanguage (of the unmarked
language) has been iteratively computed by a monotone function in [281] as well.
However, in [281] nonblockingness is not considered, composition of monotone
functions is not investigated, and it is based only on unmarked languages rather
than on DESs, which consider the marked and unmarked language at once as
required for the property of nonblockingness.
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4.2. Abstract Building Blocks for Enforcing Properties

on Discrete Event Systems Least Restrictively

Based on the framework of fixed-point iterators introduced before, we present for
each property that is required for satisfactory controllers (see Definition 3.4|p.34)
one fixed-point iterator that enforces this property least restrictively. In particular,
we present fixed-point iterators for restricting an arbitrary DES to a valid DES,
for enforcing the satisfaction of the specification, for enforcing nonblockingness,
and for enforcing controllability. We then compose these fixed-point iterators in
the next section for the computation of least restrictive satisfactory controllers.

4.2.1. Fixed-point Iterator Enforce-Valid-DES

We introduce the fixed-point iterator Enforce-Valid-DES for obtaining the supremal
valid DES that is smaller than an arbitrary (possibly not valid) element of the
complete lattice of DESs. We define the two languages of the resulting DES in
two steps: firstly, we determine the supremal prefix-closed sublanguage Aum of
the unmarked language of the input DES, and, secondly, we restrict the marked
language of the input DES to the marked words that are contained in Aum. This
construction ensures that we do not add elements to either of the two sets, which
would not be true if we would have maintained the marked language while using
its prefix-closure as the unmarked language.

Definition 4.5: «Enforce-Valid-DES»
definition Enforce-Valid-DES :: Σ des⇒ Σ des
where Enforce-Valid-DES C

≡ let Aum = Sup { A . A ⊆ Ldes
um C ∧ A = prefix-closure A }

in DES Aum (Aum ∩ Ldes
m C)

We now state that Enforce-Valid-DES is a fixed-point iterator and produces the
supremal satisfactory solution. We make use of the two variables SAT and RES
to represent the satisfactory solutions and computed solution, respectively.

Theorem 4.5: «Enforce-Valid-DES is Sound and Least Restrictive»
SAT = { A . A ≤ C ∧ valid-des A }
RES = Enforce-Valid-DES C
RES = Sup SAT ∧ RES ∈ SAT
∧ FP-Iterator Enforce-Valid-DES top { C . valid-des C } { C . valid-des C }

The fixed-point iterator Enforce-Valid-DES is only used later on in the fixed-
point iterator FP-Iterator-Step-Alt (see Definition 4.12|p.55), which is used for the
fixed-point iterator G occurring in Theorem 4.2|p.48. It also has, as opposed to
the subsequently introduced fixed-point iterators enforcing the satisfaction of
specifications, nonblockingness, and controllability, no correspondence in the
concrete controller synthesis algorithm in chapter 5|p.61 where each occurring
DPDA automatically generates a valid DES.
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4.2.2. Fixed-point Iterator Enforce-Specification-Satisfaction

We enforce a specification S on a DES C by constructing their infimum. The usage
of the infimum operation, which also implements the synchronous communi-
cation between plant and controller, relates to the synchronous satisfaction check
between the specification S and the closed loop to be obtained.
Definition 4.6: «Enforce-Specification-Satisfaction»
definition Enforce-Specification-Satisfaction :: Σ des⇒ Σ des⇒ Σ des
where Enforce-Specification-Satisfaction S C ≡ inf S C

This construction is sound, least restrictive, and generates valid DESs whenever
the inputs are valid DESs as well.
Theorem 4.6: «Enforce-Specification-Satisfaction

is Sound and Least Restrictive»
valid-des S
valid-des C
SAT = { A . A ≤ C ∧DES-satisfaction S A ∧ valid-des A }
RES = Enforce-Specification-Satisfaction S C
RES = Sup SAT ∧ RES ∈ SAT
∧ FP-Iterator Enforce-Specification-Satisfaction
{ C . valid-des C }
{ C . valid-des C ∧DES-satisfaction S C }
{ C . valid-des C ∧DES-satisfaction S C }

4.2.3. Fixed-point Iterator Enforce-Nonblocking-DES

Nonblockingness is enforced by the fixed-point iterator Enforce-Nonblocking-DES,
which restricts the unmarked language of the input to the prefix closure of the
preserved marked language of the input.
Definition 4.7: «Enforce-Nonblocking-DES»
definition Enforce-Nonblocking-DES :: Σ des⇒ Σ des
where Enforce-Nonblocking-DES C ≡ DES (prefix-closure (Ldes

m C)) (Ldes
m C)

The following theorem now states that we construct the supremal, valid, and
nonblocking DES contained in the valid DES provided.
Theorem 4.7: «Enforce-Nonblocking-DES is Sound and Least Restrictive»

valid-des C
SAT = { A . A ≤ C ∧ valid-des A ∧DES-nonblocking A }
RES = Enforce-Nonblocking-DES C
RES = Sup SAT ∧ RES ∈ SAT
∧ FP-Iterator Enforce-Nonblocking-DES
{ C . valid-des C }
{ C . valid-des C ∧DES-nonblocking C }
{ C . valid-des C ∧DES-nonblocking C }
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4.2.4. Fixed-point Iterator Enforce-Marked-Controllable-Subset

We introduced controllability of a DES in Definition 3.1|p.33 to obtain a close
correspondence to the standard notion of controllability. However, when also
assuming nonblockingness we can equivalently define controllability as follows
based on the marked language of C.

Definition 4.8: «DES-marked-controllable»
definition DES-marked-controllable :: Σ des⇒ Σ set⇒ Σ des⇒ bool
where DES-marked-controllable C Σuc P

≡ ∀w′ w u.
(w′ ∈ Ldes

m C ∧ w v w′ ∧ u ∈ Σuc ∧ w @ [ u ] ∈ Ldes
um P)

−→ w @ [ u ] ∈ Ldes
um C

We now provide the fixed-point iterator Enforce-Marked-Controllable-Subset (see
section A|p.225 for a remark on coauthorship), which removes from the marked
language all words with controllability problems and from the unmarked lan-
guage all words that have a strict prefix with a controllability problem.

Definition 4.9: «Enforce-Marked-Controllable-Subset»
definition Enforce-Marked-Controllable-Subset

:: Σ set⇒ Σ list set⇒ Σ des⇒ Σ des
where Enforce-Marked-Controllable-Subset Σuc Pum C

≡ DES { w′ ∈ Ldes
um C . ∀w u. (w @ w′ ∧ u ∈ Σuc ∧ w @ [ u ] ∈ Pum)

−→ w @ [ u ] ∈ Ldes
um C }

{ w′ ∈ Ldes
m C . ∀w u. (w v w′ ∧ u ∈ Σuc ∧ w @ [ u ] ∈ Pum)

−→ w @ [ u ] ∈ Ldes
um C }

We now give an example of this fixed-point iterator.

Example 4.1: «Enforce-Marked-Controllable-Subset»
Events: Σc = { a, b, c, d, e } and Σuc = { u }
Application: Enforce-Marked-Controllable-Subset Σuc (Ldes

um P) C = C′

P: the plant DES

ba

e
dc

u

uu

C: input DES

ba

e
dc

C′: output DES

ba

e
d

Explanation: The marked words [ a, c ] and [ b, d ] are removed while the marked
word [ b, e ] without controllability problem is preserved. The unmarked word
[ a, c ] is removed because it has the strict prefix [ a ] with a controllability problem.
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From the example above, we conclude that this fixed-point iterator, when applied
to a nonblocking DES, may return a DES that is neither controllable (in the
sense of DES-controllable from Definition 3.1|p.33) nor nonblocking. However, the
fixed-point iterator is useful because, when applied to a nonblocking DES, (a) it
returns the provided DES C when C is controllable and (b) it returns a DES C′

that is strictly smaller than C when C is not controllable.
Theses observations result in the following theorem.

Corollary 4.2: «Enforce-Marked-Controllable-Subset
is Sound and Least Restrictive»

valid-des C
valid-des P
DES-nonblocking C
SAT1 = { A . A ≤ C ∧ valid-des A

∧ DES-controllable Σuc P A ∧DES-nonblocking A }
SAT2 = { A . A ≤ C ∧ valid-des A }
RES = Enforce-Marked-Controllable-Subset Σuc (Ldes

um P) C
(RES = Sup SAT1 ∨ (C > RES∧ RES > Sup SAT1)) ∧ RES ∈ SAT2
∧ FP-Iterator Enforce-Marked-Controllable-Subset
{ C . valid-des C ∧DES-nonblocking C }
{ C . valid-des C ∧DES-nonblocking C ∧DES-controllable Σuc P C }
{ C . valid-des C }

Since the removal of controllability problems may invalidate the nonblockingness
property of the input, the nonblockingness is not a part of the output set of the
signature of the fixed-point iterator.

4.3. Abstract Controller Synthesis Algorithm

for Discrete Event Systems

The fixed-point computation of the least-restrictive satisfactory controller (see
Definition 3.6|p.35) is executed by applying Compute-FP (see Definition 4.2|p.47)
using an initial value D and a fixed-point iterator F. Firstly, we define D using
FP-Iterator-Init, which is the (parameterized) initial value to be used. Secondly,
we define F by composing the fixed-point iterators introduced in the previous
section into the (parameterized) fixed-point iterator FP-Iterator-Step.

The initial value D is given by FP-Iterator-Init P S top where P is the plant, S is
the specification, and top is the largest (valid) DES (see Theorem 2.1|p.17 for top).
We enforce the satisfaction of the adapted specification inf P S (see below) on the
(later inserted) input top and then enforce nonblockingness on the result.

Definition 4.10: «FP-Iterator-Init»
definition FP-Iterator-Init :: Σ des⇒ Σ des⇒ (Σ des⇒ Σ des)
where FP-Iterator-Init P S

≡ Enforce-Nonblocking-DES ◦ (Enforce-Specification-Satisfaction (inf P S))
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Note, by changing the used specification from S into inf P S we compute the
infimal controller that results in the supremal satisfactory closed loop (see Par. Ad-
ditional Property of Minimality for DPDA|p.39). Intuitively, we may change the
specification this way because the obtained controller is synchronized with the
plant to obtain the closed loop and it is not relevant for obtaining the least restric-
tive satisfactory controller whether we discard elements forbidden by P already
here or as late as in that final synchronization.

Even though FP-Iterator-Init is applied only once during the fixed-point com-
putation, we define it to be a fixed-point iterator with a signature by replacing top
by an arbitrary valid DES. The following theorem (obtained using Theorem 4.6|
p.51, Theorem 4.7|p.51, and Theorem 4.3|p.49) then states that FP-Iterator-Init
immediately (i.e., Qterm = Qout) enforces least restrictively (least restrictiveness
follows trivially also from the first two mentioned theorems) the satisfaction of
the properties of nonblockingness and specification satisfaction. However, the
initial parameter D = FP-Iterator-Init P S top is not controllable in general.

Theorem 4.8: «Fixed-point Iterator FP-Iterator-Init»
valid-des P
valid-des S
FP-Iterator (FP-Iterator-Init P S)
{ C . valid-des C }
{ C . valid-des C ∧DES-satisfaction (inf P S) C ∧DES-nonblocking C }
{ C . valid-des C ∧DES-satisfaction (inf P S) C ∧DES-nonblocking C }

Subsequently, we introduce the fixed-point iterator FP-Iterator-Step, which exe-
cutes two steps. Firstly, using Enforce-Marked-Controllable-Subset certain uncon-
trollable words are removed from the DESs’ languages. Secondly, if and only if
uncontrollable words have been removed, nonblockingness is reinstated by apply-
ing the fixed-point iterator Enforce-Nonblocking-DES. Note, in the corresponding
step of the concrete controller synthesis algorithm we must be able to decide
whether uncontrollable words have been removed in the first step to allow for
the termination of the controller synthesis algorithm (see section 5.4|p.85).

Definition 4.11: «FP-Iterator-Step»
definition FP-Iterator-Step

:: Σ set⇒ Σ des⇒ (Σ des⇒ Σ des)
where FP-Iterator-Step Σuc P

≡ if-comp
Enforce-Nonblocking-DES
(Enforce-Marked-Controllable-Subset Σuc (Ldes

um P))

Again, using the results on composability and strengthening of fixed-point itera-
tors we derive the desired signature of FP-Iterator-Step. This signature shows that
the fixed points of FP-Iterator-Step are satisfactory controllers.
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Theorem 4.9: «Fixed-point Iterator FP-Iterator-Step»
valid-des P
valid-des S
FP-Iterator (FP-Iterator-Step Σuc P)
{ C . valid-des C ∧DES-satisfaction (inf P S) C ∧DES-nonblocking C }
{ C . valid-des C ∧DES-satisfaction (inf P S) C ∧DES-nonblocking C

∧ DES-controllable Σuc P C }
{ C . valid-des C ∧DES-satisfaction (inf P S) C ∧DES-nonblocking C }

To obtain least restrictiveness of FP-Iterator-Step, we cannot apply Theorem 4.1|
p.48 because the input set of FP-Iterator-Step is not UNIV. We solve this problem
by using Theorem 4.2|p.48 instead as described before. Firstly, we define the tech-
nical fixed-point iterator FP-Iterator-Step-Alt with the input set UNIV. Secondly,
we show that FP-Iterator-Step-Alt and FP-Iterator-Step are equivalent.

As the first step, we define the fixed-point iterator FP-Iterator-Step-Alt, which
least restrictively enforces the input set of FP-Iterator-Step before executing a
simplified unconditional form of it.

Definition 4.12: «FP-Iterator-Step-Alt»
definition FP-Iterator-Step-Alt :: Σ set⇒ Σ des⇒ (Σ des⇒ Σ des)
where FP-Iterator-Step-Alt Σuc P

≡ Enforce-Nonblocking-DES ◦
(Enforce-Marked-Controllable-Subset Σuc (Ldes

um P)) ◦
Enforce-Nonblocking-DES ◦

Enforce-Valid-DES

The signature of FP-Iterator-Step-Alt with UNIV as input set is given as follows.
Note, FP-Iterator-Step-Alt does not need to enforce the satisfaction of the spec-
ification according to Theorem 4.2|p.48; rather it only has to be equivalent to
FP-Iterator-Step on the input set of FP-Iterator-Step.

Theorem 4.10: «Fixed-point Iterator FP-Iterator-Step-Alt»
valid-des P
valid-des S
FP-Iterator (FP-Iterator-Step-Alt Σuc P)

top
{ C . valid-des C ∧DES-nonblocking C ∧DES-controllable Σuc P C }
{ C . valid-des C ∧DES-nonblocking C }

As the second step, we state in the following theorem that the two fixed-point
iterators FP-Iterator-Step-Alt and FP-Iterator-Step are equivalent.

Theorem 4.11: «Equivalence of FP-Iterator-Step-Alt and FP-Iterator-Step»
valid-des P
DES-nonblocking C
FP-Iterator-Step-Alt Σuc P C = FP-Iterator-Step Σuc P C
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Lastly, we conclude using Theorem 4.2|p.48 that, provided the termination of
Compute-FP, we obtain the infimal, least restrictive satisfactory controller when
executing Compute-FP with the fixed-point iterator FP-Iterator-Step Σuc P and the
initial value FP-Iterator-Init P S top.
Theorem 4.12: «Computation of the Least Restrictive Satisfactory Controller»

valid-des P
valid-des S
C = Compute-FP (FP-Iterator-Step Σuc P) (FP-Iterator-Init P S top)
Compute-FP_dom (FP-Iterator-Step Σuc P, FP-Iterator-Init P S top)
C ∈ SCPC

LR P S Σuc
∧ C = Inf (SCPC

LR P S Σuc)

4.4. On the Termination

of the Abstract Controller Synthesis Algorithm

The abstract controller synthesis algorithm as given in Theorem 4.12|p.56 by
Compute-FP (FP-Iterator-Step Σuc P) (FP-Iterator-Init P S top) terminates for some
but not for all two valid DES P (the plant) and S (the specification). That is,
the assumption Compute-FP_dom (FP-Iterator-Step Σuc P, FP-Iterator-Init P S top)
stating the termination of the computation is necessary for Theorem 4.12|p.56.

Determining further classes of languages for which the abstract synthesis
algorithm terminates and the definition of corresponding controller synthesis
algorithms is a challenge for the future. We consider only two relevant classes
of problem instances in the following two subsections. These classes correspond
to the two settings where the specification is realizable by a DFA and a DPDA,
respectively, while the plant is realizable as a DFA in each case.

4.4.1. Plants Realizable by DFA and Specifications Realizable by DFA

In this subsection we assume that the plant P and the specification S are both
realizable by DFA. For this problem instance, it is well known that the abstract
controller synthesis algorithm always terminates [281, Theorem 3.1, p. 1074]. The
argument for termination is based on the Myhill-Nerode-Equivalence: for a
nonblocking DES D, we define this equivalence on Ldes

um D, which is denoted ∼
subsequently, as follows: w1 ∼ w2 iff { w . w1 @ w ∈ Ldes

m D } = { w . w2 @ w ∈
Ldes

m D }. In [281, Theorem 3.1, p. 1074] it is stated that termination then follows
from the fact that the number of Myhill-Nerode-Equivalence classes of the in-
termediate controller candidates decrease suitably fast during the fixed-point
computation with the obvious lower bound 0. Also, a terminating concrete syn-
thesis algorithm, which operates on these DFA realizations, has been presented
already in [281]. Consider the following example where S ≤ P holds and where
the first controller candidate C0 is therefore equal to S.
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Example 4.2: «Termination for a Plant Realizable by a DFA and
a Specification Realizable by a DFA»

Events: Σc = { a, b, c } and Σuc = { u }

P: the plant DES

a

a

a

a

b

b

b

b

c

c

c

c

u

u

u

u

S: the specification DES

a

a

a

a

b

b

b

b

c

c

c

c

Myhill-Nerode-Equivalence classes:

DES Myhill-Nerode-Equivalence classes

P a∗ a∗b a∗c + a∗bu
S = C0 a∗ a∗b + a∗c
C1 a∗ a∗c

Discussion: In the first step of the fixed-point computation, only the words a∗b
would be removed from the marked language of the first controller candidate
C0 = S to obtain the controller candidate C1. Note that the number of Myhill-
Nerode-Equivalence classes of two is not strictly decreased in this step.
However, from inspecting the concrete controller synthesis algorithm from
chapter 5|p.61 or [281] for this setting, we observe that the controller candidate
C0 is realized by a DFA where the states are not in one-to-one correspondence
with its Myhill-Nerode-Equivalence classes due to the product construction that
implements the inf operation on two DFA, which results in a disambiguation as
follows. The states of the product DFA correspond then to all binary intersections
of one Myhill-Nerode-Equivalence class of P and one Myhill-Nerode-Equival-
ence class of S. That is, besides some empty intersections, we would obtain the
sets a∗, a∗b, and a∗c corresponding to the three states of the realization of C0.
Hence, the removal of a∗b reduces the number of states of C0.

We conjecture that, if P and S have nP and nS Myhill-Nerode-Equivalence classes,
respectively, then the fixed-point computation terminates after at most nP × nS
steps because the words from at least one of the remaining nonempty binary
intersections are removed in each step.

Determining a suitable disambiguation (here using the product of the realizations
of P and S) is a key step for controller synthesis throughout this thesis.
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4.4.2. Plants Realizable by DFA and Specifications Realizable by DPDA

The abstract controller synthesis algorithm terminates on many problem instances
when the plant is realizable by a DFA and the specification is realizable by a
DPDA: see [280, Example 2, page 644] and the examples in chapter 7|p.141.

However, as demonstrated by the following example, which is similar to [280,
Example 1, page 643], there are problem instances where the abstract controller
synthesis algorithm does not terminate. For these problem instances, the fixed-
point computation generates an infinite sequence of controller candidates that
are all not controllable.
Example 4.3: «Nontermination for a Plant Realizable by a DFA and

a Specification Realizable by a DPDA»

Inputs: Σuc = { u }, nonblocking plant P with Ldes
m P = { aibuj . i, j ∈ N }, and

nonblocking specification S with Ldes
m S = { aibui . i ∈ N }.

Explanation: Firstly, the initial controller candidate C0 is equal to S because
S ≤ P and S is nonblocking. Secondly, in step k ≥ 1, to obtain the controller
candidate Ck from the controller candidate Ck−1, we remove the infinite set of
words { ak+ibui . i ∈ N } from the marked and unmarked language of Ck−1
because each of them prevents the event u that is possibly sent by the plant. This
removal of words is also visualized in the picture below where only a small
part of the infinitely many words are included. Note, bot is the least restrictive
satisfactory controller, which is never obtained.

Application: Compute-FP (FP-Iterator-Step Σuc P) (FP-Iterator-Init P S top)
a a a a a

b
b

u

b

u

u

b

u

u

u

b

u

u

u

u
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

In each step, the (infinite set of) words given by one row in the picture is removed.

We believe that the incompleteness of the abstract synthesis algorithm is not
relevant in the context of controller synthesis because all problem instances where
the abstract synthesis algorithm exhibits nontermination commonly require that
the execution of a certain number of uncontrollable events is specified in S. Such
specifications are not reasonable in the first place because the controller cannot
enforce the execution of (a certain number of) uncontrollable events. Consider the
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example above where the specification requires that, once the word anb has been
executed, it must be possible to subsequently execute up to n times the event u
but not n + 1 times.

Similarly to the example of the previous subsection, we can observe that one
Myhill-Nerode-Equivalence class is removed from the marked set of controller
candidates in each step: in step i precisely those words are removed that can be
extended with the words { uk . k ≤ i }. However, the number of Myhill-Nerode-
Equivalence classes is not bounded in this DPDA-oriented setting in contrast to
the DFA-oriented setting from the previous subsection.

The fixed-point iterator Enforce-Nonblocking-DES for enforcing nonblockingness
does not play a relevant role in the example above and, hence, we believe that it is
not the source of the nontermination. We rather conjecture that the second fixed-
point iterator Enforce-Marked-Controllable-Subset is the source of nontermination
because it is not sufficiently strong in the sense that it does not detect large enough
patterns of words to be removed in each step of the fixed-point computation.

To obtain a terminating fixed-point computation, we considered a stronger
fixed-point iterator for enforcing controllability, which does not only check for a
single missing uncontrollable event but for an arbitrary long nonempty sequence
of uncontrollable events. The underlying condition of controllability has been
introduced in [201, Theorem 3.2, page 6] to allow for a faster execution of the
synthesis algorithm [201, Algorithm 3.10, page 8]: basically, more uncontrollable
words are removed in each step, which usually results in fewer computation
steps to be executed. This stronger fixed-point iterator is helpful because it
detects for every anb that the sequence un+1 is missing for the example above.
This results in the removal of all words anb in the first step of the fixed-point
algorithm. However, in the following more elaborate example, the property of
nonblockingness is involved more prominently also resulting in a nonterminating
computation when using the stronger fixed-point iterator.

Example 4.4: «Nontermination for a Plant Realizable by a DFA and
a Specification Realizable by a DPDA with Nonblockingness»

Inputs: Σuc = { u }, nonblocking plant P with Ldes
m P = { aib(ub)j . i, j ∈ N }, and

nonblocking specification S with Ldes
m S = { aib(ub)i . i ∈ N }.

Explanation: Firstly, the initial controller candidate C0 is equal to S because S ≤ P
and S is nonblocking. Secondly, in step k ≥ 1, to obtain the controller candidate
Ck from the controller candidate Ck−1, we remove in (Step k–cont) the infinite
set of words { ak+ib(ub)i . i ∈ N } from the marked and unmarked language of
Ck−1 because each of them prevents the event u that is possibly sent by the plant
and in (Step k–nonblock) the infinite set of words { ak+i+1b(ub)iu . i > 0 } from
the unmarked language of Ck−1 to reestablish nonblockingness. This removal
of words is also visualized in the picture below where only a small part of the
infinitely many words are included. Note, bot is the least restrictive satisfactory
controller, which is never obtained.
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Application: Compute-FP (FP-Iterator-Step Σuc P) (FP-Iterator-Init P S top)
a a a a a

b

b

u

b

b

u

b

u

b

b

u

b

u

b

u

b

b

u

b

u

b

u

b

u

b
Step 1–cont

Step 1–nonblock

Step 2–cont

Step 2–nonblock

Step 3–cont

Step 3–nonblock

Step 4–cont

Step 4–nonblock

Step 5–cont

In each step, the (infinite set of) words given by one row in the picture is removed.

We conclude that the previously mentioned stronger fixed-point iterator for
enforcing controllability is also not sufficient to ensure termination.

When considering the similarities between the removed words in the example
above, we conjecture that a sufficient fixed-point iterator for enforcing controlla-
bility must incorporate the inherent bracketing/stack-behavior of DPDA to prune
enough words at once. We present initial ideas on this in subsection 8.2.2|p.193

in our second concrete controller synthesis algorithm.

Chapter 4|p.45
(Abstract Controller Synthesis Algorithm for Discrete Event Systems)

We introduced a framework of fixed-point iterators. This framework enables a
compositional approach for providing fixed-point iterators for enforcing the desired
properties of satisfactory controllers. We determined for these fixed-point iterators
suitable signatures and properties and constructed a fixed-point algorithm from these
fixed-point iterators for solving the abstract supervisory control problem.

The presented approach lays the foundation for the automata-based construction
of the concrete controller synthesis algorithm introduced in the next chapter. In
this concrete controller synthesis algorithm, we implement the abstract building
blocks (given by the abstract fixed-point iterators) by concrete building blocks using
automata-based operations. These concrete building blocks then satisfy concretiza-
tions of the signatures of the fixed-point iterators introduced in this chapter.
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5
Concrete Controller Synthesis Algorithm
for Deterministic Pushdown Automata

We introduce our automata-based concrete controller synthesis algorithm as an
instantiation of the DES-based abstract controller synthesis algorithm verified in
Theorem 4.12|p.56. This instantiation is given in two steps. Firstly, we implement
the DES-based fixed-point iterators that are employed in the abstract controller
synthesis algorithm by concrete building blocks operating on automata, CFGs,
and Parsers. Secondly, we define the concrete controller synthesis algorithm by
resembling the combination of the fixed-point iterators in the abstract controller
synthesis algorithm by combining the concrete building blocks analogously. We
include three major building blocks in our concrete controller synthesis algorithm:
we construct the initial DPDA controller candidate satisfying the specification,
we enforce nonblockingness on a DPDA controller candidate, and we reduce
controllability of DPDA to the nonblockingness of DPDA.

The algorithm is sound in the sense that every DPDA controller obtained upon
a terminating fixed-point computation is a solution to the concrete supervisory
control problem given in Definition 3.11|p.39. Moreover, if the algorithm termi-
nates and returns no controller candidate, it is guaranteed that there is no DPDA
controller that is able to enforce the specification on the plant satisfactorily.

The algorithm does not terminate in general as explained in section 4.4|p.56

because some specifications may result in an infinite sequence of controller
candidates. Two different approaches to this problem are discussed as future and
ongoing work in subsection 8.3.1|p.209 and subsection 8.2.2|p.193, respectively.
Moreover, in chapter 7|p.141, we provide various examples where the algorithm
terminates to support our claim that the specifications leading to nonterminating
computations are always unreasonable specifications from a control theoretic
perspective.
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Consider the overview of the building blocks of the concrete controller synthesis
algorithm in the following figure. The top-level building block A has input and
output edges attached on the left and right side, respectively. The edges between
the building blocks declare the usage of the target building block by the source
building block.

Figure 5.1: «Structure of the Concrete Controller Synthesis Algorithm»

D subsection 5.2.1|p.69

E subsection 5.2.2|p.73 F subsection 5.2.3|p.77

G subsection 5.2.4|p.80 B section 5.1|p.64

C section 5.2|p.65 H section 5.3|p.82

A section 5.4|p.85

Contents of this Chapter

5.1|p.64 Concrete Building Block for the Synchronous Composition
of Deterministic Pushdown Automata
with Deterministic Finite Automata

The introduced building block B represents the well-known automata-
based operation FDPDA-DFA-Product, which implements the DES-based
operation inf used for different purposes in the abstract controller
synthesis algorithm. The construction implements the well-known
synchronous-product automaton of a given DPDA and a given DFA.

5.2|p.65 Concrete Building Block for Enforcing Nonblockingness
for Deterministic Pushdown Automata

The second introduced building block C represents the DPDA-based
operation FDPDA-Enforce-Nonblocking,Opt, which implements the DES-based
operation Enforce-Nonblocking-DES from Definition 4.7|p.51 for enforc-
ing the nonblockingness property on a controller candidate. The
operation FDPDA-Enforce-Nonblocking,Opt also enforces the properties of ac-
cessibility, livelock freedom, and deadlock freedom for DPDA and is
based on the building blocks D, E, F, and G. These building blocks
are used to translate the given input DPDA into an LR(1)-CFG, which
satisfies the nonblockingness property, to translate this LR(1)-CFG back
into a DPDA, and to enforce the accessibility property on the resulting
DPDA.
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5.3|p.82 Concrete Building Block for Reducing Controllability to Nonblockingness
for Deterministic Pushdown Automata

The third introduced building block H represents the DPDA-based
operation FDPDA-Reduce-Controllable, which implements the DES-based op-
eration Enforce-Marked-Controllable-Subset from Definition 4.9|p.52 for
reducing the controllability property to the nonblockingness property
for a given DPDA controller candidate. The operation also relies on
the building block G for enforcing the satisfaction of the accessibility
property from section 5.2|p.65.

5.4|p.85 Concrete Synthesis Algorithm as an Instantiation
of the Abstract Synthesis Algorithm

Finally, the introduced building block A represents the DPDA-based
concrete controller synthesis algorithm, which is given by the operation
FDPDA-DFA-Construct-Controller. The operation FDPDA-DFA-Construct-Controller im-
plements the DES-based controller synthesis algorithm as given in
Theorem 4.12|p.56. Both algorithms are fixed-point algorithms that
are started on a carefully obtained initial value. As explained, the
fixed-point iterators employed in the abstract controller synthesis
algorithm correspond directly to the concrete building blocks pre-
sented in this chapter. The central operations are FDPDA-DFA-Product
for constructing the adapted specification and for explicitly reintro-
ducing the state-correspondence with the plant as explained in sec-
tion 5.1|p.64, FDPDA-Enforce-Nonblocking,Opt for enforcing (amongst others)
the satisfaction of the nonblockingness property, and the operation
FDPDA-Reduce-Controllable for reducing the satisfaction of the controllability
problem to the satisfaction of the nonblockingness property.

5.5|p.87 On the Termination of the Concrete Controller Synthesis Algorithm
As for the abstract controller synthesis algorithm, we discuss the viable
nontermination of the concrete controller synthesis algorithm. For
this cause, we repeat an example for nontermination discussed in
subsection 4.4.2|p.58 by discussing the automata realizations of the
involved DPDA and DFA. This example demonstrates how the for-
malism of DPDA can be misused to define specifications resulting in
nonterminating fixed-point computations. Potential resolutions of such
nonterminating computations resulting from these artificial specifica-
tions are discussed as ongoing and future work in subsection 8.2.2|
p.193 and subsection 8.3.1|p.209, respectively.
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5.1. Concrete Building Block for

the Synchronous Composition

of Deterministic Pushdown Automata

with Deterministic Finite Automata

Before discussing the implementation of the DES-based operation inf (see Theo-
rem 2.1|p.17), we recall its three central applications in the two previous chapters.
Firstly, given a DES controller C′ and a DES plant P′, we constructed their closed
loop inf C′ P′ (see Par. Construction of the Closed Loop|p.33). Secondly, given a DES
controller candidate C′ and a DES specification S′, we enforced the satisfaction
of S′ by constructing the next controller candidate inf S′ C′, which is entirely
contained in S′ (see Definition 4.6|p.51). Thirdly, given a DES plant P′ and a
DES specification S′, we constructed an adapted specification inf S′ P′, which is
entirely contained in P′ while imposing the same requirements on the behavior
of the closed loop (see Definition 4.10|p.53).

We introduce with building block B the usual automata-based product construc-
tion FDPDA-DFA-Product (see for example [163, Theorem 7.27, p.286]). It constructs
for a given DPDA and a given DFA their synchronous execution as a DPDA
where both automata synchronize on their events and where the DPDA performs
its internal steps autonomously. FDPDA-DFA-Product implements inf in the sense
of inf (epda-to-des C) (epda-to-des P) = epda-to-des (FDPDA-DFA-Product C P).

For the first case from above: we have already mentioned (see Par. Construction
of the Closed Loop|p.36) that we construct the closed loop FDPDA-DFA-Product C P for
a given DPDA controller C and a given DFA plant P. For the second case from
above: we enforce the satisfaction of the adapted DES specification inf P S in
Theorem 4.12|p.56 only on the DES top and we do not need to perform this step
in our concrete controller synthesis algorithm since inf S P ≤ S holds from the
beginning. For the third case from above: we adapt the DPDA specification S
using the DFA plant P into FDPDA-DFA-Product S P (see section 5.4|p.85).

For a fourth case, which does not occur in the abstract controller synthesis
algorithm: we construct for a DPDA controller candidate C and the DFA plant P
the DPDA controller candidate FDPDA-DFA-Product C P (see section 5.3|p.82). We
know that C and FDPDA-DFA-Product C P are equal w.r.t. their corresponding DES
counterparts because (a) the DPDA controller candidates are monotonically de-
creasing w.r.t. their corresponding DES counterparts and (b) the initial controller
candidate inf S P is smaller than P. However, we call this step a labelling step
because (a) FDPDA-DFA-Product C P has states of the form (q1, q2) where q1 is a state
of C and q2 is a state of P and (b) every initial derivation d of FDPDA-DFA-Product C P
can be projected to an initial derivation d′ of P (possibly of shorter length because
internal steps of C, which are not synchronously performed with P, are removed
during the projection) executing the same events. Moreover, we call this step a
disambiguation step because FDPDA-DFA-Product C P has at least as many accessible
states as C; intuitively, the synchronous composition results in the splitting of a
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state q1 contained in C into multiple states (q1, q2) for each state q2 of plant P.
In section 5.3|p.82, we rely on the fact that the application of FDPDA-DFA-Product
preserves operational nonblockingness, livelock freedom, deadlock freedom, and
operational controllability. For example, FDPDA-DFA-Product C P is known to be
operational nonblocking in section 5.3|p.82 because C is known to be operational
nonblocking and epda-to-des C ≤ epda-to-des P.

5.2. Concrete Building Block for Enforcing Nonblockingness

for Deterministic Pushdown Automata

The building block C represents the operation FDPDA-Enforce-Nonblocking,Opt, which
implements Enforce-Nonblocking-DES from subsection 4.2.3|p.51. It transforms a
DPDA controller C into another DPDA controller C′, which satisfies the properties
of nonblockingness, livelock freedom, deadlock freedom, accessibility, and which
generates the same marked language. The inner structure of C with its four steps
is given in the following figure and explained in the subsequent subsections.

Figure 5.2: «Overview of Enforcing Nonblockingness on DPDA»

D E F G

C

We discuss how the nonblockingness and accessibility properties can be enforced
for DFA, CFG, regular grammars (a strict subset of CFG, which are equivalent to
DFA), and LR(1)-CFG before considering the case of DPDA.

Enforcing the Nonblockingness and Accessibility Properties for DFA
The properties of nonblockingness and accessibility can be enforced for DFA
using the following static fixed-point backward and forward analysis algorithms.

Definition 5.1: «Enforce the Nonblockingness Property for DFA»

1. Define Q to be the set of all marking states of the input DFA.
2. Until a fixed-point is reached: if q1, a, s1, s2, q2 is an edge of the input

DFA and q2 ∈ Q, then add q1 to Q.
3. Restrict the input DFA to the states contained in Q

(side case: Q may not contain the initial state of the input DFA).

Definition 5.2: «Enforce the Accessibility Property for DFA»

1. Define Q to be the singleton set of the initial state of the input DFA.
2. Until a fixed-point is reached: if q1, a, s1, s2, q2 is an edge of the input

DFA and q1 ∈ Q, then add q2 to Q.
3. Restrict the input DFA to the states contained in Q.
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Enforcing the Nonblockingness and Accessibility Properties for CFG
Enforcing the nonblockingness and accessibility properties for CFG can be done
analogously to the case for DFA using the following static fixed-point backward
and forward analysis algorithms.

Definition 5.3: «Enforce the Nonblockingness Property for CFG»

1. Define Q to be the empty set of nonterminals of the input CFG.
2. Until a fixed-point is reached: if prod-lhs = A, prod-rhs = w is a produc-

tion of the input CFG and every nonterminal contained in w is in Q, then
add A to Q.

3. Restrict the input CFG to the nonterminals contained in Q
(side case: Q may not contain the initial nonterminal of the input CFG).

Definition 5.4: «Enforce the Accessibility Property for CFG»

1. Define Q to be the singleton set of the initial nonterminal of the input CFG.
2. Until a fixed-point is reached: if prod-lhs = A, prod-rhs = w is a produc-

tion of the input CFG and A ∈ Q, then add every nonterminal contained
in w to Q.

3. Restrict the input CFG to the nonterminals contained in Q.

Moreover, we can enforce the nonblockingness property for regular grammars
and LR(1)-CFG by using the algorithm for arbitrary CFG because these subclasses
are closed under the removal of nonterminals and productions.

Enforcing the Nonblockingness and Accessibility Properties for DPDA
Enforcing the nonblockingness and accessibility properties on DPDA cannot
proceed analogously as for DFA or CFG because of the additional stack variable
contained in the configurations of a DPDA. This stack variable is a contextual
information on the state that has to be considered during analysis. For DFA and
CFG there is no such context on which the step relation additionally depends.

To correctly identify and to remove violations of nonblockingness from a
DPDA, we translate the DPDA controller candidate at hand into a CFG for
which we can identify and remove these elements in the form of certain CFG
productions obtaining an LR(1)-CFG without blocking problems. Adapting
results from parsing theory and by defining and employing additional operations,
we translate the obtained LR(1)-CFG back into a DPDA controller candidate
while maintaining the satisfaction of nonblockingness and the other mentioned
properties. Note, the translation of the DPDA into an LR(1)-CFG disambiguates
the model to ensure that precisely the required productions are removed/retained
and subsequent constructions preserve this disambiguation (e.g., the LR(1)-Parser
covers the possible future steps using the stack).

The notions of LR(1)-CFG and LR(1)-Parsers originate from [189] and many
subsequent developments have been later collected in [325] in consistent notation.
For the building blocks D and E, we adopted and formalized the constructions
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(which have been partially given as pseudo-code) from [189] and [325], respec-
tively. Besides fixing a minor error in the constructions from [189] (not leading
to a valid DPDA), we simplified some definitions (for example, the rules of an
LR(k)-Parser from [325, Volume II, Section 6.3, p. 31]).

The concrete controller synthesis algorithm returns a controller in the form
of a DPDA but not in the form of an LR(1)-CFG or an LR(1)-Parser because
DPDA seem to be more intuitive (in particular w.r.t. determinism) and more
easily implementable. We have to perform the translation between DPDA and
LR(1)-CFG in every iteration of the fixed-point computation because the building
block C (presented here) for enforcing the nonblockingness property operates
(at its core) on LR(1)-CFG and the building block H (see section 5.3|p.82) for
reducing the controllability property to the nonblockingness property operates
on DPDA. See subsection 8.2.2|p.193 for our second concrete controller synthesis
algorithm for enforcing controllability on LR(1)-CFG directly.

It is not possible to enforce the nonblockingness property on a DPDA by simply
removing certain states and edges from it. Multiple productions of the resulting
CFG may be constructed for one edge of the DPDA and a nonempty strict subset
of theses productions may be contained in the resulting LR(1)-CFG. A production
that is not in the resulting LR(1)-CFG would then imply that the edge should
be removed to enforce the nonblockingness property and a production that is
in the resulting LR(1)-CFG would imply that the edge should not be removed
to preserve the marked language. This possible ambiguity is resolved by the
construction of the LR(1)-Parser in our algorithm.

Finally, consider the DPDA in the following two examples, which demonstrate
that the task of enforcing the nonblockingness property is nontrivial for DPDA
because localizing violations of the nonblockingness property and the removal of
such violations are two nontrivial tasks.

Example 5.1: «Enforcing the Nonblockingness Property for DPDA»

C: input

0

1

2

a, •, ••
a,�, •�

b, •, •

c, •,−c, •,−

C′: output

0 3

1

2

a, •, ••
a,�, •�

a, •, ••
b, •, •

c, •,−c, •,−

Discussion: Every initial derivation of C that reaches state 2 with no further •
symbols on the stack violates the nonblockingness property. In the possible
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solution C′, we ensure that this does not happen by enforcing that an even
number of events a has been executed once the event b is executed. In C′ the
number of • symbols on the stack is always odd for the states 2 and 3 and even
for the other states.
Firstly, detecting violations of the nonblockingness property requires the repre-
sentation of the (possibly infinite) set of all reachable configurations (with their
unbounded stack variables) from which no marking configuration is reachable.
It is obviously not sufficient to detect deadlocks and we are not aware of a simple
solution to the localization problem.
Secondly, removing violations is complex because the removal may depend on
the possibly many and arbitrarily long paths of edges in the DPDA from the
cause (execution of an odd number of events a in the example) and the earliest
point where the nonblockingness property is violated (when reaching state 2
with no further • symbols on the stack in the example). We are also not aware of
a simple solution to this non-local removal problem.

The following example demonstrates that the localization and the removal of
violations of nonblockingness can be complex and that deadlock detection is
insufficient for localization.

Example 5.2: «Enforcing the Nonblockingness Property for DPDA»

C: input

0

1

2

3

a, •, ••
a,�, •�

b, •, •◦
c, •, •d, •, •

e, •, •

f , •,−f , •,−

g,�,�

C′: output

0 4

1 5

2

3

a, •, ••
a,�, •�
b, •, •◦

a, •, ••

b, •, •◦ d, •, •c, •, • d, •, •

e, •, •

f , •,−f , •,−

Discussion: Every initial derivation of C that reaches state 3 with a top stack of
◦ or � violates the nonblockingness property. In C′ the length of the maximal
sequence of • symbols on top of the stack is always odd for the states 3, 4, and 5
and even for the other states.
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5.2.1. Convert DPDA into Equivalent LR(1)-CFG

In building block D, we convert a given DPDA into an LR(1)-CFG that satisfies
the properties of nonblockingness, accessibility, deadlock freedom, and livelock
freedom, and which generates the same marked language. The inner structure of
this building block D is given in the following figure and explained subsequently.

Figure 5.3: «Convert DPDA Into Equivalent LR(1)-CFG»

D4 D5 D6 D7 D2 D8 D10 D11

D

D1

D3

D9

Building block D consists of three steps.

1. In building block D1, we apply FDPDA→SDPDA to convert the given DPDA
into an equivalent SDPDA, which is a DPDA with only three kinds of edges.

2. In building block D2, we apply FSDPDA-Enforce-Unique-Marking-Early to convert the
obtained SDPDA into an equivalent SDPDA satisfying a certain nonambi-
guity property.

3. In building block D3, we apply FSDPDA→LR(1),Opt to convert the obtained
SDPDA into the desired LR(1)-CFG.

For the constructions used in these three steps, we relied on [189]. However, for
the first building block D1, we had to fix a minor mistake. Moreover, for the
last building block D3, we introduce an optimized version FSDPDA→LR(1),Opt of
the standard operation FSDPDA→LR(1),Std to increase the performance of the entire
concrete controller synthesis algorithm.

For the required proofs, we note that [189] contains no reasoning of correctness
for D1 and D2 and only a proof idea for the preservation of the marked language
for the operation FSDPDA→LR(1),Std. The fact that the constructed CFG satisfies
the LR(1)-property (confer [325, Volume II, Proposition 6.41, p. 53]) was the most
challenging single property that we verified. We sketch our proof of this property
in section 6.3|p.116 because we are not aware of a previous proof.

Convert DPDA into Equivalent SDPDA

In building block D1, we apply the operation FDPDA→SDPDA to the given DPDA
and obtain an SDPDA. The successive execution of the four steps of D1 ensures
that there are three remaining kinds of edges: executing edges, popping edges,
and pushing edges. Most importantly, the operation FDPDA→SDPDA preserves the
marked language between the input DPDA and the output SDPDA. The obtained
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SDPDA allows for simpler definitions and proofs of subsequently applied op-
erations. In particular, the operations FSDPDA→LR(1),Std and FSDPDA→LR(1),Opt are
defined over the three kinds of edges occurring in SDPDA.

Building Block D4: FDPDA-Seperate-Executing-Edges
We separate the execution of events from the modifications of the stack. This
results in executing edges qs, Some r, s, s, qt that do not modify the stack and
non-executing edges qs, None, po, pu, qt that may modify the stack.

Building Block D5: FDPDA-Remove-Neutral-Edges
We remove neutral edges of the form qs, None, s, s, qt . These edges are replaced
by two edges, which, when executed in succession, add an element to the stack
and remove the element afterwards again. Hence, after this step, only edges
remain that are either executing an event or that modify the stack.

Note that we had to fix a minor error contained in [189] where it is not ensured
that the epda-eos symbol always remains on the stack.

Building Block D6: FDPDA-Seperate-Push-Pop-Edges
We ensure that the stack is modified in only two different kinds of ways. The
resulting automaton is then either popping a single element from the stack by
edges of the form qs, None, po, [ ], qt or it is pushing elements onto the stack by
edges of the form qs, None, po, pu @ po, qt .

Building Block D7: FDPDA-Remove-Mass-Pushing-Edges
We ensure that at most one element is pushed onto the stack in each step. For
this purpose, we split the edges that push more than one element onto the stack
into a sequence of such admissible edges.

Enforce Unique Marking Early for SDPDA

We apply the operation FSDPDA-Enforce-Unique-Marking-Early, which is implemented by
building block D2, to remove a certain ambiguity from the SDPDA prior to
the subsequent translation to CFG. In particular, we ensure that the resulting
SDPDA has a unique initial marking derivation ending in a marking state for
every marked word. That is, once a marking state has been accessed in an initial
derivation, further steps cannot enter marking states without prior execution of
an additional event. Thereby, the automaton is no longer able to mark a word
twice in a single initial derivation.

Also note that this operation ensures that livelocks (see Par. Property of Livelock
Freedom|p.37), which could potentially exist in the input SDPDA, are no longer
accessing marking states infinitely often. Livelocks are given by infinite initial
derivations d that are not executing events after some index N. The output
SDPDA then guarantees that d enters at most one marking state at index n > N.
The removal of livelocks is then trivial after the translation to CFG where the
nonterminals corresponding to the configurations beyond index n are removed
as they violate the nonblockingness property.
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Convert SDPDA into Equivalent LR(1)-CFG

In the building block D3, we convert the SDPDA obtained from before into
an LR(1)-CFG in two steps. In building block D8, we use either the operation
FSDPDA→CFG,Std from [189] or its optimized version FSDPDA→CFG,Opt to convert the
SDPDA obtained from before into a CFG. Then, in building block D9, we enforce
the satisfaction of the properties of nonblockingness and accessibility for this
CFG by applying FCFG-Enforce-Nonblocking and FcfgSTD

CFG-Enforce-Accessibile (see Definition 5.3|
p.66 and Definition 5.4|p.66) to obtain the resulting LR(1)-CFG in building blocks
D10 and D11, respectively. The operation used in D3 is called FSDPDA→LR(1),Std
or FSDPDA→LR(1),Opt depending on whether FSDPDA→CFG,Std or FSDPDA→CFG,Opt is
used.

Conversion Procedure
We construct the CFG such that its initial derivations resemble the initial deriva-
tions of the input SDPDA as follows (see Example 5.3|p.72 for an example of
the discussed conversion procedure). Recall that the input SDPDA has a unique
initial marking derivation d for every marking word w due to D2. Moreover, for
simplicity, assume that all elements that are pushed onto the stack are removed
later on in d. Hence, the marking configuration of the derivation d looks like
q, w, [� ] . Let the term βi,j then denote the state of the configuration in which

the jth stack element contained in the stack of configuration i has been removed
later on in d. Given some configuration ci = q, w, [ v1, v2, . . . , vk−1, vk ] contained
in d at index i, we define the corresponding configuration of the resulting CFG
as follows: w @ [ Lq,v1,βi,1 , Lβi,1,v2,βi,2 , . . . , Lβi,k−2,vk−1,βi,k−1 , Lβi,k−1,� ] . Hence, the
configurations of the CFG that belong to the initial and marking configurations
c0 and cn are [ Lq0,� ] and w @ [ Lq,� ] for some q, respectively. Note, the
CFG performs one further step from the configuration w @ [ Lq,� ] to the con-
figuration w to actually insert w into its marked language. Moreover, if the
simplifying assumption from above stating that the stack is [� ] in the marking
configuration cn is not satisfied, that is, if the stack is of the form [ v1 ] @ s, then
βi,j is not only undefined for the last stack element �. In such a situation, the list
of nonterminals ends with the last Lβi,j−1,vj,βi,j where βi,j is defined. From these
explanations, it is straightforward to determine the productions of the resulting
CFG to allow for this configuration-based correspondence.

Efficiency of the Conversion Procedure
The construction of the CFG has a cubic complexity because we generate a
production for the CFG from any edge of the SDPDA that is pushing a stack
element onto the stack and any two states. The size of the resulting CFG is
problematic for two reasons: the space and time required for its construction.
However, the operation FSDPDA→CFG,Opt from [189] produces many nonterminals
and productions that are removed in the second step (that is, nonterminals and
productions never occurring in any initial marking derivation of the resulting
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CFG). To reduce the resources required for the translation, we introduced an opti-
mized version FSDPDA→CFG,Opt. This optimization relies on an over-approximation
of the required sets of nonterminals and productions, which relies on an over-
approximation of the inter-configuration accessibility for the input SDPDA. Then,
only the nonterminals and productions that could not be excluded by this analysis
are generated for the resulting CFG. For the over-approximation of the inter-
configuration accessibility, we compute an over-approximation of the reachability
graph of the SDPDA. The nodes of this reachability graph are essentially given
by a state and a stack of bounded length k; hence, two actual configurations of
the SDPDA are represented by the same node in the reachability graph if they co-
incide in their state and the first k elements of their stack-variable. Typically, even
using k = 0 improves the performance significantly because the input SDPDA is
seldom a strongly connected graph (there is no directed path of edges between
any pair of vertices). The two alternative operations are equivalent in the sense
that, after the application of the second step, the resulting LR(1)-CFG coincide. In
subsection 8.2.1|p.188, we also present an even more efficient recursive conversion
procedure that lacks a formal verification as of the writing of this thesis.

Nondeterminism of the Resulting LR(1)-CFG
In addition to the preservation of the marked language from the input SDPDA,
we also preserve the determinism of the SDPDA: the resulting CFG satisfies
the LR(1)-property. As stated before, this property has not been verified before
(neither in [189] nor in [325]). We sketch our proof of this property in section 6.3|
p.116. However, from our explanations above, it is obvious that the resulting
CFG does not have a right-unique step-relation as demonstrated in the following
example where the SDPDA only marks words when having an empty stack.

Example 5.3: «Expected Nondeterminism of LR(1)-CFG»
Input SDPDA:

0 1

2

3

4

5

−,�, •� a, •, •

b, •, •

−, •,−

−, •,−

Productions of output LR(1)-CFG with initial nonterminal L0,�:
L0,� −→ L1,•,4 L4,�

L1,•,4 −→ a L2,•,4
L2,•,4 −→
L4,� −→

L0,� −→ L1,•,5 L5,�
L1,•,5 −→ b L3,•,5
L3,•,5 −→
L5,� −→

Discussion: The deterministic step from state 1 is translated into a nondetermin-
istic step in L0,� in the resulting LR(1)-CFG. However, given a first event to be
executed there is a unique step of the LR(1)-CFG to be executed from L0,�; the
required static analysis of the LR(1)-CFG to make this deterministic decision is
explained subsequently when we construct the LR(1)-Parser for the LR(1)-CFG.
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5.2.2. Convert LR(1)-CFG into Equivalent LR(1)-Parser

In building block E, we translate the obtained LR(1)-CFG into an LR(1)-Parser.

Figure 5.4: «Convert LR(1)-CFG Into Equivalent LR(1)-Parser»

E1 E4 E5 E3

E
E2

The constructions are based on the initial work in [189] where the more general
conversion of LR(k)-CFGs into LR(k)-Parsers was introduced. However, we opted
to rely on the presentation of these constructions in [325], which in turn is based
on [5]. While [325] provides a more thorough presentation including various
results, the algorithms are given in pseudo-code. Thus, one of our contributions
is also the formal definition of the algorithm employed. In fact, as the proofs are
mostly unaffected in terms of proof-complexity by the generalization to the LR(k)
setting, we have also carried out the relevant proofs for arbitrary look-ahead
lengths k instead of requiring k = 1.

The building block E consists of the following steps according to the figure
given above.

Building Block E1: FCFG-Augment
Using a fresh nonterminal S and a fresh event $, we add the production S, $A$
to the LR(1)-CFG and change the initial nonterminal from A to S. Thereby, we
wrap the executed words into a leading and trailing event $. This step simplifies
the definition of the subsequently applied operations because we have a unique
construction procedure throughout the application of FLR(k)-Machine below instead
of having a distinguished construction procedure for the initial production of the
LR(1)-CFG. Firstly, the leading $ event is removed during the construction of the
LR(1)-Parser in the building block E3 below. Secondly, the trailing $ event ends
up to be the processing terminator of the LR(1)-Parser. Hence, the marked and
the unmarked languages are not permanently altered by adding the leading and
trailing $ event.

Building Blocks E2 and E3: FLR(k)-Machine and FLR(k)-Parser
In Example 5.4|p.74, we discuss the construction procedure for the LR(1)-Machine
and for the LR(1)-Parser by an example. Firstly, the LR(1)-Machine is constructed
in the form of a DFA from the input LR(1)-CFG using two further operations:
(a) for a given configuration of the LR(1)-CFG, we compute the first events of all
accessible, nonterminal-free configurations in building block E4 (using FCFG-First)
and (b) we compute successor states and successor state sequences based on events
and sequences of events in the LR(1)-Machine in building block E5. Secondly,
we obtain the LR(1)-Parser by constructing the rules based on the previously
constructed LR(1)-Machine.
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Example 5.4: «FLR(k)-Machine and FLR(k)-Parser for Nonregular LR(1)-CFG»
Input: Consider the following LR(1)-CFG with initial nonterminal S, which is
already the result of an application of the operation FCFG-Augment.

ρ1 : A −→ aAB
ρ2 : A −→ a
ρ3 : B −→ b
ρ4 : B −→
ρ5 : S −→ $A$

Derivation Tree (Left) and Parsing Derivation (Right):

S

$ A $

a A B

a b

S

$ A $

a A B

a b

(4)

(3)

(1) (2)

[ ] : a

$ : a

$a : a

$aa : b

$aA : b

$aAb : $

$aAB : $

$A : $

$A$ :

The derivation tree on the left side represents an initial marking derivation of
the input LR(1)-CFG (in any of the three semantics). The corresponding initial
marking derivation of the LR(1)-Parser is depicted in a custom notation on the
right side. Intuitively, we apply a post-order traversal to the derivation tree from
the left side to obtain a traversal of a the parsing derivation on the right side.
The obtained traversal starts in the small dot left to the nonterminal S and ends
in the small dot right to the nonterminal S. A node is called traversed if the small
dot on its right side has been reached/passed. Also, each edge in the parsing
derivation is labelled by (a) the list of node values visited on the shortest way to
it making use of the additional dotted connections below of nonterminals, and
(b) the next event that is reached subsequently. For example, the label $A : $ is
obtained by using the dotted edge below the nonterminal A essentially skipping
the derivation tree below of it and by using $ because it is the next event to be
reached.
When only following the non-dotted lines in the traversal, we obtain the sequence
of stacks of the LR(1)-Parser in the described initial marking derivation (because
the $ events are omitted in the Parser, the first and last step will be removed)
and, alternatively, we observe the generated events in the order of a left-most
initial marking derivation.
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Using the dotted lines, we obtain incomplete derivation trees in the right-most
semantics. That is, we may fold subtrees one after another by using the dotted
lines in the order (1), (2), (3), and (4). Each such folding step corresponds to what
the LR(1)-Parser is doing to its stack when reaching the small dot on the right
side of a nonterminal: it folds the subtree it just finished by using the dotted line
changing the stack using a so called reduce rule. The other kind of rules are shift
rules, which are used to execute events. Both kinds of rules may depend on the
current look-ahead symbol next to the separator : in the parsing tree above.
Note, the rule applicability depends on a finite suffix of the current stack, and,
hence, two reachable stack-values may be equivalent to the rule applicability.
Consequently, it is important that, whenever two rules are applicable, no nonde-
terminism arises. This may happen for CFG not satisfying the LR(1)-property in
the form of shift–reduce and reduce–reduce conflicts.
The stack-values used above are called viable-prefixes and they are given for each
CFG by a prefix-closed regular language, that is, they can be represented by the
unmarked language of a DFA, which is the LR(1)-Machine. Hence, the LR(1)-
Parser operates on finite, unbounded initial derivations of the LR(1)-Machine
and extends such a current derivation by one further step in shift-rules and
exchanges a finite suffix of such a current derivation in reduce-rules.
Intuitively, the LR(1)-Machine unfolds leading nonterminals by applying their
productions. This allows for the immediate decent using shift-rules (for example,
the two a events are executed in two successive steps and the production A, a is
not unfolded by the LR(1)-Parser in between) and, moreover, the LR(1)-Machine
keeps track of the unfolding steps using different states to allow for the step-wise
ascent using reduce rules (for example, after execution of the second event a).
Because the ascent is step-wise, it is important (for determinism) that the next
event to be executed is known already in the form of the look-ahead before
finishing the ascent.

The LR(1)-Parser with initial stack symbol $ then uses the following rules in
the order given to parse the word aab$. Note, we omit the other rules of the
LR(1)-Parser here.

$ ||| a −→ $, $a |||
$a ||| a −→ $a, $aa |||

$a, $aa ||| b −→ $a, $aA ||| b
$a, $aA ||| b −→ $a, $aA, $aAb |||

$aA, $aAb ||| $ −→ $aA, $aAB ||| $
$, $a, $aA, $aAB ||| $ −→ $, $A ||| $

The construction of the LR(1)-Parser preserves the (un)marked languages as
well as the satisfaction of the properties of determinism (stated by the LR(1)-
property for the input LR(1)-CFG) and nonblockingness. We believe that the
LR(1)-Parser satisfies the property of livelock freedom, but we do not verify its
satisfaction before building block F where we derive its satisfaction by also using
nonblockingness to avoid further preservation proofs along the way.
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For the preservation of the marked language by the construction procedure, we
followed the informal verification given in [325] in which the theorems, lemmas,
and proofs turned out to be sufficiently sound and detailed. Also, the construction
process is introduced in [325] in a decomposed way, which eased the verification.
On the abstract level, viable-prefixes of the input CFG are introduced and used
to reason about the parsing steps of the LR(1)-Parser to be constructed. On the
concrete level, this connection is implemented by the LR(1)-Machine (based on
viable prefixes) and the corresponding LR(1)-Parser with the necessary rules.
However, we believe that our explanations contained in the example above are an
important additional contribution for supporting the intuition of the workflow of
the LR(1)-Parser construction.

For the preservation of determinism from the LR(1)-CFG to the LR(1)-Parser,
we followed the steps described in [325, Volume II, Theorem 6.39, p. 52]. This
theorem states that the obtained LR(1)-Parser is deterministic iff the LR(1)-Parser
has no reduce-reduce or shift-reduce rule-conflicts iff the LR(1)-Machine has no
item-conflicts between items leading to rules of the LR(1)-Parser iff the CFG is
an LR(1)-CFG. It is to be noted that the LR(1)-property is given differently in the
various sources and our work connects the characterization of the LR(1)-property
from [325] with the one in [189] by verifying that the construction from [189]
actually enforces the characterization of the LR(1)-property from [325]. This fact
has been stated without proof as [325, Volume II, Proposition 6.41, p. 53]. We
present our original proof in section 6.3|p.116.

The construction of the LR(1)-Parser preserves the satisfaction of the non-
blockingness property, which has been established for the input LR(1)-CFG
by applying the algorithm from Definition 5.3|p.66. The notion of nonblock-
ingness is also of special interest in the field of parsing theory where errors
contained in the input should be detected as early as possible [325, Volume II,
Section 9, p. 289] to be able to provide useful error messages. As a first at-
tempt to handle nonblockingness, we considered the notion of correct-prefix-
parsers [325, Volume II, Theorem 9.1, p. 291] and [218], which states that when-
ever a Parser reaches a configuration c, the history parserHF-conf-history c is a
prefix of some marked word of the Parser. This definition of the correct-prefix-
property states a weaker condition than the nonblockingness property because
it does not take the fixed scheduler parserHF-conf-fixed c into account. The word
parserHF-conf-history c @ parserHF-conf-fixed c (where the possibly trailing $ is
dropped) is an unmarked word according to our definition of the unmarked
language and is therefore required, by the language based nonblockingness, to be
extendable to a marked word of the Parser. Apparently, in [325] the fixed sched-
uler is not considered to be a part of the unmarked word, which is not problematic
in the field of parsing theory because fixing a part of the input has no relevant
side-effect there. To verify the stronger property of nonblockingness for the
constructed LR(1)-Parser, we strengthened [325, Volume II, Theorem 9.1, p. 289]
as well as the required lemmas and proofs. In fact, we started our attempts to
apply parsing theory for enforcing the nonblockingness property when realizing
the similarity of the nonblockingness property and the correct-prefix-property.
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5.2.3. Convert LR(1)-Parser into Equivalent DPDA

In building block F, we translate the obtained LR(1)-Parser into a DPDA.

Figure 5.5: «Convert LR(1)-Parser Into Equivalent DPDA»

F1 F2 F3 F5 F6

F
F4

We introduced the three formalisms of Parsers, EDPDA, and DPDA in chapter 2|
p.15 where we have also explained that Parsers have additional capabilities
compared to EDPDA (that is, they can determine the end of the input by fixing
the processing terminator, they can execute more than one event in one step, and
they are allowed to fix a prefix of the input without consuming it immediately in
so called top rules) and EDPDA have additional capabilities compared to DPDA
(that is, the stack-pop component of an edge may not be a word of length 1).

Conceptually, we execute the following three steps in this building block. Firstly,
we translate the input Parser into a Parser not making use of these additional
capabilities in the building blocks F1 and F2. Secondly, we convert the obtained
Parser into an EDPDA in building block F3. Finally, we translate the resulting
EDPDA into a DPDA in building blocks F5 and F6.

Subsequently, we introduce these building blocks in more detail.

Building Block F1: FParser-Remove-Input-Terminator-Usage
We translate the input LR(1)-Parser into a Parser that does not ever fix the
processing terminator. That is, we ensure that the processing terminator does not
occur in any rule of the resulting Parser. Technically, we simply remove all rules
containing the processing terminator, which preserves the important properties
because, whenever the input LR(1)-Parser can apply such a removed rule, it will
not execute further events and will mark the word executed so far after a finite
number of steps. Basically, once the LR(1)-Parsers fixes the processing terminator,
it is guaranteed to only execute further reduce rules afterwards. Consider for
example the rules given in Example 5.4|p.74 where the first four rules would
remain and the last two rules would be removed in this step; these last two rules
only reduce the stack of the Parser into the final stack $A. The marking stack
values of the resulting Parser are given by those elements q such that some rule r
has been removed satisfying rule-stack-pop r = w @ [ q ]. That is, q is a marking
stack value iff the finishing reduce sequence can start in q. Note that it is sufficient
to test for q instead of testing whether the removed rule r is applicable by testing
whether the current stack starts with rule-stack-pop r.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to observe that the LR(1)-Parser
can be simplified this way.

The operation preserves the marked and unmarked language as well as the
satisfaction of the properties of determinism and nonblockingness.
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Building Block F2: FParser-Remove-Top-Rules
We ensure that every rule has an empty rule-scheduler-push component resulting
in empty fixed scheduler components throughout any initial derivation of the
resulting Parser. This is achieved by adapting the nonterminals on the stack
such that they also record the fixed scheduler of length at most 1 (that is, the
events observed but not executed). Additionally, we construct new rules such
that the behavior is preserved as follows. When the input Parser applies a
rule w1 @ [ q1 ] ||| a −→ w2 @ [ q2 ] ||| (executing the event a), we create the rules
(a) w1 @ [ (q1, None) ] ||| a −→ w2 @ [ (q2, None) ] ||| for the case where the event
was not fixed already and (b) w1 @ [ (q1, a) ] ||| −→ w2 @ [ (q2, None) ] ||| for the
case where the event was fixed already. When the input Parser applies a rule
w1 @ [ q1 ] ||| a −→ w2 @ [ q2 ] ||| a (possibly fixing the event a), we create the rules
(a) w1 @ [ (q1, None) ] ||| a −→ w2 @ [ (q2, a) ] ||| for the case where the event was not
fixed already and (b) w1 @ [ (q1, a) ] ||| −→ w2 @ [ (q2, a) ] ||| for the case where the
event was fixed already.

The operation preserves the marked and unmarked language as well as the
satisfaction of the properties of determinism and nonblockingness. Furthermore,
only executing rules are applicable to marking configurations in the output. This
will be exploited later on for establishing the satisfaction of livelock freedom.

Building Block F3: FParser→EDPDA
We translate the Parser, which is essentially an EDPDA after the application
of the two previous steps, into an EDPDA. The edges of the resulting ED-
PDA correspond bijectively to the rules of the input Parser as follows using
the operation rev for the reversal of a word: an executing rule of the form
w1 @ [ q1 ] ||| a −→ w2 @ [ q2 ] ||| results in an edge q1, a, rev w1, rev w2, q2 and,
similarly, a nonexecuting rule of the form w1 @ [ q1 ] ||| −→ w2 @ [ q2 ] ||| results in
an edge q1, None, rev w1, rev w2, q2 .

The operation preserves the marked and unmarked language as well as the
satisfaction of the properties of determinism, nonblockingness, and nonexistence
of nonexecuting edges applicable to marking configurations.

Building Block F4: FEDPDA→DPDA
We convert the input EDPDA obtained from before into a DPDA by restricting
the possible patterns of edges to those that are allowed in DPDA. The conversion
is executed using FEDPDA→DPDA, which applies the operations from the two
following building blocks F5 and F6 in succession.

The operation preserves the marked and unmarked language as well as the
satisfaction of the properties of determinism and nonblockingness. Also, we
establish in F6 that the resulting DPDA has no livelocks from marking states, that
is, there is no infinite derivation starting in a marking state not executing events.

Building Block F5: FEDPDA-Remove-Nil-Popping-Edges
We translate the input EDPDA into an output EDPDA without edge with empty
edge-pop component. Such edges originate from rules that are primarily created
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in our algorithm from shift rules of the LR(1)-Parser. Reduce rules on the other
hand have (besides the top-most nonterminal) further nonterminals in their
rule-stack-pop component unless they are created from productions with empty
right hand side. We make use of the fact that the epda-eos element is never
removed from the bottom of the stack and that, hence, there is always a top-
element on the stack that can be tested for. For each edge with an empty edge-pop
component and for each element x from the stack-alphabet epda-gamma an edge
is added to the resulting EDPDA. The resulting edge is adapted to pop and push
the element x from and to the stack, that is, x is an element borrowed from the
stack during the application of such a replacement edge.

The operation preserves the marked and unmarked language as well as the
satisfaction of the properties of determinism, nonblockingness, and nonexistence
of nonexecuting edges applicable to marking configurations. However, note that
many of the edges added will be inaccessible because for a given state q only
a small subset of stack-symbols may occur in reachable configurations together
with state q as a top-stack. Hence, similarly to section 5.2.1|p.71, we may construct
an approximation of the state space to obtain for each state an overapproximation
of the possible top-stacks to reduce the number of inaccessible generated edges.

Building Block F6: FEDPDA-Remove-Mass-Popping-Edges
We translate the input EDPDA into an output EDPDA where every edge has
an edge-pop component of length one. The construction procedure, as explained
in the following example, is much more involved compared to the operation
FDPDA-Remove-Mass-Pushing-Edges for replacing edges that are pushing more than two
elements at once.

Example 5.5: «Removal of Edges Popping More Than One Stack-symbol»
Input:

0 12
b, ◦, • a, ◦◦, ◦

Output: (0, λ,⊥)

(0, ◦,⊥)
−, ◦,−

(0, ◦◦,⊥)
−, ◦,−

(0, ◦◦, ◦)
−, ◦, ◦

(0, ◦◦, •)

−, •, •

(0, ◦◦,�)

−,�,�

(0, ◦,�)

−,�,�

(0, ◦, •)

−, •, •

(1, λ,⊥)
a, •, ◦•a,�, ◦�

a, ◦, ◦◦

(2, λ,⊥)
b, •, ••

b,�, •�
b,�, •◦� b, ◦, •◦◦ b, •, •◦•
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Discussion: The naive construction idea is to replace every edge with an edge-pop
component of length greater than one by a corresponding sequence of edges with
edge-pop components of length one. However, to preserve determinism, different
edges leaving a common source state must be replaced collectively to ensure
that two applicable edges with common source state still make incompatible
requirements on either the event to be executed or the element to be popped
from the stack. The construction also needs to ensure that the epda-eos element
is never removed from the bottom of the stack.

The operation preserves the marked and unmarked language as well as the
satisfaction of the properties of determinism and nonblockingness. Also, we
establish that the resulting DPDA has no livelocks from marking states. However,
also in this step, we add edges of which many are likely to be inaccessible due to
stack-prefixes that never occur in accessible configurations. As in the previous
building block, we may make use of a state space approximation to reduce the
number of inaccessible edges generated.

Overall, in the concrete building block F, we translated the LR(1)-Parsers
obtained from before into DPDA preserving their marked language and enforcing
the satisfaction of the nonblockingness property. This conversion is the last
required step of the conversion procedure from DPDA via LR(1)-CFG via LR(1)-
Parsers to DPDA showing the equivalence of these formalisms. In the next
subsection, we solve the problem of possibly inaccessible edges generated in the
building blocks F5 and F6.

5.2.4. Enforce Accessibility on DPDA

In building block G, we remove all inaccessible states and edges from the input
DPDA using the operation FDPDA-Enforce-Accessible,Opt.

Figure 5.6: «Enforce Accessibility for DPDA»

D G5 G6 G7 G8 G9 G2

G
G1

G4

In building block G1 (described below), we determine the edges of the input
DPDA that are required to preserve the marked language. Then, in building
block G2, we (a) remove all edges from the input DPDA that are not determined
to be required and (b) also remove all states (besides the initial state, which is
always retained) that are not the source or target of a retained edge. That is, we
reduce the problem of enforcing accessibility for states and edges to the problem
of determining the required edges of the input DPDA.
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Building Block G1: FDPDA-Determine-Accessible-Edges
We identify the required edges of the input DPDA by translating it using building
block D (see subsection 5.2.1|p.69) into an LR(1)-CFG, which is accessible by
construction. Actually, we skip the building block D2 implementing the function
FSDPDA-Enforce-Unique-Marking-Early for enforcing a unique marking during this step.

Then, in building block G4, we apply a reversal procedure, which relies on
the fact that each initial marking derivation d1 of the LR(1)-CFG using the
semantics cfgLM corresponds to an initial marking derivation d2 of the input
DPDA. Moreover, the edges used in d2 can be computed from the productions
used in d1. This correspondence is exploited by our reversal operations, which
convert the productions of the obtained LR(1)-CFG back into edges of the original
input DPDA. Again, recall that such a reversal cannot be pursued to obtain a
restriction of the input DPDA that satisfies the nonblockingness property because
there may be edges of the input DPDA that are required for maintaining the
marked language while they also occur in initial derivations that cannot be
extended to marking derivations. See Example 5.1|p.67 where every edge of
the DPDA C participates in an initial marking derivation as well as in an initial
derivation that is eventually deadlocked in a non-marking state. However, for
enforcing accessibility, it is sufficient to determine those edges that are relevant
to the marked language: for theses edges at least one corresponding production
remains in the obtained LR(1)-CFG.

In each of the building blocks G5, G6, G7, G8, and G9, we revert one step from
the conversion of DPDA into LR(1)-CFG as given by the building blocks D3, D7,
D6, D5, and D4, respectively. In each case, the reversal is possible because two
distinct edges of the input DPDA resulted in disjoint sets of edges/productions
of the output DPDA/CFG of that step.

For the conversion of the SDPDA into a CFG, we may either use the operation
FSDPDA→LR(1),Opt or the operation FSDPDA→CFG,Std. However, as the following
example demonstrates, we have to make sure that we do not consider productions
that are not accessible in the obtained CFG for the used cfgLM semantics.

Example 5.6: «Necessity of Left-Most Accessibility for Productions»
Input SDPDA:

0 1 2 3 4
−,�, •� −, •, ◦• −, •,−

CFG obtained from applying FSDPDA→CFG,Std with initial nonterminal L0,�:
(excerpt of productions)

L0,� −→ L1,•,4 L4,� L1,•,4 −→ L2,◦,3 L3,•,4 L3,•,4 −→

Discussion: We included only some of the productions actually generated by
FSDPDA→CFG,Std. The nonterminal L2,◦,3 cannot be replaced by a list of events be-
cause there is no derivation of the input DPDA from state 2 to state 3 popping ◦
in the last step. Hence, we detect that L3,•,4 is not accessible in a left-most deriva-
tion in this CFG and, moreover, we detect that states 3 and 4 are inaccessible
because also no other accessible production makes use of them.
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When using the operation FSDPDA→LR(1),Opt as mentioned above, we obtained a
CFG that contains only left-most accessible productions in this sense. However,
when using the operation FSDPDA→CFG,Std, we have to compute the left-most
accessible nonterminals in an additional step.

5.3. Concrete Building Block for

Reducing Controllability to Nonblockingness

for Deterministic Pushdown Automata

In building block H, we reduce the problem of enforcing the satisfaction of
controllability on DPDA to the problem of enforcing the satisfaction of the
nonblockingness property using the operation FDPDA-Reduce-Controllable. Note, we do
not use the terminology of enforcing the satisfaction of controllability because the
operation does not preserve the required satisfaction of nonblockingness from its
input DPDA to the output DPDA (see also Corollary 4.2|p.53). The well-known
DFA-based operation for enforcing controllability behaves similarly in terms of
not preserving the satisfaction of the nonblockingness property, but its satisfaction
is not a required assumption for soundness in this restricted DFA-based setting.

In the presented reduction, we make use of three previously introduced build-
ing blocks: building block B from section 5.1|p.64 is used to construct the product
automaton of a DPDA and a DFA, building block G from subsection 5.2.4|p.80

is used to remove inaccessible states and edges from a DPDA, and building
block D2 from section 5.2.1|p.70 is used to ensure uniqueness of initial marking
derivations for every marked word of a DPDA.

Figure 5.7: «Enforcing Controllability for DPDA»

B H1 H2 G H3

H

The presented reduction follows the construction presented in [301, 302, 309]
(see section A|p.225 for a remark on coauthorship). However, in this thesis,
we deviate from these earlier monolithic definitions and provide a modular
construction, which is also slightly modified and which allows for modular
proofs and explanations. Also note that Christopher Griffin worked on enforcing
controllability earlier and was able to determine controllability problems in a
similar way, but he removed them not least restrictively as discussed in detail
in subsection 8.1.7|p.180 where we also compare his approach to the reduction
presented here.

We adapt the input DPDA C0 in the four following steps into an equivalent
DPDA before being able to remove states with controllability problems without
undesired side-effects in the final step. That is, the first four steps remove
ambiguity in the states of the DPDA w.r.t. the property of controllability.
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Building Block B: FDPDA-DFA-Product
We apply the operation FDPDA-DFA-Product from section 5.1|p.64 to obtain the DPDA
C1 by constructing the product automaton of the DPDA C0 and the plant DFA P.
By construction, the states of C1 are of the form (q, p) where p is a state of
the plant P and, moreover, whenever C1 can enter a state (q, p) using an initial
derivation d1, there is a corresponding initial derivation d2 of P entering p.

A state (q, p) in C1 may have a controllability problem if some edge exiting p
can execute an event u ∈ Σuc while for some stack-element X there is no edge
exiting (q, p) executing u and popping X from the stack. However, we should only
consider stack-elements X with which (q, p) is actually accessible as a top-stack.
Consequently, we refine the analysis of missing edges in the next steps.

Note, in the context of our overall controller synthesis algorithm this step does
not modify the marked language because we restrict the controller candidate’s
marked language already in the step preceding the fixed-point computation to a
subset of the marked language of the plant P.

Building Block H1: FDPDA-Observe-Top-Stack
We apply the operation FDPDA-Observe-Top-Stack on C1 and obtain the DPDA C2 by
distinguishing in each state between the subsequent behavior for the different
top-stacks. Recall that in DPDA, the edges have an edge-pop component of length
precisely one, that is, they consider in their step-relation precisely the single
top-stack element.

Technically, the resulting DPDA C2 is a bipartite automaton consisting of main
states, which are the states of C1, and additional auxiliary states, which are pairs
((q, p), X) containing a state of C1 and a stack-element X. Firstly, edges of the
form (q, p), None, [ X ], [ X ], ((q, p), X) test in C2 at runtime for the current top-
stack X in state (q, p) saving it explicitly in the target state ((q, p), X). Secondly,
all edges of C1 starting in state (q, p) requiring a top-stack X are changed to
start in the auxiliary state ((q, p), X) in C2. Finally, main states are not marking
and an auxiliary state ((q, p), X) is marking if (q, p) was marking in C1. As a
consequence, a state ((q, p), X) is only reachable with a top-stack of X and every
edge exiting that state is always applicable in a branching semantics where the
next event to be executed is not given by schedule.

We identify a state ((q, p), X) in C2 to have potentially a controllability problem
if some edge exiting p can execute an event u ∈ Σuc in P while there is no edge
exiting ((q, p), X) executing u (hence, we were able to drop the condition that the
edge is popping a certain element from the stack). However, this procedure is not
sufficient because it would be admissible for ((q, p), X) to execute this event after
an application of any finite number of non-executing edges. Consequently, we
refine the analysis of missing edges in the next steps to ensure that localization
of controllability problems requires only the analysis of a single state with its
adjacent edges.

This building block H1 was the starting point for the development of building
block H where the following two additional steps are required for soundness.
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Building Block H2: FDPDA-Enforce-Unique-Marking-Late
We apply the operation FDPDA-Enforce-Unique-Marking-Late to obtain from the DPDA C2
the DPDA C3 ensuring that only auxiliary states that are only exited by executing
edges (called stable states) must be checked for missing edges.

Technically, we ensure that there is a unique initial marking derivation for
every marked word and that any sequence of non-executing steps cannot pass
through a marking state, that is, a marking state can only be exited by an ex-
ecuting edge. For this purpose, we facilitate the building block D2 with its
operation FSDPDA-Enforce-Unique-Marking-Early from section 5.2.1|p.70, but we adapt
the set of marking states to only contain stable states. In fact, after applying
FSDPDA-Enforce-Unique-Marking-Early each state q is flagged by whether any initial deriva-
tion reaching a configuration containing q has been in a marking state before
reaching q only executing internal steps afterwards. Hence, we obtain all marking
states of the DPDA, all states that can be visited from such a state not executing
further events and, finally, remove from this set all non-stable states. While the op-
eration FSDPDA-Enforce-Unique-Marking-Early ensures that any word is not marked twice,
the operation FDPDA-Enforce-Unique-Marking-Late then also ensures that every word is
marked as late as possible.

We identify a stable auxiliary state (m, ((q, p), X)) (where m is an additional
annnotation introduced by FDPDA-Enforce-Unique-Marking-Late that is not relevant subse-
quently) in C3 to have potentially a controllability problem if some edge exiting
p can execute an event u ∈ Σuc while there is no edge exiting (m, ((q, p), X))
executing u (that is, compared to before, we limited our analysis to the stable
auxiliary states). However, this procedure is not sufficient because inaccessible
states (m, ((q, p), X)) cannot have controllability problems.

Building Block G: FDPDA-Enforce-Accessible,Opt
We apply the operation FDPDA-Enforce-Accessible,Opt from subsection 5.2.4|p.80 to ob-
tain from the DPDA C3 the DPDA C4 removing all states and edges that are
inaccessible in C3.

For our controller synthesis algorithm, this step is necessary to reliably detect
that the fixed point has been obtained. This detection is based on the information
whether the operation FDPDA-Restrict-to-Controllable-States from the next paragraph re-
moved at least one state where the DPDA had a controllability problem. Hence,
we must ensure that the DPDA C0 has a controllability problem if and only if
some state is removed in the next step.

Similarly, when enforcing controllability for DFA, any removal of a state guar-
antees the modification of the given controller candidate because (a) accessibility
of the input is assumed as well and (b) inaccessibility is not introduced prior to
the detection and removal of states with controllability problems.

Also note, inaccessible states and edges that are removed in this step have
been added to the DPDA using the operation FDPDA-Observe-Top-Stack. With our state
space approximation (also used in F6 in section 5.2.3|p.79, D3 in section 5.2.1|p.71,
and F5 in section 5.2.3|p.78), we may also decrease the number of inaccessible
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states and edges added there, which would improve the performance of this step
in the future. Also note, due to the accessibility of the input DPDA, we know
that the set of possible top-stacks of non-marking states is given by the set of
top-stacks tested for in exiting edges.

Building Block H3: FDPDA-Restrict-to-Controllable-States
Finally, we apply the operation FDPDA-Restrict-to-Controllable-States to obtain from the
DPDA C4 the resulting DPDA C5 by detecting and removing accessible states with
controllability problems with their adjacent edges. Such states are selected by
considering auxiliary stable states (m, ((q, p), X)) for which some edge exiting p
can execute an event u ∈ Σuc while there is no edge exiting (m, ((q, p), X))
executing u. The suitability of this detection and removal mechanism follows
from the previously applied operations.

Building Block H: FDPDA-Reduce-Controllable
The operation FDPDA-Reduce-Controllable given by building block H combines the op-
erations used in these five steps and reduces controllability for a nonblocking
DPDA possibly invalidating the nonblockingness property. By only considering
stable auxiliary states, we do not ensure that all unmarked words with a control-
lability problem are removed, which is achieved by the DFA-based algorithms.
From the perspective of the DES generated from the DPDA C5, we implement
Enforce-Marked-Controllable-Subset from Definition 4.9|p.52.

We conclude that the disambiguation carried out in the building blocks B, H1,
and H2 is necessary to ensure that states with controllability problems can be
removed without preventing initial marking derivations without controllability
problems as well. Also, the accessibility established in building block G and
the nonblockingness as assumed for the initial input DPDA C0 are necessary to
ensure that the removal of a state implies that the marked language has been
restricted (that is, the controllability problem identified is accessible and relevant
to the marked language).

5.4. Concrete Synthesis Algorithm as an Instantiation

of the Abstract Synthesis Algorithm

The overall concrete controller synthesis algorithm for DPDA specifications and
DFA plants is now given by FDPDA-DFA-Construct-Controller as a combination of the
previously introduced building blocks.

Figure 5.8: «Overview of Controller Construction»
A

A1

A2

A3

B C H A4 C
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In building block A, we apply the operation FDPDA-DFA-Construct-Controller to construct
the desired DPDA controller for a given DPDA specification S, a given DFA plant
P, and a given set of uncontrollable events Σuc along the lines of the DES based
controller synthesis algorithm presented in Theorem 4.12|p.56.

In building block A1, we apply the operation Ffp-start
DPDA-DFA-Construct-Controller, which

corresponds to the DES-based operation FP-Iterator-Init from Definition 4.10|p.53.
In this first step, we apply building blocks B and C to obtain the initial controller
candidate in the form of a DPDA, which satisfies the specification and the
nonblockingness property but which does not satisfy controllability in general. In
building block B we use FDPDA-DFA-Product to combine the DPDA specification S and
the DFA plant P into a DPDA generating inf (epda-to-des S) (epda-to-des P). Then,
in building block C we use FDPDA-Enforce-Nonblocking,Opt to enforce the satisfaction of
the nonblockingness property on this DPDA as in FP-Iterator-Init.

In building block A2, we apply the operation Ffp
DPDA-DFA-Construct-Controller, which

corresponds to the DES-based fixed-point iterator Compute-FP from Definition 4.2|
p.47, to obtain the desired DPDA controller. In this operation, we apply in build-
ing block A3 the one-step operation Ffp-one

DPDA-DFA-Construct-Controller, which corresponds
to the DES-based operation FP-Iterator-Step from Definition 4.11|p.54, until the
termination of the fixed-point computation is detected. This detection is rec-
ognized in building block A4 if and only if no state has been removed in the
building block H3 contained in building block H. Analogously to the fixed-point
iterator Compute-FP, we reduce controllability to nonblockingness in building
block H and enforce nonblockingness in building block C alternatingly with the
test for termination in between. Recall that re-establishing nonblockingness in the
second step may invalidate controllability of the obtained controller candidate.

By implementing the fixed-point iterators used in the DES-based controller
synthesis algorithm from Theorem 4.12|p.56 in the described way, we obtain
as a direct result that the DES generated by the obtained DPDA controller is
a solution to the DES-based supervisory control problem from Definition 3.7|
p.35. Moreover, we state that the operation FDPDA-DFA-Construct-Controller solves the
concrete supervisory control problem from Definition 3.11|p.39 up to termination.

Theorem 5.1: «Soundness of the DPDA-Based Synthesis Algorithm»
Whenever the operation FDPDA-DFA-Construct-Controller terminates and returns a
DPDA, then this DPDA is accessible, accessible in the closed-loop, language-
minimal, and a least restrictive satisfactory controller and, hence, a specific solu-
tion to the automata-based concrete supervisory control problem (see section 3.2|
p.36). Moreover, whenever the operation FDPDA-DFA-Construct-Controller terminates
and returns no DPDA, then there is no solution to the automata-based concrete
supervisory control problem.

However, the presented concrete controller synthesis algorithm does not terminate
in general as already discussed in section 4.4|p.56 for the abstract controller
synthesis algorithm.
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5.5. On the Termination

of the Concrete Controller Synthesis Algorithm

Recall that the abstract controller synthesis algorithm from Theorem 4.12|p.56

does not terminate on every DES plant, DES specification, and set of uncontrol-
lable events Σuc as discussed in section 4.4|p.56. In general, the nontermination of
the abstract controller synthesis algorithm can be expected because the formalism
of DESs is expressive enough to also serve as a model for more complex for-
malisms such as Turing machines, which are intractable according to well-known
undecidability results. On the one hand, the DES inputs S and P used in the
examples in section 4.4|p.56 are realizable by DPDA and DFA, respectively. On
the other hand, each fixed-point iterator employed in the abstract controller
synthesis algorithm is implemented by the corresponding building block in
our concrete controller synthesis algorithm in terms of the DES generated by
epda-to-des. Hence, we conclude that the concrete controller synthesis algorithm
does not terminate on all inputs as well. However, we state that the concrete
controller synthesis algorithm does not introduce additional partiality of the
algorithm by not terminating on automata realizing DES for which the abstract
controller synthesis algorithm terminates. Also note that this property is obtained
from the fact that all suboperations of the building block A terminate on all
inputs that occur during any application of the controller synthesis procedure.

As a first step, we observed that the abstract controller synthesis algorithm
terminates, as discussed in subsection 4.4.1|p.56, for the restricted class of DFA
plants and DFA specifications. Due to the direct correspondence of the concrete
controller synthesis algorithm presented in this chapter (see Theorem 5.1|p.86

above) with the abstract controller synthesis algorithm, we can conclude that
our concrete controller synthesis algorithm terminates in this restricted setting
(assuming that the informal proofs for termination from related work that are
cited in subsection 4.4.1|p.56 are valid).

As a second step, we discussed in subsection 4.4.2|p.58 two examples demon-
strating that the abstract and the concrete controller synthesis algorithms do not
terminate for arbitrary DPDA specifications. To the best of our knowledge and
supported by these two examples, the nontermination stems from specifications
stating unrealistic requirements, which can never be satisfied by controllers due
to controllability such as a lower/upper bound on uncontrollable events to be
executed. The abstract and the concrete controller synthesis algorithms do not
terminate for the examples provided because they fail to discard parts of the
controller candidate that violate the controllability property because they rely
on an iterated one-step unfolding procedure that is not sufficient for DPDA
specifications. We now reconsider the second more involved Example 4.4|p.59

by presenting the DPDA realizations of the intermediate controller candidates.
Note, the actual DPDA controller candidates obtained from applying our concrete
controller synthesis algorithm are equivalent but typically slightly larger.
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Figure 5.9: «DPDA Realizing Controller Candidates of Example 4.4|p.59»
Inputs: Σuc = { u } and Σc = { a, b }

P: the plant

p0 p1 p2

a,�,�

b,�,� u,�,�

b,�,�

S: the specification

q0 q1 q2

a, •, ••
a,�, •� b, •, •

b,�,� u, •, •

b, •,−

Discussion: From Example 4.4|p.59, we conclude that the first controller candidate
C0 obtained when evaluating FDPDA-DFA-CC S P Σuc is equivalent to S. The
concrete controller synthesis algorithm then generates an infinite sequence of
controller candidates Ci (see below). Instead of expanding the number of events a
executed before reaching the event b it should prevent the event b, which would
lead to an empty marked language.

Ci: controller candidate after step i

ci ci−1 c2 c1 r0 r1 r2

a,�,� a,�,� a,�,�

a, •, ••
a,�, •� b, •, •

b,�,� u, •, •

b, •,−

Chapter 5|p.61
(Concrete Controller Synthesis Algorithm for DPDA)

We instantiated the compositional abstract controller synthesis algorithm from chap-
ter 4|p.45 to obtain an automata-based concrete controller synthesis algorithm. This
algorithm is also a fixed-point algorithm and consists of building blocks implementing
the corresponding fixed-point iterators of the abstract controller synthesis algorithm.
We verified its soundness w.r.t. the abstract and the concrete supervisory control
problem as stated in Definition 3.7|p.35 and Definition 3.11|p.39, respectively. Un-
der the condition of termination, the obtained DPDA controller is a least restrictive
satisfactory controller, which is, in addition, accessible, accessible in the closed loop,
and has the infimal marked language among such solutions. The verification of the
algorithm is based on its modularity given by the various building blocks for which
we determined and verified suitable and composable input-output specifications.

In the next chapter, we detail on our usage of Isabelle for quality assurance.
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6
Isabelle-based Formal Quality Assurance

In the two previous chapters, we introduced our abstract and concrete controller
synthesis algorithms at an informal level. We have only provided basic intuitions
about the involved constructions and the ultimately obtained results. In this
chapter, we focus on our workflow, which is based on the theorem prover Isabelle
and which thereby guarantees soundness for the algorithms on the one side and,
up to programming errors, for the prototype implementation CoSy, discussed in
the next chapter, on the other side.

For readers not familiar with Isabelle, we provide a discussion on the advan-
tages and disadvantages of using theorem provers such as Isabelle for ensuring
quality. In the trade-off discussed, we gain trustworthy (that is, error-free and
omission-free) proofs as a great benefit, but we have to face the theorem prover
Isabelle as an infallible adversary that only accepts and also requires the most
detailed proofs. However, the ongoing development has reached a state where
the tedious manual creation of such highly detailed proofs is partially alleviated
by additional heuristics, external tools, and visualizations of intermediate proof
states.

We also provide some selected aspects of our Isabelle-based framework estab-
lished for the formalization of the correctness proofs of the abstract and concrete
controller synthesis algorithms available at [303]. However, we only present the
structure of our framework and formalization also providing some proof-code
measures, discuss some general purpose proof rules, and provide the basic ideas
of some parts of our framework for semantics.

Since Isabelle proofs with their high level of detail often lack accessibility, we
end this chapter by providing the proof idea of one of our more central proofs.
In particular, the outlined proof shows that the determinism of a given SDPDA
is properly transferred to LR(1)-CFG, which is an important step during the
verification of our concrete controller synthesis algorithm.
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Contents of this Chapter

6.1|p.91 Formal Methods for Quality Assurance
We discuss the usage of the theorem prover Isabelle, which we employ
to ensure quality, and compare this tool-based approach with conser-
vative manual approaches. We use Isabelle to ensure quality in terms
of, firstly, the theorems that state the soundness of our abstract and
concrete controller synthesis algorithms (see Theorem 4.12|p.56 and
Theorem 5.1|p.86) and, secondly, the fundamental software quality of
our prototype implementation discussed in chapter 7|p.141.

6.2|p.96 Isabelle-based Framework of Definitions and Properties
We address important aspects of our Isabelle-based framework used
heavily in our formalization of our two central theorems. For the
framework and formalization, we present information on their general
structure and their size. We then focus on our framework, present
further additional general purpose results, and then detail on our
locale-based framework of branching and linear semantics in which
we also cover various aspects of semantics relevant in this thesis.
Moreover, we discuss custom techniques based on locales that al-
low for the connection of semantics of possibly different formalisms.
Finally, we introduce for EPDA and Parsers further semantics and
discuss their advantages and disadvantages for certain verification
tasks.

6.3|p.116 Isabelle-based Verification of the Translation
of Deterministic Pushdown Automata
into LR(1)-context-free Grammars

We provide a proof sketch for the property that an SDPDA can
be converted into a language equivalent LR(1)-CFG by means of
the operation FSDPDA→LR(1),Std discussed in subsection 5.2.1|p.69. In
particular, we consider the preservation of the determinism of the
given SDPDA to the LR(1)-CFG. This single proof sketch demonstrates
(in connection to our explanations in section 6.1|p.91) how proofs that
have been formalized in theorem provers such as Isabelle can be
prepared to allow readers their comprehension with minimal effort.
In this presentation, we follow the style of classical presentations of
pen-and-paper proofs. We are not aware of alternate presentations
of (even informal) proofs of this property, which is required for the
overall soundness of our concrete controller synthesis algorithm.
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6.1. Formal Methods for Quality Assurance

In this section, we briefly discuss the steps of modelling, specifying, and verifying
that we followed to obtain the formal results presented in this thesis. By focussing
on the concrete controller synthesis algorithm from chapter 5|p.61, we motivate
the requirement for formal methods in general to ensure software quality. We
then provide a general discussion on the benefits of applying formal methods for
this aim. Finally, we focus on the interactive theorem prover Isabelle [265], which
we employ throughout the presented workflow to ultimately obtain a formally
verified algorithm.

Quality Assurance by Formalization in This Thesis
In this thesis, we developed the concrete controller synthesis algorithm presented
in chapter 5|p.61. However, our Java-based implementation of this algorithm, as
used in section 7.5|p.157, may contain any number of bugs. This gap between
verified mathematical constructions and unverified implementations has been
noticed before. However, because we verified the underlying algorithm, we can
be sure that every bug can be fixed once it is detected. Moreover, the removal
of these bugs will, due to the compositional construction of our algorithm and
the closely corresponding implementation, require the modification of a small
number of lines in each case. This is not the case for arbitrary programs where
detected bugs may result in realizing that the entire approach is incorrect and
that the problem can either not be solved at all or that the entire implementation
has to be changed. Also see subsection 8.3.1|p.209 for a discussion on the usage
of code-generation techniques in the future.

We tested our implementation thoroughly using unit tests with code coverage
and also considered various examples, like those reasonably realistic examples
discussed in section 7.3|p.147, for integration testing. Hence, even if the transla-
tion from the presented algorithm to Java-code, the compilation of this Java-code
to byte-code, and the execution of this byte-code in a virtual machine may in-
troduce errors, we excluded the most fundamental kinds of bugs already by
formalizing and verifying the correctness of our algorithm. The exclusion of these
kinds of errors is an immediate achievement of formal verification and a central
contribution of this thesis.

Quality Assurance by Formalization Using a Three-step Workflow
The exclusion of fundamental errors is the key motivation for formal verification
as just pointed out. We established this kind of quality following the subsequently
discussed three-step workflow of modelling the actual behavior, specifying the
expected behavior, and verifying the correspondence between actual and expected
behavior.

Providing formal definitions (that is, in a language with predefined syntax and
semantics) results in a nonambiguous model. This nonambiguity then allows for
team-based joint inspection as well as for the further steps towards specification
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and verification. Definitions in natural language or pseudocode are, by this
explanation, not formal and ambiguous. In this thesis, we omitted our formal
Isabelle-based constructions and introduced the building blocks only informally
in chapter 5|p.61 instead. Note, the Java-based implementation of our concrete
controller synthesis algorithm was only obtained from these definitions.

To obtain a specification, we express desired properties of our definitions in a
formal way in the form of theorems using a formal language, which is typically
based on the language for definitions and a suitable logic such as higher order
logic (HOL). Extending the definitions with such formal theorems then results
in a description of the expected behavior of the given definitions. In this thesis,
we have ultimately described the expected behavior of the concrete controller
synthesis algorithm by means of Theorem 5.1|p.86. However, this theorem
depends on various other definitions of which some have been discussed when
introducing the automata-based supervisory control problem in Definition 3.11|
p.39. Note, the process up to this point resulting in definitions and theorems,
even without a follow-up verification of these theorems, constitutes a reasonably
nonambiguous specification of our concrete controller synthesis algorithm that
allows for a team-based joint inspection and that is sufficient for determining the
suitability of the algorithm. That is, by inspecting Theorem 5.1|p.86 together with
the notions this theorem depends on (such as the supervisory control problem
from Definition 3.11|p.39) is sufficient for determining that the given algorithm
is meant to solve (i.e., a verification is called for) the expected problem (i.e., the
problem that is to be solved).

Finally, the verification of the correspondence of actual behavior (given by the
definitions) and the expected behavior (given by the theorems) serves multiple
purposes. Firstly, a trustworthy proof guarantees the absence of fundamental errors
in the definitions (of course only w.r.t. the properties stated in the theorems)
and may serve as a starting point for further developments in the future if
the employed syntax and semantics are sufficiently established. Secondly, an
easily accessible proof can be inspected to deepen the understanding of both,
the definitions and the theorems. Thirdly, an adaptable proof allows for good
maintainability when definitions and theorems are altered. These considerations
constitute our opinion on the purpose and the quality of proofs. However, to
the best of our knowledge there is an inherent trade-off between some of these
criteria as argued subsequently for three cases.

Isabelle as a Proof Assistant
So called pen-and-paper proofs are not trustworthy because they are prone to
human error. Moreover, these proofs are often not given in a predefined language
resulting in poor maintainability. However, by leaving out many details they are
often easily accessible to a certain audience by having a level of detail that fits
the expertise of the audience. Finally, building upon such untrustworthy proofs
can only result in untrustworthy results down the line.
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Formal proof-calculi have been introduced by Hilbert and Gentzen such as
natural deduction systems and the sequent calculus. In such calculi a proof of
a property Sn is given by a finite sequence of proof steps between properties
such as in True ` S1 ` S2 ` . . . ` Sn. Backward proofs are constructed from
the final property Sn backwards by applying proof rules such as the modus
ponens P −→ Q P Q. However, many proof rules such as the modus
ponens have multiple assumptions and, hence, the sequence of proof steps is
better represented by a traversal of a proof-tree where the root is the property to
be verified, the inner nodes are intermediate properties, and the leaf nodes are
assumptions. See Example 6.1|p.95 for an example of such a proof-tree. The linear
representation obtained from a traversal of this proof-tree then contains proof
states Sk of the finite shape

∧
i(φi0 . . . φij φi), which is a conjunction

of a finite number of consequences where each consequence may have a finite
number of assumptions φik . Then, a single proof step replaces one of these
consequences, which may be considered to be pending proof goals, by a finite
possibly empty set of consequences. A complete proof then ends with an empty
list of pending goals. Pen-and-paper proofs given in these proof calculi are not
trustworthy, but, by being stated in a formal language, they allow for a team-based
joint inspection analyzing their correctness in terms of fault- and omission-freeness.
A drawback of proofs given in these proof calculi is that the level of detail is fixed
and maximal and is henceforth not suitably accessible to typical audiences due
to the resulting size of the proofs. Moreover, maintainability of such proofs is
troublesome because most modifications to definitions and theorems require a
modification of the proofs in many places. Since providing such a high level of
detail also requires a tremendous amount of resources, these proof calculi are not
widely used for verification purposes.

The ongoing development of the interactive theorem prover Isabelle [265] dates
back to 1994. It implements a formal proof calculus as discussed in the previous
paragraph. The goal of the Isabelle developers is to remedy the problems of
proof-calculi that hinder their application by providing adequate tool-support.
Isabelle comes along with a syntax, that is, a formal language, for definitions,
theorems, and proofs. Definitions are obviously primarily given by terms, which
are close to the mathematical functional notation and the typed λ-calculus using a
syntax following the functional programming language ML. Theorems are based
on higher order logic (HOL) and on expressions as employed in definitions.

Isabelle has automatic support in the sense that theories (comprising definitions,
theorems, and proofs) are checked by Isabelle for syntactical correctness, type-
correctness (that is, operations are never applied to arguments of a wrong type or
arity), and, for the proofs, also for correctness in the sense of fault-freeness and
omission-freeness as discussed above. Note, the statements that can be expressed
in the input-language are too complex to allow for automatic derivation of proofs
in general. However, attached SAT (Satisfiability for Propositional Logic) and
SMT (Satisfiability Modulo Theories) solvers such as e [312], spass [171], and
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vampire [353] as well as various built-in heuristic proof strategies such as auto,
force, clarify, simp, and blast can be issued to obtain proof fragments that are
then checked by Isabelle in the usual way.

Internally, Isabelle translates every provided proof step into a low-level se-
quence of proof steps that are then checked by the Isabelle kernel. The trust-
worthiness of Isabelle-checked proofs is a commonly accepted fact and, hence,
using Isabelle for proof-checking ensures the highest confidence in proofs cur-
rently available. Due to the assumed trustworthiness it is, in our opinion, neither
necessary nor advised to inspect Isabelle proofs to determine their correctness.
Moreover, the usage of SAT and SMT solvers and heuristic proof strategies re-
duces the granularity of proofs, which typically increases readability of proofs
and reduces the resources required for entering proofs. However, it hampers the
possibility for step-wise analysis of the proofs because multiple proof steps are
executed internally by a single provided command.

An alternative input language for proofs called isar has been released with the
aim of increasing the accessibility and the adaptability of proofs. However, in our
opinion, this goal has not been achieved because the overwhelming amount of
proof-code of many theories (like the ones produced for this thesis) principally
precludes human-based inspection. To increase accessibility and adaptability,
we propose the usage of horizontal and vertical decomposition techniques as
follows. Firstly, theory files should be split where appropriate into smaller theory
files solving separate problems. Secondly, information hiding should be used to
expose only a small set of definitions and theorems to other theory files. Thirdly,
proofs should be split by introducing lemmas where appropriate to obtain smaller
proof-blocks. Fourthly, theories should be inspected by considering definitions
and theorems and the relationships among them as established by their proofs
(not considering the proofs) in a first step. Fifthly, proofs should be inspected
with the interactive support of Isabelle to display the intermediate lists of proof
goals. However, as for big software products, additional documentation such as
this thesis, may be required to describe the overall proof-strategy at the required
different levels of detail to reasonably support accessibility of Isabelle theories.
Moreover, while the proof-trees of the mentioned proof calculi nicely state the
application of rules (by precisely stating the employed matching and the used
assumptions), there is no suitable support in Isabelle yet for this matter. The
adaptability of proof-code is also at a very early stage (basically, after adaptation
of used definitions or theorems, Isabelle is able to localize points that require
modifications by throwing proof-checking errors in these lines) and reasonable
refactoring-techniques are called for. On the positive side, Isabelle allows for
the usage of abstract theories that can be instantiated to prevent duplications
of definitions, theorems, and proofs. Contradicting our own perception of how
progress should be made in this matter, the key strategy of the isar language is to
make the user enter as much data as possible to not only guide Isabelle to be able
to check the proof but also to obtain a human readable proof-script: we believe,
as mentioned above, that Isabelle proof scripts should not be inspected without
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the support of Isabelle, which renders the additional annotations unnecessary as
more relevant information can be derived automatically.

We conclude that we use the general purpose proof assistent Isabelle to en-
sure trustworthiness of our formal definitions, theorems, and proofs to exclude
fundamental problems from our concrete controller synthesis algorithm.

Consider the following example where we have given a very simple lemma
(which can be automatically solved by any of the built-in heuristic tactics) with
its proof in two different notations.
Example 6.1: «Formal Proofs and Isabelle»
Examples of Proof Rules: The proof rules mp and conjI are given by listing their
premises above the horizontal line and the conclusion below the horizontal line.

mp
P −→ Q P

Q
conjI

P Q
P ∧Q

Example of a Proof: The two given proof rules mp and conjI are applied in the
following proof. The lemma verified by the proof states that the three top-most
properties in the proof-tree p ∧ q −→ r, p, and q jointly imply the property r.
In the proof-tree, each proof step corresponds to one horizontal line where the
applied rule is given on the left side and where the instantiation of the proof
rule is given on the right side.

mp
p ∧ q −→ r

conjI
p q
p ∧ q

(P = p and Q = q)

r
(P = p ∧ q and Q = r)

Example of a Proof in Isabelle-Syntax: The same proof from above is entered in
Isabelle in the following syntax showing that the same two rules are applied
with the same variable substitutions as before. Also, the three leaf nodes of the
proof-tree are handled by stating that they occur among the premises of the
lemma by using the command assumption.
lemma “p ∧ q −→ r p q r”
apply (rule-tac P = “p ∧ q” and Q = “r” in mp)
apply (assumption)
apply (rule-tac P = “p” and Q = “q” in conjI)
apply (assumption)
apply (assumption)
done

Interactive Inspection of Proofs in Isabelle: As stated above, we recommend to inspect
proofs by using the interactive mode of Isabelle to display the intermediate lists
of pending proof goals. To give an idea of the benefits, we added in the following
listing this additional information generated by Isabelle during the step-wise
analysis. Note, commands are applied on the first pending goal 1 .
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lemma “p ∧ q −→ r p q r”
1 p ∧ q −→ r p q r

apply (rule-tac P = “p ∧ q” and Q = “r” in mp)
1 p ∧ q −→ r p q p ∧ q −→ r
2 p ∧ q −→ r p q p ∧ q

apply (assumption)
1 p ∧ q −→ r p q p ∧ q

apply (rule-tac P = “p” and Q = “q” in conjI)
1 p ∧ q −→ r p q p
2 p ∧ q −→ r p q q

apply (assumption)
1 p ∧ q −→ r p q q

apply (assumption)
done

6.2. Isabelle-based Framework of Definitions and Properties

In this section, we focus on the overall structure of our Isabelle-based formaliza-
tion [303] and on parts reusable in similar contexts in the future.

Firstly, to extend the built-in support of Isabelle for the verification of partial
recursive functions, we introduced a custom structured workflow, which is
based on definitions and theorems and which is presented in greater detail in
subsection 6.2.2|p.100.

Secondly, to support the compositional verification of functional algorithms, we
have followed a workflow using interfaces and decomposition, which is discussed
in subsection 6.2.1|p.99.

Thirdly, to formalize semantics for our concrete formalisms, we developed
and interpreted custom abstract parameterized theories (based on locales in
Isabelle), which encompass various general important definitions and theorems.
This framework of semantics allows for the application of techniques that are
well-known in the domain of computer science such as bisimulation. We provide
details on these abstract parameterized theories and their interpretation for the
concrete formalisms in subsection 6.2.3|p.102.

As additional contributions (discussed at an earlier stage in [310]), we formal-
ized equivalent notions of controllability for languages and discrete event systems,
introduced fixed-point iterators based on these notions as in subsection 4.2.4|p.52,
and defined equivalent sets of desirable solutions as in section 4.3|p.53. However,
these fixed point iterators have not been included in this thesis because we are
not aware of reasonable implementations of them based on DPDA.

On the next pages, we present two figures on the structure and size of our
formalization and on the size of proofs.
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Figure 6.1: «Structure and Size of the Isabelle-based Formalization»
We present the basic structure of our Isabelle-based formalization consisting
of four major and 14 minor parts with their number of proofs and lines of
the proof scripts. The largest minor parts are: the locales for semantics and
their relationship (minor part 6), the instantiation of these locales for EPDA,
Parsers, and CFGs (minor parts 7–9), and the verification of our constructions for
enforcing nonblockingness on a given DPDA (minor part 12). The other minor
parts sum up 9.3 % of the lines of the overall proof script.

# Content Page Proofs % Lines %

foundations
1 foundational and built-in operations 721 11.8 11 461 2.0
2 words and languages 224 3.6 4370 0.7

abstract controller synthesis
3 discrete event systems p. 17 0 0.0 265 0.0
4 abstract supervisory control problem p. 33 164 2.6 5402 0.9
5 abstract controller synthesis algorithm p. 45 206 3.3 10 135 1.8

concrete formalisms
6 locales for transition systems 434 7.1 49 527 8.8
7 interpretation of locales for EPDA p. 18 468 7.6 29 485 5.2
8 interpretation of locales for Parsers p. 22 630 10.3 53 015 9.4
9 interpretation of locales for CFGs p. 27 784 12.8 66 373 11.8

concrete controller synthesis
10 construction of closed loop p. 64 23 0.3 3204 0.5
11 concrete supervisory control problem p. 36 16 0.2 781 0.1
12 enforcing nonblockingness p. 65 2299 37.6 307 362 54.8
13 removing noncontrollability p. 82 95 1.5 15 865 2.8
14 concrete controller synthesis algorithm p. 85 40 0.6 3299 0.5
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Figure 6.2: «Distribution of Proof Length of the Isabelle-based Formalization»
We analyze our Isabelle-based proofs by the number of lines that contain an
application of the apply() command (where we disregard all instances of variable
renamings). A fine-grained modularity of the relevant lemmas, which results
from short proofs, is preferable for maintenance tasks such as refactoring and
adaptation to changed definitions as well as for easing composition in future
applications. The numbers (visualized below) indicate that our proofs are rather
short with an average of 39.1 lines and a mean of 12 lines.

Major Part Proof Length

Average Mean

foundations 6.0 3
abstract controller synthesis 17.6 9
concrete formalisms 34.0 13
concrete controller synthesis 59.7 17
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6.2.1. Verification of Composed Concrete Building Blocks

The concrete controller synthesis algorithm from chapter 5|p.61 is defined by
composition of various building blocks. For most operations, we defined in-
put/output-specifications to determine clean interfaces to ease building block
composition. Such an input/output specification is given for a building block
f :: α⇒ γ by a definition of the legal inputs SPi-f :: α⇒ bool and by a definition
of the expected relationship between inputs and outputs SPo-f :: α⇒ γ⇒ bool.

To discuss the verification of composed building blocks, we assume that f
is given as the composition of two building blocks g :: α ⇒ β and h :: β ⇒ γ.
However, note that our proposed solution also translates to more than just two
building blocks g and h and also to building blocks with more than one argument.
Moreover, we assume that g and h have been verified w.r.t. their input/output
specifications in a previous step, that is, we assume the satisfaction of

SPi-g X SPo-g X (g X) and (6.1)
SPi-h X SPo-h X (h X). (6.2)

That said, the satisfaction of the input/output specification of f is now decoupled
from the verification of g and h and can be realized using the following theorem.

Theorem 6.1: «Verification of Sequential Execution»
1 SPi-f X
2 SPi-f X −→ SPi-g X
3 SPi-g X −→ SPo-g X (g X)
4 SPo-g X (g X) −→ SPi-h (g X)
5 ∀A B C. SPo-g A B −→ SPo-h B C −→ SPo-f A C
6 ∀A. SPi-h A −→ SPo-h A (h A)
7 SPo-f X (h (g X))

Explanation: 1 states that X is an expected input for the function f and the con-
clusion 7 states that the composition of g with h (that is, the function f ) is sound
w.r.t. the input/output specification of f . 2 states that the input specification
of g accepts any input that is valid for f . 3 states that the operation g satisfies
its input/output specification for the given X (cf. (Eq. 6.1)|p.99). 4 states that
the value g X obtained by applying g in the first step is an admissible input
for the operation h to be executed subsequently. 5 states that the composition
of the output specifications of g and h results in the output specification of
f , a requirement that guides the definition of the output specification of f for
applications of this theorem. Finally, 6 states that h satisfies its input/output
specification (cf. (Eq. 6.2)|p.99), which is in particular relevant for the value g X.

While the trivial proof of this theorem requires only a single line in Isabelle,
we included it here for its practical relevance for the verification of the concrete
controller synthesis algorithm where we applied it 46 times (also counting similar
formulations for handling multi-argument building blocks as well).
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6.2.2. Verification of Partial Recursive Functions in Isabelle

In this thesis, we make use of various concrete building blocks that obtain fixed
points by executing recursive functions of the form:

f :: α⇒ α (6.3)
f x = if Guard x then f (Call x) else x (6.4)

using the two functions

Guard :: α⇒ bool and Call :: α⇒ α. (6.5)

Subsequently, we are only concerned with functions f of this kind that terminate
for a relevant part of the domain elements but not for all domain elements because
(a) there is sufficient support for functions terminating on all domain elements
and (b) we often exhibit such partial functions in our concrete controller synthesis
algorithm from chapter 5|p.61.

For example, the concrete building block for enforcing accessibility for CFG
entails (see Definition 5.4|p.66) the construction of the greatest set of productions
of the given CFG that occur in initial derivations of the CFG. The domain of this
operation contains pairs (G, A) where G is of the type of CFG and where A is
a set of productions. However, the type does not impose sufficient restrictions
on these pairs. Firstly, G is not required to be a valid CFG with a finite set of
productions because this restriction is not part of the type but is imposed on top
of it by an additional definition of valid CFGs. Secondly, the set A may be infinite
and is also not required to be contained in the productions of G.

For the general case of a partial recursive function f , we identify a well-formed
subset of the domain by defining a function:

WF-Inputs :: α⇒ bool. (6.6)

This function returns True for the domain elements to which f may be applied.
Hence, it also describes an invariant to be satisfied throughout the recursive
computation. For the example, we require for a pair (G, A) that G is a valid CFG
with a finite set of productions and that A is a subset of these productions.

For the example, termination follows from the fact that the size of the set of
productions of G that are not already contained in A strictly decreases between
any two adjacent recursive calls. That is, if an argument (G, A) is modified into
(G, A′) for the next recursive call using the function Call from above, we verify that
card (cfg-productions G− A) is strictly greater than card (cfg-productions G− A′).

For the general case, we state this termination argument by defining a function

Measure :: α⇒ nat. (6.7)

This function maps each domain element to some natural number such that well-
formed arguments xi to which the function f is applied during a computation
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have strictly decreasing values Measure xi. As expected, termination is guaranteed
for well-formed arguments because the number of further applications of f is
bounded by Measure xi for any given well-formed argument xi.

We introduced the following theorem to verify properties such as termination
of f on well-formed domain elements but also for more advanced properties
on the actual return values of f . The theorem lists as premises certain minimal
requirements that are needed to be satisfied to derive for a given domain element y
that the property P is satisfied for it. The theorem also requires for its instantiation
concrete definitions for Call, Guard, WF-Inputs, and Measure where the first two
are given by the definition of f and where the latter two are to be derived such
as in our example-based explanations above.

Theorem 6.2: «Partial Termination»
1 ∀x. WF-Inputs x −→ Guard x −→ WF-Inputs (Call x)
2 ∀x. WF-Inputs x −→ Guard x −→ Measure x > Measure (Call x)
3 ∀x. WF-Inputs x −→ ¬Guard x −→ P x
4 ∀x. WF-Inputs x −→ WF-Inputs (Call x) −→ P (Call x) −→ P x
5 WF-Inputs y
6 P y

Explanation: 1 states that all applications of f in recursive calls are made to
well-formed inputs, that is, the well-formedness of the initial input is preserved
throughout the computation. 2 states that the arguments to recursive calls
decrease during any computation w.r.t. the function Measure. 3 states that
the property P to be verified is satisfied upon termination. 4 states that the
satisfaction of property P can be translated backwards to arguments of earlier
recursive calls. 5 states that y is a well-formed input. Finally, the conclusion 6
states that y satisfies the given property P.

For the concrete example at hand for enforcing accessibility for CFG, we may
state as a property P that the recursive fixed-point computation terminates and
that the obtained result is the desired maximal set of productions that occur in
initial derivations.

We verified this simple theorem by complete induction on the Measure-values
and applied it successfully for the verification of nine different concrete building
blocks of our concrete controller synthesis algorithm. Due to our experiences
with this theorem, we believe that it may be beneficial to use it also in future
applications of our Isabelle-based framework and also, independently, in other
scenarios with partial recursive functions.

For a comparison, Isabelle introduces for the partial function f from above for
the purpose of handling termination only the following rule by default (where
the predicate f_dom states that f terminates on the argument).

f.domintros:(Guard x f_dom (Call x)) f_dom x (6.8)

However, this rule f.domintros proved insufficient for our purposes.
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6.2.3. Hierarchical Framework of Abstract Theories for Defining Semantics

We introduce a framework in which semantics of a broad range of formalisms that
describe discrete event systems can be defined. This framework allows for the
concise definition and uniform handling of semantics, which is of paramount im-
portance in the context of the Isabelle-based verification of our concrete controller
synthesis algorithm. In this thesis, we apply this framework to the formalisms
of EPDA, Parsers, and CFGs to obtain various semantics for them (confer chap-
ter 2|p.15, subsection 6.2.6|p.112, and subsection 6.2.7|p.114). Also confer to
subsection 8.1.8|p.186 for related Isabelle-based frameworks.

Abstraction and Concretion in Hierarchical Frameworks
Abstraction and concretion are important elements in the domain of software
engineering and mathematics as can be seen from the following two examples.
Firstly, the programming language Java offers support for abstraction and concre-
tion in the sense of abstract Java classes with generic types containing abstract and
concrete methods with input/output types ranging also over these generic types.
Concretions of such abstract Java classes then determine consistent substitutions
of the abstract types and abstract methods and inherit all concrete methods of
the abstract class as well. Secondly, algebraic structures are often introduced by
making use of abstraction and concretion. Abstract algebraic structures such as
rings and complete lattices are defined by listing abstract types, abstract func-
tions ranging over these abstract types, and assumptions to be satisfied by these
abstract functions. Also, in such an abstract algebraic setting, based on these
functions and assumptions, further notions and properties can be defined and
verified, respectively. Concrete algebraic structures are then determined by con-
sistent substitutions of the abstract types and functions such that the assumptions
of the abstract algebraic structure are satisfied. With these two examples in mind,
we move on with the framework’s introduction.

We define our framework of semantics in the form of a hierarchy of parameter-
ized theories where each parameterized abstract theory is formalized in Isabelle
using the locale-technology (type classes, which are special locales, are used in
the Isabelle distribution for the definition of algebraic structures such as rings
and complete lattices mentioned above). A single locale describes a single pa-
rameterized abstract theory as follows. The head of a locale is given by a list of
abstract type parameters, abstract functions, and assumptions on these abstract
functions. Moreover, the head may additionally contain a list of locales that are
to be extended together with their function parameters to obtain a hierarchy of
locales. The body of a locale consists of definitions and theorems where these
abstract types and functions can be used. In general, definitions not using any of
the abstract types or abstract functions are usually defined before introducing
the locale. Finally, a locale is interpreted by providing for each abstract type and
each abstract function a concrete function. More specifically, concrete theories are
obtained from our given hierarchy of locales by interpretation of all locales con-
tained in a selected subtree that includes the root node of the hierarchy. Locales
that are not selected may, for example, contain assumptions that are not satisfied
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by the concrete theory to be obtained. Note, many nodes of our hierarchy contain
theorems and definition that are inherited upon concretization.

An abstract framework allows for a reduced number of definitions and proofs
because common derived notions (for example, derivations and languages in
our case) and derived properties (for example, compositionality of derivations
and inclusion of the marked language in the unmarked language in our case)
are defined and verified only once in the abstract domain and are inherited
to the concrete formalisms automatically. Moreover, uniform definitions using
the Isabelle built-in locale mechanism for our abstract parameterized theories
allow for intuitive interformalism considerations, for example, if instances from
one formalism are to be translated into instances of another formalism while
preserving or reflecting certain properties (see subsection 6.2.4|p.109).

A hierarchical framework is called for because there is an inherent trade-off
between abstractness and usefulness as follows. On the one hand, an abstract
parameterized theory should be as abstract as possible by restricting the amount
of knowledge it extracts from the concrete semantics through the listed abstract
functions and assumptions. On the other hand, an abstract parameterized theory
should be as useful as possible by containing as many useful definitions and
theorems as possible such that, upon instantiation of this theory, a broad useful
spectrum of concrete definitions and theorems is available in the concrete setting.
However, strong assumptions are required for the derivation of such useful
theorems. Given this trade-off, we argue that a single abstract theory is not
desirable and, instead, we propose to cope with this trade-off, similarly to
abstraction and concretion in Java and the corresponding handling of algebraic
structures above, by introducing, based on an abstract core theory, a tree shaped
hierarchy of abstract parameterized theories that gradually incorporate different
characteristics from the concrete settings.

To sum up, we employ a hierarchical framework for the definition of the
semantics of EPDA, Parsers, and CFGs. We construct this framework of locales by
gradually capturing aspects of the various semantics of the formalisms of EPDA,
Parsers, and CFGs. The additional locales are introduced as direct or indirect
extensions of a core locale by listing further function parameters and assumptions
thereon. Concrete semantics are then obtained as concretizations of the locales
given by a subtree of this hierarchy that includes the core locale.

We continue with the introduction of the abstract core theory, which is the root
node of our hierarchical framework, and then introduce our extensions of this core
locale, which we group for presentation purposes in three categories. Firstly, we
define the marked and unmarked language of a structure in Par. Abstract Theories
for Marked and Unmarked Languages|p.104. Secondly, we introduce locales to cover
certain kinds of components occurring in configurations such as scheduler and
history variables resulting in the classification of branching and linear semantics
in Par. Branching and Linear Semantics|p.105. Thirdly, we introduce locales for
the abstract definition of further operational properties such as accessibility,
nonblockingness, determinism, and controllability in Par. Abstract Theories for
Operational Properties|p.108.
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The Abstract Core Theory for Semantics
The core locale of our framework states only the most fundamental requirements.
It has the abstract type parameters structures, configurations, and labels. Moreover,
it uses the abstract function parameters WF-structures, WF-configurations, and
WF-labels for identifying well-formed elements of these three type parameters.
The function parameter step-relation maps a structure, a source configuration, a
used label, and a target-configuration to a boolean value. As a first assumption,
we state that the target configurations accessed by application of the step-relation
are always well-formed whenever the structure, the source configuration, and the
label are well-formed. Finally, the function parameter initial-configurations identi-
fies configurations where derivations are to be started. As a second assumption,
we state that the initial-configurations are well-formed configurations.

In this core locale, we define, for example, derivations (using the step relation)
and initial derivations (using the initial configurations) and verify results on their
composition and decomposition.

For structures and labels, we use in the interpretations for EPDA, Parsers, and
CFGs the corresponding record types as discussed in chapter 2|p.15. However,
while the configurations and initial configurations are of the same pattern for all
semantics of CFGs, we define custom configurations and initial configurations
based on custom record types for each semantics of EPDA and Parsers. Moreover,
we provide for each semantics of EPDA, Parsers, and CFGs a custom step relation.

Abstract Theories for Marked and Unmarked Languages
For the abstract definition of the marked and unmarked language of a structure,
we extend the core locale from above with the additional abstract type parameter
effects. This type parameter is interpreted for our concrete formalisms by lists of
events. Moreover, we introduce additional abstract function parameters. Firstly,
the function WF-effects describes for a structure the elements of the type effects that
may occur. For EPDA, Parsers, and CFGs these well-formed effects are the words
ranging over the event alphabet contained the respective structure. Secondly, the
function marking-condition is a predicate defining the initial derivations that mark
a word. Confer to our explanations in chapter 2|p.15 where we explained the
marking condition already for the semantics described there and also see our
explanations on marked and unmarked languages in the subsequent paragraph.
Finally, the two operations unmarked-effect and marked-effect define for each initial
derivation a set of unmarked effects that are executed in that derivation and a set
of marked effects that are marked in that initial derivation. In the locale given by
these extensions, we define the marked language and the unmarked language of
a given structure by gathering the marked and unmarked effects from the initial
derivations, respectively.

The interpretation of these parameters depends for concrete semantics obvi-
ously on the respective employed types of configurations. In further locales, we
specialize the type of effects to words and consider only finite initial derivations
for the definition of the two sets of languages.
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Branching and Linear Semantics
As a major achievement, we introduced locales to distinguish between branching
and linear semantics. The usage of both kinds of semantics resulted in great
benefits throughout the verification of our concrete controller synthesis algorithm.

In branching semantics, the applicability of steps is solely restricted by the
structure whereas in linear semantics the applicability of steps is also governed
by a schedule. Such a schedule typically is a word of events that are to be executed
in that order. It is contained as a component in the configurations and guides the
future evolution because steps that conflict with the schedule are disabled. In the
linear and branching semantics of Parsers, we also encounter fixed schedulers
(see section 2.3|p.22) and unfixed schedulers as components of configurations as
a more explicit decomposition of scheduler variables. Linear semantics then have
a scheduler variable or an unfixed scheduler variable and branching semantics
(of Parsers with a look-ahead of at least one) may also fix events on the fly by
storing them in a fixed scheduler variable. Also, various semantics make use of
history variables that remember events executed in previous steps of the current
derivation.

The most common semantics for EPDA and Parsers in the literature are the
linear semantics discussed in subsection 6.2.6|p.112 and subsection 6.2.7|p.114.
For many other formalisms such as CFG and Petri net it is not common to have a
schedule guiding the upcoming behavior.

In this thesis, we introduce linear and branching semantics for EPDA and
Parsers and relate them suitably to allow for their interchangeable usage (see
subsection 6.2.4|p.109). Since branching and linear semantics have, as explained
later on, specific definitions of key notions such as determinism, it is important
to ensure that the different definitions coincide among the semantics of a for-
malism. Moreover, depending on the variables contained in the configurations,
it is also possible that multiple definitions of some notion are inherited from
different abstract locales upon concretization; in these cases, we also verify the
correspondence between these definitions.

As visualized in Figure 6.3|p.106 the two kinds of semantics result in different
shapes of accessibility graphs. In the linear semantics of EPDA and Parsers
presented in this thesis, there is a unique initial configuration for each word
over the event alphabet and for each of these initial configurations there is (up
to nondeterminism and maximality) a unique derivation starting in this initial
configuration. In contrast to this, the branching semantics presented in this
thesis have a unique initial configuration, each derivation starts in this initial
configuration, and the accessibility graph is of no degenerate form in general
because often multiple distinct effects may be executed depending on the EPDA,
Parser, or CFG at hand. If the executed events are recorded in a history variable
and each step appends a non-empty word to the history variable, the accessibility
graphs are of the form of trees. If no such history variable is used, as for example
in Petri net, the accessibility graph may contain loops.
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Figure 6.3: «Linear versus Branching Semantics for FSA»
Due to the existence (nonexistence) of a scheduler variable in configurations
of linear (branching) semantics, the accessibility graphs form a forest (tree) for
linear (branching) semantics. Incompatible steps (here e2 and e7 executing the
distinct events a and b) occur in different trees in linear but may occur from
the same node in branching semantics. Compatible steps (here e3 and e4 both
executing the event a) violating determinism result in branching of the trees in
linear semantics. Note, in both kinds of semantics the same sequences of edges
are applicable: [ e1, e2, e3, e5 ], [ e1, e2, e4, e6 ], and [ e1, e7, e8, e9 ].
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Semantics where no (unfixed) scheduler variable is contained in the configura-
tion (that is, branching semantics) have the advantage that properties such as
operational nonblockingness can be defined easily by stating that for every initial
derivation there is some continuing derivation that can be appended to result in
a marking derivation. For a semantics where an (unfixed) scheduler variable is
contained in the configuration (that is, in a linear semantics) the definition is more
complicated because for the (unfixed) schedule remaining at the end of the given
initial derivation there may be no such continuing derivation, and, to handle
that problem, each configuration of the given initial derivation would have to be
adapted such that the remaining (unfixed) schedule is then chosen such that the
required continuation exists. Hence, branching semantics are, as demonstrated
by the example, more suitable when derivations are to be appended to a given
derivation.

Note, a similar problem occurs when a derivation is to be prepended to a given
derivation in a semantics where history variables are used in the configurations,
which is the case for our branching semantics for EPDA and Parsers. In this case
the history variables contained in all configurations of the given derivation may
need to be adjusted before the composition.
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The definition of the marked and unmarked language also depends on the
variables available in the configurations. In a semantics where configurations have
no history and no scheduler variables, we define unmarked-effect and marked-effect
by replaying the impact of the labels contained in the derivation on the initial
configuration. Such a definition is quite complex and can be simplified when
scheduler variables are contained in the configurations. Using these variables,
we define unmarked-effect and marked-effect by considering configurations one by
one and by relying on the initial value of the scheduler variable. However, the
most simple definition requires history variables in the configurations. Using
these variables, we obtain unmarked-effect and marked-effect directly by considering
configurations one by one. We prefer semantics with history variables because
the complexity of such central definitions has a big impact on many subsequent
proofs and should be, for that reason, as simple as possible.

When having multiple semantics for a given formalism, we require the seman-
tics to coincide in this thesis. For the marking-condition this means that initial
derivations in different semantics applying the same sequence of labels should
coincide w.r.t. their corresponding marking conditions. We argue that this re-
quirement may lead to more complex definitions of the marking condition for
branching semantics compared to the equivalent linear semantics. For example,
consider the branching semantics epdaH and parserHF for EPDA and Parsers
where we check for marking configurations (see chapter 2|p.15) to determine
the satisfaction of the marking condition. For these branching semantics the
satisfaction of the marking condition is not preserved by step application as we
must check that no events are executed after the detected marking configura-
tion has been accessed. As an example supporting this claim consider the FSA
from Figure 6.3|p.106 where we expect that only the empty word is a marked
word. Since only the empty initial derivation satisfies the marking condition
in the linear semantics (every longer initial derivation in that semantics has a
different non-empty initial schedule), precisely the empty initial derivation of
the branching derivation must satisfy the marking condition. Consequently, the
execution of further events in all non-empty initial derivations of the branching
semantics must invalidate the satisfaction of the marking condition.

The fixed scheduler variable, which may occur in configurations of branching
and linear semantics, is the part of the scheduler that has been executed in the
initial derivation at hand but that has not been removed from the scheduler
yet. As steps of the initial derivation depended on this fixed scheduler any
modification of it may break the initial derivation. Conversely, the unfixed
scheduler variable is the part of the scheduler that has not been observed in the
initial derivation up to the configuration at hand. Hence, the unfixed scheduler
may be modified or exchanged entirely with the following restriction. Parsers
that detected/determined the special processing terminator may not execute
further events and, hence, the unfixed schedule contained in configurations of a
Parser may only be adapted if the processing terminator has not been fixed in a
prior step. We call unfixed schedulers extendable if they may be adapted.
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Abstract Theories for Operational Properties
We define accessibility, nonblockingness, determinism, and controllability by
introducing locales as extensions of the locales for linear and branching semantics,
which feature scheduler and history variables as introduced before.

For (operational) accessibility, we require in our locales type parameters and
function parameters to identify elements, called destinations, to be accessible and
function parameters for determining which of these elements are contained in a
given initial derivation at a given point. Then, operational accessibility means
that all elements that are to be accessible occur in some initial derivation.

Recall that operational nonblockingness means that every initial derivation
must be extendable to an initial marking derivation (cf. Definition C.2|p.234

for a concrete definition of nonblockingness for EPDA by the use of the epdaH
semantics) with the additional complication of schedule adaption mentioned in
the previous paragraph. We introduce equivalent definitions for nonblocking-
ness based on the availability of the scheduler variables in the configurations of
branching as well as linear semantics. In general, the various notions of opera-
tional nonblockingness should coincide with the language based nonblockingness
from Definition 3.2|p.33. However, Parsers may detect/determine the special
processing terminator without executing an event and, to obtain the desired
equivalence between both notions, we define weak operational nonblockingness
by excluding initial derivations where the processing terminator has been de-
tected/determined. Note, steps detecting/determining the processing terminator
may bring the Parser from a marking configuration into a deadlock configuration
that is not marking. In this case, the language based nonblockingness property is
satisfied, but the operational nonblockingness property from above is not satisfied.
This example shows that the language based nonblockingness property is not
entirely appropriate for formalisms such as Parsers that may detect/determine
the processing terminator silently as discussed already in [310].

Determinism for linear semantics means that two steps exiting an accessible
configuration must coincide and determinism for branching semantics means
that two steps exiting an accessible configuration must coincide if the word
w1 of events executed in the first step is a prefix of the word w2 of events
executed by the second step. We verified that the definitions for the branching
and linear semantics (with scheduler or history variables) coincide in all cases.
Note, the notion of determinism was already covered in chapter 2|p.15 for
EPDA and Parsers for the branching semantics epdaH and parserHF. In this
thesis, we only require operational determinism and do not employ syntactical
determinism, which would require for EPDA that two edges exiting the same state
are identical if they have compatible edge-pop and edge-event components. Such a
syntactical definition proved more complex in proofs as also inaccessible well-
formed configurations need to be considered where required invariants are then
not available. Moreover, such syntactical definitions cannot be stated concisely
at the abstract level of locales. Again, we provided a more general definition
of determinism for branching semantics of Parsers where unfixed schedulers
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occurring in configurations may be unextendable. Intuitively, if w1 is a strict
prefix of w2 above and the special processing terminator is detected/determined
in the first step, then both steps do not need to be identical for determinism.

Based on the locale based foundation for branching semantics, we define
operational controllability in the context of an abstract parameterized theory
involving two abstract semantics. These two semantics are interpreted by the
branching semantics epdaH because the formalisms of DFA and DPDA used for
the plant and the controller in our concrete controller synthesis algorithm are both
subformalisms of the formalism of EPDA. The obtained definition is equivalent
to Definition C.1|p.233 and the language based controllability definition from
Definition 3.1|p.33.

6.2.4. Hierarchical Framework of Abstract Theories for Relating Semantics

In our Isabelle-based formalization, we state theorems and lemmas in which
instances and semantics of one, two, or more formalisms are used. Adequate
support is called for to allow for the derivation of simple and concise proofs of
these properties.

Categorization of Properties to be Verified
Firstly, we state intra-semantics intra-formalism properties using a single semantics of
a single formalism. For example, we show for a single EPDA that we obtain again
an EPDA with the same marked language when applying a certain operation on
it (two EPDA and typically one semantics). This default scenario is covered by
our introduction of our hierarchy of locales from the previous subsections.

Secondly, we state inter-semantics intra-formalism properties using at least two
semantics of a single formalism. For example, we show that the marked language
of an EPDA is equally defined using any of our branching and linear EPDA
semantics (one EPDA and at least two semantics). Also note, the semantics used
in this example may be both linear semantics, both branching semantics, or a
combination of the two kinds. For any selection of semantics of a single for-
malisms, we expect that the operational properties indeed coincide as explained
before. However, branching and linear semantics of a common formalism have
few similarities when it comes to locale interpretation: since configurations are
adapted, every parameter that depends directly or indirectly on configurations
is affected. From the locales presented so far, we typically only expect that the
interpretations agree on structure, step-labels, effects, and destinations. We support
this scenario as a special case of the following (last) scenario.

Thirdly, we state inter-semantics inter-formalism properties using at least two
semantics of at least two formalisms. For example, we convert a Parser into an
EPDA with equal marked language (one Parser, one EPDA, and two semantics).
In general, we are primarily interested (as for the previous case of inter-semantics
intra-formalism properties) in the marked and unmarked languages, nonblock-
ingness, accessibility, determinism, and controllability.
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Locale-based Approach to Relating Semantics
We now discuss our support of these kinds of properties by introducing various
parameterized abstract theories, called translational theories, by using once more
the locale technology of Isabelle. These translational theories are defined as
locales that extend more basic locales and that have type parameters, function
parameters, and assumptions on these parameters as before. Firstly, recall that
we define concrete semantics as interpretations of a selection of a subtree of our
locale hierarchy including the core locale. In fact, this selection also defines an
abstract semantics in the form of a locale where the leafs of this subtree are the
dependencies. The locale dependencies have to be provided with their function
parameters and types and, of course, different leafs overlap in their function
parameters as they extend more basic locales on a path to the core locale (at least
they agree on the types and function parameters of the core locale). Secondly, the
definition of a translational theory is a slightly more general case where two such
selections, which correspond to two abstract semantics, are listed as dependencies
and where the abstract types and function parameters occurring may overlap
also between these two lists of locales. Thirdly, as for other locales, we may add
further elements to such translational theories such as abstract types, function
parameters, and assumptions to require suitable characteristics and to impose
the satisfaction of additional constraints on the parameters, which may span over
the two semantics simultaneously.

Our translational theories differ in the abstract semantics (that is, in the se-
lections resulting the locale dependencies), in the overlapping between the two
semantics (depending on the characteristics of the semantics and formalisms
to be related), in the additional elements added to the locale’s head, and in
the semantical properties translated in the locales (each property may require a
different set of knowledge for its translation).

Abstract results obtained within translational theories are derived in their
concrete form for two given concrete semantics by interpretation of these locales.
For such an interpretation of a translational theory, we have to provide, as before,
consistent substitutions for the types and function parameters occurring in the
locale’s definition and verify the (additional) assumptions.

Note, relationships between two concrete semantics can only be established in
this approach when the abstract locales are strong enough in the sense of captur-
ing the characteristics required to derive the envisioned relationship. Definitions
only present in the concrete setting but not in the abstract setting cannot be used
within a translational locale as introduced here.

Techniques Employed for the Translation of Operational Properties
For two given abstract instances G1 and G2 with their corresponding abstract
semantics, we employ weak bisimulations on initial derivations to relate G1
and G2 as follows. A weak bisimulations on initial derivations R is a relation
containing pairs (d1, d2) where d1 and d2 are of the type of derivations of the first
and second abstract semantics, respectively. Moreover, to make this relation R
a weak bisimulations on initial derivations, we require (well-formedness) that for
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every (d1, d2) ∈ R both, d1 and d2 are initial derivation of G1 and G2, respectively,
(completeness) that for each zero length initial derivation d1 of G1 there is some
initial derivation d2 of G2 such that (d1, d2) ∈ R (and vice versa), and (soundness)
that for every (d1, d2) ∈ R and every single-step derivation d′1 that may be
appended to d1 resulting in an initial derivation d′′1 of G1 there is a derivation d′2
that may be appended to d2 resulting in an initial derivation d′′2 of G2 such that
(d′′1 , d′′2 ) ∈ R (and vice versa).

For special purposes, we make use of more special and simple kinds of (bi)sim-
ulations. For example, (a) dropping the reverse assumptions on well-formedness
and soundness still allows for the verification of the preservation but not for the
reflection of properties, (b) stating that the derivations d′1 and d′2 have both length
1 results in strong (bi)simulations and is suitable when the relationship between
G1 and G2 is indeed that close, which is of course the case if G1 = G2 and some
inter-semantics intra-formalism property is to be verified, and (c) not using initial
derivations but well-formed configurations of G1 and G2 instead, which is useful
in cases where no further invariants are required and are to be established along
the way.

Besides (bi)simulation relations, we also employ maps. Firstly, we use bijective
maps on configurations and labels allowing for simple proofs. Secondly, we use
maps of initial derivations directly for relating linear and branching semantics
and for translating (the nonexistence of) infinite initial derivations.

Common to all the presented approaches is a relationship between the initial
derivations (or an abstraction thereof in the form of the last configuration for
finite derivations) that is compatible with the corresponding step relations of the
semantics.

Finally, once the initial derivations of two semantics are connected, we usually
have to state some further property-specific assumptions to be able to translate
for example the marked language between the two semantics.

6.2.5. Evaluation of our Hierarchical Framework of Semantics

We believe that our hierarchical framework of semantics presented in this section
is extendable by integration of further locales as needed due to its fine grained
structure. Moreover, we believe that it is interpretable for many further discrete
event formalisms such as Turing machines [346], context-sensitive grammars [79],
Petri nets [272], probabilistic automata [277], Büchi automata [65], input/output
automata [227], Statecharts [152], and timed automata [12]. Finally, the unclut-
tered and intuitive proofs that we constructed for the verification of our concrete
controller synthesis algorithm make us believe that our framework, which stabi-
lized rather soon during this verification process, is also applicable to many further
problems on discrete event systems in a natural way as well.

Our framework supports also Büchi automata because we allow for infinite
derivations and marking conditions that are defined on entire derivations. How-
ever, we do not support formalisms such as hybrid automata [10] because the
domain of our derivations is given by the natural numbers.
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6.2.6. Additional Semantics for EPDA

In section 2.2|p.18, we introduced the branching semantics epdaH for EPDA in
which configurations contain a history variable but no scheduler variable. As
explained in this section, we have also defined the standard linear semantics epdaS
for EPDA in which configurations contain no history variable but a scheduler
variable and have proven the equivalence of epdaS and epdaH. In fact, we relied
on a further linear semantics epdaHS where configurations contain a scheduler
and a history variable. The equivalence of the three semantics has been proven in
two steps by two interpretations of translational theories. The first translational
theory relates the two linear semantics epdaS and epdaHS and allows to add the
history variable to epdaS in the expected way. Then, the second translational
theory relates the linear semantics epdaHS and the branching semantics epdaH by
allowing to drop the scheduler from the configurations of the epdaHS semantics.
The interpretation of the translational theories requires, of course, proofs of the
satisfaction of the concretizations of the assumptions of the translational theories.
Note, the same translational theories are also used for the equivalence proofs for
the semantics of Parsers discussed in the next subsection.

We omit the epdaHS semantics, but we give the key definitions of epdaS corre-
sponding to the definitions given in section 2.2|p.18 for epdaH.

Definition 6.1: «(Initial) Configurations of an EPDA in epdaS»
If q is from Q, s is a word over Γ not containing �, and w is a word over Σ, then
configurations of an EPDA are of the following form.

epdaS-conf-state=q, epdaS-conf-scheduler=w, epdaS-conf-stack=s @ [� ]

If w is a word over Σ, then the initial configurations are of the form q0, w, [� ] .

When considered closely, the step relations of epdaS and epdaH appear to be
quite similar. Yet, the difference between the two semantics in terms of linear vs.
branching semantics is tremendous.

Definition 6.2: «Step Relation epdaS-step-relation»
If q1 and q2 are states from Q, a is an event from Σ, w is a word over Σ, s, s1, and
s2 are words over Γ not containing �, then there are the following four different
kinds of steps.

Step 1 Edge: q1, None, s1, s2, q2
Pre: q1, w, s1 @ s @ [� ]
Post: q2, w, s2 @ s @ [� ]
Kind: execute no event, do not observe � at end of stack

Step 2 Edge: q1, None, s1 @ [� ], s2 @ [� ], q2
Pre: q1, w, s1 @ [� ]
Post: q2, w, s2 @ [� ]
Kind: execute no event, observe � at end of stack
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Step 3 Edge: q1, Some a, s1, s2, q2
Pre: q1, [ a ] @ w, s1 @ s @ [� ]
Post: q2, w, s2 @ s @ [� ]
Kind: execute event a, do not observe � at end of stack

Step 4 Edge: q1, Some a, s1 @ [� ], s2 @ [� ], q2
Pre: q1, [ a ] @ w, s1 @ [� ]
Post: q2, w, s2 @ [� ]
Kind: execute event a, observe � at end of stack

In the epdaS semantics a given EPDA is deterministic if there is a most one step
from any reachable configuration.
Definition 6.3: «Determinism for epdaS»
An EPDA is deterministic in epdaS, if whenever an initial derivation leads to a
configuration c and epdaS-step-relation G c e1 c1 and epdaS-step-relation G c e2 c2
are two applicable steps, then e1 = e2 and c1 = c2.

Finally, the marked and unmarked words and languages of an EPDA are obtained
by comparing a scheduler in a reachable configuration with the initial scheduler
in the initial derivation at hand.
Definition 6.4: «unmarked-language and marked-language for epdaS»
The unmarked language of an EPDA is given by all words v over Σ such that
some configuration c is reachable by some initial derivation d starting with
configuration c0 such that epdaS-conf-scheduler c0 = v @ epdaS-conf-scheduler c.
For a word to be in the marked language of the EPDA, we additionally require
that epdaS-conf-state c is marking state from F.

Finally, we present an example in which we demonstrate the similarities between
epdaH and epdaS derivations.
Example 6.2: «Derivations in epdaS and epdaH»
Corresponding Derivations of the DPDA G from Example 2.1|p.22:

0, , �
e1
epdaH,G 1, a , •�
e2
epdaH,G 1, aa , • •�
e3
epdaH,G 2, aab , •�
e4
epdaH,G 2, aabb, �
e5
epdaH,G 3, aabb, �

0, aabb, �
e1
epdaS,G 1, abb , •�
e2
epdaS,G 1, bb , • •�
e3
epdaS,G 2, b , •�
e3
epdaS,G 2, , �
e4
epdaS,G 3, , �

id edges of G id edges of G

e1 0, Some a,�, •�, 1 e2 1, Some a, • , •• , 1
e3 1, Some b, • ,− , 2 e4 2, Some b, • ,− , 2
e5 2, None ,�,� , 3
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6.2.7. Additional Semantics for Parsers

As for EPDA, we defined the standard linear semantics parserS for Parsers as it
has advantages over the branching semantics parserHF when verifying properties
that have simpler definitions in parserS such as determinism. We established
the equivalence of the semantics parserS and parserHF by relating them step-
wise to the further linear semantics parserHFS and parserFS as follows using
interpretations of abstract translational theories. The linear semantics parserS,
which is introduced below, has a scheduler variable in its configurations. We
add a fixed scheduler variable to the configurations resulting in the parserFS
semantics. Note, the fixed scheduler can be computed by replaying the steps of
a derivation in parserS, which results in additional complexity in proofs. Then,
we add a history variable (as between the EPDA semantics epdaS and epdaHS) to
the configurations resulting in the semantics parserHFS. Finally, we remove the
scheduler variable (as between the EPDA semantics epdaHS and epdaH) from the
configurations to obtain the branching semantics parserHF.

We omit the intermediate parserFS and parserHFS semantics, but we introduce
the key definitions of the parserS semantics that correspond to the definitions
given in section 2.3|p.22 for parserHF.

Definition 6.5: «(Initial) Configurations of a Parser in parserS»
If s is a word over N, q is from N, and v is a word Σ not containing $, then
configurations of a Parser are of the following form.

parserS-conf-stack=s @ [ q ], parserS-conf-scheduler=v @ [ $ ]

If w is a word over Σ not containing $, then the initial configurations are of the
form [ q0 ], w @ [ $ ] .

For the step relation of parserS, we only have to consider the two patterns of
rules given in Definition 2.11|p.24 resulting in two kinds of steps. Hence, the
step relation of parserS has fewer kinds of steps compared to the step relation
of parserHF where the history and fixed scheduler variables resulted in many
different kinds of steps.

Definition 6.6: «Step Relation parserS-step-relation»
If q1 and q2 are from N, s, s1, and s2 are words over N, v1, v2, and v3 are words
over Σ not containing $, then there are the following kinds of steps.

Step 1 Rule: s1 @ [ q1 ], v1 @ v2, s2 @ [ q2 ], v2
Pre: s @ s1 @ [ q1 ] , v1 @ v2 @ v3
Post: s @ s2 @ [ q2 ] , v2 @ v3

Step 2 Rule: s1 @ [ q1 ], v1 @ v2 @ [ $ ], s2 @ [ q2 ], v2 @ [ $ ]
Pre: s @ s1 @ [ q1 ] , v1 @ v2 @ [ $ ]
Post: s @ s2 @ [ q2 ] , v2 @ [ $ ]
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As for the epdaS semantics of EPDA, we define a given Parser to be deterministic
if there is at most one step applicable to every configuration reachable from any
initial configuration (confer to Definition 6.3|p.113).

Finally, the marked language and the unmarked language of a Parser is also
obtained similarly to the case for epdaS. However, we must incorporate the fixed
scheduler of parserS, which has to be recursively computed, into our definition.
That is, the events executed by a Parser in the parserS semantics is given by
the events removed from the schedule (obtained by comparison with the initial
configuration of the initial derivation at hand) and the fixed scheduler where the
possibly trailing $ element is removed. The recursive computation of the fixed
scheduler results in a technically more complex and undesirable definition.

Definition 6.7: «unmarked-language and marked-language for parserS»
The unmarked language of a Parser is given by all words v @ f over Σ such
that some configuration c is reachable after n steps by some initial deriva-
tion d starting with configuration c0 such that parserS-conf-scheduler c0 =
v @ parserS-conf-scheduler c and such that f is the fixed scheduler obtained
from replaying the derivation d up to the index n where the possibly trailing $
has been removed from f .
For such an unmarked word to be also in the marked language of the Parser, we
additionally require that parserS-conf-stack c is of the form s @ [ q ] where q is a
marking stack element from F.

Finally, we present an example in which we demonstrate the similarities between
two initial derivations using the Parser semantics parserHF and parserS. Both
of these two initial derivations apply the same sequence of rules, execute the
same unmarked words, and mark the same word aabb by means of the last
configuration.

Example 6.3: «Derivations in parserHF and parserS»
Corresponding Derivations of the Parser G from Example 2.2|p.27:

, , 0
r1
parserHF,G , a , � • 1
r2
parserHF,G , aa ,� • •1
r3
parserHF,G , aab , � • 2
r4
parserHF,G , aabb, �2
r5
parserHF,G , aabb, 3

0, aabb$
r1
parserS,G � • 1, abb$
r2
parserS,G � • •1, bb$
r3
parserS,G � • 2, b$
r4
parserS,G �2, $
r5
parserS,G 3, $

In this simple example, the fixed scheduler is permanently empty for both given
derivations because the rules of the Parser G that are used in the derivations
have empty rule-scheduler-push components. This is, however, not the case for the
Parsers that we obtain during the application of our concrete controller synthesis
algorithm in subsection 5.2.2|p.73.
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6.3. Isabelle-based Verification of

the Translation of Deterministic Pushdown Automata

into LR(1)-context-free Grammars

We provide an intuitive explanation of our formal proof of a theorem that plays
an important role for the overall soundness of our concrete controller synthesis
algorithm and parsing theory in general. To the best of our knowledge, no formal
or informal proof of this theorem has been presented previously, but it has been
conjectured in [189] and [325, Volume II, Proposition 6.41, p. 53].

As discussed briefly in subsection 5.2.1|p.69, we apply in our concrete controller
synthesis algorithm the operation FSDPDA→CFG,Std, which was first presented
in [189], to an SDPDA G that does not mark a word in any initial marking
derivation twice. The result FSDPDA→CFG,Std G of this application is a CFG that
is equivalent to G as it generates the same marked language. As the next step,
we apply the operation FCFG-Trim to FSDPDA→CFG,Std G to remove the least sets
of nonterminals and productions to obtain a CFG G′ where every nonterminal
and every production occurs in at least one initial marking derivation. Note,
the sequential application of FSDPDA→CFG,Std and FCFG-Trim defines the compound
construction FSDPDA→LR(1),Std, as also explained in section 5.2.1|p.71. Finally, the
theorem that is given below (in Isabelle notation) states that G′ satisfies the
LR(1)-CFG property. The LR(1)-CFG property is introduced subsequently and its
satisfaction means in this case that the determinism of the given SDPDA G has
been transferred successfully to G′ as desired.

Theorem 6.3: «FSDPDA→LR(1),Std Translates an SDPDA into an LR(1)-CFG»
1 valid-sdpda G
2 ¬duplicate-marking G
3 valid-cfg G′

4 cfg-sub G′ (FSDPDA→CFG,Std G)
5 cfg-nonterminals G′ =

cfgLM-accessible-nonterminals G′

∩ cfgSTD-nonblocking-nonterminals G′

6 cfg-LR G′ (Suc 0)

1 states that G is a valid SDPDA, 2 states that G has no initial marking deriva-
tion in epdaS where two configurations at distinct positions in the derivation
agree on their schedule and contain both a marking state, 3 states that G′ is a
well formed CFG, 4 states that G′ is contained in FSDPDA→CFG,Std G in the sense
that they agree on the set of events and the initial nonterminal and that the sets
of nonterminals and productions of G′ are contained in the corresponding sets
of FSDPDA→CFG,Std G, 5 states that every nonterminal A of G′ is accessible (that
is, there is some initial derivation that reaches a configurations containing A)
and eliminable (that is, there is some derivation of G′ that starts with the con-
figuration A and ends with a configuration without nonterminals), and the
conclusion 6 states that G′ satisfies the LR(1)-CFG property introduced below.
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Before continuing with the introduction of the LR(k)-CFG property, there are
two observations on the given theorem to be mentioned. Firstly, the theorem
states a slightly stronger property than necessary as it does not only consider the
unique maximal trim CFG contained in FSDPDA→CFG,Std G (observe that G′ may
vary in the set of productions), which does not exist whenever G has an empty
marked language. Secondly, the theorem is also applicable to our optimized
construction FSDPDA→CFG,Opt because the CFGs obtained by FSDPDA→CFG,Std and
FSDPDA→CFG,Opt are equal after the application of the operation FCFG-Trim.

We now provide the definition of the operation FSDPDA→CFG,Std occurring in
the theorem above (see Example 6.4|p.118 for a first example of an application of
this construction).
Definition 6.8: «FSDPDA→CFG,Std»
Nonterminals of the CFG: The nonterminals of the resulting CFG are of the two
forms Lq,X and Lq,X,p where q and p are states of the given SDPDA G and where
X is a stack-element of the given SDPDA G.

Initial Nonterminal of the CFG: The initial nonterminal Lq0,� is given by the initial
state and the end-of-stack element of the SDPDA G.

Event alphabet of the CFG: The event alphabet is given by the event alphabet of
the input SDPDA G.

Productions of the CFG: The productions of the resulting CFG are constructed
from the three kinds of edges of the SDPDA G and from its marking states. In
three of these four cases the resulting productions (below the horizontal line)
also depend on further elements (above the horizontal line) chosen from the
given SDPDA G.

Executing Edge e = q1, Some a, [ X ], [ X ], q2 and q ∈ epda-states G

Lq1,X,q −→ a Lq2,X,q
Lq1,X −→ a Lq2,X

Pushing Edge e = q1, None, [ X1 ], [ X2, X1 ], q2 and {q′, q′′} ⊆ epda-states G

Lq1,X1,q′′ −→ Lq2,X2,q′ Lq′,X1,q′′

Lq1,X1 −→ Lq2,X2,q′ Lq′,X2

Lq1,X1 −→ Lq2,X2

Popping Edge e = q1, None, [ X ], [ ], q2

Lq1,X,q2 −→ [ ]

Marking States q ∈ epda-marking G and X ∈ epda-gamma G

Lq,X −→ [ ]

In derivation trees (see for example block 6|p.120), we also write q X and q1 X q2
instead of Lq,X and Lq1,X,q2 , respectively.
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Before presenting our running example, we provide the following small set of
notations to enhance the readability of this section.

Figure 6.4: «Notations Used in This Section»
Variable Names: G′ is the CFG equal to FSDPDA→LR(1),Std G using the SDPDA G,
c is a configuration of G or G′, n and k are natural numbers, a through e are
events, α and σ are words of events, A is a nonterminal of G′, S is the initial
nonterminal of G′, δ and ω are words of events and nonterminals, e is an edge
of G, ρ is a production of G′, π is a word of either productions of G′ or of edges
of G, and d is a derivation of G or G′.

In the following running example, which is used throughout the remainder of this
section, we provide an SDPDA G with two distinct maximal initial derivations
using the epdaH semantics and the LR(1)-CFG G′ obtained from the SDPDA G
with the initial derivations corresponding to the two epdaH derivations of G using
the cfgLM and cfgRM semantics as well as using derivation trees.

Example 6.4: «Running Example for section 6.3|p.116 (Part 1/4)»
(1) Input SDPDA G: The only two initial derivations of G in the semantics epdaH
that cannot be extended are given in block 2|p.118.

1 2 3 4 5

6

78

91011

12

13

1415

−, •, •� −, •, •• e, •, • −, •,−

−, •, ••

−, •, ••

a, •, •

−, •,−

b, •, •c, •, •

d, •, •

−, •,−

−, •,−−, •,−

(2) epdaH Derivations d1,h and d2,h of G:
1, , �

e1
epdaH,G 2, , •�
e2
epdaH,G 3, , • •�
e3
epdaH,G 4, e , • •�
e4
epdaH,G 5, e , •�
e5
epdaH,G 6, e , • •�
e6
epdaH,G 7, e , • • •�
e7
epdaH,G 8, ea , • • •�
e8
epdaH,G 9, ea , • •�
e9
epdaH,G 10, eab , • •�
e10.2
epdaH,G 12, eabd, • •�
e12
epdaH,G 14, eabd, •�
e14
epdaH,G 15, eabd, �

1, , �
e1
epdaH,G 2, , •�
e2
epdaH,G 3, , • •�
e3
epdaH,G 4, e , • •�
e4
epdaH,G 5, e , •�
e5
epdaH,G 6, e , • •�
e6
epdaH,G 7, e , • • •�
e7
epdaH,G 8, ea , • • •�
e8
epdaH,G 9, ea , • •�
e9
epdaH,G 10, eab , • •�
e10.1
epdaH,G 11, eabc , • •�
e11
epdaH,G 13, eabc , •�
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(3) Output LR(1)-CFG G′: The only two initial derivations of G′ that cannot be
extended are given in the subsequent blocks in the two semantics cfgLM and
cfgRM and in the form of derivation trees.

id productions of G′ id edges of G

ρ1 L1,� →L2,•,15L15,� e1 1, None ,�, •�, 2
ρ2 L15,� → — —
ρ3 L2,•,15 →L3,•,5 L5,•,15 e2 2, None , • , •• , 3
ρ4 L5,•,15 →L6,•,14L14,•,15 e5 5, None , • , •• , 6
ρ5 L14,•,15→ e14 14, None , • ,− , 15
ρ6 L6,•,14 →L7,•,9 L9,•,14 e6 6, None , • , •• , 7
ρ7 L9,•,14 →b L10,•,14 e9 9, Some b, • , • , 10
ρ8 L10,•,14→d L12,•,14 e10.2 10, Some d, • , • , 12
ρ9 L12,•,14→ e12 12, None , • ,− , 14

ρ10 L7,•,9 →a L8,•,9 e7 7, Some a, • , • , 8
ρ11 L8,•,9 → e8 8, None , • ,− , 9
ρ12 L3,•,5 →e L4,•,5 e3 3, Some e , • , • , 4
ρ13 L4,•,5 → e4 4, None , • ,− , 5
ρ14 L1,� →L2,• e1 1, None ,�, •�, 2
ρ15 L2,• →L3,•,5 L5,• e2 2, None , • , •• , 3
ρ16 L5,• →L6,•,13L13,• e5 5, None , • , •• , 6
ρ17 L13,• → — —
ρ18 L6,•,13 →L7,•,9 L9,•,13 e6 6, None , • , •• , 7
ρ19 L9,•,13 →b L10,•,13 e9 9, Some b, • , • , 10
ρ20 L10,•,13→c L11,•,13 e10.1 10, Some c , • , • , 11
ρ21 L11,•,13→ e11 11, None , • ,− , 13

(4) cfgLM Derivations d1,lm and d2,lm of G′:
L1,�

ρ1
cfgLM,G′ L2,•,15L15,�
ρ3
cfgLM,G′ L3,•,5L5,•,15L15,�
ρ12
cfgLM,G′ eL4,•,5L5,•,15L15,�
ρ13
cfgLM,G′ eL5,•,15L15,�
ρ4
cfgLM,G′ eL6,•,14L14,•,15L15,�
ρ6
cfgLM,G′ eL7,•,9L9,•,14L14,•,15L15,�
ρ10
cfgLM,G′ eaL8,•,9L9,•,14L14,•,15L15,�
ρ11
cfgLM,G′ eaL9,•,14L14,•,15L15,�
ρ7
cfgLM,G′ eabL10,•,14L14,•,15L15,�
ρ8
cfgLM,G′ eabdL12,•,14L14,•,15L15,�
ρ9
cfgLM,G′ eabdL14,•,15L15,�
ρ5
cfgLM,G′ eabdL15,�
ρ2
cfgLM,G′ eabd

L1,�
ρ14
cfgLM,G′ L2,•
ρ15
cfgLM,G′ L3,•,5L5,•
ρ12
cfgLM,G′ eL4,•,5L5,•
ρ13
cfgLM,G′ eL5,•
ρ16
cfgLM,G′ eL6,•,13L13,•
ρ18
cfgLM,G′ eL7,•,9L9,•,13L13,•
ρ10
cfgLM,G′ eaL8,•,9L9,•,13L13,•
ρ11
cfgLM,G′ eaL9,•,13L13,•
ρ19
cfgLM,G′ eabL10,•,13L13,•
ρ20
cfgLM,G′ eabcL11,•,13L13,•
ρ21
cfgLM,G′ eabcL13,•
ρ17
cfgLM,G′ eabc
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(5) cfgRM Derivations d1,rm and d2,rm of G′: Note, the obvious connection between
the cfgLM and epdaH derivations is not available for the cfgRM derivations.

L1,�
ρ1
cfgRM,G′ L2,•,15L15,�
ρ2
cfgRM,G′ L2,•,15
ρ3
cfgRM,G′ L3,•,5L5,•,15
ρ4
cfgRM,G′ L3,•,5L6,•,14L14,•,15
ρ5
cfgRM,G′ L3,•,5L6,•,14
ρ6
cfgRM,G′ L3,•,5L7,•,9L9,•,14
ρ7
cfgRM,G′ L3,•,5L7,•,9bL10,•,14
ρ8
cfgRM,G′ L3,•,5L7,•,9bdL12,•,14
ρ9
cfgRM,G′ L3,•,5L7,•,9bd
ρ10
cfgRM,G′ L3,•,5aL8,•,9bd
ρ11
cfgRM,G′ L3,•,5abd
ρ12
cfgRM,G′ eL4,•,5abd
ρ13
cfgRM,G′ eabd

L1,�
ρ14
cfgRM,G′ L2,•
ρ15
cfgRM,G′ L3,•,5L5,•
ρ16
cfgRM,G′ L3,•,5L6,•,13L13,•
ρ17
cfgRM,G′ L3,•,5L6,•,13
ρ18
cfgRM,G′ L3,•,5L7,•,9L9,•,13
ρ19
cfgRM,G′ L3,•,5L7,•,9bL10,•,13
ρ20
cfgRM,G′ L3,•,5L7,•,9bcL11,•,13
ρ21
cfgRM,G′ L3,•,5L7,•,9bc
ρ10
cfgRM,G′ L3,•,5aL8,•,9bc
ρ11
cfgRM,G′ L3,•,5abc
ρ12
cfgRM,G′ eL4,•,5abc
ρ13
cfgRM,G′ eabc

(6) Derivation Tree T1 Corresponding to d1,h, d1,lm, d1,rm:
We use derivation trees for the visualization of cfgLM and cfgRM derivations to
provide a better understanding of the structure of how productions are applied
and to represent cfgLM and cfgRM derivations in one common formalism.

1 �

2 • 15 15 �
ρ1

3 • 5 5 • 15
ρ3

e 4 • 5
ρ12

[ ]
ρ13

6 • 14 14 • 15
ρ4

7 • 9 9 • 14
ρ6

a 8 • 9
ρ10

[ ]
ρ11

b 10 • 14
ρ7

d 12 • 14
ρ8

[ ]
ρ9

[ ]
ρ5

[ ]
ρ2
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(7) Derivation Tree T2 Corresponding to d2,h, d2,lm, d2,rm:
1 �

2 •
ρ14

3 • 5 5 •
ρ15

e 4 • 5
ρ12

[ ]
ρ13

6 • 13 13 •
ρ16

7 • 9 9 • 13
ρ18

a 8 • 9
ρ10

[ ]
ρ11

b 10 • 13
ρ19

c 11 • 13
ρ20

[ ]
ρ21

[ ]
ρ17

We continue with the correctness proof of the construction of a deterministic
LR(k)-Parser taken from [325, Volume II, Section 6.3, p. 31] by relying on the fol-
lowing definition of an LR(k)-CFG also taken from [325, Volume II, Theorem 6.39,
p. 52]. While this definition is given for arbitrary natural numbers k, we are only
interested in the case of k = 1 for the purpose of our concrete controller synthesis
algorithm (see Theorem 6.3|p.116) because the steps of DPDA may only consider
the next event to be executed (that is, they have only access to the first event
contained in the scheduler in the epdaS semantics).

The LR(k)-CFG property describes the preserved determinism property of the
SDPDA that has been translated to the obtained CFG. In this definition, two initial
right-most derivations must be identical w.r.t. the steps that generate compatible
nonterminal-free prefixes. Right-most derivations are used in [189, 325] because
the derivations of the LR(k)-Parser correspond more closely to the right-most
derivations than to the left-most derivations of the obtained CFG.
Definition 6.9: «cfg-LR»
A CFG G′ satisfies cfg-LR G′ k where k is a natural number if

S π1
cfgRM,G′ δ1A1σ1

ρ1
cfgRM,G′ δ1ω1σ1,

S π2
cfgRM,G′ δ2A2σ2

ρ2
cfgRM,G′ δ2ω2σ2,

δ1ω1α = δ2ω2, and
take k σ1 = take k (ασ2)

together imply δ1 = δ2, A1 = A2, and ω1 = ω2.

Note, the CFG G′ is not required to be trim by this definition of the LR(k)-CFG
property, but we only check this property for such CFG as in Theorem 6.3|p.116.
Hence, we may derive a nonterminal-free configuration α′ from δ2ω2 using some
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right-most derivation d. The productions π used for the derivation d may also be
used to extend the two given right-most derivations to reach a nonterminal-free
configuration in each case.

The first complication of this definition is that in the right-most semantics the
steps that generate the considered prefix are not solely executed at the beginning
of the given initial derivation but are distributed throughout the derivation and,
as for the mentioned derivation d, at the end. As a consequence of this problem,
we must relate left-most and right-most derivations of the CFG in the proof
presented subsequently.

The second complication is that the LR(k)-CFG property is asymmetric and, due
to the test for compatibility of the reached configurations, artificially compacted.
We approach this problem by splitting the LR(k)-CFG property for the case of
k = 1 into three more basic properties in the next subsection based on a case
distinction on the variables σ1, α, and σ2. Also, we provide a more intuitive
explanation for the three resulting properties below.

6.3.1. Basic Decomposition of the LR(1)-CFG Property

As just pointed out, we perform a case distinction, as given in the following
figure, on the variables σ1, α, and σ2 occurring in the definition of the LR(k)-
CFG property above. Also, we assume that k = 1 in the subsequent presentation
because we must verify for a given SDPDA that it satisfies the LR(1)-CFG property.
From the case distinction, we obtain three relevant cases resulting in the three
subsequent definitions of cfg-LR-A, cfg-LR-B, and cfg-LR-C. Note, for three cases,
we immediately obtain two, one, and zero additional conditions on the variables,
respectively, which are attached to the arrows in the figure below.

Figure 6.5: «Case Distinction for cfg-LR-A, cfg-LR-B, and cfg-LR-C»

cfg-LR-A

cfg-LR-B cfg-LR-C

k = 1

σ1 = [ ]

α = [ ]
σ2 = [ ]

σ1 = bσ′1

α = [ ]

σ2 = bσ′2

α = bα′

Subsequently, we discuss our verification approach for these three properties.
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The cfg-LR-A property states that when the CFG reaches identical configura-
tions in two right-most derivations that the previous configurations in the two
derivations are also identical. This implies that the two derivations are pointwise
identical in the configurations and productions applied.

Definition 6.10: «cfg-LR-A»
A CFG G satisfies cfg-LR-A G if

S π1
cfgRM,G′ δ1A1

ρ1
cfgRM,G′ δ1ω1,

S π2
cfgRM,G′ δ2A2

ρ2
cfgRM,G′ δ2ω2, and

δ1ω1 = δ2ω2

together imply δ1 = δ2, A1 = A2, and ω1 = ω2.

The cfg-LR-B property extends the cfg-LR-A property because the last configura-
tions are identical up to the possibly different nonterminal-free suffixes σ1 and σ2,
respectively. Moreover, the last steps also did not generate σ1 and σ2 and, hence,
the previous configurations should also be equal up to the trailing σ1 and σ2.

Definition 6.11: «cfg-LR-B»
A CFG G satisfies cfg-LR-B G if

S π1
cfgRM,G′ δ1A1bσ1

ρ1
cfgRM,G′ δ1ω1bσ1,

S π2
cfgRM,G′ δ2A2bσ2

ρ2
cfgRM,G′ δ2ω2bσ2, and

δ1ω1 = δ2ω2

together imply δ1 = δ2, A1 = A2, and ω1 = ω2.

Finally, the cfg-LR-C property states that the existence of the two given right-
most derivations is a contradiction. This contradiction is expected because the
common nonterminal-free prefix δ1ω1 is created in two different ways by the two
derivations. Also note that the last configurations match the last configurations in
the case of cfg-LR-B for σ2 = α1α2 and this implies there that the corresponding
previous configurations correspond to each other as well. But this implication is
violated due to the reverse step using ρ2 in the second derivation in cfg-LR-C.

Definition 6.12: «cfg-LR-C»
A CFG G satisfies cfg-LR-C G if

S π1
cfgRM,G′ δ1A1bσ1

ρ1
cfgRM,G′ δ1ω1bσ1,

S π2
cfgRM,G′ δ2ω2bα1A2α2

ρ2
cfgRM,G′ δ2ω2bα1α2, and

δ1ω1 = δ2ω2

together imply False.
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6.3.2. Verification of the cfg-LR-A Property

The rather trivial proof that the generated CFG satisfies the cfg-LR-A property
proceeds (at the highest level of abstraction) as follows.

1. There is a derivation dl in the cfgLM semantics from the configuration δ1ω1
to some nonterminal-free configuration α since the generated CFG has only
nonblocking nonterminals (according to 5 in Theorem 6.3|p.116).

2. The derivation dl can be translated into a derivation dr between the same
configurations δ1ω1 and α, because dl ends in a nonterminal-free config-
uration and consequently the productions occurring in dl can be simply
reordered to obtain an equivalent and unique right-most derivation.

3. The derivation dr executing the productions π can be appended to the two
given initial derivations d1 and d2 in the cfgRM semantics leading to the
two initial derivations d′1 and d′2 because δ1ω1 = δ2ω2.

4. Note, the generated CFG is nonambiguous with respect to the cfgLM se-
mantics because the given SDPDA satisfies ¬duplicate-marking G (according
to 2 in Theorem 6.3|p.116).

5. By formally verifying the relationship between left-most and right-most
derivations according to [325, Volume I, Section 4.3, pp. 122–], we also ob-
tained [325, Volume I, Lemma 4.12, p. 129], which also states that a CFG is
nonambiguous in cfgLM if and only if it is nonambiguous in cfgRM. Hence,
the generated CFG is also nonambiguous with respect to cfgRM.

6. We obtain that d′1 and d′2 are equal because the CFG is nonambiguous in
cfgRM and they are two initial derivations with the same final nonterminal-
free configuration α. Moreover, they pointwise agree on all their positions.

7. Also, the two derivations d′1 and d′2 are of equal length because they are
equal. Assuming that d1 be of length n1 + 1, that d2 be of length n2 + 1, and
that d be of length n, we obtain that n1 + 1 + n = n2 + 1 + n, which means
that n1 = n2. Then, d′1 and d′2 coincide in the position n1 = n2 because d′1
and d′2 coincide in each of their positions. Then, d1 and d2 coincide in the
position n1 = n2 because of the definition of appending derivations. This
means that δ1A1 = δ2A2. This implies δ1 = δ2 and A1 = A2 directly and
using δ1ω1 = δ2ω2, we also obtain ω1 = ω2 as required.

Figure 6.6: «Visualization for the Proof of the cfg-LR-A Property»

S

δ1A1

δ2A2

δ1ω1

δ2ω2

α==

π1

cfgRM, G′

π2

cfgRM, G′

ρ1

cfgRM, G′

ρ2

cfgRM, G′

π

cfgRM, G′

π

cfgRM, G′
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There are two more involved steps in this proof sketch.
Firstly, for the step (4) the translation of the nonambiguity property of the given

SDPDA (in the form of ¬duplicate-marking G using epdaH) by the construction
FSDPDA→CFG,Std to the resulting CFG (in the form of nonambiguity using cfgLM)
is established by an involved induction on the length of the derivations.

Secondly, for the steps (2) and (5), we formalized the required relationship
between cfgLM and cfgRM as follows. For every (initial) derivation in cfgLM
(cfgRM) ending in a nonterminal-free configuration (called complete derivation
subsequently) there is construction procedure showing that there exists a unique
(initial) complete derivation in cfgRM (cfgLM) where the lists of productions used
for the two derivations are equal up to a certain reordering. For example, d1,lm
and d1,rm from block 4|p.119 and block 5|p.120 correspond to each other and have
the following sequences of productions, respectively.

π1
lm = ρ1ρ3ρ12ρ13ρ4ρ6ρ10ρ11ρ7ρ8ρ9ρ5ρ2

π1
rm = ρ1ρ2ρ3ρ4ρ5ρ6ρ7ρ8ρ9ρ10ρ11ρ12ρ13

Note, in the semantics cfgLM and cfgRM, we can represent derivations by the
first configuration and the sequence of productions employed in the derivation
because the productions are applied in a deterministic way. Moreover, the first
configuration is not required for initial derivations such d1,rm and d1,lm. However,
the translation can be carried out easily when the derivations are visualized in
the form of derivations trees as in block 6|p.120 and block 7|p.121. We apply
the well-known preorder traversal as follows to obtain the cfgLM derivation
represented by a derivation tree T in the form of a list of productions.

• Step (a): start with the empty list of productions π and apply step (b) to the
root node of T and then return π,

• Step (b): add the production applied to the current node to π (if any) and
then apply step (a) to the subtrees of the current node from left to right and
append the resulting lists of productions to π.

We also apply the preorder traversal to obtain the derivation in cfgRM, but we
consider the subtrees in step (b) in reverse order, that is, from right to left.

Note, we formalized the recursive translation of any initial complete cfgLM
derivation into the corresponding cfgRM derivation by following [325, Volume I,
Section 4.3, pp. 122–]. This translation defines the required reordering of the
productions based on the structure of the right hand sides of the productions
occurring in the derivation. However, this relationship among cfgLM and cfgRM
established for this proof is insufficient for the remaining two parts of our
proof as it only covers derivations ending in a nonterminal-free configuration.
Subsequently, we combine and extend these proofs to come up with a more
general translation between cfgLM and cfgRM also integrating the construction
FSDPDA→CFG,Std.
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6.3.3. Extended Splitting Semantic cfgEsplit

We introduce a further branching semantics cfgEsplit for CFG by applying our
framework of semantics introduced in subsection 6.2.3|p.102. With this semantics,
we introduce a partial piece-wise translation of incomplete cfgRM derivations
into multiple cfgLM derivations. This partial translation thereby extends the
recursive translation for complete derivations discussed on the previous page.
The configurations in the cfgEsplit semantics then represent the corresponding
derivation tree obtained by the right-most derivation up to a certain point by
means of pieces of left-most derivations. This additional bookkeeping information
that is carried in the configurations of the cfgEsplit semantics then proves useful
subsequently for our overall verification task.

We now start with an example of the described decomposition of a cfgRM
derivation into multiple pieces of cfgLM derivations that is implemented by the
cfgEsplit semantics.

Example 6.5: «Running Example for section 6.3|p.116 (Part 2/4)»
(1) Incomplete Derivation Tree T1,p:
The derivation tree T1,p is a subtree of the derivation tree T1 from block 6|p.120.
It corresponds to the derivation d1,p,rm, which is given below as a prefix of the
right-most derivation d1,rm, but not to any left-most derivation.

1 �

2 • 15 15 �
ρ1

3 • 5 5 • 15
ρ3

6 • 14 14 • 15
ρ4

7 • 9 9 • 14
ρ6

b 10 • 14
ρ7

d 12 • 14
ρ8

[ ]
ρ9

[ ]
ρ5

[ ]
ρ2

Corresponding Right-most Derivation d1,p,rm of G′:
The derivation tree T1,p above corresponds to the incomplete right-most deriva-
tion d1,p,rm that is given by the following productions πR.

πR = ρ1ρ2ρ3ρ4ρ5ρ6ρ7ρ8ρ9 L1,�
πR
cfgRM,G′ L3,•,5L7,•,9bd
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Decomposition of d1,p,rm into Left-Most Derivations of G′:
This derivation d1,p,rm can be decomposed (suitably) into the five subsequent
left-most derivations.

πL1 = ρ1ρ3 L1,�
πL1
cfgLM,G′ L3,•,5L5,•,15L15,�

πL2 = ρ4ρ6 L5,•,15
πL2
cfgLM,G′ L7,•,9L9,•,14L14,•,15

πL3 = ρ7 L9,•,14
πL3
cfgLM,G′ bL10,•,14

πL4 = ρ8 L10,•,14
πL4
cfgLM,G′ dL12,•,14

πL5 = ρ9ρ5ρ2 L12,•,14L14,•,15L15,�
πL5
cfgLM,G′ [ ]

The decomposition given here is constructed by means of the cfgEsplit semantics
introduced subsequently.

For the formal definition of the cfgEsplit semantics, we provide an interpretation
of the core locale and the locales for the marked and unmarked languages. Then,
for the CFGs such as G′ from Theorem 6.3|p.116, we show as a first step that every
initial derivation of cfgRM can be translated to an initial derivation of cfgEsplit
preserving the satisfaction of the marking condition, the marked effects, and the
unmarked effects.

Well-formed structures of cfgEsplit are given by the set of all CFG that actually
result from the translation using FSDPDA→CFG,Std.

Well-formed (initial) configurations of cfgEsplit are lists of elements of type
esplit-item that satisfy certain well-formedness conditions. A full presentation of
the configurations and the step relation of cfgEsplit is given in Appendix D|p.237.

Definition 6.13: «(Initial) Configurations of a CFG in cfgEsplit»
The cfgEsplit configurations of a CFG are lists of elements of type esplit-item,
which are of the following form.

esplit-item-elim : list of nonterminals,
esplit-item-from : at most one nonterminal,
esplit-item-ignore : list of nonterminals,
esplit-item-elim-prods : list of lists of productions,
esplit-item-prods : list of productions,
esplit-item-elem : at most one event or nonterminal,
esplit-item-to : list of nonterminals

Note, the components esplit-item-from and esplit-item-elem are defined using the
type option of Isabelle.

The unique initial configuration of cfgEsplit for a CFG G′ is given as follows.

[ ], Some S, [ ], [ ], [ ], Some S, [ ]
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Example 6.6: «Running Example for section 6.3|p.116 (Part 3/4)»
cfgEsplit Derivation d1,p,es Corresponding to T1,p: The derivation has 9 steps but we only show four configurations in detail.

esplit-item
-elim

esplit-item
-from

esplit-item
-ignore

esplit-item
-elim

-prods

esplit-item
-prods

esplit-item
-elem

esplit-item
-to

L1,� L1,�
ρ1ρ2ρ3ρ4ρ5ρ6ρ7
cfgEsplit,G′ L1,� ρ1ρ3 L3,•,5 L5,•,15L15,�

L5,•,15 L15,� ρ4ρ6 L7,•,9 L9,•,14L14,•,15
L9,•,14 L14,•,15L15,� ρ7 b L10,•,14
L10,•,14 L14,•,15L15,� L10,•,14

L14,•,15L15,� ρ5, ρ2
ρ8
cfgEsplit,G′ L1,� ρ1ρ3 L3,•,5 L5,•,15L15,�

L5,•,15 L15,� ρ4ρ6 L7,•,9 L9,•,14L14,•,15
L9,•,14 L14,•,15L15,� ρ7 b L10,•,14
L10,•,14 L14,•,15L15,� ρ8 d L12,•,14
L12,•,14 L14,•,15L15,� L12,•,14

L14,•,15L15,� ρ5, ρ2
ρ9
cfgEsplit,G′ L1,� ρ1ρ3 L3,•,5 L5,•,15L15,�

L5,•,15 L15,� ρ4ρ6 L7,•,9 L9,•,14L14,•,15
L9,•,14 L14,•,15L15,� ρ7 b L10,•,14
L10,•,14 L14,•,15L15,� ρ8 d L12,•,14

L12,•,14L14,•,15L15,� ρ9, ρ5, ρ2

1
2
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Discussion: A more complete description of the step relation of cfgEsplit is included in Definition D.2|p.240. Also, see the
next page for a short explanation of the two steps using ρ8 and ρ9 in the derivation d1,p,es on the left.
The four given configurations contain one, five, six, and five cfgEsplit items, respectively. Each of the five items
of the last configuration corresponds to one of the five cfgLM derivations from Example 6.5|p.126. In general,
one item may describe multiple cfgLM derivations as explained below. The cfgRM configuration that corresponds
to a cfgEsplit configuration can be obtained by application of the operation esplit-sig, which returns the list of all
esplit-item-elem components of the items contained in the configuration. For example, the last cfgEsplit configu-
ration represents the cfgRM configuration L3,•,5L7,•,9bd, which is also the last configuration of the cfgRM derivation d1,p,rm.

We now discuss the two kinds of cfgLM derivations described by cfgEsplit items and the relationship between two
adjacent cfgEsplit items.

• Generating cfgLM derivations: The first four cfgEsplit items of the last configuration represent the first four cfgLM
derivations from Example 6.5|p.126. Each of these derivations starts with the esplit-item-from component, applies
the productions from the esplit-item-prods component, and generates the element in the esplit-item-elem component
with the additional remainder given in the esplit-item-to component.

• Eliminating cfgLM derivations: The last cfgEsplit item of the last configuration represents the fifth cfgLM derivations
from Example 6.5|p.126. In general, there is a cfgLM derivation that starts with an element from the esplit-item-elim
component, applies the productions from the corresponding list from the esplit-item-elim-prods component (in the
item considered, all three lists have length 1), and finally ends up with the empty string. That is, the last cfgEsplit
item of the last configuration stores the cfgLM derivation from Example 6.5|p.126 in three pieces, which can be
composed easily.

• Interline Connection: If one cfgEsplit item I1 is followed by a cfgEsplit item I2 in a cfgEsplit configuration, then the
two items are connected as follows. The remainder (esplit-item-to I1) @ (esplit-item-ignore I1) of the item I1 equals
the list (esplit-item-from I2) @ (esplit-item-ignore I2) of elements available for item I2. In this statement, we have
implicitly converted the optional elements esplit-item-to I1 and esplit-item-from I2 into lists of length at most one.
These two components may be empty (that is, None) for the last item.

1
2
9
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We now consider two cfgEsplit steps, which were presented in the example on the
previous page, in more detail.

1. The production ρ8 is used in d1,p,rm (see block 1|p.126) to replace L10,•,14
by dL12,•,14. In cfgEsplit we apply this production to an item I1 with
esplit-item-from I1 = L10,•,14 and we obtain two replacement items I2 and I3
with esplit-item-to I2 = d and esplit-item-to I3 = L12,•,14.

2. The production ρ9 replaces L12,•,14 by [ ]. In cfgEsplit we apply this pro-
duction to an item I1 with esplit-item-from I1 = L12,•,14 and we merge the
eliminating derivation into the subsequent item where already two elimi-
nating derivations for L14,•,15 and L15,� are contained.

Well-formed labels of cfgEsplit are defined as for the other three semantics
cfgSTD, cfgRM, and cfgLM introduced before. That is, the labels in the cfgEsplit
semantics are also given by the productions of the CFG G′ at hand.

As a central result, we obtain that the step relations of cfgEsplit and cfgRM are
compatible w.r.t. the operation esplit-sig as given in the following figure. Hence,
the operation esplit-sig can be used to translate initial derivations of cfgEsplit into
initial derivations of cfgRM.

Figure 6.7: «Relationship of cfgRM and cfgEsplit»
The cfgRM derivation (bottom) is obtained from the cfgEsplit derivation (top) by
applying esplit-sig to each configuration of the cfgEsplit derivation.
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To define the marked and unmarked language of a given CFG G′ in cfgEsplit,
we assume an initial cfgEsplit derivation d. This derivation d satisfies the mark-
ing condition of cfgEsplit if d is finite and ends in a configuration cmax where
esplit-sig cmax is nonterminal-free. The unique marked word of such a derivation
d is then given by esplit-sig cmax. Moreover, the unique unmarked word of a
configuration c that is contained in the derivation d is the maximal nonterminal-
free prefix of esplit-sig c. Then, based on these definitions, we state that the two
semantics cfgEsplit and cfgRM are equivalent w.r.t. the described marked and
unmarked languages for CFG constructed according to Definition 6.8|p.117.
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6.3.4. Partial Splitting Configurations

We now define the type of cfgPsplit configurations, which are the result of the
abstraction operation esplit-abs that is introduced in the next subsection. This
abstraction operation is applied to cfgEsplit configurations that are obtained from
initial cfgEsplit derivations of the CFG G′ as occurring in Theorem 6.3|p.116. Then,
in subsequent subsections, we apply this abstraction operation for the verification
of the satisfaction of the cfg-LR-B and cfg-LR-C properties by the CFG G′.

Similarly to the configurations of cfgEsplit, the configurations of cfgPsplit are
also defined as lists of cfgPsplit items. Moreover, the cfgEsplit items and the
cfgPsplit items are quite similar, but two of their components differ not only in
their names but also in their types as follows.

• The psplit-item-elem component is never empty. That is, the esplit-item-elem
component is None or Some A for some nonterminal A of G′ whereas the
psplit-item-elem component is A for some nonterminal A of G′.

• The psplit-item-prods component contains CFG productions and also EPDA
edges. That is, the esplit-item-prods component is a list containing (only) pro-
ductions ρ of G′ whereas the psplit-item-prods component is a list containing
productions ρ of G′ and edges e of G.

The definition of (the type) of cfgPsplit configurations is as follows.

Definition 6.14: «cfgPsplit Configurations of a CFG»
The cfgPsplit configurations of a CFG are lists of elements of type psplit-item,
which are of the following form.

psplit-item-elim : list of nonterminals,
psplit-item-from : at most one nonterminal,
psplit-item-ignore : list of nonterminals,
psplit-item-elim-prods : list of lists of productions,
psplit-item-prods : list of productions or edges,
psplit-item-elem : a single event or nonterminal,
psplit-item-to : list of nonterminals

We do not define a custom cfgPsplit semantics along with the cfgPsplit configu-
rations, which is sufficient as we only consider cfgPsplit configurations that are
images of the abstraction operation esplit-abs.

We also do not present well-definedness constraints for the cfgPsplit config-
urations because we inherit the well-definedness constraints of the cfgEsplit
configurations (given by the explanations in the previous subsection and Ap-
pendix D|p.237) along with our abstraction operation. That is, for a considered
cfgPsplit configuration esplit-abs c, we can inherit enough properties from the
cfgEsplit configuration c. Also note that the cfgLM derivations that are recorded
in the cfgEsplit configurations are preserved to the cfgPsplit configurations as
required for our proof.
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6.3.5. Abstraction from Extended to Partial Splitting Configurations

In this subsection, we introduce the abstraction operation esplit-abs mentioned
before. This operation abstracts a given cfgEsplit configurations and results in a
cfgPsplit configuration.

The abstraction operation esplit-abs requires two inputs. The first input is an
accessible cfgEsplit configuration c and the second input is a decomposition of
esplit-sig c into two words δ1 and δ2.

In the subsequently presented proof steps, we apply this abstraction operation
to the last configuration of the initial cfgRM derivations occurring in the cfg-LR-B
and cfg-LR-C properties (see Definition 6.11|p.123 and Definition 6.12|p.123). For
these configurations, we use the decompositions where δ2 is given by σ1, σ2, σ1,
and α1α2, respectively.

The fundamental goal of the abstraction operation is to remove all information
from I that relates to the δ2 suffix. Stated differently, we extract the information
from I that represents the generation of the prefix δ1 and drop the information
that is only responsible for the generation of the suffix δ2.

In the subsequent subsections, we apply the operation esplit-abs then for well-
chosen decompositions for the verification of the satisfaction of the cfg-LR-B and
cfg-LR-C properties by the CFG G′.
Definition 6.15: «Abstraction Operation esplit-abs»
We restrict a given cfgEsplit configuration that essentially consists of the list I
of cfgEsplit items with esplit-sig I = δ1δ2 using esplit-abs to obtain a cfgPsplit
configuration as follows.

• Step (a): We decompose I into I1 II2 such that esplit-sig (I1 I) = δ1.

• Step (b): We drop I2 and only retain I1 I.

• Step (c): We identify (esplit-item-to I) @ (esplit-item-ignore I) as the remain-
der of I1 I that is responsible for deriving δ2 via I2.

• Step (d): We remove this identified sequence from each item of I1 I as fol-
lows. For the last item I, we clear the esplit-item-ignore component, only re-
tain the first element of the esplit-item-to component and, if esplit-item-from I
and esplit-item-to I are of the form Lq1,X,q2 , we also drop the target state
q2 resulting in Lq1,X. The items from I1 are then adapted such that the
interline connection (see Example 6.6|p.128) is again satisfied.

• Step (e): We identify the productions ρ for which their right-hand-side is
not eliminated by the subsequently applied productions, that is, the last
configuration of the derivation contains a nonterminal originating from
this right-hand-side.

• Step (f): We replace these productions by the edges e of the SDPDA from
which they were constructed according to Definition 6.8|p.117.
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We now apply the described abstraction operation esplit-abs to cfgEsplit configura-
tions in the context of our running example. We also discuss how the application
of this abstraction operation can be used to derive that the two initial cfgRM
derivations considered in the running example do not violate the cfg-LR-B and
cfg-LR-C properties.

Example 6.1: «Running Example for section 6.3|p.116 (Part 4/4)»
(1) Overview of the Application of esplit-abs:
We consider the two initial cfgRM derivations d1,rm and d2,rm that are given in
block 5|p.120. From these two derivations, we obtain the corresponding two
initial cfgEsplit derivations d1,es and d2,es according to our description of the
cfgEsplit semantics given in subsection 6.3.3|p.126. The last configurations of
d1,rm and d1,es on the one hand and the last configurations of d2,rm and d2,es on the
other hand are also visualized as derivation trees T1 and T2 in block 6|p.120 and
block 7|p.121, respectively. We now apply esplit-abs to the visual representations
T1 and T2 of the last two configurations of d1,rm and d2,rm.
In this example, we have chosen the decomposition of the esplit-sig where we
drop the information from the derivation trees that is used to generate the events
following the event b in the two derivation trees. In block 3|p.134 and block 4|
p.134, we present intermediate trees where the part to be removed is highlighted.
However, as an important result, we obtain that the application of esplit-abs
yields the same cfgPsplit configuration for both trees T1 and T2. This common
configuration is visualized below in block 2|p.133 as an abstract derivation tree.
Also note that we replaced in the resulting trees the productions by edges that
are associated to nodes that have a modified subtree according to the description
of esplit-abs in Definition 6.15|p.132.

(2) Abstracted Derivation Tree Tabs Resulting from Either T1 or T2:

1 �

2 •
e1

3 • 5 5 •
e2

e 4 • 5
ρ12

[ ]

ρ13

6 •
e5

7 • 9 9 •
e6

a 8 • 9
ρ10

[ ]

ρ11

b 10 •
e9
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(3) Visualization for Application of esplit-abs to T1 from block 6|p.120:

1 �

2 • 15 15 �

e1

3 • 5 5 • 15
e2

e 4 • 5
ρ12

[ ]

ρ13

6 • 14 14 • 15

e5

7 • 9 9 • 14
e6

a 8 • 9
ρ10

[ ]

ρ11

b 10 • 14
e9

d 12 • 14
ρ8

[ ]

ρ9

[ ]

ρ5

[ ]

ρ2

15 15 �

15

14 14 • 15

14

14

d 12 • 14
ρ8

[ ]

ρ9

[ ]

ρ5

[ ]

ρ22

(4) Visualization for Application of esplit-abs to T2 from block 7|p.121:

1 �

2 •
e1

3 • 5 5 •
e2

e 4 • 5
ρ12

[ ]

ρ13

6 • 13 13 •

e5

7 • 9 9 • 13
e6

a 8 • 9
ρ10

[ ]

ρ11

b 10 • 13
e9

c 11 • 13
ρ20

[ ]

ρ21

[ ]

ρ17

13 13 •

13

13

c 11 • 13
ρρ20

[ ]

ρ21

[ ]

ρ1717

21
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(5) Application of esplit-abs to cfgEsplit Configurations (Part 1/4):
After having applied esplit-abs to the visualizations of cfgEsplit configurations in the previous blocks, we now explain the
application of the abstraction operation to the following four cfgEsplit configurations, which are (in the upper part) the
last two cfgEsplit configurations of d1,es and (in the lower part) the last two cfgEsplit configurations of d2,es.

L1,� ρ1ρ3ρ12 e L4,•,5L5,•,15L15,�
L4,•,5 L5,•,15L15,� L4,•,5
L5,•,15 L15,� ρ4ρ6ρ10 a L8,•,9L9,•,14L14,•,15

L8,•,9 L9,•,14 L14,•,15L15,� ρ11 ρ7 b L10,•,14
L10,•,14 L14,•,15L15,� ρ8 d L12,•,14

L12,•,14L14,•,15L15,� ρ9, ρ5, ρ2

L1,� ρ1ρ3ρ12 e L4,•,5L5,•,15L15,�
L4,•,5 L5,•,15 L15,� ρ13 ρ4ρ6ρ10 a L8,•,9L9,•,14L14,•,15
L8,•,9 L9,•,14 L14,•,15L15,� ρ11 ρ7 b L10,•,14

L10,•,14 L14,•,15L15,� ρ8 d L12,•,14
L12,•,14L14,•,15L15,� ρ9, ρ5, ρ2

L1,� ρ14ρ15ρ12 e L4,•,5L5,•
L4,•,5 L5,• L4,•,5
L5,• ρ16ρ18ρ10 a L8,•,9L9,•,13L13,•

L8,•,9 L9,•,13 L13,• ρ11 ρ19 b L10,•,13
L10,•,13 L13,• ρ20 c L11,•,13

L11,•,13L13,• ρ21ρ17

L1,� ρ14ρ15ρ12 e L4,•,5L5,•
L4,•,5 L5,• ρ13 ρ16ρ18ρ10 a L8,•,9L9,•,13L13,•
L8,•,9 L9,•,13 L13,• ρ11 ρ19 b L10,•,13

L10,•,13 L13,• ρ20 c L11,•,13
L11,•,13L13,• ρ21ρ171
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(6) Application of esplit-abs to cfgEsplit Configurations (Part 2/4):
In this first step (confer to steps (a) and (b) in Definition 6.15|p.132), we drop all
cfgEsplit items beyond the cfgEsplit item that generates the event b. That is, we
employ the same decomposition as explained before in block 1|p.133.

L1,� ρ1ρ3ρ12 e L4,•,5L5,•,15L15,�
L4,•,5 L5,•,15L15,� L4,•,5
L5,•,15 L15,� ρ4ρ6ρ10 a L8,•,9L9,•,14L14,•,15

L8,•,9 L9,•,14 L14,•,15L15,� ρ11 ρ7 b L10,•,14

L1,� ρ1ρ3ρ12 e L4,•,5L5,•,15L15,�
L4,•,5 L5,•,15 L15,� ρ13 ρ4ρ6ρ10 a L8,•,9L9,•,14L14,•,15
L8,•,9 L9,•,14 L14,•,15L15,� ρ11 ρ7 b L10,•,14

L1,� ρ14ρ15ρ12 e L4,•,5L5,•
L4,•,5 L5,• L4,•,5
L5,• ρ16ρ18ρ10 a L8,•,9L9,•,13L13,•

L8,•,9 L9,•,13 L13,• ρ11 ρ19 b L10,•,13

L1,� ρ14ρ15ρ12 e L4,•,5L5,•
L4,•,5 L5,• ρ13 ρ16ρ18ρ10 a L8,•,9L9,•,13L13,•
L8,•,9 L9,•,13 L13,• ρ11 ρ19 b L10,•,13

(7) Application of esplit-abs to cfgEsplit Configurations (Part 3/4):
In this second step (confer to steps (c) and (d) in Definition 6.15|p.132), we
consistently remove all but the first nonterminal remaining after generation of
the event b by starting with the last item in each of the four configurations.
Moreover, we consistently drop the target states 14 and 13 from the remaining
nonterminals in the two pairs of cfgEsplit configuration, respectively, since these
states are not relevant for the generation of the event b as well. Note, these
removed target states are also highlighted in block 3|p.134 and block 4|p.134.

L1,� ρ1ρ3ρ12 e L4,•,5L5,•
L4,•,5 L5,• L4,•,5
L5,• ρ4ρ6ρ10 a L8,•,9L9,•

L8,•,9 L9,• ρ11 ρ7 b L10,•

L1,� ρ1ρ3ρ12 e L4,•,5L5,•,15
L4,•,5 L5,• ρ13 ρ4ρ6ρ10 a L8,•,9L9,•
L8,•,9 L9,• ρ11 ρ7 b L10,•

L1,� ρ14ρ15ρ12 e L4,•,5L5,•
L4,•,5 L5,• L4,•,5 L10,•
L5,• ρ16ρ18ρ10 a L8,•,9L9,•

L8,•,9 L9,• ρ11 ρ19 b L10,•

L1,� ρ14ρ15ρ12 e L4,•,5L5,•
L4,•,5 L5,• ρ13 ρ16ρ18ρ10 a L8,•,9L9,•
L8,•,9 L9,• ρ11 ρ19 b L10,•
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(8) Application of esplit-abs to cfgEsplit Configurations (Part 4/4):
In this last step (confer to steps (e) and (f) in Definition 6.15|p.132), we replace
those productions by their corresponding edges that are not entirely relevant
for the execution of the event b. As before, we obtain a unique result for each
of the two pairs of cfgEsplit configurations. That is, the cfgPsplit configurations
obtained from the last two cfgEsplit configurations and the two second but last
cfgEsplit configurations coincide.
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L1,� e1e2ρ12 e L4,•,5L5,•
L4,•,5 L5,• L4,•,5
L5,• e5e6ρ10 a L8,•,9L9,•

L8,•,9 L9,• ρ11 ρ7 b L10,•

L1,� e1e2ρ12 e L4,•,5L5,•,15
L4,•,5 L5,• ρ13 e5e6ρ10 a L8,•,9L9,•
L8,•,9 L9,• ρ11 e9 b L10,•

(9) Identifying the last applied production:
We can now deterministically identify the last productions ρ13 and ρ12 that were
applied to reach the cfgPsplit configurations from above, respectively. We identify
these productions by inspecting the cfgPsplit items I contained in a cfgPsplit
configuration in the order given as follows.

• If psplit-item-elim-prods I is not empty, we select the first production with
empty right hand side from the first element of psplit-item-elim-prods I.

• If psplit-item-prods I contains a production ρ with empty right hand side,
we select the first such production ρ.

• If the item I′ succeeds I and psplit-item-elim-prods I′ and psplit-item-prods I′

are empty, we select the last element of psplit-item-prods I.

Above, we identify ρ13 and ρ12 according to the first and third case, respectively,
as desired. Also, for the abstract derivation tree Tabs from block 2|p.133 we can
visually determine the productions applied in reverse order by choosing the
first production visited by the right-to-left preorder traversal also used before
for obtaining the cfgRM derivation from a derivation tree. Using this procedure,
we obtain the sequence of productions ρ13ρ12ρ11ρ10 from Tabs, which are the
productions that are responsible for the generation of the events preceding the
event b in the derivations d1,rm and d2,rm.
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6.3.6. Verification of the cfg-LR-B Property

We now present the proof idea for the verification that the CFG G′ obtained from
FSDPDA→LR(1),Std satisfies the cfg-LR-B property from Definition 6.11|p.123.

1. We obtain two cfgEsplit derivations making use of the two lists of produc-
tions π1ρ1 and π2ρ2, respectively, as explained in subsection 6.3.3|p.126.

2. We apply the operation esplit-abs from Definition 6.15|p.132 to the last
configurations δ1ω1bσ1 and δ2ω2bσ2 of the two cfgEsplit derivations.

3. We obtain the result that the two obtained cfgPsplit configurations coincide
(as pointed out in block 8|p.137).

4. From this single cfgPsplit configurations, we determine the unique last
production ρ applied (as discussed in block 9|p.137).

5. By uniqueness of the last production, we obtain ρ = ρ1 = ρ2. Hence, by the
step relation of cfgRM, we obtain ρ1 = A1, ω1 = A2, ω2 = ρ2. Moreover,
using δ1ω1 = δ2ω2, we obtain δ1 = δ2.

This high-level proof idea is also visualized in the following figure where the
equality 1 symbolizes the equality of the two cfgPsplit configurations obtained
and where the implication arrow leading to the equality 2 symbolizes the step
of ensuring that also the two previous configurations coincide in this sense.

Figure 6.8: «Proof Idea for the cfg-LR-B Property»
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The equality of the two obtained cfgPsplit configurations and the uniqueness
of the last applied production are more complex properties requiring more
involved proofs when considering further details (such as the connection to
deterministic steps of the given SDPDA in the epdaH semantics). However, the
central achievement is that the cfgPsplit configurations are well-constructed in
the sense that (a) they carry enough information to allow for the identification of
the last production applied using the presented procedure and (b) they carry no
superfluous information to allow for the equality of the cfgPsplit configurations
obtained from the last cfgEsplit configurations.

6.3.7. Verification of the cfg-LR-C Property

We now present the proof idea for the verification that the CFG G′ obtained
from FSDPDA→LR(1),Std satisfies the cfg-LR-C property from Definition 6.12|p.123.
Indeed, the first steps of this proof are similar as in the previous subsection for
the cfg-LR-B property.

The two given cfgRM derivations are translated into cfgEsplit derivations, their
last configurations are abstracted into cfgPsplit configurations, the equality of the
two cfgPsplit configurations is obtained, and the unique last applied production
is obtained from this unique cfgPsplit configuration to be ρ1. Obviously, this
production is the correct production for the first derivation. Then, by soundness
of the identification procedure, we have that the production ρ1 was also used in
the last step of the second cfgEsplit derivation to reach the cfgEsplit configuration
δ2ω2bα1α2. Moreover, we not only obtain that ρ1 is the last production applied
but also the location where this production was applied. For the first cfgEsplit
derivation this means (and we just recall this fact here even though we do not
make use of it in the proof) that ρ1 can be applied backwards to the prefix δ1ω1b of
the last configuration δ1ω1bσ1. For the second cfgEsplit derivation this also means
that ρ1 can be applied backwards to the prefix δ2ω2b of the last configuration
δ2ω2bα1α2. However, the last step of the second cfgEsplit derivation could not
replace the left-hand side of ρ1 in the prefix δ2ω2b of δ2ω2bα1A2α2 because in
cfgEsplit we must replace the right-most nonterminal, which is A2 in this case.
Hence, we obtain the required contradiction.

6.3.8. Concluding Remarks

We conclude that we verified Theorem 6.3|p.116, which states that the CFG that
is obtained by the conversion operation FSDPDA→CFG,Std from the given SDPDA
satisfies the LR(1)-CFG property. That is, the determinism of the given SDPDA
is preserved to the obtained CFG. For the proof, we have decomposed the
LR(1)-CFG property into the three properties verified in subsection 6.3.2|p.124,
subsection 6.3.6|p.138, and subsection 6.3.7|p.139 using a simple case distinction.
While the proof of the cfg-LR-A property is straightforward, we had to determine
a suitable connection between epdaH derivations, cfgLM derivations, and cfgRM
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derivations on the foundation of a problem specific formalization of derivation
trees. These derivation trees then allowed to capture the common prefix of two
derivations given in the cfgLM semantics and, similarly, epdaH semantics. As
expected, our formalization of derivation trees also results in a close connection
with the cfgRM derivations used in the LR(1)-CFG property. However, to ease
of readability, we have only presented this high-level proof idea and omitted
detailed proofs carried out in Isabelle supporting the claims used in our informal
discussion.

Chapter 6|p.89
(Isabelle-based Formal Quality Assurance)

We discussed the theorem prover Isabelle as a tool with which we established our
trustworthy proofs (available at [303]) for the theorems presented in earlier chapters
such as for the abstract and concrete controller synthesis algorithms from Theo-
rem 4.12|p.56 and Theorem 5.1|p.86. Moreover, we introduced further important
foundational results and definitions contained in our Isabelle-based framework, which
we used heavily throughout the verification of the mentioned results. Finally, we
demonstrated our proposed approach to document involved and technical Isabelle
proofs by presenting the proof of a central property of our thesis at an informal
level making use of a running example. With these three steps, we underlined
the importance and usefulness of employing theorem provers such as Isabelle in
situations where avoiding errors is of paramount importance.

In the next chapter, we discuss the applicability of our concrete controller synthesis
algorithm by presenting three case studies and by evaluating the time and space
requirements of the prototype implementation of our concrete controller synthesis
algorithm.
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Application and Prototype-based Evaluation

In the previous chapter, we discussed the use of Isabelle for the verification of our
concrete controller synthesis algorithm. In addition to the functional correctness,
which has been verified on a clean logical foundation, we focus in this chapter on
operability, constructiveness, and efficiency.

Firstly, operability of our algorithm is supported by various usage patterns for
the stack that is available in a DPDA specification. Thereby, we cover a broad
range of examples of use that can be combined and adapted in concrete appli-
cations. For demonstration purposes, we also discuss three concrete examples,
which make use of these patterns and which correspond to three distinct general
use-cases of our algorithm.

Secondly, constructiveness is demonstrated by implementing the controller
synthesis algorithm in the form of our Java-based prototype CoSy for Controller
Synthesis available at [304]. On the one hand, this entails the provisioning of Java
code for each building block (also for those making use of, for example, choice
operators). On the other hand, we substantiate our claim that intermediate values
of our concrete controller synthesis algorithm are always finite. This has been
verified for intermediate EPDA, Parsers, and CFG at the building block interfaces
and, since our prototype succeeds for various examples, we can also derive that
temporary intra-building block values are always finite in these cases.

Thirdly, from well-known results, we conclude that the required time and space
of applications of our concrete controller synthesis algorithm is exponential in
the size of the input DPDA (given by the synchronous product of plant and
specification) due to the construction procedure of the LR(1)-Machine. While
ongoing optimizations of our algorithm w.r.t. time and space requirements are
called for, we show that even our prototype CoSy can be applied successfully
with negligible to acceptable costs for the three examples provided where the
third example is a benchmark for which the costs can be scaled up arbitrarily.
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Contents of this Chapter

7.1|p.143 Patterns for Specifications using Deterministic Pushdown Automata
The stack-based capabilities of DPDA for recording information dur-
ing a derivation can be used in various forms to describe desirable
behavior in specifications. We discuss the workflow of establishing a
DPDA specification as well as basic and advanced usage patterns of
the stack.

7.2|p.146 Application Domains for Discrete Event Controller Synthesis
We briefly discuss concrete application domains where supervisory
control or our concrete controller synthesis algorithm may be applied
to determine a controller or to verify a given controller. An in-depth
discussion of related work is postponed to section 8.1|p.164.

7.3|p.147 Applications and Use Cases
of the Concrete Controller Synthesis Algorithm

Three concrete problem examples from the application domain of
manufacturing are provided by means of plants, specifications, and
controllers given in the form of automata. These examples are con-
nected to the patterns of specifications from section 7.1|p.143 and
to three different use cases of our concrete controller synthesis algo-
rithm.

7.4|p.154 Prototype Realization of the Concrete Controller Synthesis Algorithm
A Java-based prototype CoSy is presented, which entirely covers our
concrete controller synthesis algorithm and thereby demonstrates its
implementability. Moreover, CoSy serves as a reference implemen-
tation that can be used in back-to-back testing. Finally, CoSy is a
test-bed for the development and analysis of optimizations and adap-
tations of our synthesis algorithm.

7.5|p.157 Prototype-based Evaluation
We apply our prototype CoSy from section 7.4|p.154 to the examples
given in section 7.3|p.147, discuss the time and space requirements,
and consider the obtained results w.r.t. the corresponding use-cases
identified in section 7.3|p.147. Even at this proof-of-concept stage, suit-
able optimizations and the use of multithreading result in acceptable
runtime when the provided memory is sufficient.
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7.1. Patterns for Specifications

using Deterministic Pushdown Automata

For an application of our concrete controller synthesis algorithm, we require a
DFA plant model (uncontrolled behavior), a DPDA specification (desired con-
trolled behavior), and a partitioning of all events into controllable and uncon-
trollable events. We now focus on the definition of a DPDA specification and its
capabilities for expressing desired properties. Firstly, the definition of large and
complex DPDA can be supported by constructing such DPDA by composition
of smaller DPDA and DFA. Secondly, the use of the stack-based capabilities of
DPDA for expressing desired aspects can be supported by specification patterns,
which constitute a first step towards a high-level description language for DPDA
(see also subsection 8.3.1|p.209).

Composition of DFA and DPDA
We employ the operation FDPDA-DFA-Product from section 5.1|p.64 to construct the
synchronous composition of a DPDA and a DFA (or as a special case of two DFA).
Also see subsection 8.3.1|p.209 for future work on how to increase the descriptive
expressiveness of this synchronous composition operation.

As customary, see for example [71, Example 2.18, p. 83], a DFA plant can be
constructed using this composition operation out of multiple smaller DFA each
representing one physical or logical component of the plant or a connection
of such components. Ideally, this compositional construction can be applied
such that only small and simple DFA are to be defined. A specification can
be constructed similarly and, as by the contribution of this thesis, one of the
automata used in the curse of this compositional construction may be a DPDA.
This manual construction by composition is applied later in section 7.3|p.147 and
the related topic of compositional controller synthesis is discussed in Par. Synthesis
Considering Horizontal Composition (Modular and Distributed Control)|p.174. See
subsection 8.3.2|p.214 for future work on how to allow that multiple automata
facilitate a common stack variable using Visibly Pushdown Automata.

Unbounded Stacks of DPDA
The unbounded stack used by the formalism of DPDA is not available in practical
applications. However, the adequacy of the unboundedness assumption depends
on the likelihood that the stack of the generated controller requires more space
than available. We also consider this issue in subsection 8.3.2|p.214. Since a stack-
overflow cannot be precluded by construction in all cases, we argue that the use of
the stack for specification purposes and, thereby, for controlling purposes should
account for this inherent problem. That is, an upper bound should be established
or estimated rates for pushing and popping elements to and from the stack may
be used to obtain an estimated likelihood of out-of-memory errors. Also, the
likelihood of such errors can be reduced by emptying the stack periodically
during which all elements are removed explicitly or by restarting the entire
controller/closed loop as demonstrated in section 7.3|p.147.
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Basic Specification Patterns for DPDA
Instances of SDPDA only allow for three simple operations: execution of an event,
pushing an element onto the stack, and popping an element from the stack. Then,
DPDA allow for compound operations, which can be implemented by multiple
simple operations; also, they allow to test for the current top-stack element.
Moreover, EDPDA loosen the syntactic restriction on the edges even further and
allow thereby for even more complex, compound operations.

Using such stack operations, we can obtain usage patterns such as a queue of a
bounded size (see also [143, Section 8.4, pp. 116–]). For such a bounded queue,
we implement the insertion of an element by a pushing edge and implement the
removal/test of an element by (a) removing all elements X1, . . . , Xn until reaching
the last element of the represented queue, by (b) removing this last element, and
by (c) pushing the elements Xn, . . . , X1 back onto the stack. See also Example 7.1|
p.145 for a similar implementation using an EDPDA and Example 7.4|p.151 for
an application of this pattern.

The access method to a bounded prefix of the stack, as just explained for
bounded queues, can be modified to determine further patterns. Firstly, we may
pop elements from the stack until a certain number of elements has been popped
or until a certain pattern of stack elements (for example, the end-of-stack marker)
is detected. During this process, we may count or remember the elements popped
using additional states (for example, we may check whether we removed an
odd number of elements or whether we removed at least n elements of a certain
kind). Secondly, we may then either modify the found pattern by removing
further elements (such as in the bounded queue), by testing for a certain extended
pattern (such as in a top operation for a bounded queue), or by pushing new
elements onto the stack (as in Example 7.1|p.145). Thirdly, we may recover the
stack elements stored in the first step and push them back onto the stack. We
may also apply arbitrary operations to such stored data before pushing the result
onto the stack such as orderings or reversals. Of course, the steps required for
pushing the result onto the stack depends then on the size of the result.

Similarly to hardware components (for example, central and graphics process-
ing units) that offer single-step implementations for complex, compound opera-
tions, we suggest the adaptation of our concrete controller synthesis algorithm
as well as the development of software and hardware support for compound
operations on EDPDA as just described to allow the specification to be stated
more easily and to allow the controller to be more concise and efficient. In par-
ticular, for the implementation of a bounded queue above, we require a number
of additional states to store the values Xn, . . . , X1 that grows exponentially with
the maximal length of the queue and the number of different stack elements
that may occur in the queue. This exponential growth, as demonstrated later
in Example 7.4|p.151, hampers the applicability of the bounded queue pattern
and therefore suggests further developments. Similarly, the use of stack elements
with an inner structure can be implemented by a flattening operation to elements
without inner structure also resulting in an exponential growth.
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Advanced Specification Patterns for DPDA
Besides the subsequently discussed planning of future steps, the stack may be
used to log (a subset of) the executed events for later analysis, which requires
sufficient actual memory as discussed before, or to store the current mode of the
EDPDA in a fixed top-most part of the stack, which may drastically reduce the
number of states of the EDPDA.

Planning is the fundamental purpose of using the stack in a controller. That is,
the stack elements contained in the stack can be considered to be a todo-list, a
plan, a schedule, a program, or a decision list resolving some nondeterministic
choices to be executed in the future (also see [143, Section 3.7, p. 52]). In this
view, any modification of the stack is an alteration of the plan. In particular,
uncontrollable events received by the controller will result in such adaptations,
but also controllable events selected nondeterministically may result in such
modifications. A decisive contribution of our work is then that the plan given
by the stack is always executable due to nonblockingness (assuming that the
controller is marking a word once the schedule has been entirely processed). See
Example 1.2|p.5 where an operator attempts to enter a valid schedule by sending
events to the controller of the plant. In this case, the controller may detect and
reject schedules that may not be enforced on the plant.

The plan to be processed may be understood to be a nested response to
events such as in exception handling (see [143, Chapter 8, pp. 111–]). Also,
besides remembering the events as they were received in the stack, we may also
only count their number by mapping (possibly not injectively) each event to be
recorded to some stack element that is pushed onto the stack upon execution of
the event. Building on top of this counting mechanism, we may also store the
difference between the numbers of occurrences of two events (or two groups of
events where the events from one group are mapped to a common stack-element)
by encoding a difference of zero by the empty stack �, a positive difference by the
stack Xn�, and a negative difference by the stack Yn� (see Example 7.2|p.147).

In this concluding example, we make use of various patterns described above.

Example 7.1: «EDPDA Specification»
Informal Specification: The words vdnevn are desirable where the word v is a
schedule over {a, b, c} of length 5 and where dn is a unary encoding of how often
the schedule v is to be executed after the start-up event e.

EDPDA Implementation: Note the usage of abbreviations listed on the right side,
which result in numerous edges.

0 1 2

3

−,�, ◦5•�
x, ◦n◦•, ◦n•x
−, •,−
d, v, v•

e, x, x −, v•, v◦v

x, x,−
−, ◦,−

−, v�,�

0 ≤ n ≤ 4
x ∈ {a, b, c}
v ∈ {a, b, c}5
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7.2. Application Domains for

Discrete Event Controller Synthesis

The research in the domain of discrete event control theory has been concerned
primarily with the synthesis of controllers for discrete event abstractions of
partially physical systems (also called reactive, embedded, or cyber physical
systems), which is exemplified in section 7.3|p.147. We now discuss how these
algorithms also have the potential to be widely used in application development
in the field of computer science at multiple levels of abstraction.

Christopher Griffin mentions already various high-level problems that can be
approached using DPDA specifications. Firstly, the synthesis of network pro-
tocols is discussed by an example in [143, Chapter 4, pp. 53–]. In this example,
the stack is used to store the number of possible remaining retries to be used
when connection attempts fail (which are the uncontrollable events). Secondly,
detection of security violations (which are the uncontrollable events) and subse-
quent restoration procedures are considered in [143, Section 6.5, pp. 87–]. In this
example, intrusions into a filesystem are detected and logged by use of the stack
and affected files are then corrected in the subsequent restoration phase. Thirdly,
the handling of exceptions (which are the uncontrollable events) is discussed by
an example in [143, Chapter 8, pp. 111–]. In this example, the occurring exceptions
(in a robot scenario) are stored on the stack and, as expected, are handled in the
nested order resulting from the use of a stack.

Similarly to the basic exception handling example, the adaptation engine
proposed in [128] handles a burst of exceptions at once by (a) selecting for
each exception a certain pre-given repair action (depending on attributes of
faulty components), by (b) optimizing the order of these repair actions (w.r.t.
their required duration and the expected reward), and by (c) applying these
repair actions in the obtained order. For systems where the response time of
the adaptation engine is critical, the adaptation step may consider (in a sliding
window mode) only the most recent n exceptions stored in the stack at once.
Moreover, if repair actions have more complex dependencies, certain restoration
sequences may fail resulting in, for example, deadlocks that can be prevented by
using our concrete controller synthesis algorithm.

We argue in section 8.1|p.164 that the field of submodule construction is closely
related to controller synthesis (also see [45]). For example, the early work [245]
on submodule construction mentions the development of parallel, distributed,
and communicating systems as an important broad domain in which submodule
construction techniques may prove useful when applying them to instances of
suitable size in a hierarchical approach (see section 8.1|p.164 for references on
developments on hierarchical controller synthesis).

Deadlocks, livelocks, and unsafe regions of the state space are to be avoided
in all these applications and, hence, the main goals of controller synthesis in
general and of our concrete controller synthesis in particular may apply very well.
However, as mentioned in section 8.3|p.209, our concrete controller synthesis
algorithm needs to be applied to concrete problem instances in the future.
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7.3. Applications and Use Cases

of the Concrete Controller Synthesis Algorithm

We present and, at the end of this section, also discuss and compare three manufac-
turing examples using the patterns for specifications introduced before.
Example 7.2: «Automated Fabrication Scenario A [302, Section 5.1, pp. 15–]»
Remark: See section A|p.225 for notes on coauthorship and note that the manual
controller synthesis was faulty in [302, 300] as discussed below.

Plant P: The DFA plant P is the synchronous composition of three DFA.

• The DFA PA represents a machine that is producing items of kind A using
event a.

• The DFA PB represents a machine that is producing two items of kind B
on every use where the events b1 and b2 represent the production of the
first and the second item of kind B, respectively.

• The DFA PO represents the access by the operator. The operator may
trigger the two machines to produce items (events a and b1), tell the system
that the working day is coming to an end (event r), tell the system that the
working day has been reached (event f ), and tell the system that a new
working day has started (event s).

Intuitively, another machine, which is not included in this example, will consume
one item of kind A and one item of kind B to produce one item of kind C. Hence,
the plant should produce just as many items of both kinds in the long run.
But, since the items of kinds A and B are perishable, all such remaining items
are discarded once the periodically occurring event f is executed. The desired
controller should therefore act upon the mode changing event r to reduce the
resulting loss as far as possible.
The events r, f , and s are controllable by the operator of the system, that is,
they are uncontrollable to the controller to be synthesized. The event b2 always
happens after the event b1, and, hence it cannot be prevented by the controller
either. In conclusion, we obtain the partitioning of the events Σ into controllable
events Σc = {a, b1} and uncontrollable events Σuc = {r, f , s, b2}.

DFA PA

pa

a

x

x ∈ {b1, b2, r, f , s}

DFA PB

pb1 pb2

x y
b1

b2 s

x ∈ {a, r, f , s}
y ∈ {a, r, f }

DFA PO

ps pr

p f

r

fs

x x

x ∈ {a, b1, b2}
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The composition of these three DFA results in the following DFA plant P.

p1 p3 p5

p2 p4 p6

a a

r

r

f

f
b1b2 b1b2

s

s

Specification S: In q1, the EDPDA specification uses the stack to remember the
difference between the numbers of produced items of kind A and kind B. That
is, in the state q1, a stack •n� represents the fact that n + m items of kind A and
m items of kind B have been produced and, vice versa, a stack ◦n� represents
the fact that m items of kind A and n + m items of kind B have been produced.
Once the event r is executed and the state q2 is reached, the specification disables
the events a and b1 unless their execution reduces the depth of the stack. Further
executions of a, b1, and b2 then alter the stack as before. Note, if r happened
between b1 and b2, the next b2 may actually increase the depth of the stack. Then,
the execution of event f brings the controller to the state q3 representing the
end of the production process. Subsequently, the stack is reset in q4 before the
system may be restarted on the next working day using event s.

q1 q2 q3 q4

a,�, •� a, •, •• a, ◦,−
b1,�, ◦� b1, •,− b1, ◦, ◦◦
b2,�, ◦� b2, •,− b2, ◦, ◦◦

a, ◦,−
b1, •,−
b2, •,−
b2, ◦, ◦◦

−, ◦,−
−, •,−

r,−,− f ,−,− −,−,−

s,�,�

This specification is not a suitable controller because, as an example, the sequence
[ a, r, b1 ] drives P into state p4 and S into q2 with stack �. Then, P can execute the
uncontrollable event b2 in p4 that is prevented by S in q2. Detecting this problem
might suffice in this example as it would possibly show a faulty specification.
However, the specification should be enforced as given in general.

Controller C: In [302, Section 5.2, p. 24], we stated that a controllability problem
occurs if and only if an odd number of events a has been executed prior to the
execution of the event r. This claim was repeated in [300, Figure 11.5, p. 121].
However, preventing every word with an odd number of events a such as
w = [ a, a, a, b1, r, b2, f ] is not minimally restrictive. We believe that the two
looping edges b1, •,− at q1 and q2 must be changed into b1, ••, •, which means
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that they are only applied if there is a further • on the stack (see the framed
labels in the controller below). This guarantees that the subsequently occurring
b2 is also executable.
This described modification of the specification S results in the following ED-
PDA, which corresponds to the least restrictive satisfactory controller from
Definition 3.6|p.35. We applied our prototype implementation from section 7.4|
p.154 of the concrete controller synthesis algorithm from chapter 5|p.61 to this
example. The EDPDA obtained manually as discussed and automatically using
CoSy differ in their structure, but, by use of our prototype, we also ensured that
every unmarked/marked word of one of them (by use of an initial derivation
up to a certain length) is also an unmarked/marked word of the other EDPDA
solution.

r1 r2 r3 r4

a,�, •� a, •, •• a, ◦,−
b1,�, ◦� b1, ••, • b1, ◦, ◦◦
b2,�, ◦� b2, •,− b2, ◦, ◦◦

a, ◦,−
b1, ••, •

b2, •,−
b2, ◦, ◦◦

−, ◦,−
−, •,−

r,−,− f ,−,− −,−,−

s,�,�

Closed Loop CL: The closed loop CL obtained as the synchronous product of the
plant DFA P and the controller DPDA C from above is as follows.

1 · 1 3 · 2 5 · 3 5 · 4

2 · 1 4 · 2 6 · 3 6 · 4

a,�, •� a, •, •• a, ◦,− a,�, •� a, •, •• a, ◦,−

r,−,−

r,−,−

f ,−,−

f ,−,−

b1,�, ◦�
b1, ••, •
b1, ◦, ◦◦

b2,�, ◦�
b2, •,−
b2, ◦, ◦◦

b1, ••, •b2, •,−
b2, ◦, ◦◦

−,−,−

−,−,−

−, ◦,−
−, •,−

−, ◦,−
−, •,−

s,�,�

s,�,�

Note that b1 edges are adapted here according to the controller from above.
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The following example uses the bounded queue specification pattern.

Example 7.3: «Automated Fabrication Scenario B [143, Section 3.4, pp. 46–]»
Remark: The marked and unmarked languages of the specification are contained
in the corresponding languages of the plant in this example. Moreover, the
concrete controller synthesis algorithm returns for this example a controller that
is equivalent to the specification. That is, the provided specification is already
the least restrictive satisfactory controller

Plant P: The plant produces a single widget in five steps:

• it cuts the basic shape using event c,

• it bends the shape using event b,

• it rotates the product clockwise by 180° using event r,

• it bends the shape a second time using event b, and

• it punches a round hole in the shape using event p.

The plant issues event s after successful completion of one widget. The plant
receives requests from the operator using event u. The operator chooses to halt
the machine using event h at any time. Also, an automatic check between two
steps may detect faults during the production, which leads to the disposal of the
current shape using event f .
The operator controls the events u and h and the automatic check may issue
the event f . Hence, we obtain the partitioning of the events Σ into controllable
events Σc = {c, b, r, p, s} and uncontrollable events Σuc = {u, f , h}.

p1 p2 p3
u

c b r p u f s

h

Specification S: The specification uses the stack in this example to insert a copy
of the program cbrbp behind the current working copy of it. Also, whenever a
failure is detected, the current working copy is substituted by a fresh copy of
the program. Hence, the specification requires the production of one widget for
every event u.

q1 q2

q3

q4
u,�, cbrbp•�

x, x,− s, •,− u,�, cbrbp•� u, w•, w•cbrbp•

f ,−,−−, •, cbrbp•
−,�, cbrbp•�

−, x,−

h,−,− w v cbrbp
x ∈ {c, b, r, p}

As stated above, this specification is a satisfactory controller already.
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In this last example, we use the specification to model parts of the plants behavior
and also use the bounded queue specification pattern.

Example 7.4: «Automated Fabrication Scenario C»
Plant P: The DFA plant P is the synchronous composition of five DFA.

• The DFA PA,j represents for each j ∈ {1, 2, 3} a machine that is ordering
(concurrently up to two) items of kind j using event oj. These items are
delivered using event dj into an input box of the following two machines.

• The DFA PB represents a machine that uses the items e1 and e2 to construct
an item c2. The event s is used as a start-up event of the global, composed
machine whereas the event s1 initiates the construction of c1 in PB.

• The DFA PC is similar to PB, but it uses and produces other items.

It is essential that the two machines PB and PC are only started using s1 and
s2, respectively, if the required items will be available to avoid deadlocks of the
plant. An operator of the system may send a task using the event t1 or t2 to the
closed loop to request the production of an item c1 or c2, respectively. We ensure
that no requests are lost (assuming no upper bound for pending requests) by
using the stack of the EDPDA specification below.
The task events t1 and t2 for stating item requests, which are controllable by the
operator of the system, and the delivery events d1, d2, and d3 are not preventable
by the controller. Hence, we obtain the partitioning of the events Σ into control-
lable events Σc = {s, s1, s2, c1, c2, eb

1, eb
2, ec

1, ec
3, o1, o2, o3} and uncontrollable events

Σuc = {t1, t2, d1, d2, d3}.

DFA PA,j (j ∈ {1, 2, 3})

paj,1

paj,2 paj,3 paj,4

s
oj

dj

oj

dj

x x x

x ∈ Σ− {oj, dj}

DFA PB

pb1

pb2

pb3 pb4

pb5x

x x

x

s

s1

eb
1

eb
2

c1

x ∈ Σ− {eB
1 , eB

2 , s1, c1}

DFA PC

pc1

pc2

pc3 pc4

pc5x

x x

x

s

s2

ec
1

ec
3

c2

x ∈ Σ− {eC
1 , eC

3 , s2, c2}

The composition of these five DFA results in the omitted DFA plant P.
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Abbreviations used in the Specification S: In the EDPDA specification below, we
abbreviate large sets of edges by single edges. In these edges i (for tasks) and
j (for items) range over {1, 2} and {1, 2, 3}, respectively. Also, w denotes an or-
dered word of length 5 over the stack alphabet Γ = {�, ◦, t1, t2, o1, o2, o3, e1, e2, e3}.
Finally, in various edges, we replace in elements of such five element prefixes
of the stack one element for another: if wγ1 is popped and wγ2 is pushed to the
stack, then wγ1 contains γ1 according to the decomposition wγ1 = v1 @ [ γ1 ] @ v2
(where γ1 does not occur in v2) and wγ2 is the ordered version of v1 @ [ γ2 ] @ v2.
Note, the employed ordering of elements reduces the number of edges.

Specification S: Once the state q2 has been reached in S using the first edge, the
stack is partitioned into two components. Firstly, the first five elements of the
stack correspond to the input box of the plant, that is, each element is either ◦
(an empty compartment), oj (an empty compartment for which an element ej
has been ordered), or ej (a compartment filled with an ej element). Secondly, the
stack below this five element prefix is used to store the requests for production,
that is, an unbounded stack, which is using elements ti and which is terminated
by the � symbol. The usage of a stack instead of a queue is reasonable here as
usual if the average insertion rate is far below the average removal rate, that is,
if the stack is empty at sufficient intervals. The specification uses the event s to
establish this invariant structure of the stack.
In q2, the controller may actively order further items using the oj events staying
in q2 or it may decide to start the production of the top-most task reaching q3.
In q3, the controller uses the elements in the input compartment of the plant to
produce the item (the selection of items is governed by the plant P above) and,
finally, it returns back to q2 once the production has finished. The controller
can passively recognize in q2 and q3 the delivery of ordered items and further
incoming requests.

q1 q2 q3
s,�, ◦◦◦◦◦�

oj, w◦, woj dj, woj , wej ti, w, wti

si, wti, w

dj, woj , wej ti, w, wti e, we′ , w◦

ci,−,−

(e, e′) ∈ {(eb
1, e1), (eb

2, e2),
(ec

1, e1), (ec
3, e3)}

The controller must not order a wrong selection of items in q2 to ensure that
the production executed in q3 can always succeed without blocking. Also, since
new tasks are inserted onto the top of the stack (below of the five element prefix)
the controller cannot decide on its orders based on the task currently on top of
the stack. For example, the EDPDA S is not a suitable controller because, as an
example, the sequence [ s, t1, s1 ] drives S into state q3 with stack ◦◦◦◦◦� from
which the marking state q2 is not reachable anymore (the items e1 and e2 have
not been ordered before starting the execution of t1 using s1).
Note, if eb

1, ec
1, eb

2, and ec
3 were chosen to be uncontrollable, that is, the machine

should not be stalled by the controller in its production, then the described
blocking situation is in fact a controllability problem as well.
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Controller C: Here, we assume that the current five element prefix of the stack is w.
Also, we define two functions cost and free on such prefixes. Firstly, cost(j, w) = 0
if w contains ej or oj and 1 otherwise. Secondly, free(w) equals the number of
occurrences of ◦ in w. Then, the expected least restrictive satisfactory controller
C permits

• the event s1 if and only if cost(1, w) = cost(2, w) = 0,

• the event s2 if and only if cost(1, w) = cost(3, w) = 0,

• the event o1 if and only if free(w) > cost(2, w) + cost(3, w),

• the event o2 if and only if free(w) > cost(1, w) + cost(3, w), and

• the event o3 if and only if free(w) > cost(1, w) + cost(2, w).

That is, s1 and s2 are only allowed once their requirements are met (or at least
ordered) and ordering of an item oj is only allowed if all other missing items
that may be required can still be ordered subsequently.

In the three examples above, we applied our concrete controller synthesis algo-
rithm and some of the DPDA specification capabilities from section 7.1|p.143 in
different ways as discussed and summarized subsequently. We used our concrete
controller synthesis algorithm for three different use cases in the examples (see
also Figure 1.3|p.8).

Use-case 1: The validity of a given specification has been analyzed in Example 7.2|
p.147. In particular, the provided specification prevented some step that
(potentially) should not have been prevented according to the informal
description. User assistance is provided by presenting the detected con-
trollability problems to the user. For example, a controllability problem
can be represented in the form of a reachable configuration of the closed
loop of the current controller candidate and the plant where the controller
prevents an uncontrollable event that can be executed by the plant. The
user may then inspect the controllability problems and determine whether
the controllability problem is the result of a faulty specification. Also, states
and edges of the specification that are not accessible in the closed loop
indicate invalid specifications or overspecification.

Use-case 2: The soundness of a controller (given as a specification) has been ana-
lyzed in Example 7.3|p.150. If the specification is given by a domain expert
who provides a very detailed description of all parts, then the specification
may already turn out to be a satisfactory controller and no controllability or
blocking problems are to be removed. Hence, in this use case the EDPDA
specification is already a description of the controller that was designed
having the plant description in mind. Of course, if a large plant description
makes the definition of such a controller-specification a hard task, the next
use case is required.
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Use-case 3: The least restrictive satisfactory controller for a given specification has
been computed in Example 7.4|p.151. In this case, the specification provided
still requires many decisions to be made to ensure controllability. That is,
events are to be prevented in certain situations to reduce local options that
eventually lead to controllability problems.

Also, a user may seamlessly combine these use cases in one workflow as follows.
Firstly, the user may provide an initial controller candidate or specification in the
form of an EDPDA, which contains important specification aspects such as in the
examples above. Secondly, the user may apply the concrete controller synthesis
algorithm to detect and then inspect controllability problems resulting from
this specification. Consequently, the user may refine the specification or correct
errors discovered using this methodology. Finally, once no further refinements
or corrections of the specification are to be applied, the user may employ the
concrete controller synthesis algorithm to generate the least restrictive satisfactory
controller contained in the specification obtained so far.

The examples above demonstrated the discussed use cases and made use of
various advanced specification patterns discussed in Par. Advanced Specification
Patterns for DPDA|p.145: the compositional construction of the plant is used
in Example 7.2|p.147 and Example 7.4|p.151, the periodic removal of all stack-
elements is used in Example 7.2|p.147, the counting of events from two groups is
used in Example 7.2|p.147, the stack is used to describe future tasks/programs to
be executed in Example 7.3|p.150 and Example 7.4|p.151, and the stack is used to
describe a finite memory used by the plant in Example 7.4|p.151.

The three examples given in this section provide an overview on the capabilities
of EDPDA for the specification of admissible behavior and for use cases of our
concrete controller synthesis algorithm.

7.4. Prototype Realization

of the Concrete Controller Synthesis Algorithm

We now discuss our implementation of our concrete controller synthesis algorithm
in the form of our Java-based prototype CoSy available at [304], some relevant
aspects of this implementation, and some conclusions we have been able to
draw already from the implementation process. Moreover, in the next section,
we provide some results from applying this implementation to the examples
from the previous section also resulting in further observations on the concrete
controller synthesis algorithm in general and our implementation in particular.

We formalized and verified our concrete controller synthesis algorithm in
Isabelle [265] using higher-order logic by defining its building blocks (as presented
in chapter 5|p.61) in Isabelle and by verifying Theorem 5.1|p.86. However, the
existence of a suitable implementation of our algorithm in the form of a computer
program is not immediate because Isabelle with higher-order logic includes the
axiom of choice in the sense of the Ernst Zermelo-Abraham Fraenkel set theory.
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That is, Isabelle supports the axiom of choice by means of the ε-operator of David
Hilbert and the closely related ι-operator. Both operators have a similar purpose
and can be used to non-constructively select elements satisfying a property (see
also section B.1|p.228). Since there is no decision procedure implementing these
operators for arbitrary higher-order logic properties P, Isabelle definitions are
not constructive per se. This is a key difference compared to the theorem prover
Coq [172] where the axiom of choice is not given and all definitions can be
converted to Meta Language (ML) code. In comparison to Coq, the support of
automatic code generation techniques in Isabelle is, as of now, far from optimal
for various reasons. Firstly, the documentation does not adequately describe
the process and possible pitfalls, which complicates the process for users not
familiar with the actual implementation of the involved procedures. Secondly,
the errors produced during code generation are not suitable to guide the user to
the actual problem. Thirdly, the usage of code generation requires to paraphrase
constructions significantly to make use of a limited set of syntax and operations
for which implementations are available. Hence, the usage of Isabelle-based code
generation techniques is left for future work (see subsection 8.3.1|p.209) when
the support in Isabelle has reached an adequate maturity. We have still chosen
Isabelle over Coq, despite the lack of code generation support of Isabelle, as the
local and global Isabelle community seemed to be more active implying better
future availability of tool-support in the form of maintained theorem provers.

Besides the usage of the two choice operators in operations, further problems
may preclude executability or code-generation: iterative computations may not
terminate in general, intermediate values in computations may require infinite
space, and conditionals where the conditions require unavailable decision pro-
cedures. The inspection of the definitions of the constructions of our concrete
controller synthesis algorithm is a suitable first step towards deciding whether the
constructions contain such problems. As a second step, the constructions should
be implemented and tested to reveal further unforeseen complications; obviously,
infinite intermediate values and nontermination may not be excluded via testing,
but choice operators and conditionals decision procedures must be implemented.
We believe that, during the implementation process, we determined such decision
procedures and that intermediate states are always finite. Hence, we are confident
that the concrete controller synthesis algorithm is constructive.

We implemented the concrete controller synthesis algorithm along the formal
Isabelle-based definitions in Java using 271 classes (73 classes for building blocks,
35 classes for multithread implementations of building blocks, and 68 classes for
datatypes such as EPDA, Parsers, and CFG) with 29 619 lines (of which 10 245 are
pairwise distinct) and 89 test classes. Structurally, we implemented the (nested)
building blocks as given by the formal definitions to prevent fundamental errors
resulting from reorganization of building blocks, to make sure that bugs in the
implementation can be located easily by comparing the actual behavior of the
implementation with the expected behavior given by the formal definitions, to
ease understandability for reviewers of both representations (the algorithms
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and their realization in code), to ease maintainability of the code due to the
resulting small sizes of methods, and to ease adaptability of the code once formal
constructions are adapted in the future to accomodate for optimizations.

While the concrete controller synthesis algorithm has been verified using
Isabelle, the Java-based CoSy prototype may contain bugs as mentioned in
section 6.1|p.91. For quality assurance, we used code coverage techniques to
ensure that our module tests and integration tests (see next section) cover the
relevant parts of our implementation. We have also applied our prototype to the
three examples from the previous section. The results of these applications are
discussed in the next section.

In our CoSy prototype, we implemented additional optimizations that can be
enabled optionally. For example, in formal definitions, there is no need to ensure
that an expression is not evaluated multiple times. Rather, the explicit usage of a
cache for such already evaluated expressions would drastically complicate proofs.
Hence, we believe that it is reasonable to proceed by: formally verifying the algo-
rithm, paraphrasing the algorithm for optimization and implementation purposes
(this optional intermediate step is left for future work (see subsection 8.3.1|p.209)
for some but not for all our optimizations), and implementing the algorithm
in a programming language. Aside from optimizations that prevent duplicate
computations, we have also removed inaccessible elements from EPDA, Parsers,
and CFG between building blocks that are applied in succession to simplify
subsequent operations. We conclude that even our well-tested optimizations that
are implemented in our prototype should be formally verified in Isabelle in the
future (see subsection 8.3.1|p.209).

The use of multithreading proved highly useful in CoSy. On the one hand, the
fixed-point computation has at the highest level of building blocks only sequen-
tially applied steps in which no parallelism can be used. On the other hand, many
lower level building blocks allow for massive parallel execution (for example,
when the LR(1)-Machine is constructed for a CFG). The implementation of the
prototype allowed us to determine its bottle necks, which are the conversion
of SDPDA into LR(1)-CFG and the construction of the LR(1)-Machine from the
LR(1)-CFG. To resolve the first bottle neck, we developed the optimization in
subsection 8.2.1|p.188 (and used parallelization for the formally verified optimiza-
tion from section 5.2|p.65 for the SDPDA state space approximation). To resolve
the second bottle neck, we used parallelization where each thread in the parallel
breadth-first-construction is then concerned with a certain subset of the pending
states. The use of parallel execution thereby significantly reduced computation
times as indicated by our subsequent tool-based analysis.

Finally, Stefan Jacobi [178] and Ramon Barakat developed a C++ prototype as a
plugin of the libFAUDES [32] tool. However, this plugin is not sufficiently efficient
(it employs neither optimizations nor multithreading) and not trustworthy (it was
not tested thoroughly and is does not implement in all cases the formally verified
constructions). The adaptation of this plugin to CoSy remains for the future.
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7.5. Prototype-based Evaluation

In this section, we argue that the worst case complexity of our concrete con-
troller synthesis algorithm w.r.t. time and space is exponential (only considering
inputs where the algorithm terminates). Consequently, we have to argue for
the usefulness of our algorithm by discussing the required time and space for
applications to realistic examples. For this, we apply our Java-based prototype to
the concrete examples from section 7.3|p.147 and consider the resulting runtime
and the resulting memory consumption.

The worst case complexity of our concrete controller synthesis algorithm is
exponential because the operation FLR(k)-Parser for constructing an LR(1)-Parser
from an LR(1)-CFG may result in a LR(1)-Parser of a size that is exponential in
the size of the LR(1)-CFG. Stated differently, LR(1)-CFGs are exponentially more
succinct compared to deterministic LR(1)-Parsers [325, 127, 126, 157, 347, 217].
In [110, p. 128] Jay Early attributes the following sequence (indexed by n) of
LR(0)-CFG to John Reynolds, which result in exponentially larger LR(0)-Parsers.

Example 7.5: «Exponential Worst Case Cost for FLR(k)-Parser»
Sequence of LR(0)-CFG: For each natural number n > 0, we define an LR(0)-CFG
with initial nonterminal R using six patterns of productions.

1 ≤ i ≤ n : R−→ Ai 1 ≤ i ≤ n : Ai−→ ciBi
1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n: Ai−→ cj Ai 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n: Bi−→ cjBi
1 ≤ i ≤ n : Ai−→ di 1 ≤ i ≤ n : Bi−→ di

Discussion: For this sequence, there is a constant c such that the LR(0)-
Machine and the LR(0)-Parser constructed using the operations FLR(k)-Machine
and FLR(k)-Parser have more than 2c×n states and rules, respectively. The reason
for this is that the LR(0)-Machine differentiates (by having a state for each case)
between exponentially many alternative sequences of executable events.

However, in our considered examples that were inspired by actual control prob-
lems, we never observed such LR(1)-CFG resulting in an exponential blowup.
Also, while the Parser construction above is used in each iteration, the unfolding
computed by this conversion is not refined by its applications in later iterations
except for the parts that have been adapted by removing some controllability
problems. Nevertheless, the computational bottle neck is the construction of the
LR(1)-Machine as of now according to our prototype-based analysis even when
constructing the LR(1)-Machine using multithreading.

The conversion from SDPDA into the LR(1)-CFG produces a cubic number of
productions according to the operation FSDPDA→LR(1),Std. Also our optimized op-
erations FSDPDA→LR(1),Opt (see section 5.2.1|p.71) and FSDPDA→LR(1),Rec (see subsec-
tion 8.2.1|p.188) still have this worst case complexity. When using the optimized
conversion procedure FSDPDA→LR(1),Opt, the vast amount of computation time is
used for computing the employed state space approximation.
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We used two machines A and B given in the following table for our subsequent
prototype-based evaluation.

Table 7.1: «Machines A and B used for the Prototype-based Evaluation»

Machine A
Random-access Memory 256 GiB DDR4

Central Processing Unit 2 × E5-2643 @ 3.4 GHz × 6 cores × 2 threads
Hard Disk 600 GiB on 10 000 RPM RAID 1

Swap Partition 0 GiB
Focus Central Processing Unit

Machine B
Random-access Memory 384 GiB DDR3

Central Processing Unit 2 × E5-2630 @ 2.3 GHz × 6 cores × 2 threads
Hard Disk 1 TiB on 7200 RPM RAID 1

Swap Partition 0 GiB
Focus Random-access Memory

For the purpose of the evaluation, we conducted several experiments for each of
the three examples from section 7.3. For each experiment, we have applied our
prototype 10 times using the maximum number of 24 running worker threads and
rounded the measured usage of the memory (“Maximum resident set size”), wall
time (“Elapsed (wall clock) time”)1, and cpu (“Percent of CPU this job got”) using
the Linux tool time [139]. The values subsequently given in tables are the average
values over these 10 executions. In these experiments, we used all additional
optimizations implemented to reduce memory consumption and computation
time. We omit numbers for dry runs measuring the build up and tear down
operations as they required at most one second in each run. Also, we make use
of the following parameters in all our experiments.

• PM designates the name of the machine used.

• PAA is the maximal length of stack-approximations used to determine inac-
cessible states and edges in intermediate EPDA. This state space approxi-
mation was discussed in Par. Efficiency of the Conversion Procedure|p.71 for
the purpose of optimizing the conversion from SDPDA into LR(1)-CFG, but
we use our more efficient operation FSDPDA→LR(1),Rec from subsection 8.2.1|
p.188 in our experiments.

• PMEM is the maximal (heap) memory size in GiB the experiment may take.
We used the Java parameter −Xmx to restrict the size of the heap to this
value. We used different maximal memory values to determine the optimal
set up in which the garbage collector resulted in the minimal runtime
overhead.

1Hence, the just-in-time compilation of hotspot Java methods to native code at runtime (executed
by the JVM) does not corrupt our results.
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Figure 7.1: «Prototype-based Evaluation for Examples»
We consider Example 7.2|p.147, Example 7.3|p.150, and different variations of
Example 7.4|p.151 and report on the set up that resulted in the optimal resource
consumption.

Evaluation for Example 7.2|p.147: Both machines achieved similar results and
required for PAA = 1 less than 746 MiB of memory and less than 14 s. The
resulting controller had 26 439 states, 66 615 edges, and 2322 stack symbols.

Parameters Performance Results

PM PAA PMEM memory wall time cpu
A/B nat GiB GiB min: s %

A 1 1 1 0:12 433
B 1 1 1 0:14 381

Evaluation for Example 7.3|p.150: Both machines achieved similar results and
required for PAA = 1 less than 301 MiB of memory and less than 2 s. The
resulting controller had 1180 states, 3079 edges, and 121 stack symbols.

Parameters Performance Results

PM PAA PMEM memory wall time cpu
A/B nat GiB GiB min: s %

A 1 1 0 0: 1 499
B 1 1 0 0: 2 439

Evaluation for Example 7.4|p.151: This example is designed as a scalable bench-
mark, which means that we can derive different variations of it using certain
parameters and, therefore, we can derive variations where the synthesis requires
a relevant amount of resources. The problem from Example 7.4|p.151 is given by
variation V1 and we obtain two simpler variations V2 and V3 by using different
values for five parameters v1–v5. The mapping from variations to values of
parameters (with their description) is given in the following table.

Parameter Description V1 V2 V3

v1 Number of common elements required by the two
machines PB and PC

1 1 0

v2 Number of elements only required by machine PB 1 1 1

v3 Number of elements only required by machine PC 1 1 1

v4 Length of the container storing elements 5 3 2

v5 Number of concurrent orders per element 2 1 1

We consider each of the three variations now separately.
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Evaluation for Example 7.4|p.151: Variation V3: Both machines required for PAA = 1
less than 4 GiB of memory and less than 5 min where machine A was about 25 %
faster than machine B. The resulting controller had 122 080 states, 636 122 edges,
and 3429 stack symbols.

Parameters Performance Results

PM PAA PMEM memory wall time cpu
A/B nat GiB GiB min: s %

A 1 4 4 3:37 616
B 1 4 4 4:51 588

Evaluation for Example 7.4|p.151: Variation V2: Both machines required for PAA = 1
about 200 GiB of memory and less than 16 h where machine A was about 18 %
faster than machine B. The resulting controller had 2 139 865 states, 17 316 332
edges, and 21 734 stack symbols.

Parameters Performance Results

PM PAA PMEM memory wall time cpu
A/B nat GiB GiB h:min %

A 1 230 198 12:31 949
B 1 256 202 15:21 895

Evaluation for Example 7.4|p.151: Variation V1: Both machines do not terminate
within 24 h where the computation slows down due to excessive garbage collec-
tion when the maximal amount of memory has been allocated.

While the specification patterns used in Example 7.2|p.147 and Example 7.3|p.150

result in negligible costs for synthesis, we conclude from the scalable benchmark
obtained along the lines of Example 7.4|p.151 that the usage of a finite prefix of
the stack (using the random-access or queue pattern as discussed in Par. Basic
Specification Patterns for DPDA|p.144) is problematic. In the variations described
in the figure above, exponentially growing controllers are obtained because the
number of possible values of this prefix grows exponentially (in V1 at most
57 = 78 125 different prefixes are considered, due to the length 5 of the prefix
and the 7 different values {◦, o1, o2, o3, e1, e2, e3} contained in the prefix). Each of
these prefixes is considered separately in the resulting automaton and, moreover,
many of these values are not removed by the synthesis procedure. The large
controllers then require a huge amount of time and memory to be analyzed. This
example demonstrates that controller synthesis can be problematic while manual
construction can be supported and manual constructions can be verified along
the lines of the use cases presented at the end of section 7.3|p.147.
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The size of the resulting controllers also demonstrates that static memory
requirements for implementations of the synthesized controllers potentially pose
problems in settings where the hardware is equipped with limited memory.
Also, the size of the resulting controller was discussed in Par. Additional Property
of Minimality for DPDA|p.39 and is considered as related and future work in
Par. Further Controller Characteristics|p.166, Par. Inputs of the Concrete Controller
Synthesis Algorithm|p.209, and Par. Operations of the Concrete Controller Synthesis
Algorithm|p.210.

The resource requirements of our prototype CoSy show that further improve-
ments are, albeit sufficient performance for the first two examples, required as
future work. The artificial benchmark example can be a guide for further im-
provements, which may even be specific to the characteristics of the machine on
which synthesis is executed in the future, and to reveal problems of the approach,
which are often specific to certain kinds of inputs (such as to the random-access
usage of a prefix of the stack). Moreover, this benchmark can be used to compare
competing tools and approaches in the future. Finally, we point out that our
second controller synthesis algorithm from subsection 8.2.2|p.193 has not been
evaluated here and may improve performance drastically as it does not rely on the
costly repeated conversion between LR(1)-CFG and DPDA controller candidates.

Chapter 7|p.141
(Application and Prototype-based Evaluation)

In this chapter, we discussed the operability of our concrete controller synthesis
algorithm by detailing on patterns that can be used when determining DPDA
specifications. Also, we introduced our Java-based prototype CoSy available at [304]
in which our algorithm is implemented. This prototype demonstrates the overall
constructiveness of the algorithm and is also used to evaluate the time and space
requirements for three concrete examples provided. Beyond standard controller
synthesis, we also discussed two further general use cases that can support the
process of determining a suitable controller for a given plant. The first additional
use case supports the tool-based support for the validation and manual adaptation of
a given specifications and the second additional use case supports the verification
of a manually provided controller. This chapter thereby extends the results on the
functional correctness established in previous chapters.

In the next chapter, we discuss related, ongoing, and future work.
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8
Related, Ongoing, and Future Work

We survey related work focusing on alternative approaches to similar problems,
foundations of our contributions, and potential fields for applications of our
results. Moreover, we present three approaches that have not yet been formalized
in Isabelle but that are promising candidates on extending the contributions of
this thesis. Finally, we elaborate, based on open problems indicated throughout
the thesis and the presented related work, on various possible future extensions
and applications of our results.

Contents of this Chapter

8.1|p.164 Related Work
We discuss variations and extensions of the supervisory control prob-
lem from similar domains, we detail on the faulty controller synthesis
algorithm of Christopher Griffin for DFA plants and DPDA specifi-
cations, and we compare available tools for controller synthesis and
available relevant Isabelle-frameworks.

8.2|p.188 Ongoing Work
We present an operation for converting DPDA into LR(1)-CFG that is
more efficient, an operation for enforcing controllability for an LR(1)-
CFG that leads to a terminating and more efficient controller synthesis
algorithm, and approaches for ensuring that a DPDA controller has a
worst case execution time in its runtime environment.

8.3|p.209 Future Work
We recollect starting points for future work identified throughout the
thesis and discuss how the domains surveyed in the related work
section on the one hand and our contributions on the other hand can
mutually benefit from each other.
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8.1. Related Work

Discrete event systems appear in many shapes in the literature and the synthesis
of programs/submodules/controllers in theses contexts is of general interest
as pointed out in chapter 1|p.1. Subsequently, we consider and discuss further
plant formalisms used earlier for controller synthesis and the aspects that can
be represented in these formalisms, different specification formalisms and the
properties and aspects that can be characterized using their instances, related
domains of closed-loop systems and further synthesis methodologies for discrete
event systems from different fields, some available tool-support for (supervisory)
controller synthesis, fundamental results of supervisory controller synthesis for
the classical pure DFA based setting as well as extensions to further formalism
characteristics, earlier results on supervisory control for formalisms with infinite
state spaces such as Petri nets and DPDA, and, finally, preexisting formal Isabelle-
based frameworks for the formalisms employed in this thesis.

8.1.1. Plant Characteristics and Formalisms

Plant descriptions using formal models can feature a broad range of characteristics
for which we now mention examples (references are pointed out throughout our
subsequent presentation in this section). The events executed by the plant may be
(non)observable, (non)forcible, or (non)controllable for the controller. Also, it is
sometimes assumed that controllable and noncontrollable events are alternatingly
executed to ensure some fairness between the execution of events contained in
the two sets. Event execution may require time (for example based on the event),
may follow nondeterministic, probabilistic, or stochastic rules, may impose costs,
which are to be minimized, or may provide rewards, which are to be maximized.
Formalisms may allow for parallel composition to describe multiple processes
at once and the synthesis procedure may operate symbolically on this parallel
composition or may require its explicit calculation, which typically results in a
state space explosion. The resulting composed processes may have basic join and
fork synchronization such as in Petri nets [272] or may communicate values such
as in the CCS [246]. Also, the employed process interaction model may consider
latency as well as other characteristics including for example a model of potential
kinds of errors.

While we only employ DFA as plant models in this thesis, other formalisms
with different characteristics (as discussed above) such as DFA variations (for
example, extended DFA in [6]), Petri nets, Control Flow Nets [115], State Tree
Structures [228], timed automata [12, 268], Büchi automata [65], process calculi [37,
28, 27, 242], Moore automata [86], DPDA [129], input/output automata [227],
Statecharts [152], hybrid automata [11], and CCS have been used in the context of
controller synthesis as discussed later on.

One important problem regarding the plant models is, of course, their con-
struction. However, this plant identification problem is beyond the scope of this
thesis and we therefore assume a given model of the (possibly physical) plant.
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8.1.2. Control Objectives and Specification Formalisms

We discuss different objectives to be enforced by controllers and their characteri-
zation using specification formalisms.

Controllability and Nonblockingness
Controllability and nonblockingness are the two central properties of supervisory
controller synthesis [283, p. 219]. On the one hand, controllability is a safety
property as it states that the closed loop never enters a state where the controller
prevents an uncontrollable event and, on the other hand, nonblockingness is a
liveness property stating that the closed loop can reach a marking state from
all reachable states. Equivalent characterizations of controllability including
the corresponding supremal controllable languages and their interplay with the
notion of nonblockingness have been discussed earlier (see [201, 141]). In our
Isabelle-based formalization of the abstract controller synthesis algorithm (see
chapter 4|p.45), we also considered such further notions that also lead to suitable
fixed point iterators. These results have been presented in [310].

Optimal Control
In optimal control, the controller has the additional objective to chose amongst the
viable controllable events to minimize costs (or, dually, to maximize rewards) that
are assigned to states or events (the term “optimal” also refers to other notions in
the literature). The notion of optimal control strengthens the nonblockingness
property by requiring that the next marking state is indeed reached with minimal
cost. That is, an optimal controller forces the plant into a marking state of the
closed loop. Hence, optimal control is obviously incompatible with the default
least-restrictiveness assumption. In [263] the optimal controller synthesis problem
was introduced for the DFA based setting. However, uncontrollable events, which
may interrupt calculated optimal plans, are not covered in this definition. Also,
for systems with finite state space, a solution considering the uncontrollable
events has been presented in [200] where (positive or negative) costs are awarded
to states (the cost is incurred only for states that are members of the ultimately
obtained state space) and a cost is considered for disabling events (uncontrollable
events have infinite disabling costs) and the max-flow min-cut algorithm identifies
a part of the state space in which all derivations have optimal costs. Further
notions of costs have been introduced for optimal control in [263, 262, 61, 315].
Optimal control in combination with controllability and nonblockingness was
considered in [317, 314, 313, 316] and applied for discrete event systems such
as communication protocols. Also, in [299] optimal control is considered for
scheduling multiple production processes. As these mentioned prior results
on optimal discrete event control are only applicable to finite state systems, we
believe that future work should also focus on optimal control for DPDA closed
loops with infinite state spaces. In [320] optimal control is considered for the
case when the closed loop is not in a safe region due to unmodelled intermittent
disturbances, which brings us to the following problem domain.
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Robust Control
For robust control uncertainty is assumed, either in the plant model or by the
possibility of malfunctioning communication between plant and controller (po-
tentially even in the form of attacks), and the controller is required to be correct
even if the modelled undesirable behavior occurs. That is, the robust controller
to be synthesized should then be satisfactory for all possible plant behaviors. For
example, in [259] unobservable faults in the plant are considered. Also, in [56] a
controller is iteratively constructed for a set S of plants at once (also considering
time and forced events) and is thereby robust to changes of the plant as long
as the plant stays in S. Uncertainty in the plant behavior is characterized and
bounded by approach specific notions in [87, 88, 260, 336, 292, 233]. As stated
before, controllers should be robust to the adversarial effects in distribution and
on interconnection such as in [369, 355, 91].

Specification Formalisms
Various formalisms for the specification of relevant properties such as automata,
temporal logics, and ad-hoc properties exist. The DFA specification used in [282]
is an automata-based specification of the allowed marked and unmarked behavior.
Later, the capabilities of DPDA for specification purposes have then been investi-
gated by Christopher Griffin in [141] (see also subsection 8.1.7|p.180). Temporal
logics are often capable of expressing a broad range of properties. In [188] a
temporal logic is used to state tasks, goals, and properties in general and in [348]
such controller synthesis is combined with verification techniques in an incre-
mental way to reduce synthesis costs. Finally, when the chosen specification
formalism is insufficient, further desired properties such as controllability and
nonblockingness are stated using ad-hoc formulas as in [282] and this thesis.
In [13, 9] the linear temporal logic CaRet is introduced where non-regular prop-
erties can be stated by relating call and return positions in the infinite word under
interpretation. As stated in [112] some relevant properties cannot be stated using
(regular) temporal logics such as LTL, CTL, or CTL∗. Examples of such properties
relate different traces (for example, “a certain event occurs at the same time in
each trace”) or require a precise connection between events (“every transmission
is acknowledged”; “there are not more returns than calls” [196]). Examples of
context-free extensions of regular temporal logics are also considered in [26].

Further Controller Characteristics
Since a given specification may allow for more than one controller to be satis-
factory, further properties of the controller have been identified. Some of them
are even of high importance for the effectiveness of the entire approach. Firstly,
the size of the controller must not exceed the available memory of the hardware
on which it is to be executed. Secondly, the formalism used for the controller
must allow for a sufficiently fast computation of the admissible events and of
the corresponding successor configuration to be reached by the controller when
executing the respective event. As for the step-relation of DFA, it is also straight-
forward to implement the step-relation of DPDA efficiently. However, DPDA
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(and also the DPDA controllers constructed by our concrete controller synthesis
algorithm) allow for the execution of an unbounded but finite sequence of silent
internal steps. On the one hand, this behavior does not contradict controllability
because the sequence is finite for the obtained controllers, but, on the other
hand, the application of the steps of this sequence may require too much time.
Hence, a limitation of the worst case execution time (WCET) during controller
synthesis, an a posteriori analysis of the actual WCET, or optimizations of the
step-relation computations are called for (see subsection 8.2.3|p.207 for our initial
results on enforcing/analyzing a WCET). We also expect that techniques from
synchronous programming (see [8, 97, 240] for already considered connections
between synchronous programming and discrete event controller synthesis) may
prove suitable when tackling this particular problem in the future.

8.1.3. Methods for Controller Synthesis and Theories for Closed-loops

In this thesis, we followed the supervisory controller synthesis approach initially
developed in [282] for discrete event systems. We now consider research domains
where related synthesis methods are employed or where closed-loops play a
central role.

Program Synthesis
Program synthesis is a broad field, which can be understood to subsume con-
troller synthesis. For example, in [238], input- and output-conditions are stated
in first order logic and the corresponding program is synthesized deductively by
deriving a program from a realizability proof. Also, program synthesis in [358] is
based on counterexample guided abstraction refinement (CEGAR) [84], which
was introduced to reduce the search space during model checking of ACTL∗

properties. Indeed, the symbolic (i.e., static) supervisory controller synthesis
methodology already applies similar ideas where the current controller candidate,
which is an abstract model of the controller to be synthesized, is refined iteratively
by determining violations of nonblockingness and controllability and by refining
the abstract model accordingly. However, the initial abstract model used in [84] is
quite different as it is derived from a program and violations determined by our
algorithm are never spurious. The comparison would be more close if our initial
controller candidate would mark Σ∗ because counterexamples could be then
spurious when the relevant words would not be executable by the plant (also, the
specification satisfaction would have to be checked for violations in the iterations).
While we demonstrated by our concrete controller synthesis algorithms that the
removal of violations is realizable, the iteratively computed controllers may grow
undesirably. Hence, we point out that the development of automatic adaptations
of prior controller candidates such as the initial specification (which is typically
the smallest controller candidate) to determined violations of nonblockingness or
controllability may help to reduce the size of the ultimately obtained controller.
In [153] the semi-automatic synthesis of Statecharts from scenario-based require-
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ments (given as live sequence charts) is explored along the ideas of game theory
from [64, 24] (also see next paragraph). As another approach to state control
problems for hybrid systems, initial work on hybrid control programs and the
corresponding controller synthesis was introduced in [324]. Choosing a suitable
level of abstractions is required in all cases to allow for effective and efficient
synthesis: for example, in [155] a program and a usage policy for low-level
security-critical primitives is used to synthesize a program that correctly uses
these primitives satisfying the policy at lower levels of the protocol stack. Also,
in [176, 173], Petri nets are employed for the synthesis of concurrent programs
(see also subsection 8.1.6|p.176).

Game Theory and Reactive Synthesis
Game theory (see [64] for initial work) takes the perspective of, in our terms, a
controller that plays a game against the plant where the plant attempts to execute
uncontrollable events to drive the closed loop into an undesirable configuration
(viz. violation of specification, nonblockingness, or controllability) and where
the controller tries to prevent such behavior. This perspective has been taken
in the initial work in [274, 1, 105] where reactive programs are synthesized by
considering possibly infinite games between an environment (plant) and a pro-
gram (controller) where a winning strategy can be represented by an infinite
tree. Also see the thesis [290] for a thorough introduction to reactive synthesis for
synchronous, asynchronous, and distributed systems. In [351], fairness conditions
are considered in the general workflow where temporal formula specifications are
translated into Büchi automata that accept at least one infinite tree if and only if
the specification is satisfiable (actually, the more restricted notion of realizability
has been used) by a finite program, which can also be obtained from such an
infinite tree. In fact, the mentioned approaches on infinite behaviors as well as
their connection to game theory can be seen as a foundation for later considera-
tions on controller synthesis on infinite words (see just below). A strong formal
connection between the two research domains of classical supervisory control (see
in the paragraphs below) and reactive synthesis (as described just above) is given
in [111]. For models of non-regular infinite behaviors, the verification has been
considered in [54, 53, 52, 51, 50] with various additional systems’ characteristics
such as for hybrid or parallel systems. Moreover, when restricting to regular
infinite behaviors, supervisory control has also been considered in [342, 202, 343,
344, 339, 341, 340, 249, 106]. For example, game theory has been applied in [31]
for reactive synthesis when using a suitable subset of LTL to define a subset of
LTL games and in [29] for decentralized control. Also, in [232] game theory has
been used to determine a resource manager for continuous time applications. The
perspective of game theory has also proven useful in domains related to controller
synthesis such as system verification [352], controller optimization [367], and
security protocols [154, 285]. In [196, pp. 441–] game theory is considered for
the fixed-point logic with chop (FLC) [252] where additionally stacks are used
in the otherwise regular games, that is, the games are then played on configu-
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rations of pushdown processes. More precisely, a visibly pushdown system is
employed (see subsection 8.3.2|p.214 for our considerations on visibly pushdown
systems for controller synthesis). Examples of conversions from non-regular
(deterministic) context free languages to FLC are given in [196, Subsubsection
3.2.2, pp. 434–] and the model-checking problem is considered (similarly, analysis
and model-checking of (timed) PDA is also considered in [92, 113]). Since the
used logic FLC extends the quite powerful modal-µ calculus [332] it would be
interesting whether the game-theoretic characterization also translates (possibly
with suitable restrictions) to a synthesis procedure in the form of a winning
strategy.

Adaptive systems
Adaptive systems [186, 215, 216, 77] serve as an umbrella notion for domains
where feedback loops are used at some level of abstraction such as in control
theory. Adaptive systems handle various kinds of uncertainty by incorporating
heuristics that are inspired by human made solutions into the actual running
system such that the system is able to adapt to changing conditions by executing
the encoded heuristics. This integration of domain knowledge and expertise is
supposed to make the systems resilient to such expected situations. Thereby, the
broad theory of adaptive systems focuses on quite dynamic system structures
compared to control theory (see [122] for a similar introduction to the multi-
controller scenario for highly reconfigurable systems): also, in this thesis, the
life-span of the controller ends whenever the plant model has to be modified.
However, in adaptive systems, the desired closed-loop properties are typically not
formally identified and analyzed [224]. Many relevant uncertainties and aspects of
systems (validity of abstractions, temporal drift among components, incomplete
knowledge about the system at start-up, unknown future inputs and parameter
selections, usage of automatic learning, decentralization in the sense of composed
systems), of goals (elicitation of requirements, accuracy of goal specifications,
and goal changes at runtime), of the context (sufficiency of the observability
of the execution context and noise as well as pertubations in sensing), and of
human involvement (dependability on assumptions on human behavior and
unpredictable changes of the plant) that have been considered in [215, pp. 33–36]
provide hints on future problems to be solved in more restricted settings such as
control theory as well. Vice versa, the integration of results of control theory into
adaptive systems is an ongoing key challenge as discussed in more detail in [224,
293] and [215, p. 25]. However, adaptive systems theory subsumes control theory
in the sense that it focuses on a broader range of software systems where cyber-
physical elements are not necessarily assumed to coexist with software components.
In particular, [215, pp. 358-363] detail on the connection of supervisory discrete
event controller synthesis and adaptive systems theory. For example, control
theory has been used in [357] for workflow scheduling and in [187] for sound
software adaptation. Also, Petri nets and control theory have been applied in [173,
176, 174, 225] for the synthesis and analysis of computing systems or to avoid
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deadlocks as in [360, 359, 25, 107]. Moreover, supervisory controller synthesis has
been used in [123, 124] to restrict the behavior of a program when exceptions
reveal unsafe regions of behavior that are not known in advance. At the next
level, self-healing for adaptive systems is considered for example in [128] where
the healing mechanism is determined using more complex algorithms. A more
application oriented example where controller synthesis is used is given in [254]
where controllers are synthesized to solve an adaptive cruise control problem
for moving vehicles using two different approaches (using the state space of
the linear system and using a finite-state abstraction). Also, hierarchical control
has been considered for adaptive systems in [194, 98, 89]. Further applications
of control theory in the domain of self-adaptive software are given (see [224])
in [159] for the controlling of threading level, memory allocation, and buffer pool
sharing in commercial products, such as IBM Lotus Notes and IBM DB2, in [205]
for computer power control, in [2] for thread cluster management, in [120] for
admission control and video compression, and in [103] for performance and
denial of service attack mitigation. Examples of discrete control techniques
that are employed in self-adaptive systems are also [57, 89, 334] using planning
techniques based on artificial intelligence and [44, 90] using game theory (see
also above), and reactive synthesis [224]. Lastly, we state that efficiency is a
key challenge for adaptive systems because they typically evaluate decision
procedures at runtime: for adaptive systems and in discrete event control theory,
the rate of events should be sufficiently low compared to the WCET of the
decision procedures used by the controller (again, see subsection 8.2.3|p.207 for
our initial results on enforcing/analyzing a WCET).

Submodule Construction by Equation Solving via Quotienting
The supervisory control problem has been stated similarly in terms of the sub-
module construction problem (see also [45]) in which one submodule P and
a specification S are given and a second most general submodule C is to be
constructed such that the combination of P and C conforms to S. The formalisms
used for P, S, and C as well as the operations for the combination of submod-
ules and the conformance relation differ among instantiations of this problem.
For example, the concrete and the abstract supervisory control problems from
Definition 3.11|p.39 and Definition 3.7|p.35, respectively, are instantiations of
this submodule construction problem and also the supervisory control problem
for DFA plants from [282] is an instantiation. But, for the correspondence to
the supervisory control, the specification and the satisfaction of the specifica-
tion must be defined carefully to encompass the properties of nonblockingness,
controllability, and least restrictiveness.

The quotienting methodology refers to the fact that the solution C can be
obtained from solving an equation of the form P× C = S by dividing C on both
sides, that is, C is then obtained to be S/C where, of course, the relations ×
(composition), = (satisfaction), and / (quotienting) are to be interpreted for the
concrete setting. This means that the part of S that is already provided by C is
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removed and the remainder constitutes the desired submodule C. However, when
considering the supervisory controller synthesis, we can see that the quotient
idea does not simplify the synthesis tasks on its own.

Early work [245] on submodule construction focused on parallel, distributed,
and communicating systems as an important broad domain in which this tech-
niques may prove useful when applying them to instances of suitable size in a
hierarchical approach. In fact, the approach has been applied along these lines in
[245] for labelled transition systems, in [150] for prefix closed FSA, in [270, 368,
296] for FSA communication through message queues, in [275, 108, 109, 94, 93,
311] using input/output automata (also using input and output events similar to
uncontrollable and controllable events), and in [183] to synchronous FSA as in
classical supervisory control theory from [281]. Further work is also considered
with more complex satisfaction relations such as in [339] where liveness proper-
ties are covered, in [48] where safety and liveness properties are considered using
a modal logic, in [211] where parametrized bisimulations are used, in [18] where
the modal µ-Calculus is used, in [83] where a so called synchronization skeleton
is synthesized from a temporal logic specification given in CTL, in [239] where
CSP [162] processes are synthesized from propositional temporal logic, in [58,
213, 17, 210, 235, 20, 109] where continuous time properties are covered, in [47]
where first order logic is used to recover previous quotienting results of labelled
transition systems with interleaved and synchronous rendezvous, in [73] where
hybrid systems are considered, in [319, 261, 276, 19] where the CCS calculus with
weak bisimulation is used, and in [212] where the Hennessy-Millner-Logic with
recursion is employed with its custom satisfaction relation. Moreover, examples
of application domains of these techniques are in [185, 337, 74] the design of
protocol converters, in [271] the testing of a module in a context, in [45, 46] the
analysis of relational databases, in [321] the construction of network protocols
such as the alternating bit protocol where deadlocks and unused transitions are
removed similarly to nonblockingness in supervisory control, and in [284] the
application to a part of the X.21 protocol.

A problem of quotienting is that the size of the formula can increase drastically.
To mitigate this problem, a minimization procedure has been introduced in [210]
that is to be applied to the resulting formulas. Moreover, note that the referenced
works above consider various different forms of decomposition, continuous time,
specification logics, model formalisms, synchronization mechanisms, synthesis
procedures (such as tableau based or automata based), but none of them consider
stack-based capabilities as available in the DPDA used in this thesis.

8.1.4. Tools Implementing Discrete Event Controller Synthesis

Over the years, many prototypes for controller synthesis have been implemented,
but not all of these tools are available, maintained, and supported up to this day.
A list of tools for the controller synthesis and analysis based on FSA and Petri
nets is given at [326] and we now consider some of them in more detail.
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Basic functionality for controller synthesis is provided by the following tools.
TCT [118, 117] and STSlib [229] are based on language models and support the
supervisory controller synthesis of [281]. Desco [114] supports, besides state
automata, also Petri nets for supervisor synthesis. UMDES [72] is a library for the
study of discrete event systems modeled by DFA. It supports many operations
of supervisory control theory and failure diagnosis of discrete event systems
following [71]. Supremica [6] also supports supervisory control for DFA and has
built-in support for code generation.

More current tools with a broader scope of functionality are as follows. lib-
FAUDES [32] supports controller synthesis and has also various plugins to
support, amongst others, hierarchical control, modular and decentralized control,
failure diagnosis, and controller synthesis for ω-languages. Also, as stated before,
an earlier version of the algorithm presented here has been implemented as a
plugin (called pushdown) in libFAUDES. CIF3 [35, 34] comes along with its custom
automata-based modelling formalism for discrete, timed, and hybrid systems
and supports specification, supervisory controller synthesis, simulation based
validation, verification, continuous time testing, and code generation. Visual-
State [335] is a commercial product that includes the quotienting techniques
from [48]. Sigali [241] is also used in the BZR compiler [99, 55, 100] of the syn-
chronous dataflow language Heptagon and also supports supervisor synthesis
based on implicit labelled transition systems. ReaX [42, 41, 40] has support for
symbolic controller synthesis for infinite state systems given by transition systems
with variables (of type Boolean, integer, or real). HCMC [209, 73] implements a
quotienting approach for hybrid systems (see above).

As for example pointed out in [70], tools used by the industry such as by
Siemens and Rockwell are typically not released to the public and, moreover,
adequate hardware support for controllers is known to increase computation
speed significantly, but we are not aware of such off the shelf solutions. However,
hardware support for Petri net controllers was reported in [323, 22, 214, 322].
Note that none of the tools presented here provide functionality comparable to
our prototype CoSy (see section 7.4|p.154).

8.1.5. Supervisory Control for DFA Plants and DFA Specifications

Supervisory controller synthesis for discrete event systems has been established in
[282] by considering the case of DFA plants and DFA specifications. Various fur-
ther works have then been published introducing and considering (combinations
of) certain aspects such as for example observability of events and diagnosability
of plants, discrete and continuous time, horizontal composition (modular and
distributed control), vertical composition (hierarchical control), failures and ro-
bustness (see above in Par. Robust Control|p.166), and forced events and optimal
control (see above in Par. Optimal Control|p.165). We now discuss these examples
in more detail and also consider cases where slight variations of DFA are used to
represent plants, specifications, and controllers.
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Synthesis Considering Observability and Diagnosability
Observability refers to the possibility that events or the current state are (not)
observable by the controller (see also [71, pp. 178–] for an introduction). Nonob-
servability is used to represent for example nonexistence of certain sensors or
failures of certain sensors and, hence, this topic is closely related to Par. Robust
Control|p.166. There are various characterizations of nonobservability: for exam-
ple, in [222, 256], where the set of all events is partitioned into observable and
nonobservable events and in [297] where events may become nonobservable at
runtime. Diagnosability then refers to the capability of the controller to determine
whether the plant is in a certain set of states when not all events are observable.

We only consider a small number of results that followed the initial work in
[279] where the state of the plant is partially observable and where events are
fully observable. In [82], this work is extended to a decentralized scenario (see
below) where only some events are observable to the controller. States are not
observable and events are partially observable in a similar result in [222]. Later,
in [220], online and offline diagnosis is discussed where the model is adapted
for the offline case. As mentioned before, other aspects are often considered
simultaneously such as in [223] where time and observability are considered
at once and, besides an adapted notion of observability, also another more
restrictive notion of normality is introduced and compared. Also, pure fault-
monitoring in the context of partial observability is discussed in [164] with the
obvious relationship to state of the art runtime monitoring (runtime verification)
approaches such as in [286]. In [78], deviations of the nominal plant behavior
are detected under partial event observability and, based on an analysis, the
controller is adapted to accommodate for the detected deviations based on their
quantitative classification. In [257], safe diagnosability is introduced to state the
fact that the degree of observability is sufficient to prevent malfunctioning in the
sense of a certain event occurrence. Moreover, an overview of this fault detection
and isolation research is provided in [208, 257]. A comparison of different tools
for diagnosability has been presented in [67] and observability and diagnosability
were also considered using different formalisms in [43, 268, 106, 68].

In this thesis, we have not considered partial observability.

Synthesis Considering Discrete and Continuous Time
The aspect of discrete time has been introduced to the setting of discrete event
supervisory controller synthesis in [219, 60]. In [60], an additional integer counter
variable is increased by one in each step of the plant and reset upon each state
change of the plant. However, no controller synthesis procedure is defined for
this scenario and, similarly to DPDA, the state space is infinite even with this
extension because there is no upper bound on the integer counter. In [219], the
impact of horizontal composition (see below) is considered where the correctness
of the controller depends on event delays (and the corresponding round-trip-
times) that are included in the model. The passing of time is modelled explicitly
in [59, 58, 223] where an additional tick event is used that has a lower priority
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compared to so called forcible events. The employed specification formalism
can be compiled into a DFA and can express deadlines by limiting the number
of tick events. An optimal controller is obtained by determining the minimal
number of tick events which permits controller construction. Further work in
[363] refined the approach from [223] to ensure that the closed loop is an instance
of the used formalism as well, which is necessary for the proposed hierarchical
composition (see also below). In [56], the combination of robust control (see
Par. Robust Control|p.166) and time is considered. Delay-robustness is investigated
in [369] in a decentralized context similar to [59]. Modular controller synthesis
(see below) for timed discrete event systems is considered in [298]. For example,
the tool CIF3 [35, 34] supports supervisory controller synthesis where continuous
time models such as hybrid automata are abstracted to discrete event systems.

Controller synthesis using the quotienting approach (see Par. Submodule Con-
struction by Equation Solving via Quotienting|p.170) has been developed in [213,
210, 20] for (one-clock) timed automata. Moreover, in [235], a continuous time
controller is synthesized using an approach from game theory (see Par. Game
Theory and Reactive Synthesis|p.168).

We consider aspects of time along the basic ideas given in [223] in subsec-
tion 8.2.3|p.207 to enforce/analyze a WCET.

Synthesis Considering Horizontal Composition (Modular and Distributed Control)
While the classical supervisory controller synthesis for discrete event systems is
already confronted with the parallel (synchronous) execution of two modules, the
plant and the controller, it turned out that the usage of multiple plant instances or
of multiple controller instances at once results in further complications (see also
[71, Section 3.8, pp. 199–]). The goal of horizontal composition is to avoid the state
explosion problem resulting from the execution of the synchronous composition
of multiple (for example DFA based) plant instances. In this approach, controllers
are then synthesized for each plant instance separately, which drastically reduces
the resource requirements. However, this divide and conquer approach produces
complications. Firstly, there is no obvious way to divide a given huge mono-
lithic representation of a plant into smaller plant instances and, consequently,
decomposition is typically not applied, but instead separate components of the
(physical) plant are modelled independently in plant models (which results in
a granularity of plant models that cannot be adjusted automatically). Secondly,
specifications are required for the synthesis of the controllers for the different
plant models, but while a monolithic specification that is used for all plant models
may be more expressive, it does not fit nicely to the modular definition of the
plant models from the previous point (see also [71, Section 3.6, pp. 174–] for the
usage of modular specifications). Thirdly, once the controllers are synthesized,
the grand challenge of this approach is to derive (using the weakest possible
sufficient conditions), to check (using additional test procedures), or to ensure
(using additional synthesis algorithms) that the chosen form of controller compo-
sition yields a controller that is equivalent to a controller that would have been
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synthesized for the synchronous product of the plant instances (the global plant
instance). In particular, it turns out that nonblockingness is a property that can
be lost easily in this composition.

In [365], this approach has been introduced for two supervisors and a noncon-
flicting property ensures the preservation of controllability by the composition of
the controllers. This nonconflicting property is a rather strong sufficient condition
stating that one supervisor is more restrictive than the other. The desired least
restrictiveness is considered in [221] where the parallel composition of least
restrictive controllers is also least restrictive w.r.t. the global plant instance. Also
the additional aspect of time is considered in [219, 369] where the round-trip-
times of events between the components and simultaneity of events is considered
with respect to robustness and validity of the model itself. For the setting of
DFA plants and controllers, an additional controller is described in [364] that
should foresee upcoming conflicts between the individual closed loops resulting
in blocking or even deadlock and that then guides the individual controllers
accordingly. However, due to lack of further analysis, it is not immediate whether
the problem is effectively and efficiently solved for a reasonable class of problems
(for example, sufficient conditions could be too restrictive or additional manual
and/or computational effort for constructing the additional controller may turn
out to be limitations of this approach). Further reports in [371, 116, 192, 298]
elaborate on relevant results and extend the discussed approach from above.

The additional impact of an adversary in decentralized control is considered
in [258]. In [119], modular control is considered for the formalism of message
sequence charts for communicating processes. Similarly, state tree structures
(similar to statecharts) are considered in [228, 76, 69, 181] as a framework of
horizontal and vertical composition with efficient algorithms based on binary
decision diagrams (BDDs).

The impact of using multiple plant instances is often already considered in
the quotienting approach (see Par. Submodule Construction by Equation Solving via
Quotienting|p.170) such as in [213, 210, 20], but robustness as in [219] poses a
further challenge not yet considered explicitly.

See also subsection 8.3.2|p.214 for our considerations on horizontal controller
composition when using stack-based formalisms.

Synthesis Considering Vertical Composition (Hierarchical Control)
The previous discussion of horizontal composition already revealed connections
to vertical composition to some extend since the additional controller (see [364])
operates at a more abstract level in some concrete approaches. More precisely,
the approaches applied for hierarchical control typically rely on an abstraction on
the sets of events, that is, certain low-level events are omitted by the abstraction
function and are thereby not visible to the upper level. For example, only events
representing the start and end of a certain task could be sent to an upper layer
in a hierarchical control architecture. However, as for horizontal control (and
when both approaches are applied in combination) the paramount challenge is to
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ensure that the overall closed loop has the desired properties of controllability and
nonblockingness. Note that abstractions are typically derived manually resulting
in an additional effort and, moreover, the abstractions limit the capabilities of
controller at more abstract layers regarding their capabilities to prevent/control
the plant, that is, the degree of freedom is reduced by this approach. The
potential benefits of hierarchical control are immediate when understanding the
employed concept of abstraction/concretion as a variation of the divide and
conquer principle.

The ideas above have been presented in the initial work in [370] and have been
extended later on in [362, 363] also focussing on ensuring overall nonblockingness
by providing sufficient conditions on the vertical event mappings. Note that the
sufficient condition (formulated as an observer and an observation equivalence) is
then similar to the notion of behavioral equivalence of for example CCS. The used
sufficient conditions were relaxed in [116]. Also, the mentioned approach on state
tree structures (see previous paragraph) also focuses heavily on the integration
of horizontal and vertical composition [228, 76, 69, 181]. Hierarchical control is
also applied in many other settings (as stated before) such as in [247, 96, 248, 278]
where hybrid systems are abstracted to discrete event systems.

Up to now, we have not yet considered hierarchical control when considering
stack-based formalisms as the horizontal controller composition (see subsec-
tion 8.3.2|p.214) seems to be a prerequisite for this development.

8.1.6. Supervisory Control Using Petri Nets

We now consider related work on the control of discrete event systems where
Petri nets [272] are employed. The use of Petri nets leads, similarly to the use of
DPDA specifications as discussed in the next subsection, to countable but infinite
state spaces. Note, as discussed already above, there are also other formalisms
such as hybrid automata that result in state spaces of uncountable size, but
supervisory controller synthesis is then typically based on an abstraction function
to obtain a discrete event system with finite state space instead.

Petri nets are advantageous compared to DFA (as formalisms for controllers,
specifications, and closed loops) as they represent a horizontal composition
of a varying number of DFA processes. In this interpretation, each token in
a Petri net marking can be considered to be the current state of one DFA in
such a composition and, by use of synchronization steps based on join and fork,
the contained DFA can interact and, moreover, since the number of tokens can
increase and decrease, this formalism permits the termination and creation of
DFA processes. Also, a Petri net can be understood to be a method to avoid the
state space explosion problem that results from the explicit calculation of the
synchronous product of multiple DFA because the Petri net can be seen as the
disjoint union of multiple DFA rather than the cartesian product (synchronization
is then added by shared places/transitions and duplicate structures can be
omitted, which also decreases the size of the model). However, the capability
of increasing the number of tokens beyond any bound results in a countable
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but possibly infinite state space and, at the same time, an increased expressive
power. The (un)marked languages of Petri nets are a reasonable choice for the
definition of the expressive power also for Petri nets. Note, infinite words of
Petri nets are also considered in [267]. The (un)marked words of Petri nets are
defined according to [135, 30, 149, 148, 269, 179] as follows: transitions of the
Petri net are mapped using a labelling σ to events from Σ (that is, all transitions
are observable), a sequence of fired transitions is then mapped to a sequence
of events by applying σ to each transition of the sequence, and this sequence
of events is then a word of the Petri net. Moreover, a word of a Petri net is a
marked word if the final marking of the firing sequence is an element of a set F
of marking markings. For example, languages such as { anbncn . n ∈ N } can be
represented by Petri nets (see the following example) but not by DFA or DPDA.
Example 8.1: «A Petri net Using Advanced Counting Capabilities»
Discussion: The marked language of the Petri net below (with the given initial
marking) is { anbncn . n ∈ N } where only (0, 0, 1, 0, 0) and (0, 0, 0, 0, 1) are
marking markings for the ordering (p1, p2, c1, c2, c3) of places. It ensures the
correct relative number of events by creating an additional token on the special
place p1 for every event a, by moving one token from p1 to the special place p2 for
each event b, and by removing one token from p2 for every event c. Note that the
Petri net contains nondeterminism (because we used a labelling function σ that is
not injective) in the sense that it decides nondeterministically whether it created
enough events a (t1 vs. t4) and b (t2 vs. t5). This is an undesirable situation for
the event b because it results in a blocking problem when t5 is used when the
current marking has more than one token on p1 (consider the unmarked word
aabc). In this case, the remaining tokens on p1 cannot be removed in subsequent
steps preventing that a marking marking can ever be reached. Essentially, in
a Petri net, it is not possible to prevent a transition (such as t5) from firing if
a certain number of tokens are on a certain place (such as p1). Also see the
discussion of inhibitor arcs later on.

a
t1 p1

b

t2 p2

c
t3

c1

a
t4 c2

b
t5 c3

Also, languages such as { wcw−1 . w ∈ {a, b}∗ } can be represented by DPDA
but not by DFA or Petri nets. Hence, Petri nets and DPDA are (by their standard
definition) incomparable regarding their expressive power w.r.t. their (marked)
languages. An important property of Petri nets, which is used in the subsequently
presented works, is that incidence matrix analysis can be used to analyze the
reachable state space in general and also for satisfaction of invariants.
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A general classification of Petri net control is given in [167] as follows. In
the controlled behavior approach, the closed loop is given as a Petri net and a
controller is then to be obtained (in some different formalism) from this closed
loop model. See [180, 333, 372, 373] for examples of this approach. In the logic
controller approach, the controller is given as a Petri net and the closed loop be-
havior must be analyzed for suitability (for example, regarding nonblockingness
and controllability). See [374, 350, 63] for examples of this approach. In the
control theoretic approach, the supervisory controller synthesis approach is used in
accordance with [282]. We now focus on this last approach and provide a short
overview of relevant contributions, but it is important to mention that, firstly,
the notions of nonblockingness, controllability, and least restrictiveness are not
always considered and, secondly, controllers and specifications are not given by
Petri nets in each case. In particular, the controller may be given by some formula
that enables or disables the firing of transitions based on the current marking
and the specification may define forbidden markings using for example so called
generalized mutual exclusion constraints (which are weaker than Petri net).

Petri nets have been considered in the context of control theory in [95, 253,
198, 170, 140], but the controller synthesis problem was considered later in [197,
166, 199, 165] with heavy restrictions on the classes of Petri nets. Then, in
[135], the supervisory controller synthesis for Petri nets has been investigated
considering controllability along the lines of [282]. In [135], Petri nets are models
for the closed loops and, at the same time, for the controller to be synthesized
because the closed loop is usually entirely contained in the plant. That is, the
control is added in the form of additional places and arcs to the Petri net plant
model, but the use of inhibitor arcs such as in [329] results in undecidability
of even fundamental properties. Based on the definitions of unmarked and
marked language from above, the standard notions of nonblockingness and
controllability are recovered in [135] (along the lines of [282] and section 3.1|p.33)
to state the expected supervisor synthesis problem. However, only a subclass of
Petri nets generating regular languages was considered. In [130], this work was
extended, but a central problem is that the controller to be synthesized may not
be representable by a Petri net or that the closed loop is then not representable
by a Petri net (see [130, Section 4.3, p. 24]). In [133, 131], the previous result
was extended by identifying a subclass of Petri nets where accessibility and
nonblockingness may be enforced. Moreover, necessary and sufficient conditions
for the existence of a controller in the form of a Petri net are determined when
plants and specifications are given by Petri nets. In [327, 204], it was shown that
controllability is decidable for the setting of Petri nets because reachability of
problematic markings is decidable (however, only prefix closed languages are
considered where nonblockingness does not need to be enforced). In [136, 132],
an alternative (incomparable) semantics for Petri nets (in terms of marked and
unmarked languages) is proposed (a marking M is marking if and only if it
contains a marking marking M′, that is, if M(p) ≥ M′(p) for each place p; the
different M′ thereby describe different patterns of minimal numbers of tokens
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that are required on certain places) that leads to Petri nets that are closed under
parallel composition, but, still, the controller to be synthesized is no Petri net of a
known Petri net class (this is due to the fact that the generated languages are not
closed under arbitrary union as required to obtain the desired supremal element).
Due to these results, other control formalisms besides Petri nets where used
subsequently. In [134], standard integer linear programming is used for a class
of Petri nets to decide whether a Petri net controller is a satisfactory solution to
the supervisor control problem by deciding controllability and nonblockingness.
The survey [167] suitably collects earlier results of the corresponding authors and
also mentions results regarding controllability for timed [151] and colored [184]
Petri nets. In [33], supervisory controller synthesis is picked up again and, since
a unique least-restrictive satisfactory controller may not exist, some maximal
element is computed in the form of a Petri net. However, while alternative
maximal controllers cannot be combined or compared in general, it is an open
problem which of these maximal controllers is to be chosen (if one of them is to
be chosen at all).

Decidability of the reachability of forbidden markings is an important problem
(in [281], forbidden words are used as an alternative approach) as it is the first step
towards its prevention. The solvability of this problem depends on the class of
Petri nets and on the formalisms for specifying such forbidden markings. Results
on enforcing the above mentioned generalized mutual exclusion constraints based
on place invariants are discussed in [175] and conjunctions of disjunctions of
such constraints are used in [231] to specify desired behavior. Moreover, in [230],
a subclass of Petri nets (with conflicts and synchronization) and a subclass of
generalized mutual exclusion constraints is considered for controller synthesis.
The additional aspect of observability (see Par. Synthesis Considering Observability
and Diagnosability|p.173) is considered in [291] where the forbidden marking
problem is solved (for some class of Petri nets) by synthesis of a controller that is
least restrictive (but without preventing for example deadlocks).

Applications of controller synthesis (as well as controller synthesis results) for
Petri nets are summarized in [167, 175, 174, 138] such as [176, 173] where super-
visory control based on Petri nets is considered for the synthesis of concurrent
programs, [137] where controller synthesis has been applied (using certain specifi-
cations) to a railway network system where the controller and the plant are given
as Petri nets, and [184] where colored Petri nets are used in a manufacturing real-
time scenario. Also, the survey [174] describes a connection between the research
domain of schedulers (with the schedulability problem) and controllers (with the
supervisory control problem), but the used specifications and schedulers are of
different formalisms and future work is required to connect scheduling theory
and control theory. Finally, we mention [250] where shared resource systems
are modelled by a restricted kind of timed Petri nets called timed event graphs
(where the resources are modelled as tokens on a certain place in the Petri net),
where the additional aspects of time and optimal control (see Par. Optimal Control|
p.165) are incorporated, and where a controller synthesis procedure is provided.
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Scenarios with restricted subclasses of Petri nets have been considered as well.
In [203], controllers are synthesized for Petri net plants and DFA specifications.
In [234], controllers are synthesized for colored (but bounded) Petri net plants
and so called consistent permutation symmetry specifications. In [177], a Petri net
controller that is preventing deadlocks is synthesized for Petri net plants. In [156],
horizontal and vertical (de)composition is considered from a different perspective,
but no controller synthesis algorithm is provided. In [104], the entire finite state
space is computed and a control policy is derived to prevent that the Petri net
reaches a forbidden marking (also, deadlocks are prevented but nonblockingness
is not enforced).

In conclusion, the languages of Petri nets (which allow for more advanced
counting capabilities) are incomparable to those of DPDA (which allow for the
recording of orderings) and the supervisory controller synthesis (including the
central aspects of nonblockingness, controllability, and least restrictiveness) for
unrestricted Petri net plants and suitable specifications (for example, based on
generalized mutual exclusion constraints) is a challenging problem that is yet to
be solved in full generality.

8.1.7. Supervisory Control for DFA Plants and DPDA Specifications

In the context of closed loops, DPDA have been used for example in [354] to
detect attacks by recording and monitoring the current call stack of a program
and in [295] where a timed DPDA model for a railroad crossing example is
verified using constraint logic programming over reals. Moreover, the possibility
of more compact representations for regular languages using DPDA has been
considered in [125].

Closed loops given by PDA and VPA with partial observability are analyzed
in [251, 190, 191] regarding the decidability of the problems of opacity (decide
from the observable events whether a certain secret state has been reached) and
diagnosability (decide whether a failure state had been reached) also using finite
state approximations of them.

For the supervisory controller synthesis, the use of deterministic context-free
specification languages (that is, the languages generated by DPDA) has been
considered in [283, Section 4] where it was shown that the employed fixed-point
computation of the controller may not terminate or may result in a deterministic
context-free language in such cases. In [328], the decidability of controllability has
been considered for non-DFA formalisms, but no definite results for DPDA were
obtained. In [160], the decidability of enforcing controllability for fully and par-
tially observable systems has been considered and verified for the case of DPDA,
but no construction procedure is given as in our work in [309, 301]. However, the
authors stated that it is “difficult” to extend the decidability proof to the problem
of enforcing nonblockingness. An undecidability result for controllability has
been presented in [243] for deterministic context-free languages to be used as
plant and specification languages.
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Besides these preliminary considerations, only Christopher Griffin worked
on a solution to the supervisor synthesis problem for DFA plants and DPDA
specifications in [141, 143, 142, 144, 145, 146] also considering further aspects
such as optimal control. However, the synthesis procedure he suggests produces
controllers that are not least restrictive as will be discussed in more detail below.
Our contributions on supervisory controller synthesis for DFA plants and DPDA
specifications have been published in [309, 307, 310, 301, 302].

We now discuss the approach to supervisory controller synthesis of Christopher
Griffin as presented in [143, Section 5.2, p. 65]. In his algorithm B [143, p. 67], he
assumes that all states of the given DPDA controller candidate and the given DFA
plant are marking. This implies that the marked languages of these automata are
prefix closed and that the automata satisfy the nonblockingness property. The
nonblockingness property is preserved by the algorithm and he does not consider
the problem of enforcing nonblockingness for DPDA. However, in contradiction
to [143, Theorem 5.2.4], his algorithm B results in a controller candidate that is
not least restrictive. In fact, he determines a substructure of the initial controller
candidate, but while this procedure is valid for DFA controllers, it is not valid for
DPDA controllers due to the additional stack variable. In particular, an edge of
the controller candidate may be used in an initial marking derivation such that
a controllability problem cannot be prevented subsequently while it is used in
an initial marking derivation where no controllability problem arises. Similarly
and also incorrectly, in [143, Section 7, p. 90] Griffin attempts to obtain such
a substructure by restricting controllable events to minimize costs for optimal
control. Since his analysis of controllability also reveals the pairs of states and
viable top-stacks where the current controller candidate violates the controllability
property that are obtained in our algorithm, we conclude that there are relevant
similarities between his algorithm B and our approach. Subsequently, we compare
our approach (see section A|p.225 for a remark on coauthorship) from section 5.3|
p.82 and the approach of Griffin for identifying controllability problems and then
explain the different handling of such detected problems in our approach and
the one of Griffin.

Comparison of the Identification of Controllability Problems
In both approaches, a DPDA controller candidate C0 and a DFA plant P are the
used inputs. The two algorithms then detect controllability problems as follows.

• We determine all pairs (q, X) of a state q of C0 and a stack element of C0
such that there is an initial derivation d1 of the plant P executing events
w reaching some configuration c1 with state p such that there is an initial
derivation d2 of the controller candidate C0 executing the same events w
reaching some configuration c2 with state q and top-stack X such that
the plant P can execute an uncontrollable event u ∈ Σuc from c1 but the
controller candidate C0 cannot execute the same event u from c2 (possibly
after applying internal steps).
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• Griffin determines edges e of C0 that execute a controllable event x such
that there is an initial derivation d1 of the plant P executing events w ∈ Σ∗

and the event x reaching some configuration c1 such that there is an initial
derivation d2 of the controller candidate C0 executing the same events w
and x reaching some configuration c2 by using the edge e in the last step
such that there is a derivation d′1 of the plant P executing events v ∈ Σ∗uc
reaching some configuration c′1 with state p such that there is a derivation
d′2 of the controller candidate C0 executing the same events v reaching some
configuration c′2 such that the plant P can execute an uncontrollable event
u ∈ Σuc from c′1 but the controller candidate C0 cannot execute the same
event u from c′2 (possibly after applying internal steps).

That is, while we detect the actual controllability problem (the lack of a corre-
sponding executing edge in state c2), Griffin detects the latest edge that executed
a controllable event before reaching this configuration. We now consider the
steps of the algorithm B of Griffin and describe how he determines these edges.

• Step 1: Griffin constructs the complement DPDA C1 of the DPDA C0. This
operation follows the construction from [163, Theorem 10.1] and entails a
construction that enforces a unique marking behavior as in our approach
(see FDPDA-Enforce-Unique-Marking-Late from section 5.3|p.84). The construction of
C1 creates for each state additional edges such that every configuration can
be exited by executing any event from Σ (unless an empty step is already
possible for the current top stack). The added edges have a common target
that is a fresh state and this state is then the unique marking state of C1.
Hence, the DPDA C1 marks all words for which the DPDA C0 gets stuck in
some configuration due to a missing edge for the next event to be executed.

This step is applied because controllability problems are now overapprox-
imated by the initial derivations of C1 that apply an edge that has the
additional fresh state as a target state and that executes an uncontrollable
event u when P can execute the event u “in the same situation”.

• Step 2: Griffin constructs from P and C1 the product DPDA C2 by using
FDPDA-DFA-Product from section 5.1|p.64. The resulting DPDA C2 contains
states of the form (q, p) where q is a state of the DPDA C1 and p is a state
of the DFA P.

This step is applied because controllability problems are now identified by
the initial derivations of C2 that apply an edge that has the additional fresh
state as a target state and that executes an uncontrollable event u. That
is, by the product construction the derivations of C1 and P are suitably
connected and only initial derivations are retained where the two automata
can proceed together executing the same events. Note, we apply the same
product construction in our algorithm to achieve the same simplification.
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• Step 3: Griffin obtains the DPDA C3 by removing states and edges from
C2 that cannot occur in any initial marking derivation, but, as mentioned
above, he only refers to the general decidability known from the literature
for this step. Also, Griffin does not consider the case where all states and
edges including the initial state are removed from C2.

This step is applied because controllability problems are now identified
by the derivations of C3 that apply an edge e that executes a controllable
event x, that then execute a list of uncontrollable events v, and that then
apply an edge that has the additional fresh state as a target state and that
executes an uncontrollable event u. Note, the invalid assumption that there
is always a prior controllable event executed can be fixed by assuming that
plant and controller candidate jointly execute a controllable start-up event.
In our algorithm, we (roughly speaking) consider the simplified case where
the derivation only contains the last step, that is, the edge e executing x is
not assumed and v is considered to be the empty list. This is justified by
our different handling of controllability problems discussed below. Also,
differently from Griffin, we remove inaccessible states and edges using the
operation FDPDA-Enforce-Accessible,Opt from subsection 5.2.4|p.80 to ensure that
we detect the case where no controllability problems are removed.

• Step 4: Griffin constructs a so called predicting machine for C3 along
the lines of [163, Section 10.3]. The obtained predicting machine contains
representations of the derivations that end in a configuration with the
marking state as described in the previous step in its stack values.

This step is applied because controllability problems are now identified by
edges e of the predicting machine that execute a controllable event x where
the subsequent top-stack describes such a derivation. In our approach, we
do not consider longer sequences of uncontrollable events and determine
the relevant top-stack X by dividing each state according to the possible
top-stacks using FDPDA-Observe-Top-Stack from section 5.3|p.83 at an earlier step
and by removing those created states that cannot be reached as in the
previous step. Together with unique late marking and only checking stable
states, we then determine the pair (q, X) mentioned in the first item of the
previous list.

We conclude that our approach proceeds along the lines of the algorithm of
Griffin but is more compact as it avoids the predicting machine that considers
longer sequences of uncontrollable events.

Comparison of the Removal of Controllability Problems
The procedure of Griffin properly identifies controllability problems, but the
removal of all edges identified in the previous paragraph is not least restrictive.
Thereby, he correctly prevents initial derivations that use such an edge but
produce a stack where the subsequent execution of uncontrollable events leads
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to a controllability problem, but he falsely prevents initial derivations that use
such an edge but never actually reach a controllability problem later on. The
following two examples demonstrate the difference between our algorithm and
the algorithm of Griffin for enforcing controllability. In the first example, both
algorithms produce the desired solution of the concrete supervisory control
problem, but the second example demonstrates that the algorithm of Griffin does
not result in the least restrictive controller in all cases.

Example 8.2: «Comparison of Algorithms for Enforcing Controllability (1/2)»
Inputs: The plant and specification are given as follows where Σuc = {u}.

Plant DFA P1

p0 p1 p2

a b

a

u

Specification DPDA S1

q0 q1 q2

a,�, •�
b,�,�

a, •,−

u,�,�

Analysis: Observe that (q1, •) is a controllability problem because q1 is accessible
with top-stack • but an edge executing u for this state and top-stack is missing
in S1. Griffin determines that the edge leading to q1 that executes the event
a is the last edge executing a controllable event that is applied whenever this
controllability problem is reached in an initial derivation of S1. Hence, a satisfac-
tory controller must prevent the event a altogether to resolve this controllability
problem. Moreover, a least restrictive controller must allow b and bu to be
marked words of the closed loop. Both algorithms succeed in the identification
of this controllability problem and result in the following two controllers.

Outputs: The resulting controllers using the two algorithms.

DPDA C1,a (this thesis)

c0 c1 c2 c3

a,�, •�
b,�,� −,�,� u,�,�

DPDA C1,b (Griffin)

c4 c5 c6

b,�,�

a, •,−

u,�,�

Discussion for the DPDA C1,a: After reducing controllability to nonblockingness,
nonblockingness is violated in state c1 for the top-stack •. Using the operation
FDPDA-Enforce-Nonblocking,Opt, we remove the edge executing a subsequently in our
algorithm resolving this problem.

Discussion for the DPDA C1,b: After removing noncontrollability, the edge ex-
ecuting a is inaccessible, which can be resolved as well. Note, that the edge
removed from S1 to obtain C1,b is only contained in initial marking derivations
of S1 where a controllability problem is reached.
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The following second example demonstrates how we successfully reduce con-
trollability to nonblockingness while Griffin generates a controller that is not
least restrictive. The example also demonstrates nicely that the property of least
restrictiveness is a crucial requirement of the abstract and concrete supervisory
control problem to ensure that an obtained solution is meaningful because the
controller of Griffin falsely cuts of a huge part of the desired solution. The steps
of the procedure of Griffin with the intermediate results have been included in
our presentation in [302].

Example 8.3: «Comparison of Algorithms for Enforcing Controllability (2/2)»
Inputs: The plant and specification are given as follows where Σuc = {u}.

Plant DFA P2

p0 p1 p2

a

b u

Specification DPDA S2

q0 q1 q2

a,�, •�
a, •, ••

b, •,− u, •, •

Analysis: Observe that (q1,�) is a controllability problem because q1 is accessible
with top-stack � but an edge executing u for this state and top-stack is missing
in S2. Griffin determines that the edge leading to q1 is the last edge executing
a controllable event that is applied whenever this controllability problem is
reached in an initial derivation of S2. Intuitively, the controller must ensure that
at least two a occur before the first b occurs to avoid this controllability problem.

Outputs: The resulting controllers using the two algorithms.

DPDA C2,a (this thesis)

c0 c1 c2 c3

a,�, •�
a, •, ••

b, •,− −, •, • u, •, •

DPDA C2,b (Griffin)

c4 c5 c6

a,�, •�
a, •, ••

u, •, •

Discussion for the DPDA C2,a: After reducing controllability to nonblockingness,
nonblockingness is violated in state c1 for the top-stack �. Using the operation
FDPDA-Enforce-Nonblocking,Opt, we ensure that at least two events a are executed before
the first b is executed resolving this problem.

Discussion for the DPDA C2,b: After removing noncontrollability, we obtain a
controller candidate that is not least-restrictive because it also prevents marked
words such as aabu. Note, that the edge removed from S2 to obtain C2,b is
not only contained in initial marking derivations of S2 where a controllability
problem is reached. For example, it is important for the marked word aabu that
should not have been removed.
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We conclude that our algorithm for reducing controllability to nonblockingness
(see section A|p.225 for a remark on coauthorship) as presented in section 5.3|
p.82, proceeds along the lines of the algorithm of Griffin for the detection of
controllability problems but deviates in their handling by reducing this problem
to our novel algorithm enforcing nonblockingness. Such a reduction is also the
standard strategy in the simpler setting of (not necessarily prefix closed) regular
languages and their DFA realizations.

8.1.8. Isabelle Frameworks for EPDA, CFGs, and Parsers

While a broad spectrum of results has already been formalized in Isabelle, we
are not aware of alternative Isabelle-based frameworks allowing for the uniform
interpretation of the formalisms and semantics we require. Furthermore, existing
Isabelle frameworks are often hard to extend, to refactor, or to generalize to
make them applicable to a certain task. However, we believe that our framework
(see chapter 6|p.89) is, due to the locale hierarchy, easily applicable to various
other important formalisms that define discrete event transitions systems. For
example, the formalisms of Petri nets, Turing machines, and Büchi automata can
be formalized along the lines of the interpretations for the formalisms of EPDA,
CFGs, and Parsers presented in chapter 2|p.15 in our framework. Also, due to our
fine-grained locale hierarchy, we can presumably include many semantical notions
that may become relevant in the future in our framework as well. Furthermore,
the application to the controller synthesis algorithm shows that the meta-theoretic
definitions and theorems introduced are an acceptable foundation for further
formalizations of concrete algorithms. In particular, the transformational results
among different semantics and the theorems and definitions on derivations have
proven to be a suitable foundation that stabilized thoroughly throughout the
verification process of our synthesis algorithm.

The archive of formal proofs [266], where many Isabelle-based formalizations
are listed, contains various automata related contributions. These frameworks
cannot be extended easily for our purposes where various semantics of various
formalisms involving the various relevant semantical properties are to be covered.
Furthermore, in most cases, these frameworks have not been available when we
started with our formalization. Finally, none of the frameworks suitably covers
PDA or Parsers of some kind.

The following frameworks are concerned with regular languages, FSA (in
different shapes), CFGs (in Noam Chomsky normal form), and some other more
complex automata involving hierarchy or time. In particular, [195] and [366] are
concerned with regular expressions (not involving automata). [49] is an executable
formalization of the Cocke-Younger-Kasami-algorithm deciding whether a word
is contained in the marked language of context free grammar in Noam Chomsky
normal form (a formulation of grammars along with their semantics is provided
by domain specific definitions). [38] introduces FSA on bit strings and some
operations on them based on a certain locale for automata and provides an
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executable decision procedure for Presburger arithmetic. [255] introduces FSA
using functions as single- and multi-step-behavior and a translation of regular
expression into such FSA. In [158], Statecharts are formalized as an example of
hierarchical automata. The formalization is also based on sequential automata,
which are FSA without marking behavior. [345] defines regular and context free
languages based on a coinductive tree-like datatype. This tree-like datatype has
some similarities with the branching semantics introduced in Par. Branching and
Linear Semantics|p.105 that are interpreted for EPDA and Parsers in chapter 2|
p.15. [23] also covers systems with finite and infinite traces and is applied to
for example regular languages. [264] also covers FSA and closure operations on
them. [361] introduces the formalism of timed automata with its semantics. [62]
introduces DFA, FSA, and Büchi automata by means of a general framework.
Many of these frameworks are either not applied to concrete algorithms (thus
making an evaluation of the framework with respect to the applicability to
concrete algorithms impossible) or are targeted at a single formalism (thus
lacking a reasonable amount of generality).

Various process calculi are further formalisms that define discrete event systems
of some kind that have been formalized in Isabelle. A formalization of the π-
calculus has been provided in [287, 289, 288] and also the spi-calculus has been
formalized in [182]. More recently, formalizations of CCS, the π-calculus, and
the spi-calculus are given in [36, 266]. In all cases, binders occurring in the terms
are a major problem to be handled suitably. However, process calculi are not
primarily concerned with the semantical properties relevant in this thesis such
as languages and determinism and, hence, the formalizations are fundamentally
different.

We conclude that our framework, shortly presented in chapter 6|p.89, provides
a sensible enhancement to the world of Isabelle-based frameworks.
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8.2. Ongoing Work

In the context of our concrete controller synthesis algorithm, we discuss an
optimization of the construction of the LR(1)-CFG from an SDPDA and an
operation for reducing controllability to nonblockingness that is applied to LR(1)-
CFG. These alternative and additional constructions have been implemented and
tested in our prototype, but the indispensable formal treatment in Isabelle is
missing as of now. We discuss these constructions by examples to demonstrate
their value. Moreover, we discuss an approach for enforcing and analyzing worst
case execution times (WCET) in the context of DPDA controllers, which is to be
applied to a range of concrete application scenarios to underline its usefulness in
the future.

8.2.1. Recursive Construction of the LR(1)-CFG

We introduce the operation FSDPDA→LR(1),Rec that translates, similarly to the two
operations FSDPDA→LR(1),Std and FSDPDA→LR(1),Opt from section 5.2.1|p.71, a given
SDPDA into the language-equivalent, accessible, and nonblocking LR(1)-CFG.
The three operations construct a language-equivalent CFG that is then restricted
to enforce nonblockingness and accessibility as required. In comparison to the
two other operations, the operation FSDPDA→LR(1),Rec generates a smaller CFG that
is still language-equivalent and nonblocking and the construction of the CFG and
the enforcement of accessibility require (as also supported by our prototype-based
evaluation) much less memory and time. We implemented FSDPDA→LR(1),Rec in
our prototype and used back-to-back testing with the other two operations, but a
formal verification is left for future work.

FSDPDA→LR(1),Rec constructs a finite directed (possibly cyclic) dependency graph
(with a root node) by symbolically applying productions that are possible ac-
cording to the construction rules given in Definition 6.8|p.117. The nodes of the
dependency graph contain left and right hand sides of potential productions
where three kinds of nodes also symbolically represent multiple such left and
right hand sides at once. We use a blue color for the successful nodes of the depen-
dency graph which are believed to be relevant for the subsequent generation of
productions. The dependency graph is constructed iteratively and we maintain a
list of pending nodes, which only contain left hand sides of potential productions,
that need to be treated subsequently by our construction procedure. Given such
a node containing a left hand side of the form Lq,X or Lq,X,q′ , we take action for
all edges of the given SDPDA that have q as a source state; also in the case of
Lq,X, we also take action when q is a marking state. We apply three kinds of
actions: adding further nodes with the required edges, updating existing nodes
(changing colors or extending the symbolic representation), or reusing existing
nodes also adding required edges. Reusing existing nodes then leads to possibly
cyclic dependency graphs (or as in the example below in a graph that is not a
tree).
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Example 8.4: «Recursive Construction of the LR(1)-CFG»
(1) Input SDPDA C: Note the identifiers e1 through e8 for the edges of the SDPDA.

0 1

2

3 4

5 6 7 8

e1 −,�, •�

e2 a, •, •

e3 b, •, •

e4 c, •, •

e5 −, •,−

e6 −, •, •• e7 −, •,− e8 −, •,−

(2) Expected Resulting CFG: The productions in each of the three columns corre-
sponds to the productions that are used in that order in one of the three different
initial marking derivations of the expected LR(1)-CFG.

ρ1 : L0,� −→ L1,•
ρ2 : L1,• −→ a L2,•
ρ3 : L2,• −→

ρ4 : L0,� −→ L1,•,4 L4,�
ρ5 : L1,•,4 −→ b L3,•,4
ρ6 : L3,•,4 −→
ρ7 : L4,� −→

ρ8 : L0,� −→ L1,•,8 L8,�
ρ9 : L1,•,8 −→ c L5,•,8
ρ10 : L5,•,8 −→ L6,•,7 L7,•,8
ρ11 : L6,•,7 −→
ρ12 : L7,•,8 −→
ρ13 : L8,� −→

(3) Resulting CFG Dependency Graph for C: Note the identifiers 0 through 17 for
the nodes of the graph that are given to their left. Also note that node 0 is the
root node of the graph. Also, for example the hyperedge between nodes 15, 7,
and 16 states that the content of node 7 is the first nonterminal of the right hand
side given in node 15 and that node 16 is an instance of the second.

L2,•2 L5,•4 L3,•3 L4,�12 L1,•,q {4, 8}10 L8,�17

L1,•1 L1,•,qLq,� {4, 8}9

L0,�0

L5,•,q {8}14L3,•,q {4}11 L2,•,q {}13L6,•,qLq,• {}6L6,•5

L7,•8 L6,•,q1 Lq1,•,q2 {7 7→ {8}}15

L6,•,q {7}7 L7,•,q {8}16
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(4) Incremental Construction: We provide all steps for the construction of the
dependency graph following our general explanation before.
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pending nodes: 0

0 Pushing e1 L0,� −→ L1,• add L1,•1

L0,� −→ L1,•,q Lq,� add L1,•,qLq,� {}9

add L1,•,q {}10

pending nodes: 1, 10

1 Executing e2 L1,• −→ a L2,• add L2,•2

Executing e3 L1,• −→ b L3,• add L3,•3

Executing e4 L1,• −→ c L5,• add L5,•4

pending nodes: 2, 3, 4, 10

2 Marking L2,• −→ upd L2,•2

upd L1,•1

upd L0,�0

pending nodes: 3, 4, 10

3 no cause

pending nodes: 4, 10

4 Pushing e6 L5,• −→ L6,• add L6,•5

L5,• −→ L6,•,q Lq,• add L6,•,qLq,• {}6

add L6,•,q {}7

pending nodes: 5, 7, 10

5 no cause

pending nodes: 7, 10

7 Popping e7 L6,•,7 −→ upd L6,•,q {7}7

add L7,•8

pending nodes: 8, 10

8 no cause

pending nodes: 10

continued
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continued

pending nodes: 10

10 Executing e2 L1,•,q −→ a L2,•,q add L2,•,q {}13

Executing e3 L1,•,q −→ b L3,•,q add L3,•,q {}11

Executing e4 L1,•,q −→ c L5,•,q add L5,•,q {}14

pending nodes: 13, 11, 14

13 no cause

pending nodes: 11, 14

11 Popping e5 L3,•,4 −→ upd L3,•,q {4}11

upd L1,•,q {4}10

add L4,�12

pending nodes: 12, 14

12 Marking L4,� −→ upd L4,�12

upd L1,•,qLq,� {4}9

pending nodes: 14

14 Pushing e6 L5,•,q2 −→ L6,•,q1 Lq1,•,q2 add L6,•,q1 Lq1,•,q2 {}15

use L6,•,q {7}7

add L7,•,q {}16

pending nodes: 16

16 Popping e8 L7,•,8 −→ upd L7,•,q {8}16

upd L6,•,q1 Lq1,•,q2 {7 7→ {8}}15

upd L5,•,q {8}14

upd L1,•,q {4, 8}10

add L8,�17

pending nodes: 17

17 Marking L8,� −→ upd L8,�17

upd L1,•,qLq,� {4, 8}9

pending nodes: none
We use two kinds of symbolic representations in the dependency graphs. Firstly,
the set that is used in nodes 6, 9, 10, 11, 14, 13, 7, and 16 determines possible
replacements for the placeholder q used in these nodes (every state in the set is
a possible replacement). Secondly, the map that is used in node 15 determines
possible replacements for the two placeholders q1 and q2 used in that node (if
the map contains the assignment q1 7→ S and q2 ∈ S, then (q1, q2) is a possible
replacement).
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We obtain the productions given in block 2|p.189 from the resulting dependency
graph given in block 3|p.189 by considering all non-hyperedges connecting two
blue nodes and by considering all blue nodes with a nonterminal Lq,X where q
is a marking state of the SDPDA. We can also maintain the relationship between
productions of the CFG and the edges of the SDPDA that is required for the
operation FDPDA-Enforce-Accessible,Opt. In this example, all productions are accessible
and, hence, the resulting CFG is already the desired LR(1)-CFG.

(5) Adapted Input SDPDA C′: Let the SDPDA C′ be defined as the SDPDA from
block 1|p.189 where the state 8 is no longer a marking state. For this adapted
SDPDA C′, we obtain (see the following dependency graph for C′ where only
nodes 9 and 17 are changed compared to the dependency graph for C) the same
productions from above except that ρ8 and ρ13 are not created because the final
step in the construction procedure above cannot be applied because 8 is no
longer a marking state. Hence, the resulting CFG would contain the inaccessible
productions ρ9, ρ10, ρ11, and ρ12. The reason for this is that when we traverse the
dependency graph to obtain the productions (after it has been created entirely),
we already obtained the inaccessible productions when realizing in node 9
that node 17 is not successful. Hence, the nodes 14, 15, 7, and 16 are falsely
assumed to be successful. We believe that an a posteriori removal of inaccessible
productions (see Definition 5.4|p.66 for a description of this procedure) may be
more efficient compared to preventing that inaccessible productions are obtained
in the first place.

(6) CFG Dependency Graph for C′:

L2,•2 L5,•4 L3,•3 L4,�12 L1,•,q {4, 8}10 L8,�17

L1,•1 L1,•,qLq,� {4}9

L0,�0

L5,•,q {8}14L3,•,q {4}11 L2,•,q {}13L6,•,qLq,• {}6L6,•5

L7,•8 L6,•,q1 Lq1,•,q2 {7 �→ {8}}15

L6,•,q {7}7 L7,•,q {8}16

different in the other
dependency graph in
block 1|p.189

A further optimization of this translation seems not necessary as our prototype-
based evaluation suggests that the construction of the LR(1)-Machine is the
bottleneck of our concrete controller synthesis algorithm as of now.
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8.2.2. Reduce Controllability to Nonblockingness for LR(1)-CFG

The concrete controller synthesis algorithm presented in chapter 5|p.61 has two
drawbacks. Firstly, it does not terminate for some unrealistic specifications that
attempt to enforce a precise repetition of uncontrollable events (see section 5.5|
p.87 for an example and see subsection 8.3.1|p.209 for another approach to
solve this issue within the given algorithm). Secondly, it iteratively converts the
controller candidate between DPDA and LR(1)-CFG, which requires the vast
amount of time and memory resources (see subsection 8.3.1|p.209 and section 8.3|
p.209 in general for approaches to alleviate this issue).

These drawbacks suggest the desirability of a more efficient algorithm, which is
investigated subsequently. Firstly, we consider the case of enforcing controllability
for a given DPDA (i.e., not relying on a reduction to nonblockingness), which is
similar compared to enforcing nonblockingness for DPDA because it also entails
non-local modifications of the DPDA. Secondly, also for the domain of DPDA, we
argue that nonblockingness cannot be reduced to controllability to demonstrate
(together with the reduction of controllability to nonblockingness used in our
synthesis algorithm) that nonblockingness is more complex than controllability
(up to termination of the algorithm and when defining the reduction in terms of
local modifications of the DPDA). From these two points, we derive our claim
that solving both problems in the domain of DPDA is difficult. Then, since
enforcing nonblockingness is simple for the CFG obtained from translation of the
DPDA, we propose the investigation of enforcing controllability in the context of
the obtained LR(1)-CFG. That is, thirdly, we propose to instantiate our abstract
controller synthesis algorithm from section 4.3|p.53 to the setting of CFG.

In the following example, we consider the problem of enforcing controllability
for a given DPDA and describe the steps of analysis and modification that are
relevant for this procedure to conclude that it is a complex problem when it is not
reduced to another problem (that is, enforcing nonblockingness in our concrete
controller synthesis algorithm).

Example 8.5: «Enforcing Controllability for DPDA»
Inputs: The plant and controller candidate are given as follows where Σuc = {u}.

Plant DFA P

p0 p1 p2 p3a b
c

u

a

b

Controller Candidate DPDA C

c0 c1 c2 c3
a, x, •x
b, x, ◦x c, •, •

c,�,�

u, •,−

a, •, •
a,�,�

b, ◦, ◦
x ∈ {�, •, ◦}
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Analysis of Controllability Problems: Note that only the state c1 of the DPDA C
may have controllability problems because only the corresponding state p1 in the
plant DFA P has an exiting edge that executes an uncontrollable event. Further
analysis shows that the state c1 can be reached with stacks represented by the
regular expression (•(•+ ◦)∗�) +�. While a controllability problem occurs
in state c1 only for the stack � it is also unavoidable to reach this controllability
problem whenever the state c1 is reached with a stack in •∗� (the admissible
stacks for state c1 are given by the regular expression •∗◦(•+ ◦)∗�) because the
controller must always permit the event a to reach the marking state c1 but it
prevents eventually the uncontrollable event u.

Detection/Localization of Unavoidable Controllability Problems: From the example
above, we can conclude that it is insufficient to consider only the top-stack to
determine controllability problems. However, considering a bounded prefix of
the stack to detect stacks that unavoidably lead to a controllability problem is
also insufficient because •k is a prefix of the stack •k� unavoidably leading to
noncontrollability but also of the admissible stack •k◦� definitely not leading to
a controllability problem. This observation also implies that the controller to be
synthesized cannot avoid controllability problems by inspecting a prefix of the
current stack at runtime.

Resolving Controllability Problems: We now assume that the stacks that unavoidably
lead to controllability problems have been detected by some procedure, that is,
for the current example, we assume that the regular expression •∗� denoting
such problematic stacks for c1 is given. Manually, we obtain the disambiguated
DPDA C′ below in which c1 is only reached with the problematic stacks •∗�
(and that can be removed for that reason) and where its counterpart c′1 is
reached with the remaining admissible stacks (given above). However, this
disambiguation requires a non-local modification, which is similarly applied for
enforcing nonblockingness for a given DPDA in Example 5.1|p.67. We claim that
also the problem of suitably modifying the DPDA is hard.

Controller Candidate DPDA C′

c0 c1 c2 c3a, x, •x
c, •, •
c,�,�

u, •,−

a, •, •
a,�,�

b, ◦, ◦

c′0 c′1 c′2 c′3
a, x, •x
b, x, ◦x c, •, •

c,�,�

u, •,−

a, •, •
a,�,�

b, ◦, ◦

b, x, ◦x

x ∈ {�, •, ◦}

removed to enforce
controllability
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We believe that nonblockingness cannot be reduced to controllability by means of
local modifications because nonblockingness is defined in terms of reachability
by unboundedly long derivations whereas controllability is only concerned with
the immediately upcoming events. However, we demonstrate in the following
example how the removal of deadlocks, which is a subproblem of the removal of
nonblockingness, can be reduced to controllability.

Example 8.6: «Reducing Deadlocks to Controllability for DPDA»
Inputs: The plant and controller candidate are given as follows where Σuc = {}.

Plant DFA P

p0 p1 p2 p3a b
c

d

a

b

Controller Candidate DPDA C

c0 c1 c2 c3
a, x, •x
b, x, ◦x c, •, •

c,�,�

d, •,−

a, •, •
a,�,�

b, ◦, ◦
x ∈ {�, •, ◦}

Analysis of Deadlock Problems: The deadlock problems are given for state c1 with
the stack �. However, the state c1 can be reached with stacks represented
by the regular expression (•(•+ ◦)∗�) +� and also reaching the deadlock is
unavoidable whenever the state c1 is reached with a stack in •∗� (the admissible
stacks for state c1 are given by the regular expression •∗◦(•+ ◦)∗�) because
the controller must always permit the event a to avoid the deadlock in c2 but it
prevents eventually all further execution in c1.
Note that this analysis is quite similar to the analysis in Example 8.5|p.193.

Reduction of Deadlocks to Controllability: We obtain a plant P′, a controller can-
didate C′, and a set of uncontrollable events Σ′uc by adapting the plant P, the
controller candidate C, and the set of uncontrollable events Σuc as follows to
establish a controllability problem in C′ for every deadlock problem present
in C. For this purpose, we add a new marking state pd to P and C, add an
uncontrollable event u to Σuc, add edges of the form edge-src=ci, edge-event=u,
edge-pop=X, edge-push=X, edge-trg=pd to C for every non-marking state ci for
which no edge exits for the stack X, and add the corresponding edges also to P.

Plant DFA P′

p0 p1 p2 p3

pd

a b
c

d

a

b
u
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Controller Candidate DPDA C′

c0 c1 c2 c3
a, x, •x
b, x, ◦x c, •, •

c,�,�

d, •,−

a, •, •
a,�,�

b, ◦, ◦

pd

u,�,�

x ∈ {�, •, ◦}

As a last reduction, we demonstrate that controllability problems can be reduced
to deadlocks. While this last reduction is not practical, we can now conclude,
together with the other reductions discussed before, that enforcing nonblocking-
ness is strictly harder than enforcing controllability and the absence of deadlocks,
which are equally hard (up to termination and when only relying on local modi-
fications of the DPDA in the reductions).

Example 8.7: «Reduce Controllability to Deadlocks for DPDA»
Inputs and Analysis of Controllability Problems: See Example 8.5|p.193 above for P,
C, Σuc, and the analysis why (c1,�) is the only controllability problem.

Reduction of Controllability to Deadlocks: We obtain a plant P′, a controller can-
didate C′, and a set of uncontrollable events Σ′uc by adapting the plant P, the
controller candidate C, and the set of uncontrollable events Σuc as follows to
establish a deadlock problem in C′ for every controllability problem present
in C. For this purpose, we add a new marking state pd to P and C, add an
uncontrollable event v to Σuc, add edges of the form edge-src=ci, edge-event=v,
edge-pop=X, edge-push=X, edge-trg=pd to C for every state ci with a potential
controllability problem for which no edge exits for the stack X, and add the
corresponding edges also to P.

Plant DFA P′

p0 p1 p2 p3

pd

a b
c

u

a

b
v

Controller Candidate DPDA C′

c0 c1 c2 c3

pd

a, x, •x
b, x, ◦x c, •, •

c,�,�

u, •,−v,�,�

a, •, •
a,�,�

b, ◦, ◦
x ∈ {�, •, ◦}
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We now propose, by providing an example along the way, a controller synthesis
algorithm in which we reduce controllability to nonblockingness for a given LR(1)-
CFG controller candidate and where we enforce nonblockingness by trimming a
CFG. Also, to compute the initial nonblocking LR(1)-CFG controller candidate,
we reuse various operations used in our concrete controller synthesis algorithm
from chapter 5|p.61.
Example 8.8: «Controller Synthesis Algorithm for LR(1)-CFG»
(1) Inputs: The plant and the specification are given as follows where Σuc = {u}.

Plant DFA P

p0 p1 p2 p3a b
c u

d

e

Specification DPDA S

c0 c1 c2 c3
a, x, •x
b, x, ◦x c, •, •

c,�,�

u, •,−

d, •, •
d,�,�

e, ◦, ◦

x ∈ {�, •, ◦}

(2) Analysis: Both of the automata P and S satisfy the nonblockingness property,
the marked language of P contains the marked language of S, and the marked
language of S is the union of the following disjoint sets.

{ c . n ∈ N} (8.1)
{aan c . n ∈ N} (8.2)
{wbaan c . w ∈ {a, b}∗, n ∈ N} (8.3)

{aan am+1c(ud)m+1 . w ∈ {a, b}∗, n, m ∈ N} (8.4)

{ am+1c(ud)m+1 . w ∈ {a, b}∗, m ∈ N} (8.5)

{wbaanam+1c(ud)m+1 . w ∈ {a, b}∗, n, m ∈ N} (8.6)

{wb am+1c(ud)mue . w ∈ {a, b}∗, m ∈ N} (8.7)

When taking S as a controller candidate, there is only the immediate controllabil-
ity problem (c1,�) in which an edge executing u for this state and top-stack is
missing in S. However, a controllability violation is also unavoidable if and only
if no b occurs before reaching c1 (that is for (c1, •∗ •�) and (c2, •∗�)) because the
event e will never be enabled and the controller must return to state c1 whenever
it reaches c2 to satisfy nonblockingness and, hence, the controllability problem
(c1,�) is eventually reached. Stated differently, the sets (Eq. 8.1) and (Eq. 8.5)
contain marked words with immediate controllability problems, the sets (Eq. 8.2)
and (Eq. 8.4) contain marked words with unavoidable controllability problems,
and the sets (Eq. 8.3), (Eq. 8.6), and (Eq. 8.7) should be retained during controller
synthesis.
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(3) Construction of the initial LR(1)-CFG controller candidate (1/4): We reuse multiple
operations from our concrete controller synthesis algorithm from chapter 5|p.61

to determine a controller candidate in the form of an LR(1)-CFG.

• We determine the DPDA C0 to be FDPDA-DFA-Product S P
See section 5.1|p.64.

• We determine the SDPDA C1 to be FDPDA→SDPDA C0
See section 5.2.1|p.69.

• We determine the SDPDA C2 to be FSDPDA-EUME C1
See section 5.2.1|p.70.

• We determine the optional LR(1)-CFG Copt
3 to be FSDPDA→LR(1),Rec C2

See subsection 8.2.1|p.188.

• If Copt
3 is None, we return None

We conclude that there is no satisfactory DPDA controller for C and P.

• If Copt
3 is Some C3, we continue.

• We determine the LR(1)-CFG C4 to be FCFG-Rename-Nonterminals C3
We construct an injective renaming function that maps each nonterminal A
of C3 to a pair n p . The association of A with the plant state p is contained
in A due to the product construction. The natural number n is used to
ensure injectivity. We only apply this renaming function to ease readability.
The default color for nontermimals is blue in the following.

Controller Candidate LR(1)-CFG C4 with initial nonterminal 0 p0

0 p0 −→ a 1 p0

0 p0 −→ b 3 p0

0 p0 −→ c 0 p1

1 p0 −→ 7 p0

1 p0 −→ 8 p0 0 p2

2 p0 −→ 10 p0

3 p0 −→ 10 p0

4 p0 −→ 7 p0

4 p0 −→ 8 p0 3 p2

5 p0 −→ 8 p0 2 p2

6 p0 −→ 7 p0

6 p0 −→ 8 p0 4 p2

7 p0 −→ a 4 p0

7 p0 −→ b 2 p0

7 p0 −→ c 2 p1

8 p0 −→ a 5 p0

8 p0 −→ c 1 p1

9 p0 −→ 10 p0

10 p0 −→ a 6 p0

10 p0 −→ b 9 p0

0 p1 −→
1 p1 −→ u 1 p2

0 p2 −→ d 0 p1

1 p2 −→
2 p2 −→ d 1 p1

4 p2 −→ e 0 p3

0 p3 −→
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(4) Construction of the initial LR(1)-CFG controller candidate (2/4): We now determine
the set Npcp of nonterminals with potential controllability problems for which
further analysis is required to determine whether they describe true or false
controllability problems. Also, we determine their parent nonterminals Nppcp
and use these two sets in the next step to disambiguate the LR(1)-CFG C4.

• We determine Npcp to be FCFG-Potential-Controllability-Problems C4 P
A nonterminal n p contained in C4 has a potential controllability problem if
and only if there is some uncontrollable event u ∈ Σuc such that P has
an edge that exits p and that executes u and u is not in the first set of
the nonterminal n p (that is, if [ u ] is not in FCFG-First C4 1 [ beA n p ]; see
section 5.2.2|p.73). The elements of Npcp are colored red such as in n p .

• We determine Nppcp to be FCFG-Parents C4 Npcp
We determine all parent nonterminals of nonterminals in Npcp. Formally,
a nonterminal is in Nppcp if there is a finite initial marking derivation d in
cfgSTD ending in a configuration that contains a nonterminal from Npcp
that is not contained in any other configuration of d. The elements of
Nppcp − Npcp are colored green such as in n p .

We now visualize the LR(1)-CFG C4 similarly as in Example 8.4|p.189. Produc-
tions such as 1 p0 −→ 8 p0 0 p2 are represented by a hyperedge, productions
such as 0 p0 −→ a 1 p0 are represented by a labelled edge, productions such as
3 p0 −→ 10 p0 are represented by an unlabelled edge, and productions such as
0 p1 −→ [ ] are represented by an unlabelled exiting edge without target.

Controller Candidate LR(1)-CFG C4 with Npcp and Nppcp

0 p0 9 p03 p0

1 p0 10 p00 p1 2 p07 p0

0 p2 4 p0 6 p0

3 p2 2 p1

4 p28 p0

0 p35 p0 1 p1

2 p2 1 p2

c a

b

d
a

b

c

d

a

b

e

ud

a c
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(5) Construction of the initial LR(1)-CFG controller candidate (3/4): We conduct in
this step and in the next step two disambiguations of the LR(1)-CFG C4 to ensure
that the subsequent removal of nonterminals with true controllability problems
is least restrictive, which should follow from the fact that all removed initial
derivations indeed exhibit a controllability problem.

• We determine the LR(1)-CFG C5 to be FCFG-Pull C4
To obtain C5, we add productions to C4 as follows. If ρ1 : n1 p1 −→ n2 p2

and ρ2 : n2 p2 −→ w are two productions of C4, we add the production
ρ3 : n1 p1 −→ w. This additional production does not alter the marked
language as it is just the merging of the two given productions. However,
if ρ2 is removed to reduce controllability to nonblockingness, this is then
not automatically also the case for ρ3 and, indeed, retaining ρ3 can then
result in least restrictiveness.

In the LR(1)-CFG C4, we have 6 productions of the form ρ1 and we have to add
the following 15 productions to obtain the resulting LR(1)-CFG G5.

Production ρ1 Production ρ2 Production ρ3

1 p0 −→ 7 p0 7 p0 −→ a 4 p0 1 p0 −→ a 4 p0
7 p0 −→ b 2 p0 1 p0 −→ b 2 p0
7 p0 −→ c 2 p1 1 p0 −→ c 2 p1

4 p0 −→ 7 p0 7 p0 −→ a 4 p0 4 p0 −→ a 4 p0
7 p0 −→ b 2 p0 4 p0 −→ b 2 p0
7 p0 −→ c 2 p1 4 p0 −→ c 2 p1

6 p0 −→ 7 p0 7 p0 −→ a 4 p0 6 p0 −→ a 4 p0
7 p0 −→ b 2 p0 6 p0 −→ b 2 p0
7 p0 −→ c 2 p1 6 p0 −→ c 2 p1

2 p0 −→ 10 p0 10 p0 −→ a 6 p0 2 p0 −→ a 6 p0
10 p0 −→ b 6 p0 2 p0 −→ b 6 p0

3 p0 −→ 10 p0 10 p0 −→ a 6 p0 3 p0 −→ a 6 p0
10 p0 −→ b 6 p0 3 p0 −→ b 6 p0

9 p0 −→ 10 p0 10 p0 −→ a 6 p0 9 p0 −→ a 6 p0
10 p0 −→ b 6 p0 9 p0 −→ b 6 p0

For our running example, we proceed by applying the disambiguation from the
following block 6|p.201 again to C4 (and not to C5 as defined by our algorithm)
for demonstration purposes. In particular, this allows us to discuss the impact of
the disambiguation above more clearly and keeps the intermediately obtained
LR(1)-CFGs suitably compact for presentation.
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(6) Construction of the initial LR(1)-CFG controller candidate (4/4): We conduct
a further disambiguation of the LR(1)-CFG C5 to ensure that the subsequent
removal of nonterminals with true controllability problems is least restrictive,
which should follow from the fact that all removed initial derivations indeed
exhibit a controllability problem.

• We determine the LR(1)-CFG G0 to be FCFG-Split Nppcp C5
We consider all paths of C5 given by its initial derivations in cfgSTD and
use in each path a custom replica for each nonterminal in R = (Nppcp ∪
Npcp)− {0 p0}. Note, we consider the initial derivation only until no fresh
nonterminals occur in some configuration (that is, we do not unfold loops).
Also, the resulting LR(1)-CFG has a single replica for each nonterminal
not in R (e.g. 8 p0 0). For example, the two paths ω1 = 0 p0 · 0 p1 and
ω2 = 0 p0 · 1 p0 · 0 p2 · 0 p1 are disambiguated by using a different replica
(constructed by adding another natural number) of 0 p1 in the resulting
paths ω′1 = 0 p0 0 · 0 p1 0 and ω′2 = 0 p0 0 · 1 p0 0 · 0 p2 0 · 0 p1 1 in G0.

LR(1)-CFG G0

0 p0 0

0 p1 0 1 p0 0 3 p0 02 p1 0 9 p0 1

7 p0 0 10 p0 10 p2 0

2 p0 0 4 p0 0 0 p1 1 6 p0 1 2 p0 1

10 p0 0 3 p2 0 7 p0 1

6 p0 0 9 p0 0 2 p1 1 4 p0 1 2 p1 2

4 p2 0 8 p0 0 3 p2 1

0 p3 0 5 p0 0 1 p1 0 2 p1 3

2 p2 0 1 p2 0

a c

b

c a b

c

b
a

a

b

d

a
b

e d

ud

d

a c

This last step also replicated occurrences of nonterminals with potential control-
lability problems. The LR(1)-CFG G0 above contains now six such nonterminals.
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(7) Reducing Controllability to Nonblockingness: We obtained an initial controller
candidate in the previous steps. In our overall fixed-point algorithm (see next
block), we enforce controllability on such controller candidates Gi that are given
in the form of an LR(1)-CFG as follows. The controller candidates must have
undergone the disambiguation steps in block 5|p.200 and block 6|p.201 to ensure
that the subsequently discussed removals do not invalidate least restrictiveness.
This is discussed for our example in block 9|p.203.

1. We construct the LR(1)-Machine Mi for the given LR(1)-CFG Gi as in our
concrete controller synthesis algorithm.
We determine the fresh symbol S′ not in cfg-nonterminals G,
we determine the fresh symbol $ not in cfg-events G,
we determine the augmented CFG G′i to be FCFG-Augment Gi S′ $, and
we determine the LR(1)-Machine Mi to be FLR(k)-Machine G′i 1 .
See subsection 5.2.3|p.77 for the employed operations.

2. We determine the set Nacp to be FCFG-Actual-Controllability-Problems P Mi Npcp

A nonterminal n1 pi n2 in Npcp is in the set of nonterminals with actual
controllability problems Nacp if and only if there is a state q of Mi that
contains an item I that has an empty first rhs and that has a left hand side
n1 pi n2 and where pi has an outgoing edge executing u in the plant P
and q has no outgoing edge executing u in Mi.

3. We determine the optional LR(1)-CFG Gi,ec,opt to be FCFG-Remove Gi Nacp
We remove the nonterminals Nacp from Gi and also remove all productions
mentioning one these nonterminals. The result is equal to None if the initial
nonterminal of Gi is in Nacp.

4. We return the obtained optional LR(1)-CFG Gi,ec,opt as a result. Note, if
Gi,ec,opt = Some Gi,ec, then Gi,ec is included in Gi w.r.t. the sets of nontermi-
nals, events, and productions. Also, Gi,ec is either equal to Gi, which means
that Gi has no further controllability problems to be removed, or Gi,ec is
strictly smaller than Gi.

By constructing the LR(1)-Machine for the given LR(1)-CFG, we “bind together”
different initial marking derivations (for which the LR(1)-Parser would apply
the same parsing rules) and can remove such a set of initial marking derivations
together once we determine that they collectively exhibit a controllability prob-
lem. For least restrictiveness, it is crucial that such a set either contains only
initial marking derivations exhibiting a controllability problems or, and this is
our approach, that falsely removed initial marking derivations execute words
that are still executable by retained initial marking derivations due to the two
disambiguation steps before. We apply this operation in block 9|p.203 below to
controller candidates given as LR(1)-CFGs.
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(8) Proposed Controller Synthesis Algorithm: For a DFA plant P, a DPDA specifi-
cation S, and a set of uncontrollable events Σuc such as those given in block 1|
p.197, the algorithm proceeds as follows.

1. We obtain the initial LR(1)-CFG controller candidate G0 according to block
3|p.198, block 4|p.199, block 5|p.200, and block 6|p.201.

2. We apply the following fixed-point iterator on the controller candidates Gi
until a fixed point is obtained.

a) We obtain the (optional) LR(1)-CFG Gi,ec,opt by removing controllability
problems according to block 7|p.202.

b) If Gi,ec,opt = None, we return None and conclude that there is no
satisfactory DPDA controller for S and P.

c) If Gi,ec,opt = Some Gi, we conclude that no controllability problems
were removed and we convert this LR(1)-CFG into the resulting DPDA
controller by using operations of our concrete controller synthesis
algorithm discussed in chapter 5|p.61 and return this DPDA controller.

d) If Gi,ec,opt = Some Gi,ec (where Gi,ec 6= Gi), we enforce nonblockingness
by trimming Gi,ec to obtain the next LR(1)-CFG controller candidate
Gi+1 that is used in the subsequent iteration.

The termination of this procedure is immediate because the size of the sets of the
nonterminals of the LR(1)-CFG controller candidates Gi strictly decreases in each
iteration (considering for each Gi only the size of the subset of the nonterminals
with potential controllability problems is also suitable for this purpose).

(9) Resulting Satisfactory but not Least-restrictive Controller: For our running exam-
ple, we apply this proposed fixed-point computation to the initial LR(1)-CFG
controller candidate given in block 6|p.201 (where we omitted the step in block
5|p.200 for now). For this LR(1)-CFG, we determine, see block 2|p.197 for our
initial manual analysis of immediate and unavoidable controllability problems,
that two nonterminals are to be removed in each of the first two applications of
enforcing controllability.

• Iteration 1: Step a: Enforce Controllability

– The nonterminal 0 p1 0 has a controllability problem because it is
used for the initial marking derivation executing c, which is in the set
of immediate controllability problems in (Eq. 8.1)|p.197.

– The nonterminal 0 p1 1 has a controllability problem because it is
used for the initial marking derivation executing acud, which is in the
set of immediate controllability problems in (Eq. 8.5)|p.197.

• Iteration 1: Step b: Enforce Nonblockingness

– The nonterminal 0 p2 0 is removed by trimming the LR(1)-CFG.
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• Iteration 2: Step a: Enforce Controllability

– The nonterminal 2 p1 0 has a controllability problem because it is
used for the initial marking derivation executing ac, which is in the
set of unavoidable controllability problems in (Eq. 8.2)|p.197.

– The nonterminal 2 p1 1 has a controllability problem because it is
used for the initial marking derivation executing aacud, which is in
the set of unavoidable controllability problems in (Eq. 8.4)|p.197.

• Iteration 2: Step b: Enforce Nonblockingness

– The nonterminal 3 p2 0 is removed by trimming the LR(1)-CFG.

In the third iteration, no further nonterminals are removed and the algorithm
terminates. The removed nonterminals are marked in the following picture.

Not Least Restrictive Obtained Controller LR(1)-CFG without block 5|p.200

0 p0 0

0 p1 0
1a

1 p0 0 3 p0 02 p1 0
2a

9 p0 1

7 p0 0 10 p0 10 p2 0
1b

2 p0 0 4 p0 0 0 p1 1
1a

6 p0 1 2 p0 1

10 p0 0 3 p2 0
2b

7 p0 1

6 p0 0 9 p0 0 2 p1 1
2a

4 p0 1 2 p1 2

4 p2 0 8 p0 0 3 p2 1

0 p3 0 5 p0 0 1 p1 0 2 p1 3

2 p2 0 1 p2 0

a c

b

c a b

c

b
a

a

b

d

a
b

e d

ud

d

a c

This resulting LR(1)-CFG controller candidate is not least restrictive because (for
example) the word abbac is falsely removed from the marked language of the
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controller candidate as follows. Firstly, the word abbac is, according to block 1|
p.197, in the marked language of the specification S. Secondly, the extension
abbacu is a marked word of the controller candidate above.
The violation of least restrictiveness follows from the removal of the nonterminal
2 p1 0 in step 2a that must be removed to remove ac but that also removes the
word abbacu from the marked language. To resolve this problem, we require
the application of the disambiguation step in block 5|p.200 in which we add a
replica X of 2 p1 0 that is reachable from 6 p0 0 by executing c. This replica X is
then retained in the controller candidate and guarantees that the word abbacu
is retained in the marked language of the controller candidate. The satisfactory
and least restrictive controller is depicted in the next block.

(10) Resulting Satisfactory and Least-restrictive Controller: We do not visualize the
initial LR(1)-CFG controller candidate that results from applying both disam-
biguation steps from block 5|p.200 and block 6|p.201 due to its size. After the
third iteration our fixed-point computation in which no controllability problems
are resolved, we ultimately obtain the satisfactory and least restrictive controller
that is given as follows.

Least Restrictive Obtained Controller LR(1)-CFG with block 5|p.200

0 p0 1 p0

2 p0 3 p0

1 p1

a b

a

b

a

a

a

b

a

b

c c

2 p2 0 p3
e3 p22 p1

d 8 p0

5 p0 1 p1

2 p2

1 p2

a c

u

d

For example, the word abbac discussed above is also a marked word of this
controller candidate, which we computed using an extension of our prototype
CoSy. A close inspection shows that the marked language of this LR(1)-CFG is
equal to the union of the sets of words given in (Eq. 8.3)|p.197, (Eq. 8.6)|p.197,
and (Eq. 8.7)|p.197, which was the intended result.
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The formal verification of the algorithm that is described and applied in this
example remains for future work, but applications to various different examples
including the one above are promising. There are some key issues to be verified
in addition to the results obtained for our concrete controller synthesis algorithm
from chapter 5|p.61. Firstly, the CFG controller candidate obtained upon termina-
tion of the fixed-point computation should satisfy the LR(1)-property to allow
the translation into a DPDA. We believe that the disambiguation operation from
block 6|p.201 and the removal of nonterminals and productions for enforcing
controllability and nonblockingness readily preserve the LR(1)-property. The
disambiguation operation from block 5|p.200 can invalidate this property but its
application can be reverted whenever the existence of multiple remaining replicas
results in the violation of the LR(1)-property (for simplicity, we left out this step
in the example above). Secondly, a proof for the termination of the fixed-point
computation is required. We expect that the reasoning given on this issue in
the example will suffice. Thirdly, the CFG controller candidate obtained upon
termination of the fixed-point computation should have no further controllability
problems and should also satisfy the nonblockingness property to ensure that it
is a satisfactory solution. Enforcing nonblockingness for CFG has already been
formally verified and our proposed approach using the LR(1)-Machine for identi-
fying controllability problems is directly related to the LR(1)-Parser constructed
in our concrete controller synthesis algorithm from chapter 5|p.61 where it is also
used to bind together initial marking derivations of the nonblocking LR(1)-CFG.
Fourthly, we must verify that the employed disambiguations suffice to ensure
least restrictiveness in particular for the operation for enforcing controllability.

If the formal verification of this proposed algorithm reveals unresolvable prob-
lems, we may still use the proposed algorithm as follows. Firstly, if it does not
remove all controllability problems, we can integrate it into our concrete controller
synthesis algorithm from chapter 5|p.61 by applying it in each of its iterations
when an LR(1)-CFG is obtained. Secondly, if it is not least restrictive (presumably
due to insufficient disambiguation), we can present alleged controllability prob-
lems to the user for manual validation (however, we propose the development of
further disambiguations in this case or to remove fewer controllability problems).
Thirdly, if it does not preserve determinism (presumably due to too extensive or
inadequate disambiguation), we can present alleged controllability problems to
the user for manual validation as well (however, we propose the development of
weaker or more precise disambiguations in this case).

The proposed controller synthesis algorithm has been implemented in our
prototype CoSy and back-to-back testing with our concrete controller synthesis
algorithm from chapter 5|p.61 for various examples did not reveal differences
in the marked and unmarked languages of the resulting DPDA controllers (for
inputs where our concrete controller synthesis algorithm from chapter 5|p.61

also terminates). If the formal verification of this proposed algorithm shows that
it is sound, least restrictive, and terminating, we believe that it is a reasonable
replacement for our concrete controller synthesis algorithm from chapter 5|p.61

because it is more efficient and guaranteed to terminate.
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8.2.3. Enforce/Verify Worst-case Execution Times

The worst case execution time (WCET) of a controller is given by the maximal
amount of time it requires between two events and is required to ensure that the
controller reacts timely upon any event of the plant to ensure overall functional
correctness. Synchronous programming languages such as Esterel [39], Lustre [7],
and SyncCharts [21] in which controllers can be implemented also rely on the
existence of a WCET for a correct closed loop behavior. This requirement has
also been mentioned in Par. Further Controller Characteristics|p.166 for the setting
of controller synthesis. For DFA controllers, the WCET is negligible because the
step-relation can be encoded suitably and the controller does not have to perform
complex computations. However, the DPDA from the following examples does
not enjoy a WCET and, moreover, the example suggests that there is no procedure
that translates a DPDA without WCET into an equivalent DPDA with WCET.

Example 8.9: «Internal Steps are Essential for DPDA»
DPDA Controller C:

0 1

2

3

4

5

a, a, aa
a,�, a�

c,�,�
c, a, a

d,�,�
d, a, a

a, a,−
−,�,�

b, a, ba
b,�, b�

b, b, bb

d, b, b
−, b,−

−, a, a
−,�,�

c, b, b
b, b,−

−, a, a
−,�,�

Discussion: The DPDA controller C has the marked language { anbmcbm . n, m ∈
N } ∪ { anbmdan . n, m ∈ N }. It counts the number of occurrences of the
events a and b as it executes them until executing either the event c or the event d
resulting in the stack bman�. Then, for a word in the first set, the controller C
can check that it executes the same number of events b as before by popping one
b from the stack in each step (state 5). However, for a word from the second set,
the controller C has to drop the prefix bm from the stack (in state 4) to obtain
the stack an� before being able to check that it executes the same number of
events a as before by popping one a from the stack in each step (state 2). Hence,
the controller has no WCET because for every natural number m there is a
possible input such as bmd where the DPDA requires m steps before it can make
a decision on whether or not to execute the event a at least once.
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However, an actual encoding of this DPDA controller in a programming language
may use more powerful stack-modification operations to guarantee a WCET by
(a) realizing that the loop at state 4 in the DPDA above has the effect that all
b-instances are removed from the top of the stack, by (b) maintaining a pointer
to the point in the stack that is just underneath the unbounded number of b-
instances (this pointer would be established when changing state from 0 to 3),
and by (c) cropping the stack using this pointer when reaching state 5.

When considering the LR(1)-CFG, the LR(1)-Machine, and the LR(1)-Parser for
the DPDA from the example above, we can indeed determine and use pointers
along this idea. Intuitively, the LR(1)-CFG for this DPDA contains a production of
the form X −→ YZ where Y can execute words in bmd and where Z can execute
a following event a. The pointer mentioned above should be established for the
look-ahead event a originating from Z when the first event b (or the event d) is
executed using the nonterminal Y. When the identified look-ahead event a is then
observed later on, which means that the nonterminal Z will not produce further
events, the stack should be cropped using the established pointer. In the example,
this avoids the application of an unbounded number of reduce rules that silently
revert steps applied to the nonterminal Z and its derivatives. However, these
preliminary results require further investigation.

Alternatively a WCET of k can be enforced on a computed controller candidate
C by (a) eliminating/merging adjacent edges not executing events, by (b) adapting
all edges not executing events to execute the fresh event τ, by (c) constructing
the product automaton of C and a DFA such as the one in the figure below, and
by (d) reverting τ-executing edges of the resulting automaton back into edges
executing no event.

Figure 8.1: «DFA Used for Enforcing a WCET of 5 on a DPDA»

σ σ σ σ σ

σ
τ τ τ τ τ

σ ∈ Σ− {τ}

However, the least restrictiveness of this procedure depends on the non-trivial
step (a) from above for reducing sequences of internal steps. Also note that
step (c) of this procedure may invalidate nonblockingness and controllability
because it may restrict the marked language. Hence, the employed controller
synthesis algorithm must then be restarted on the obtained automaton to ensure
the satisfaction of these two properties.

Also, while we are not aware of suitable optimizations of the definition of the
canonical LR(1)-Parser, the desired adaptations enforcing a WCET would also
result in more efficient parsing as intermediate reduce steps could be omitted.
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8.3. Future Work

We discuss several envisioned enhancements, extensions, and applications of the
contributions presented in this thesis. In particular, we strive to enhance and
optimize the concrete controller synthesis algorithm presented in chapter 5|p.61

and its prototype implementation CoSy discussed in section 7.4|p.154 in several
directions. Also, we will continue our work from the previous section building
opon the promising results presented.

8.3.1. Further Enhancements of the Contributions

We consider enhancements of our concrete controller synthesis algorithm (and
also its prototype implementation CoSy) regarding several important aspects
of the inputs, the performed computation, and the outputs. In particular, we
consider workflows and formalisms for the definition of inputs of our concrete
controller synthesis algorithm to ease applicability and to allow for stronger
specifications, we discuss aspects of the concrete controller synthesis algorithm
such as efficiency, trustworthiness, termination, and a supplementary workflow
integration, and we target the problem of minimizing the memory footprint of
the synthesized controller when being deployed.

Inputs of the Concrete Controller Synthesis Algorithm
We now continue our discussion from section 7.1|p.143 and discuss problems
regarding the (compositional) definition of the plant and the specification and
the use of specifications stronger than DPDA for the synthesis algorithm.

We will utilize a more relaxed CSP-style synchronization operation (see [162])
that synchronizes the steps of a DPDA G1 and of a DFA G2 only for the events
in an additionally provided set ΣS, written G1|[ΣS]|G2, and that allows for inter-
leaving of steps for events not in ΣS. Such an operation will ease applicability of
our synthesis algorithm because it allows for simplified plant and specification
automata (for example, the self loops for various additional events in Example 7.2|
p.147 could be omitted). By also using this synchronization operation, we will
define the plant DFA as the determinization of the product automaton of a set
of (possibly nondeterministic) FSA. Note that the usage of this synchronization
operation within the concrete controller synthesis algorithm as a replacement for
FDPDA-DFA-Product will impact our entire formalization (including the operation inf
defining the corresponding synchronization operation on DES instances). Addi-
tionally, to avoid the model explosion problem caused by the application of the
synchronization operation, we will investigate whether the computation of the
synchronization automaton can be avoided (see [228] for a DFA-based synthesis
approach for State Tree Structures that avoids the model explosion problem in
this way). Moreover, we will develop a reasonable input notation for DPDA and
DFA to simplify their definition, which was already required for Example 7.4|
p.151 where we automatically generated different DPDA specifications and DFA
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plants for different sets of parameters for use in section 7.5|p.157. To further
increase the expressiveness of the specifications, we will select a logic such as
LTL, CTL, or CaRet [13] to be able to state additional relevant properties that
are to be satisfied by the closed loop. Then, given the controller candidate in
the form of a DPDA or in the form of an LR(1)-CFG, we will develop suitable
algorithms for enforcing these properties. Moreover, instead of using the DPDA
as a positive specification (as it is customary in supervisory controller synthesis),
we will evaluate whether the use of a DPDA for the definition of undesirable
behavior is beneficial. Note that we can readily apply our algorithm in this case
by applying the well-known complement operation on this negative DPDA (see
[168, Theorem 7.29, p. 289]) but that we cannot use a positive and a negative
DPDA specification at once because in this case the synchronous product of the
positive DPDA and the complement of the negative DPDA would not be a DPDA
as required. Moreover, as for the plant, where we may use nondeterministic FSA
and translate them to DFA before applying our algorithm, we may use a PDA
specification that is nondeterministic and convert it to a CFG. This conversion
preserves the marked language of the PDA also in this nondeterministic case
and, which warrants further analysis, removes the nondeterminism in some cases.
While not every PDA has an equivalent DPDA counterpart, we will analyze the
limitations of this conversion. Also, we will investigate whether the synthesis
procedure can be adapted to handle and preserve stack-elements with an inner
structure representing for example multiple values at once. Similarly, we will
determine whether compound operations (given for example by EDPDA edges)
that can be represented by multiple DPDA edges and that are used in the input
specification can be reestablished in the DPDA that is obtained from the inter-
mediate LR(1)-CFG. This would be beneficial as it would help to reduce the size
of the DPDA controller candidates and it would help to retain the connection
between the provided specification and DPDA controller candidates that occur
during the fixed-point computation. Finally, we note that an integrated workflow
accompanied with a tool environment requires also support for the validation
of the provided plant and the provided specification. Such validation will be
supported by producing diverse subsets of the marked languages, which can
be obtained for example by determining words derivable by all distinct subsets
of productions of the equivalent LR(1)-CFG. Each word of such a subset then
corresponds to a scenario that can be inspected.

Operations of the Concrete Controller Synthesis Algorithm
We will continue our work on the operations of the concrete controller synthesis
algorithm to increase its efficiency with respect to time and space, to increase
trustworthiness of all operations of its prototype implementation CoSy, to ensure
termination or at least to realize patterns that may indicate nontermination, and to
provide additional feedback during the fixed-point computation to allow the user
to check that the fixed-point computations proceeds as expected.

We already provided the first steps in subsection 8.2.2|p.193 towards an al-
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gorithm that is more efficient compared to our concrete controller synthesis
algorithm from chapter 5|p.61. In the fixed-point computations carried out by
both algorithms, we employ operations on sequences of only slightly changed
EPDA, CFGs, and Parsers. Hence, to increase efficiency, we will adapt the
employed operations to adapt results from earlier applications to the slightly
changed inputs. For example, a certain part of the DPDA controller candi-
date may have no controllability problems after iteration i and does not need
to be reconsidered in subsequent iterations. We will verify that the operation
FDPDA-Enforce-Accessible,Opt used at the end of the operation FDPDA-Enforce-Nonblocking,Opt
can be skipped because the LR(1)-Parser constructed in FDPDA-Enforce-Nonblocking,Opt
is accessible and the subsequent translation of this LR(1)-Parser into a DPDA pre-
serves accessibility. This conjecture is supported by a prototype-based evaluation
using CoSy that we carried out for this purpose. This analysis also showed that
we can expect a significant gain in efficiency when actually skipping the applica-
tion of FDPDA-Enforce-Accessible,Opt. Similarly, we will attempt to adapt the operation
FDPDA-Reduce-Controllable to be able to skip the application of FDPDA-Enforce-Accessible,Opt
in FDPDA-Reduce-Controllable as well by ensuring that every auxiliary state that is intro-
duced is always accessible (see section 5.3|p.82). Moreover, when implementing
our prototype CoSy, we determined various optimizations of building blocks
of our concrete controller synthesis algorithm. Some of these optimizations are
given by straightforward implementations using multithreading. Other opti-
mizations avoid recomputations for unchanged inputs using caches, compute
the outputs differently as the operation FSDPDA→LR(1),Rec presented in subsec-
tion 8.2.1|p.188, additionally reduce the size of the resulting EPDA, CFGs, and
Parsers by removing inaccessible parts or by merging adjacent edges, productions,
and rules, or exploit observations such as the one above on the application of
FDPDA-Enforce-Accessible,Opt. We will implement our algorithms in C++ by adapting
the libFAUDES [32] plugin mentioned in section 7.4|p.154 because our prototype
based evaluation from section 7.5|p.157 revealed that, when allocating more
memory than required for the Java runtime environment, the default memory
handling of Java causes a significant increase of runtime.

The above discussed optimizations of building blocks (and even more so the
discussed extensions) are on their own not trustworthy and their integration
and use in our prototype CoSy henceforth requires further formalization and
verification to reestablish a high degree of trustworthiness. This problem of
maintaining trustworthiness upon any kind of adaption is also not significantly
alleviated by the back-to-back testing with the formally verified original opera-
tions that we typically employ in initial stages of change development. In fact,
the manual implementation process from the Isabelle-based formalization of the
various building blocks to Java code is obviously subject to failure, but, as of
now, the Isabelle support for converting formalizations of building blocks from
Isabelle into functional programs is not adequate due to lack of documentation,
lack of automatic support, lack of generality (automatic handling of enough
language constructs and operators), and lack of code optimizations (such as
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multithreading). We will use the Isabelle code generation techniques to obtain a
reference implementation once it reached a sufficient level of maturity.

We argued in section 5.5|p.87 that we believe that our concrete controller syn-
thesis algorithm from chapter 5|p.61 already terminates for all reasonable DPDA
specifications, which are not specifying the execution of an unbounded number of
uncontrollable events according to the elements of a previously established stack.
However, we will determine adaptations of our concrete controller synthesis
algorithm ensuring termination such as the synthesis algorithm discussed in
subsection 8.2.2|p.193 for which termination is not in doubt. When considering
various problem instances such as for example Figure 5.9|p.88 where our pro-
posed concrete controller synthesis algorithm did not terminate, we observed that
some controllability problems are not removed when the source of uncontrollabil-
ity is a stack element that may be hidden under an unbounded number of other
stack elements. The application of the fixed-point computation then resulted in a
sequence of obtained controller candidates that are all having a similar instance of
the “same” controllability problem. Intuitively, our algorithm fails in these cases
to remove unavoidable controllability problems as discussed in subsection 8.2.2|
p.193. From the considered example, we believe that the controllability problems
that are undesirably preserved between two successive controller candidates can
be identified in the form of preserved substructures. If the least restrictiveness
of the removal of these substructures can be formally verified, we may obtain a
terminating algorithm by integrating this check-and-remove procedure. Other-
wise, the user may take action based on well-formulated notifications on these
preserved controllability problems. However, the use of such an additional check
would also require and alteration of our proposed abstract controller synthesis
algorithm.

We believe that the synthesis-time analysis of the marked words that the con-
troller synthesis algorithm removes from the controller candidates will improve
the workflow of controller synthesis. This information will assist the developer
of the plant and the specification in their validation, will allow the developer to
make substantiated estimations on the termination of the algorithm, and will
enable the developer to manually adapt the specification to resolve identified con-
trollability problems with the benefit of maintaining a small controller candidate
(confer to Example 7.4|p.151 where the ultimately retained subset of edges of the
specification could be determined using this workflow).

Outputs of the Concrete Controller Synthesis Algorithm
In Par. Further Controller Characteristics|p.166, we have already discussed the need
for a resulting DPDA controller that does not require an excessive amount of
memory for its transition relation, in addition to the memory that is required for
the stack, when being deployed. In Par. Additional Property of Minimality for DPDA|
p.39 and in Par. Additional Property of Accessibility for DPDA|p.40, we described
the notions of size-minimal controllers, language-minimal controllers, accessible
controllers, and controllers that are accessible in the closed loop. To reduce the
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memory footprint of the DPDA controller, we are interested in size-minimal
controllers, but the known concrete controller synthesis algorithms generate
language-minimal controllers. This is due to the fact that they all start with a
candidate that is either the plant P or (if available) the synchronous product of
the plant P and the specification S. See for example the abstract and concrete
algorithms from [281] where specifications and marked languages are not used
and the abstract and the concrete algorithms from this thesis given in chapter 4|
p.45 and chapter 5|p.61. For example, if the specification S does not forbid any
behaviors of the plant P and the plant already satisfies the nonblockingness
property, then any controller C satisfying epda-to-des P ≤ epda-to-des C is a
least restrictive satisfactory controller. However, the smallest controller w.r.t. the
marked and unmarked language is P and the smallest controller w.r.t. the number
of states and edges is S (assuming that S contains only one state and one self-loop
for each event).

Language-minimal DFA controllers C can be translated into size-minimal
DFA controllers with equivalent marked language by standard minimization
algorithms. However, we are interested in a different equivalence notion here:
the obtained size-minimal DFA controller should result in the same closed loop
language instead. A straightforward approach to accomplish this goal should
be to add all words to the marked language of C that would be removed by
the synchronous composition with the plant and to minimize the obtained DFA
afterwards. Of course, we would not add words with events that are not occurring
in C. In the discussed example above, this would modify the controller that is
equal to P into the controller equal to S resulting in the described minimal DFA
controller of one state and one self-loop for every event.

However, there are no standard minimization algorithms for DPDA: there are
decision procedures for DPDA equivalence [318, 331, 330] and we use a similar
bisimulation-based approach for LR(1)-CFG that we integrated in our prototype
CoSy for testing purposes, but further heuristics for DPDA minimization are
called for. Nonetheless, we will attempt to apply the outlined approach for DFA
also for a DPDA C by modifying the DPDA controller along the same lines as for
the DFA above and by enforcing nonblockingness on this obtained DPDA. We
will then analyze whether the resulting DPDA is much smaller compared to the
initial DPDA C.

Besides these general procedures to minimize intermediately obtained LR(1)-
CFG or DPDA controllers, we note that the size of the LR(1)-Machine and the
LR(1)-Parsers that are constructed in subsection 5.2.2|p.73 depends on the input
LR(1)-CFG used in this step. Therefore, we will, on the one hand, attempt
to determine alternative approaches that do not rely on the conversion via
LR(1)-CFG and, on the other hand, develop operations such as our mentioned
bisimulation-based operations to obtain an equivalent LR(1)-CFG that results in an
LR(1)-Parser of reduced size. Moreover, size-minimal Parsers are also important
in the field of parsing theory because the Parsers for programming languages
can become quite large as well. The construction of the (canonical) LR(k)-Parsers
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from [189] has been investigated in [193, 101, 102, 4, 3] for possible reductions
with respect to the size resulting in the notions of LALR(k)-CFG and SLR(k)-CFG.
The notion of LALR(k)-Parsers reduces the size of the (canonical) LR(k)-Parser by
merging all states of the LR(k)-Machine with same sets of item-cores (the core
of an item is the production to which it belongs). However, LALR(k)-Parsers
(and mixed versions such as LA(l)LR(k)-Parsers for l ≤ k) do not satisfy the
nonblockingness property because they may apply additional reduce rules before
determining an erroneous input (confer, [325, Volume II, p. 66]). To accomodate
for this problem, we will determine a mechanism that is to be used by the runtime
environment for the DPDA controller. This mechanism should ensure that the
event observed in such reduce rules is not actually permitted before reaching the
end of the finite sequence of reduce rules that is then followed by an application
of a shift rule. Also, if this shift rule is then missing, the runtime environment
would have to be able to execute a rollback of the applied reduce rules to allow
for a different evolution. Similarly, SLR(k)-Parsers can be used but they may
detect errors even later than LALR(k)-Parsers [325, Volume II, p. 73].

Finally, based on a set of patterns where each pattern is a word of stack elements
that are expected in that order on the stack, a runtime environment for DPDA
can reduce the required size of the memory by representing a stack by a list of
patterns that are associated with a number of repetitions. Besides this approach
that is inspired by our considerations on enforcing a worst case execution time in
subsection 8.2.3|p.207, the runtime environment may use lossless compression
algorithms such as the one of David Albert Huffman [169] to reduce the memory
consumption of the stack.

8.3.2. Further Extensions of the Contributions

We now consider further problems in the context of supervisory controller synthe-
sis that we have not been handled by formally verified algorithms in this thesis.
On the one hand, these problems are caused by the use of DPDA controllers
and specifications and, on the other hand, we simply consider variations of the
supervisory control problem that have been targeted in the past for the setting of
DFA controllers and specifications.

We have already considered the problem of enforcing a worst case execution
time (WCET) in subsection 8.2.3|p.207 in the context of DPDA. This work will be
continued along the presented lines to derive runtime environments for DPDA
controllers with support for compound stack operations that are executed instead
of a possibly unbounded sequence of internal steps. To this end, we will attempt
to ensure that there is a maximal number of steps between any two uncontrollable
events determining a WCET of the controller.

The risk of a stack overflow at runtime should be minimized as discussed in
Par. Unbounded Stacks of DPDA|p.143. For controllers where no upper bound
on the depth of the stack can be determined, we will continue the development
of stack-usage patterns to reduce the depth of the stack as much as possible
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and, additionally, we will use estimated rates for pushing and popping elements
to and from the stack or a probabilistic extensions of the DFA plant and the
DPDA controller to obtain a probabilistic model in which the likelihood of
out-of-memory errors can be bounded.

We have not handled the plant identification problem [349] in this thesis, but the
use of an inadequate plant model or robustness issues such as pertubations, drifts,
or imperfect communication can result in an actual plant not behaving according
to its model from the perspective of the controller. To approach robustness against
these adverse effects on the closed loop, we will determine whether error recovery
strategies from parsing theory can be used to resync the DPDA controller and
the DFA plant when detecting an error. Such error recovery algorithms may use
the notion of the minimum distance errors to determine the minimal number of
events to be changed in the currently parsed unmarked word to obtain a prefix
of a marked word and to change the configuration of the controller accordingly.

The problem of constructing a controller that selects controllable events to be
executed to drive the plant into a marking state has been discussed in Par. Optimal
Control|p.165. This problem can also be extended by assigning costs or rewards to
for example events or states and by requiring that the actual derivations that end
in marking states have minimal costs. The computation of an optimal schedule
that the DPDA controller is then supposed to follow is an open problem (the
approach proposed in [143, Chapter 7, pp. 90–] by Christopher Griffin does not
properly incorporate the stack as in the proposed synthesis procedure). Moreover,
we will investigate whether a probabilistic model can be used to reasonably
restrict the adversarial capabilities of the plant issuing uncontrollable events.

It is a well-known limitation of deterministic context free languages (that is, the
class of marked languages of DPDA) that they are not closed under intersection.
This implies that there is no operation that constructs the synchronous product
of two DPDA specifications or of two DPDA controllers and that results in a
DPDA in all cases. For the specifications, this impediment hampers our ability
to harness a compositional construction of the overall specification because
all stack accessing parts must be given collectively in a single DPDA. For the
controllers, the problem is similar; in a horizontal decomposition approach (see
Par. Synthesis Considering Horizontal Composition (Modular and Distributed Control)|
p.174) where each of a number of (modular) plants is controlled by one (modular)
controller, the synchronous product of these plants (the global plant) is formally
controlled by the synchronous product of the controllers (the global controller).
The central problem of this approach is, also in the setting of DFA specifications
and DFA plants, that the synchronous composition of the controllers yields a
satisfactory and least restrictive controller w.r.t. the global plant. The benefit of
modular modelling and modular controller synthesis is rescinded when the global
plant and global controller obtained must be constructed explicitly for further
analysis and restricted to obtain the final controller. Hence, syntactic/type-based
guarantees for a property-preserving composition are considered in the literature.
However, we expect that the use of DPDA controllers will aggravate the problem
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of determining suitable guarantees and, also, only one of the controllers may be
a DPDA, which limits its general applicability to sets of plants where only one
plant is restricted by a DPDA specification. Visibly Pushdown Languages (VPL)
are defined as the class of languages of Visibly Pushdown Automata (VPA) in
[16] and also games for VPL have been considered in [226]. The class of VPL is
highly interesting because it is closed under union, complement, and intersection
and VPA can be determinized. However, some languages that are in DCFL are
not in VPL such as { anban . n ∈ N } but the slight alteration { anbcn . n ∈ N }
is a VPL. Intuitively, each event can be used either for pushing a symbol to the
stack or for popping a symbol from the stack (the end of stack marker � is
never popped and internal events do not alter the stack). This partitioning into
the three sets then restrict the synchronous composition sufficiently to ensure
the closure property for intersection. We will analyze whether our concrete
controller synthesis algorithm can be adapted to deterministic VPA to allow
for compositional specification (using multiple VPA specifications), for more
complex plants (using multiple VPA plants), and for compositional control (using
multiple VPA controllers). Pushdown Tree Automata (PDTA) [147] are extensions
of PDA operating on trees instead of on words. Further extensions such as Visibly
Pushdown Tree Automata (VPTA) [75], Visibly Tree Automata with Memory
(VTAM) [85], and Nested Word Automata (NWA) [14, 15] combine tree based
inputs with the event partitioning of VPA. The synthesis of VPTA, VTAM, or
NWA as controllers may be the next step once supervisory controller synthesis
has been extended to VPA as suggested above.

We will investigate whether controller synthesis for other formalisms such as
Markov Decision Processes [294], probabilistic timed automata [206] and hybrid
CCS [308] can be enabled by using DFA or VPA as a manageable abstraction
formalism for the mentioned more complex formalisms. This idea continues
applications of DFA as abstractions of physical plants in hierarchical control.

Similarly to horizontal decomposition as just discussed, we are interested in
hierarchical control for which we discussed related work in Par. Synthesis Consid-
ering Vertical Composition (Hierarchical Control)|p.175. Initial attempts have already
been made in [236] to extend our work to the scenario with DPDA specifications.
However, the proposed approach is only combining well-established results on
hierarchical control with our proposed concrete controller synthesis algorithm
and is still limited by using DPDA instead of for example VPA.

Supervisory controller synthesis for partially observable plants (see Par. Syn-
thesis Considering Observability and Diagnosability|p.173) has been considered for
DFA plants and DFA specification already in [279, 222, 256]. We will analyze how
these past developments can be recovered in the setting of DPDA specifications
and DPDA controllers. Specifically, we believe that the above proposed CSP-
style synchronization operation (see Par. Inputs of the Concrete Controller Synthesis
Algorithm|p.209) may already be appropriate to allow the plant to perform unob-
servable events without synchronization with the controller, which is therefore
not able to detect the execution of these events.
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We discussed the explicit handling of time already in Par. Synthesis Considering
Discrete and Continuous Time|p.173, but, implicitly, each event may be associated
with a certain delay. Besides the task of minimizing the WCET considered above
(where internal events are assumed to require some time that may add up to
a value above some acceptable threshold), discrete time has been considered
already in [219, 60]. However, we believe that meaningful results will built upon
optimal control resolving nondeterminism through explicit choice (see above) for
controllable events or by resolving nondeterminism using a probabilistic model
for uncontrollable events. Nondeterminism in the models such as in probabilistic
timed automata often leads to worst case resolutions of nondeterminism that are
unrealistic and result at the same time in unsatisfactory estimates on possible
behavior. Resolving nondeterminism (by either eliminating choices or by making
certain choices unlikely) is then a well-established approach to obtain better
analysis results. However, systems with infinite state spaces such as DPDA
pose a problem to the existing techniques. We will apply or adapt existing
techniques for formalisms with infinite state spaces (such as hybrid automata [11])
to determine algorithms to check formulas from probabilistic timed logics such
as PTCTL [207] or, as it appears more suitable for our context of DPDA closed
loops, by considering an extension of CaRet [13] by time and probabilities. Also,
the definition and guarantee of a notion of least restrictiveness in these settings
when resolving violations of desired properties is a major obstacle.

Chapter 8|p.163
(Related, Ongoing, and Future Work)

We discussed related work to point out problems similar to supervisory control and
alternative approaches to their solution, variations of supervisory control incorporat-
ing further aspects, a previous attempt at solving the supervisory control problem for
DPDA specifications, available tool-support for supervisory control, and available
Isabelle-support for verification of algorithms on the involved formalisms.
We presented three novel approaches that lack formal foundation as of now. Firstly, we
presented a conversion operation from DPDA into LR(1)-CFG that is more efficient
compared to the algorithm presented in chapter 5|p.61. Secondly, we provided an
algorithm for enforcing controllability based on an LR(1)-CFG to ensure termination
also for unreasonable DPDA specifications and to obtain a more efficient concrete
controller synthesis algorithm. Thirdly, we discussed steps towards enriching the
runtime environment used for the controller with suitable annotations to ensure that
the controller performs at most n internal steps in succession.
We identified important and promising future extension of our contributions ac-
cording to the presented related and ongoing work as well as according to various
observations throughout this thesis.

In the next chapter, we conclude on the results of this thesis.
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9
Summary and Conclusion

In this chapter, we first concisely restate our research problem in its broader
context. Building on this foundation, we then summarize our approach and
contributions from the perspectives of computer science and control theory. We
then evaluate the relevance of our contributions from standard and proposed
application areas. As ongoing work, we suggest numerous adaptations and
extensions for improving the applicability of our results. Moreover, we identify
additional recommendations for future work. Finally, we conclude with an overall
assessment.

Research Domain and Problem
As discussed in more detail in chapter 1|p.1, we contributed to the research
domain of fully automatic supervisory controller synthesis for discrete event systems in
which the supervisory control problem initially appeared in the seminal work in [282].
This problem from control theory similarly occurs in computer science [81, 121]
where controllers are to be constructed for software systems.

Generally, the manual development of controllers and their synthesis using
fully automatic algorithms are competing approaches with specific advantages
and limitations as discussed in chapter 1|p.1. Most importantly, the applicabil-
ity of fully automatic synthesis algorithms for solving the supervisory control
problem is limited by an insufficient expressiveness of the formalisms used for
plants and specifications regarding the sequences of events they can describe. In
fact, synthesis algorithms developed in the past are variations of the algorithm
provided in [282] where plants and specifications are required to be given by
DFA. Advances towards Petri net models revealed unsolvability of the synthe-
sis problem in this setting (see subsection 8.1.6|p.176) and an earlier synthesis
algorithm for DFA plants and DPDA specifications proved to be erroneous (see
subsection 8.1.7|p.180).

Hence, our main research aim was the development of a fully automatic controller
synthesis algorithm with increased expressiveness of the involved formalisms.
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Main Contribution, Approach, and Challenge
Our main contribution is the concrete controller synthesis algorithm (see chapter 5|
p.61), which solves our concrete supervisory control problem (see Definition 3.11|
p.39) by synthesizing a DPDA controller for a DFA plant and a DPDA spec-
ification. This algorithm is supported by its prototype implementation CoSy
(see chapter 7|p.141 and [304]) and its formal Isabelle-based certification for which
we developed a foundational Isabelle framework (see chapter 6|p.89 and [303]).

Our approach to achieve this main contribution consists of the four steps 1 – 4
that are given and discussed in detail in the following figure.

Figure 9.1: «Overview of the Contributions and the Approach of This Thesis»
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In step 1 , we formalized the abstract supervisory control problem follow-
ing [281] on the basis of our abstractions of DFA and DPDA called discrete event
systems (DES). These DES recover both the marked and unmarked languages
generated by the automata, which contain the desirable and actual sequences of
events, respectively. The notion of DES is sufficient to state the most important
semantical properties (see below) in our abstract supervisory control problem.
In step 2 , we formally verified that our abstract (fixed-point) controller synthesis
algorithm (see chapter 4|p.45) indeed solves the abstract supervisory control
problem. This abstract algorithm is novel in the sense of operating on DES to
properly capture the steps of enforcing controllability and nonblockingness.
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In step 3 , we relied on the notion of least restrictiveness of our abstract supervi-
sory control problem for the formal definition of our concrete supervisory control
problem. Moreover, we identified, besides controllability, nonblockingness, and
least restrictiveness, several additional syntactical and semantical properties to
be satisfied, such as the absence of livelocks in the closed loop, and that are
desirable, such as the existence of a worst case execution time (WCET).
In step 4 , we constructed our concrete controller synthesis algorithm as an
instantiation of our abstract controller synthesis algorithm (see chapter 4|p.45)
by determining instantiations for each of its abstract building blocks. The
verification of the resulting concrete synthesis algorithm proceeds in two steps.
As a first step, we verified that the concrete operations used for the instantiations
satisfy the interface specifications of the abstract building blocks. This ensures
that the concrete algorithm inherits the semantical properties enforced by the
abstract algorithm. As a second step, we verified that the concrete operations also
enforce the additional semantical requirements stated in the concrete supervisory
control problem such as the absence of livelocks in the closed loop, which
completes the certification of the concrete algorithm.

We now highlight one challenge we overcame, which was the instantiation of the
building block of the abstract algorithm that enforces nonblockingness on DES.
The corresponding concrete building block operates on DPDA and enforces non-
blockingness, the absence of deadlocks, the absence of livelocks, and accessibility
(see section 5.2|p.65). The difficulty of this instantiation problem stems from
the potentially infinite state space of a DPDA, which implies that all algorithms
that inspect only a bounded prefix of the stack of a given DPDA configuration
are insufficient due to ambiguity: Intuitively, a configuration may suffer from a
blocking problem due to a certain stack element that is covered by an unbounded
number of stack elements and that potentially remains concealed when consid-
ering only a bounded prefix of the stack. To meet this challenge, we employed
a symbolic removal of blocking problems: The algorithm firstly disambiguates
the input DPDA model and, secondly, removes safely and entirely a finite set of
elements from the model to prevent the reachability of the potentially infinite
set of configurations that exhibit blocking problems. By and large, the recurring
problem of defining for disambiguation highlighted here was the main theme of this
part of research.

Applications of our Concrete Controller Synthesis Algorithm
Our concrete algorithm is beneficial for applications in control theory and com-
puter science for the synthesis of controllers for cyber-physical and software
systems because our concrete algorithm permits DPDA specifications whereas
the earlier procedures only permit DFA specifications, which are less expressive
and which are unable to capture relevant classes of behaviors.

Also, the use of DPDA specifications proved useful in the domains of program
analysis and compiler optimization [16] where the potentially infinite state space
of a DPDA still limits the fully automatic analysis (for instance using model
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checking). Hence, our symbolic, translation-based controller synthesis algorithm
lays a new path for extending analysis and synthesis by equipping the involved
models with a stack while checking more expressive specifications using for
example the temporal logic CaRet. In general, since our controller synthesis algo-
rithm extends the capabilities of previous synthesis algorithms, it has applications
in the domains of manufacturing, robotics, chemical process control, protocol
design in communication networks, feature interaction management in telephony,
and fault diagnosis [70]. Moreover, the problems of controller synthesis and
analysis of closed loops occurs similarly in various examples in computer science
such as in submodule construction (which states a similar synthesis problem), in
the formalism of input/output automata (which requires instances to satisfy a
notion similar to controllability called input enabledness), and in adaptive systems
(where the usage and switching of controllers is a cornerstone in the employed
closed loop methodology). Further applications are discussed in section 8.1|p.164,
section 7.2|p.146, and by our examples provided in section 7.3|p.147.

To apply our synthesis algorithm in settings as described above, we require
a DFA plant model and a DPDA specification model. Firstly, this may require
an over-approximation of the behavior of the actual plant to obtain a DFA plant
model. Secondly, we discussed several specification patterns exploiting the
stack-based capabilities of DPDA (see section 7.1|p.143).

Our prototype CoSy, which is an implementation of our controller synthe-
sis algorithm, shows promising efficiency albeit subject to further optimization
according to our evaluation (see section 7.3|p.147 and section 7.5|p.157). The ap-
plicability and efficiency of CoSy was evaluated by considering several examples
from manufacturing employing DPDA specifications (in chapter 7|p.141).

Also note that the semantical properties of nonblockingness, absence of dead-
locks, absence of livelocks, and accessibility that are enforced by the building
block described in the previous paragraph are not specific to control theory (see
section 5.2|p.65). Hence, we propose to evaluate their value to other application
domains (see section 8.1|p.164) with stack-utilizing models as future work.

Adaptations to Mitigate Limitations of our Concrete Controller Synthesis Algorithm
We identified limitations of our concrete controller synthesis algorithm that hin-
der its applicability. Note that these limitations have an impact on our approach
to construct and analyze controllers with its three enabled use-cases explained
in chapter 1|p.1 as it is centered around this concrete controller synthesis algo-
rithm. We presented ongoing developments of suitable adaptations to mitigate
these limitations, which reached a reasonable level of maturity. However, these
adapations lack formal foundation as of the writing of this thesis and, moreover,
additional future work is called for to address further limitations (see section 8.2|
p.188 and subsection 8.3.1|p.209 for a complete discussion).

Our formally verified synthesis algorithm from chapter 5|p.61 is only claimed
to be terminating for all reasonable specifications (as substantiated by suitable
examples in section 5.5|p.87). To address this problem, we defined a second
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synthesis algorithm in subsection 8.2.2|p.193, which follows the disambiguation
procedure for enforcing nonblockingness on DPDA more closely. This alternative
synthesis algorithm is more efficient and guaranteed to terminate.

Besides this (global) optimization, we also developed various (local) enhance-
ments of the building blocks of our formally verified concrete controller synthesis
algorithm to increase its efficiency (see section 8.2|p.188).

The usage of DPDA to express more complex specifications results in DPDA
controllers, for which new aspects become relevant. Firstly, these DPDA con-
trollers can become large (see section 7.5|p.157) due to our disambiguation
procedure. To mitigate this problem, we argued that the size of DFA and DPDA
controllers alike can be reduced by including steps that are not imitable by the
plant (see section 8.3|p.209). Secondly, DPDA controllers exploit internal steps
to operate on their stacks and may not exhibit a WCET. To obtain an equivalent
controller with WCET, we proposed an annotation of the runtime environment to
identify and shortcut the problematic unbounded sequences of stack manipula-
tions (see subsection 8.2.3|p.207). Thirdly, DPDA controllers may require more
space for their stack than available at runtime leading to stack overflows. To
minimize the likelihood of stack overflows, we proposed usage patterns prevent-
ing overly deep stacks. Also, to estimate the likelihood of stack overflows, we
proposed probabilistic extensions of the involved models.

These technical difficulties when applying our concrete controller synthesis al-
gorithm are moderated by the possibility to even further extend the specifications’
expressiveness in the future using temporal logics such as CaRet (see subsec-
tion 8.3.1|p.209). However, increasingly more expressive specifications create
the risk of defective specifications rendering processes for their validation indis-
pensable. We proposed use-cases and extended outputs to alleviate this problem
by reasonably re-integrating human personnel into the synthesis workflow (see
section 7.5|p.157).

Extensions of our Concrete Controller Synthesis Algorithm
Going forward, future extensions with practical importance of our synthesis
algorithm should, following research directions from related work, incorporate
further systems’ characteristics by enforcing stronger semantical properties on more
expressive formalisms (see subsection 8.3.2|p.214 for a complete discussion).

Four examples of such extensions are as follows. (a) We recommend to suitably
integrate a notion of time in the plants, the specifications, and the controller
synthesis algorithms to bridge the gap from logical time (where the models
merely describe causality of events) to real time (where the models describe
possible delays between events). (b) To obtain a controller that drives the plant
towards a desired goal region by implementing a winning strategy, constructions
that suitably restrict the synthesized least restrictive DPDA controller are called
for. (c) We envision the usage of Visibly Pushdown Automata (VPA) to allow for
the synchronous horizontal composition of multiple controlled plants, controllers,
and closed loops to further extend applicability. (d) The analysis of probabilistic
automata in the form of Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) as well as controllers
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in this setting have been developed, but a combination of MDPs and DPDA for
the fully automatic synthesis of controllers has not yet been considered.

Finally, as to whether the mentioned extensions permit combination thereof
remains to be further investigated.

Focus and Applications of our Isabelle Framework
For the formal verification of our concrete controller synthesis algorithm as the
first main contribution of this thesis, we provided an Isabelle framework, which
consists of abstract theories for semantics, definitions, and verified theorems (see
section 6.2|p.96). We applied this framework to prove the correctness of our
abstract controller synthesis algorithm operating on discrete event systems, to ob-
tain various semantics for the formalisms of EPDA, CFGs, and Parsers including
concrete interpretations for several abstract notions such as nonblockingness, and
to certify the correctness of our concrete controller synthesis algorithm operating
on instances of these three formalisms. This Isabelle framework is a sensible
enhancement to previous Isabelle frameworks (see subsection 8.1.8|p.186). It can
be applied to define the semantics of a multitude of further standard formalisms
and to verify similar constructions on them. Moreover, due to its modularity, it
can be extended into various directions (see subsection 8.1.8|p.186) by including
further characteristics of semantics or by including further abstract notions.

Overall Assessment
The problem of discrete event supervisory controller synthesis from control theory,
which is similar to the software synthesis problem from computer science, has
received great attention since its first publication [282] in 1984 and has resulted
in a research field that has been active ever since.

The particular problem of determining a synthesis algorithm for a reasonable
class of non-regular specification languages leading to infinite closed loop state
spaces was stated in [281] and has thereby been open for more than two decades.
It was shown to be unsolvable for Petri net plants and specifications and a
previous solution for DPDA specifications turned out to be erroneous.

By adapting existing theory on parsing and controller synthesis as well as on
existing technology for formal verification, we determined a mechanically verified
and implemented fixed-point algorithm that solves this pivotal problem for the
setting where DPDA specifications and DFA plant models are used. Our work is
the starting point for a vast potential of future research to enhance effectiveness,
efficiency, and applicability of the proposed synthesis algorithm. Most noticeably
we recommend the formal verification of the proposed second controller synthesis
algorithm that is additionally guaranteed to terminate on all inputs.

Due to the foundational nature of the solved problem, we expect further
applications of our controller synthesis algorithm (or its building blocks) in
computer science and control theory alike.
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A
Disclaimer on Collaborations and Joint Work

Reduction of Controllability to Nonblockingness for DPDA Controllers
The building block of our concrete controller synthesis algorithm for the reduction
of DPDA controllability to DPDA nonblockingness in section 5.3|p.82 is small
in terms of the size of the definitions and proofs (see Figure 6.1|p.97) and is
a reformulation of a construction that was mainly developed by Anne-Kathrin
Schmuck. However, the formal Isabelle-based verification and adaptations to
indispensable runtime optimizations of this building block are our contributions.

The DES Fixed Point Iterator Enforce-Marked-Controllable-Subset
The building block from section 5.3|p.82 implements the fixed point iterator
Enforce-Marked-Controllable-Subset (see subsection 4.2.4|p.52) as discussed in [302,
301]. This fixed point iterator has been obtained by Anne-Kathrin Schmuck as a
modification of a fixed point iterator from [310]. The formalization of this fixed
point iterator, the formalization of the mentioned connection to the automata-
based building block, the entire theory and framework of DES including the
composition of fixed point iterators, and the other employed fixed point iterators
are our contributions.

The Automated Fabrication Scenario A
In Example 7.2|p.147, we presented an application of our concrete controller syn-
thesis algorithm to a manufacturing example presented earlier. The fundamental
ideas of (a) two kinds of items that are to be produced, (b) the remembering of
the difference/mismatch of the number of the two kinds of items using the stack,
(c) the second mode in which the mismatch is reduced to zero by disabling the
corresponding production units, and (d) the subsequent reset of the entire system
are our contributions. The idea to use multiple machines producing two kinds of
items was suggested by Thomas Moor. Finally, we attribute the compositional
definition of the plant and the actual realization in terms of [302, Section 5.1,
pp. 15–] to our coauthors Anne-Kathrin Schmuck and Jörg Raisch.
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B
Isabelle-based Notation

We briefly cover the notation used for definitions and theorems, which is based
on the syntax of the interactive theorem prover Isabelle used in this thesis for
the formal verification of our results. The syntax and semantics of types and
terms in Isabelle is derived from the functional programming language Meta
Language (ML), which is based on the typed λ-calculus. Isabelle also enables the
use of functions as formal variables in quantifications or as values in arguments
to other functions. Moreover, the functional paradigm allows for the encoding of
functional programs as mathematical functions in standard notation and Isabelle
is therefore well suited for the verification of such functional programs. See [265]
for more elaborate introductions for users of Isabelle.

Contents of this Chapter

B.1|p.228 Standard and Custom Types and Operations in Isabelle
We introduce basic types (such as Booleans, lists, sets, and functions)
together with operations on them.

B.2|p.230 Defining Types, Terms, Functions, and Theorems
We introduce additional syntactical constructs that are used for defin-
ing types, terms, functions, and theorems.

B.3|p.231 Custom Notation for Derivations
We introduce our abbreviating notation for derivations along with
some basic operations on them.
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Appendix B. Isabelle-based Notation

B.1. Standard and Custom Types and Operations in Isabelle

We discuss various types used in this thesis, which are all equipped with an
equality relation =.

The Type bool
The type of Boolean values bool is defined using the two constructors True and
False (both without arguments). For formulas, we make use of the standard
connectives of disjunction p1 ∨ p2, conjunction p1 ∧ p2, negation ¬p, implication
p1 −→ p2, equality p1 ←→ p2, existential quantification ∃x. p, and universal
quantification ∀x. p. Further abbreviations are available such as ∀x ∈ S. p instead
of ∀x. x ∈ S −→ p, ∃x ∈ S. p instead of ∃x. x ∈ S ∧ p, ∃x y. p instead of ∃x. ∃y. p
(also for universal quantification and longer lists of variables), and ∃!x. p instead
of ∃x. p ∧ (∀y. p −→ x = y). The two choice operators ιx. p and εx. p are
explained in the next paragraph.

The Type α option
The type of optional values α option is defined using the two constructors None
and Some e where e is an element of type α. This type is used when an operation
does not return a value (of type α) in every case. That is, the operation then
returns no values using None or returns a value e using Some e.

The ε-operator selects some element satisfying a property p according to the
axiom ∃x. p x p (εx. p x) and the ι-operator selects the unique element
satisfying a property p according to the axiom ∃!x. p x p(ιx. p x).

The Type nat
The type of natural numbers nat is defined using the two constructors 0 and Suc e
where e is an element of type nat. Moreover, the value 1 abbreviates Suc 0.

The Type (α, β) tuple2
The type of pairs (α, β) tuple2 is defined using the constructor tuple2 e1 e2 where
e1 is an element of type α and where e2 is an element of type β. We use the
selectors sel21 and sel22 for the two fields. We avoid the use of the standard pair
type α× β because it is only defined for two values. We also used types for more
values and provided a consistent naming scheme for the selectors.

The Type α set
Sets can be defined using set comprehension {x. p} where x is a variable of
type α, which possibly appears in the term p. Further abbreviations are available
such as the universal set UNIV instead of {x. True}, the empty set {} instead of
{x. False}, and the set enumeration (e.g. {e1, e2, e3} instead of {x. x = e1 ∨ x =
e2 ∨ x = e3}). For sets, we make use of the standard operations of union S1 ∪ S2,
intersection S1 ∩ S2, and inclusion S1 ⊆ S2. Also, we use the standard operations⋃ S = {x. ∃S ∈ S . x ∈ S} and

⋂ S = {x. ∀S ∈ S . x ∈ S}. The cardinality of a
set card S is defined in Isabelle to be 0 for infinite sets and to be the number of
contained elements for finite sets. That is, finite sets (but not infinite sets) can be
readily compared regarding their size using this operation.
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Functions of Type α⇒ β
Functions can be defined inside terms using anonymous functions (without a
name) using the notation λx. t where x is the formal input variable of function,
which possibly appears in the term t. Anonymous functions with multiple
arguments can be defined as in λx y. t.

The function composition operation ◦ of two functions f and g of types α⇒ β
and β⇒ γ, respectively, results in a function g ◦ f of type α⇒ γ.

The monotone predicate mono f on a function f of type α ⇒ β is defined as
usual by ∀x. ∀y. x ≤ y −→ f x ≤ f y. Note that this definition makes use of
operations ≤ and ≤ on the types α and β, respectively.

The function image f ` S of a function f of type α⇒ β on a set S of type α set
returns a set {y. ∃x ∈ S. y = f x}.

The Type α list
The type of lists α list is defined using the two constructors [ ] and e # l where
e is an element of type α and where l is an element of type α list. Also, list
enumeration such as [ e1, e2, e3 ] abbreviates e1 # (e2 # (e3 # [ ])).

We use the operation length l to determine the length of the list, the operation
l1 @ l2 for appending lists of common type, the operation concat L for appending
all lists in the list L (i.e., L is here of type α list list and the returned list is of
type α list), the operation rev l for reverting the order of the elements in a list, the
operation take n l for selecting the sublist of l consisting of the first n elements of l
(or fewer if l contains less than n elements), the operation drop n l for selecting
the sublist of l consisting of the elements subsequent to the first n elements of l
(or no elements if l contains less than n elements), and the operation l ! n for
selecting the nth element from l.

The prefix predicate l1 v l2 is satisfied if there is some l such that l1 @ l = l2.
The strict prefix predicate l1 @ l2 is satisfied if l1 v l2 and also l1 6= l2.
The prefix closure operation collects all prefixes of elements of a set S, that is,
prefix-closure S = {l1. ∃l2 ∈ S. l1 v l2}.

Moreover, the operation option-to-list converts an element of type α option into
an element of type α list by using the two equations option-to-list None = [ ] and
option-to-list (Some e) = [ e ].

The Type (α, β) bi-elem
For CFGs we introduced the type (α, β) bi-elem in section 2.4|p.27 to be able to use
lists of type (α, β) bi-elem list in which nonterminals of type α and events of type β
are both contained. The type (α, β) bi-elem is constructed by the two constructors
beA for nonterminals and beB for events. The operation bi-elem-domain N Σ =
{ beA A | A . A ∈ N } ∪ { beB b | b . b ∈ Σ } then determines all elements of this
type for given sets N and Σ of nonterminals and events, respectively.

We provide various operations such as filter-A l to select the nonterminals
contained in the list l and lift-B l to convert a list of events of type β list into a list
of type (α, β) bi-elem list by applying beB to each element.
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Note, we use this type also for other purposes in this thesis as in the cfgPsplit
semantics in section 6.3|p.116 for representing lists of EPDA edges and CFG
productions.

B.2. Defining Types, Terms, Functions, and Theorems

Defining Types
Possibly recursive sum types are defined using the datatype keyword. See
Definition 2.1|p.17 for the definition of the α des type (with one constructor) and
the following definition of the α option type from the previous section (with two
constructors and the selector the).

Example B.1: «Usage of datatype »
datatype α option =

None
Some the:α

Product types can be defined (besides using also datatype as for the definition of
the α des type) using the keyword record. In the following example, we define
the type (nonterminal, event) cfg to be a record with four fields.

Example B.2: «Usage of record »
record (nonterminal, event) cfg =

cfg-nonterminals nonterminal set
cfg-events event set
cfg-initial nonterminal
cfg-productions (nonterminal, event) cfg-step-label set

This definition also introduces selectors that are given by the names of the
fields. Finally, a record r of type (nonterminal, event) cfg can be updated as in
r cfg-nonterminals:={cfg-initial r} where cfg-initial has been used as a selector.

Defining Terms
The let–in construct from functional programming introduces inline abbreviations.
For example, (n + n) ∗ (n + n) can be rewritten into let m = n + n in m ∗m or
let m = n + n; r = m ∗m in r.

The if–then–else construct from functional programming is available as well
such as in if n = 0 then n else n + n.

Defining Functions
We define nonrecursive functions using the keyword definition and recursive
definitions using the keyword function (the additional keywords of primrec
and fun are used in our formalization but are not used in this document). The
keyword function permits the definition of functions where the termination of
the recursive computation is verified only for a subset of the domain by using the
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keyword domintros. This is particularly important in cases where the domain
type contains more elements than desirable. For example, operations on CFGs
can also be applied on CFGs with infinite set of nonterminals but we restrict our
considerations to the subset of valid CFGs. Examples of usages of the keywords
definition and function are given in Definition 2.2|p.17 and Definition 4.2|p.47,
respectively.

Defining Theorems
Terms in the meta-logic are used for stating theorems, determine proof states,
and are constructed as follows. Firstly, if t is term of type bool, then t is also a
meta-logical term. Secondly, if P and Q are meta-logical terms, then P Q is
meta-logical term, which states that Q holds whenever P holds. Thirdly, if x is
a meta-logical variable and P is a meta-logical term, then

∧
x. P is meta-logical

term, which states that P holds for every x.
The following example is the standard induction theorem on natural numbers

and features the universal meta logical quantification in the second assumption.
The induction theorem is applicable to any given term P that contains a subterm
n of type nat.

Theorem B.1: «nat-induct»
P 0
(
∧

n. P n P (Suc n))
P n

B.3. Custom Notation for Derivations

We use c1
labels
semantics,structure c2 to state the existence of a derivation starting in c1

and ending in c2.

• The parameter semantics is the (name of the) semantics employed for the
derivation.

• The parameter structure is the EPDA, CFG, or Parser to which the configu-
rations and step-labels belong.

• The parameter labels is the list of edges of an EPDA, the list of productions
of a CFG, or the list of rules of a Parser used for the steps of the derivation.
That is, the length of the derivation is given by the length of the list of this
parameter.

Thereby, we define a relation between two configurations that is additionally
equipped with the three given parameters.

Also, we use c1
labels1
semantics,structure c2

labels2
semantics,structure c3 when an intermediate

configuration c2 is important.
If the semantics has a unique initial configuration and the derivation starts

with this configuration, we write init labels
semantics,structure c2.
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C
Operational Properties for DPDA Controllers

The operational properties formally defined here are used in section 3.2|p.36 to
define satisfactory controllers in our concrete supervisory control problem. In
our Isabelle-based formalization, we define these properties in our hierarchy of
locales using abstract parameters such as marking conditions and then instantiate
these locales for EPDA using interpretations for each parameter. For presentation
purposes, we provide here equivalent definitions using the corresponding notions
of EPDA directly.

Operational controllability means that the controller is able to execute an
uncontrollable event u using a derivation in which also other silent steps can
be performed, whenever the plant can execute the event u and both, plant and
controller, executed the same word of events before.
Definition C.1: «epda-operational-controllable»
definition epda-operational-controllable

:: (controller-state, event, controller-stack) epda
⇒ (plant-state, event, unused-stack) epda
⇒ event set
⇒ bool

where epda-operational-controllable C P Σuc
≡ ∀π1 c1 π2 c2 p c′2 u.

init π1
epdaH,C c1

−→ init π2
epdaH,P c2

[ p ]
epdaH,P c′2

−→ epdaH-conf-history c1 = epdaH-conf-history c2
−→ epdaH-conf-history c′2 = epdaH-conf-history c2 @ [ u ]
−→ u ∈ Σuc
−→ (∃π3 c′1.

c1
π3
epdaH,C c′1

∧ epdaH-conf-history c′1 = epdaH-conf-history c′2)
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Operational nonblockingness is satisfied if every initial derivation of the closed
loop to a configuration c1 can be continued to a configuration c2 in which the
state is a marking state of the EPDA.

Definition C.2: «epda-operational-nonblockingness»
definition epda-operational-nonblockingness

:: (state, event, stack) epda
⇒ bool

where epda-operational-nonblockingness CL
≡ ∀π1 c1. init π1

epdaH,CL c1

−→ (∃π2 c2. c1
π2
epdaH,CL c2 ∧ epdaH-conf-state c2 ∈ epda-marking CL)

The closed loop CL satisfies the specification S if every initial derivation of the
closed loop can be mimicked by the specification regarding the execution of events
and when also the closed loop only marks an executed word if the specification
also marks the word.
Definition C.3: «epda-operational-specification-satisfaction»
definition epda-operational-specification-satisfaction

:: (closed-loop-state, event, closed-loop-stack) epda
⇒ (specification-state, event, specification-stack) epda
⇒ bool

where epda-operational-specification-satisfaction CL S
≡ ∀π1 c1.

init π1
epdaH,CL c1

−→ (∃π2 c2.
init π2

epdaH,S c2

∧ epdaH-conf-history c1 = epdaH-conf-history c2
∧ (epdaH-conf-state c1 ∈ epda-marking CL

−→ epdaH-conf-state c2 ∈ epda-marking S))

The absence of deadlocks in the closed loop CL is stated by requiring that at least
one edge e′ is applicable to every accessible configuration where the current state
is not a marking state of the closed loop.

Definition C.4: «epda-deadlock-freedom»
definition epda-deadlock-freedom

:: (state, event, stack) epda
⇒ bool

where epda-deadlock-freedom CL
≡ ∀π c.

init π
epdaH,CL c

−→ epdaH-conf-state c 6∈ epda-marking CL
−→ (∃e′ c′. c [ e′ ]

epdaH,CL c′)
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For the absence of livelocks, we cannot use our notation for finite (initial) deriva-
tions. In the following definition, we state that d is an initial derivation of the
closed loop CL in the epdaH semantics using epdaH.derivation-initial CL d. More-
over, we state that d is infinite by stating that it has a configuration for every natu-
ral number n using ∀n. d n 6= None. Furthermore, we collect all unmarked words
(that is, the unmarked effects in the terminology of our formalization) executed
in d up to index i ∈ {n, N} using epdaH-unmarked-effect CL (derivation-take d i)
where derivation-take is used to crop the infinite derivation d to its finite prefix
of length i. That is, we state the absence of an infinite derivation that does not
change its epdaH-conf-history variable after some index N.
Definition C.5: «epda-livelock-freedom»
definition epda-livelock-freedom :: (state, event, stack) epda⇒ bool
where epda-livelock-freedom CL

≡ ¬(∃d. epdaH.derivation-initial CL d
∧(∀n. d n 6= None)
∧(∃N. ∀n ≥ N.

epdaH-unmarked-effect CL (derivation-take d N)
= epdaH-unmarked-effect CL (derivation-take d n)))

For accessibility of an EPDA C, we require that every edge e of the EPDA C can
be used in some initial derivation and that every state q of the EPDA C is used in
some configuration that occurs in some initial derivation.
Definition C.6: «epda-accessible»
definition epda-accessible :: (state, event, stack) epda⇒ bool
where epda-accessible C

≡ (∀e ∈ epda-delta C. ∃π c. init π @ [ e ]
epdaH,C c)

∧(∀q ∈ epda-states C. ∃π c. init π
epdaH,C c ∧ q = epdaH-conf-state c)

For accessibility in the closed loop, we obtain an edge of the controller C from an
edge of the closed loop CL by projecting on the first state of the pair of states.
Definition C.7: «epda-accessible-in-closed-loop»
definition epda-accessible-in-closed-loop

:: (controller-state, event, controller-stack) epda
⇒ ((controller-state, plant-state) tuple2, event, controller-stack) epda set
⇒ bool

where epda-accessible-in-closed-loop C CL
≡ (∀e ∈ epda-delta C. ∃π c e′. init π @ [ e′ ]

epdaH,C c
∧ edge-src e = sel21 (edge-src e′)
∧ edge-event e = edge-event e′ ∧ edge-pop e = edge-pop e′

∧ edge-push e = edge-push e′ ∧ edge-trg e = sel21 (edge-trg e′))
∧(∀q ∈ epda-states C. ∃π c. init π

epdaH,C c
∧ q = sel21 (epdaH-conf-state c′))
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D
The cfgEsplit Semantic for LR(1)-CFG

The material of this chapter belongs to section 6.3|p.116 where we presented a
proof idea in more detail. We list the well-formedness conditions that are satisfied
by the configurations of the cfgEsplit semantics, describe the cfgEsplit step relation,
and provide an example derivation using cfgEsplit.
Definition D.1: «Well-formed Configurations of cfgEsplit»
The configurations of the semantics cfgEsplit for a given CFG G′ are given by a
list I of elements I of type esplit-item as explained in Definition 6.13|p.127.

Basic Intuition for the Described cfgLM-Derivations:
Each item I contained in such a list I satisfies two basic properties. These two
properties determine our basic understanding of the semantics and its purpose
and are satisfied by the initial configuration of cfgEsplit and are preserved by the
step relation of cfgEsplit.
Firstly, each element of esplit-item-elim I (that is, the element at each index
i satisfying 0 ≤ i < length (esplit-item-elim I)) is eliminated by the left-most
derivation given by the corresponding sequence in esplit-item-elim-prods I.

(esplit-item-elim I) ! i (esplit-item-elim-prods I) ! i
cfgLM,G′ [ ] (D.1)

Secondly, if esplit-item-from I = Some A, then from A we derive by the left-
most derivation given by esplit-item-prods I an element χ stored as Some χ in
esplit-item-elem I with post context esplit-item-to I.

A esplit-item-prods I
cfgLM,G′ [ χ ](esplit-item-to I) (D.2)

This basic intuition, which explains the fundamental idea of the decomposition
captured in the configurations of the cfgEsplit semantics, is subsequently ex-
tended to the list of actual technical constraints.
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Constraints for Well-formed Configurations:
Besides that all productions, nonterminals, and events occurring in such a con-
figuration must belong to the given CFG G′, each well-formed configuration
containing a list I of elements of type esplit-item also satisfies the following
constraints.

1. We consider two sequences of nonterminals that are given by concatenat-
ing three lists each: the first sequence is obtained from esplit-item-elim I,
option-to-list (esplit-item-from I), and esplit-item-ignore I and the second
sequence is obtained from filter-A (option-to-list (esplit-item-elem I)),
esplit-item-to I, and esplit-item-ignore I.

These two sequences are proper l3-l2 sequences of nonterminals of the
CFG G′ in the sense that (a) all but the last nonterminal are of the shape
Lq1,σ,q2 , (b) the last nonterminal is of the shape Lq,σ, and (c) two adjacent
nonterminals Lq1,σ1,q2 Lq3,σ2,q4 and Lq1,σ1,q2 Lq3,σ2 agree on their interface (that
is, q2 = q3 in both cases). Note that also only such proper l3-l2 sequences
occur in left-most derivations of the CFG G′.

2. The list I of elements of type esplit-item is not empty.

3. The first item I of the list I satisfies (a) and either (b) or (c) where (a) states
that esplit-item-ignore I is empty, where (b) states that a word with at least
one event is derived by stating that esplit-item-from I = Some (cfg-initial G′)
and esplit-item-elim I = [ ], and where (c) states that the initial non-
terminal has already been eliminated to the empty list by stating that
esplit-item-from I = None and esplit-item-elim I = [ (cfg-initial G′) ]. Note,
the case (b) holds throughout the initial derivations of cfgEsplit except for
the case when the corresponding configuration in cfgRM reaches an empty
configuration resulting in the satisfaction of case (c).

4. The last item I of I satisfies that esplit-item-to I and esplit-item-ignore I are
empty. Note, this means in our case (also see Example 6.5|p.126) that the
last left-most derivation (which is represented by I) replaces all remaining
nonterminals by possibly empty words of events.

5. All items I contained in the list I (except for the last item) satisfy that
esplit-item-from I and esplit-item-elem I are not None. Note, this means that
all these items correspond already to some left-most derivation that leads
to an element esplit-item-elem I present in the cfgRM configuration to be
represented.

6. The last item I from the list I satisfies that if esplit-item-from I is None,
then esplit-item-elim I is not empty. Note, this means that the last item
also corresponds to some left-most derivation. In fact, throughout initial
derivations of cfgEsplit we have a last item that is either representing
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an empty left-most derivation (see next item) or a left-most derivation
eliminating nonterminals to the empty string.

7. All items I from I (except for the last item) satisfy that an empty post-
context esplit-item-to I implies that esplit-item-prods I is empty and that
esplit-item-from I equals esplit-item-to I. Note, this case represents an empty
left-most derivation that appears (besides in the initial configuration) when-
ever using productions where two nonterminals A and B are on the right-
hand-side and where esplit-item-from I = A is then not yet modified by
some sequence of productions.

8. Two adjacent items I1 I2 occurring in I must agree on their interface in
the sense that the remainder of I1 is picked up by the item I2. That
is, the remainder given by the concatenation of esplit-item-to I1 and
esplit-item-ignore I1 of the first item I1 must equal the starting part given
by the concatenation of esplit-item-elim I2, option-to-list (esplit-item-from I2),
and esplit-item-ignore I2 of the second item I2. Note, this constraint en-
sures that the left-most derivations given by the items can be merged
suitably to a global left-most derivation once all nonterminals occurring in
esplit-item-elem components have been replaced when the cfgRM derivation
to be represented reaches a nonterminal-free configuration.

9. All items I contained in the list I also satisfy for the eliminating left-most
derivations (see (Eq. D.1)|p.237 above) that the two lists esplit-item-elim I
and esplit-item-elim-prods I agree on their length. This is required because
each list of productions contained at some index i in esplit-item-elim-prods I
belongs to the corresponding nonterminal at index i in esplit-item-elim I.

10. All items I from I also satisfy (a) and (b) for the generating left-most deriva-
tions (see (Eq. D.2)|p.237 above) where (a) states that if esplit-item-elem I
equals Some χ where χ is an event, then the list of employed productions
esplit-item-prods I has no strict prefix of productions generating this event,
that is, the event χ must be generated in the last step of the represented
left-most derivation and where (b) states that if esplit-item-elem I equals
Some χ where χ is a nonterminal, then no nonterminals are eliminated si-
multaneously (that is, esplit-item-elim-prods I is empty) and the represented
left-most derivation is of left-most-degenerate form (that is, the left-most
derivation replaces always the first element of the configuration, which is
throughout the derivation a nonterminal).

The initial derivations of the cfgEsplit semantics satisfy further invariants when
using LR(1)-CFG as constructed in our concrete controller synthesis algorithm.
These invariants could have been included here also as well-formedness con-
straints but they already focus on the actual proof strategy employed and are
therefore omitted here.
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We now informally introduce the step relation of cfgEsplit that is then also subse-
quently used in Example D.1|p.243. Moreover, we believe that the correspondence
between cfgRM derivations and cfgEsplit derivations is instructive enough for a
basic understanding of the step relation of cfgEsplit.
Definition D.2: «Step Relation cfgEsplit-step-relation»
We define the step relation cfgEsplit-step-relation G′ I ρ I ′ by describing the basic
idea first and by then describing the steps for the different kinds of productions
occurring in G′ according to the construction given in Definition 6.8|p.117.

General Construction: To achieve a behavior that is compatible with cfgRM we ap-
ply the production ρ = A, ω to the last nonterminal of the configuration given
by I . Firstly, we determine the last item I in I where esplit-item-elem I = Some A′

for some nonterminal A′. Secondly, the production ρ is then applicable if A = A′.
Thereby we decompose I into I1 II2 and distinguish below between empty and
nonempty sequences I2. In general, we construct from I a replacement list IR
(see next block) and then merge IR with the first item I′ of I2 (if existent) into
the merged replacement list IMR (see the block after next) to be used in the
resulting configuration I ′, which is equal to I1IMR(drop 1 I2).

Construction of Replacement List IR:
If ω is empty the replacement list IR contains only the following item (where I
has been modified in the esplit-item-prods and esplit-item-elem components).

esplit-item-elim = esplit-item-elim I,
esplit-item-from = esplit-item-from I,
esplit-item-ignore = esplit-item-ignore I,
esplit-item-elim-prods= esplit-item-elim-prods I,
esplit-item-prods = (esplit-item-prods I)ρ,
esplit-item-elem = None,
esplit-item-to = esplit-item-to I

The list IR then only contains this single item, which is then to be merged with
the first element of I2 (if existent) in the next block.
If ω is not empty it is of the form [ χ, A ], [ A ], or [ A, B ] where χ is an event and
where A and B are nonterminals (see Definition 6.8|p.117). We construct one
item for each element of ω. Firstly, if ω contains an event χ, we construct the
following item (where I has been modified in the esplit-item-prods, esplit-item-elem,
and esplit-item-to components). Also, Υ denotes the list of nonterminals in ω.

esplit-item-elim = esplit-item-elim I,
esplit-item-from = esplit-item-from I,
esplit-item-ignore = esplit-item-ignore I,
esplit-item-elim-prods= esplit-item-elim-prods I,
esplit-item-prods = (esplit-item-prods I)ρ,
esplit-item-elem = Some χ,
esplit-item-to = Υ(esplit-item-to I)
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Secondly, we construct for the ith element of Υ the following item.

esplit-item-elim = [ ],
esplit-item-from = Υ ! i,
esplit-item-ignore = (drop (i + 1) Υ)

(esplit-item-to I)
(esplit-item-ignore I),

esplit-item-elim-prods= [ ],
esplit-item-prods = [ ],
esplit-item-elem = Some (Υ ! i),
esplit-item-to = [ ]

The list of these (at most two) items then determines the replacement list IR.

Merging of Replacement List IR into IMR:
For merging, we use the first item I′ of I2 or (if I2 is empty) the following empty
item I′ to come up with a canonical definition for merging.

esplit-item-elim = [ ],
esplit-item-from = None,
esplit-item-ignore = [ ],
esplit-item-elim-prods= [ ],
esplit-item-prods = [ ],
esplit-item-elem = None,
esplit-item-to = [ ]

Merging is necessary if ω is empty because in this case we constructed a single
item Is in the previous step with esplit-item-elem Is = None, which essentially
describes how a certain nonterminal can be eliminated using esplit-item-prods Is.
The merging defined in this block then moves these productions into an
esplit-item-elim-prods component of the resulting item and also constructs other
components as necessary.
In the simplest case, the eliminated nonterminal is esplit-item-from Is when
esplit-item-prods Is is of length 1 and esplit-item-to Is is empty. However, if
esplit-item-to Is is not empty, we eliminated some other nonterminal occurring
in left-most position during the left-most derivation that is described by
esplit-item-prods Is. Actually, we must consider the two cases (a) and (b)
where (a) means that the remainder esplit-item-to Is is entirely eliminated by I′

(esplit-item-to Is is a prefix of esplit-item-elim I′) and where (b) means that at least
one trailing nonterminal from esplit-item-to Is has not been eliminated in I′.

In case of (a) there is a decomposition (esplit-item-to Is)Υ′ = esplit-item-elim I′ and
by the well-definedness of the source configuration there is also a decomposition
Π1Π2 = esplit-item-elim-prods I′ where Π1 and Π2 are of length esplit-item-to Is
and Υ′, respectively. In this case, we merge the item Is into the item I′ by inte-
grating the eliminating derivation properly in the components esplit-item-elim
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and esplit-item-elim-prods. Here, option-to-list (esplit-item-from Is) is a list con-
taining one nonterminal that is eliminated by [ (esplit-item-prods Is)(concat Π1) ]
according to the productions of Is and the sequences of eliminating productions
existing in I′ for the remaining nonterminals given in esplit-item-to Is.

esplit-item-elim = (esplit-item-elim Is)
(option-to-list (esplit-item-from Is))
Υ′,

esplit-item-from = esplit-item-from I′,
esplit-item-ignore = esplit-item-ignore I′,
esplit-item-elim-prods= (esplit-item-elim-prods Is)

[ (esplit-item-prods Is)(concat Π1) ]
Π2,

esplit-item-prods = esplit-item-prods I′,
esplit-item-elem = esplit-item-elem I′,
esplit-item-to = esplit-item-to I′

In case of (b) there is a decomposition esplit-item-to Is = (esplit-item-elim I′)AΥ′,
which shows that there is insufficient information in I′ to allow for the en-
tire elimination of esplit-item-to Is (hence, I2 is not empty). Since I′ contin-
ues with the remainder of Is, we derive from the well-definedness of con-
figurations that esplit-item-from I′ equals A and esplit-item-ignore I′ equals
Υ′(esplit-item-ignore Is). Again, from the well-definedness of the configura-
tions, we derive that the item I′ handles the three parts of the decomposition
above, which are all contained in I′, by using the eliminating derivations in
esplit-item-elim-prods I′, by using the derivation on A from esplit-item-prods I′,
and by ignoring the elements in the esplit-item-ignore I′ component. We include
all productions from I′ into Is in the way that they further derive the remainder
(esplit-item-elim I′)AΥ′(esplit-item-ignore Is) of Is.

esplit-item-elim = esplit-item-elim Is,
esplit-item-from = esplit-item-from Is,
esplit-item-ignore = esplit-item-ignore Is,
esplit-item-elim-prods= esplit-item-elim-prods Is,
esplit-item-prods = (esplit-item-prods Is)

(concat (esplit-item-elim-prods I′))
(esplit-item-prods I′),

esplit-item-elem = esplit-item-elem I′,
esplit-item-to = (esplit-item-to I′)Υ′

In the following example, we provide the two full initial derivations of cfgEsplit
(corresponding to d1,rm and d2,rm from block 5|p.120) that were abbreviated in
Example 6.6|p.128.
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Example D.1: «Running Example for section 6.3|p.116 (Additional Part)»
(1) Derivation d1,es Corresponding to d1,rm:
We provide the initial cfgEsplit derivation d1,es, which is constructed using the same productions as used for the initial
cfgRM derivation d1,rm.

esplit-item
-elim

esplit-item
-from

esplit-item
-ignore

esplit-item
-elim

-prods

esplit-item
-prods

esplit-item
-elem

esplit-item
-to

L1,� L1,�
ρ1
cfgEsplit,G′ L1,� ρ1 L2,•,15 L15,�

L15,� L15,�
ρ2
cfgEsplit,G′ L1,� ρ1 L2,•,15 L15,�

L15,� ρ2
ρ3
cfgEsplit,G′ L1,� ρ1ρ3 L3,•,5 L5,•,15L15,�

L5,•,15 L15,� L5,•,15
L15,� ρ2

ρ4
cfgEsplit,G′ L1,� ρ1ρ3 L3,•,5 L5,•,15L15,�

L5,•,15 L15,� ρ4 L6,•,14 L14,•,15
L14,•,15 L15,� L14,•,15

L15,� ρ2

continued
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4
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continued
ρ5
cfgEsplit,G′ L1,� ρ1ρ3 L3,•,5 L5,•,15L15,�

L5,•,15 L15,� ρ4 L6,•,14 L14,•,15
L14,•,15L15,� ρ5, ρ2

ρ6
cfgEsplit,G′ L1,� ρ1ρ3 L3,•,5 L5,•,15L15,�

L5,•,15 L15,� ρ4ρ6 L7,•,9 L9,•,14L14,•,15
L9,•,14 L14,•,15L15,� L9,•,14

L14,•,15L15,� ρ5, ρ2
ρ7
cfgEsplit,G′ L1,� ρ1ρ3 L3,•,5 L5,•,15L15,�

L5,•,15 L15,� ρ4ρ6 L7,•,9 L9,•,14L14,•,15
L9,•,14 L14,•,15L15,� ρ7 b L10,•,14
L10,•,14 L14,•,15L15,� L10,•,14

L14,•,15L15,� ρ5, ρ2
ρ8
cfgEsplit,G′ L1,� ρ1ρ3 L3,•,5 L5,•,15L15,�

L5,•,15 L15,� ρ4ρ6 L7,•,9 L9,•,14L14,•,15
L9,•,14 L14,•,15L15,� ρ7 b L10,•,14
L10,•,14 L14,•,15L15,� ρ8 d L12,•,14
L12,•,14 L14,•,15L15,� L12,•,14

L14,•,15L15,� ρ5, ρ2
ρ9
cfgEsplit,G′ L1,� ρ1ρ3 L3,•,5 L5,•,15L15,�

L5,•,15 L15,� ρ4ρ6 L7,•,9 L9,•,14L14,•,15
L9,•,14 L14,•,15L15,� ρ7 b L10,•,14
L10,•,14 L14,•,15L15,� ρ8 d L12,•,14

L12,•,14L14,•,15L15,� ρ9, ρ5, ρ2

continued

2
4
4



continued
ρ10
cfgEsplit,G′ L1,� ρ1ρ3 L3,•,5 L5,•,15L15,�

L5,•,15 L15,� ρ4ρ6ρ10 a L8,•,9L9,•,14L14,•,15
L8,•,9 L9,•,14L14,•,15L15,� L8,•,9
L9,•,14 L14,•,15L15,� ρ7 b L10,•,14
L10,•,14 L14,•,15L15,� ρ8 d L12,•,14

L12,•,14L14,•,15L15,� ρ9, ρ5, ρ2
ρ11
cfgEsplit,G′ L1,� ρ1ρ3 L3,•,5 L5,•,15L15,�

L5,•,15 L15,� ρ4ρ6ρ10 a L8,•,9L9,•,14L14,•,15
L8,•,9 L9,•,14 L14,•,15L15,� ρ11 ρ7 b L10,•,14

L10,•,14 L14,•,15L15,� ρ8 d L12,•,14
L12,•,14L14,•,15L15,� ρ9, ρ5, ρ2

ρ12
cfgEsplit,G′ L1,� ρ1ρ3ρ12 e L4,•,5L5,•,15L15,�

L4,•,5 L5,•,15L15,� L4,•,5
L5,•,15 L15,� ρ4ρ6ρ10 a L8,•,9L9,•,14L14,•,15

L8,•,9 L9,•,14 L14,•,15L15,� ρ11 ρ7 b L10,•,14
L10,•,14 L14,•,15L15,� ρ8 d L12,•,14

L12,•,14L14,•,15L15,� ρ9, ρ5, ρ2
ρ13
cfgEsplit,G′ L1,� ρ1ρ3ρ12 e L4,•,5L5,•,15L15,�

L4,•,5 L5,•,15 L15,� ρ13 ρ4ρ6ρ10 a L8,•,9L9,•,14L14,•,15
L8,•,9 L9,•,14 L14,•,15L15,� ρ11 ρ7 b L10,•,14

L10,•,14 L14,•,15L15,� ρ8 d L12,•,14
L12,•,14L14,•,15L15,� ρ9, ρ5, ρ2
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(2) Derivation d2,es Corresponding to d2,rm:
We provide the initial cfgEsplit derivation d2,es, which is constructed using the same productions as used for the initial
cfgRM derivation d2,rm.

esplit-item
-elim

esplit-item
-from

esplit-item
-ignore

esplit-item
-elim

-prods

esplit-item
-prods

esplit-item
-elem

esplit-item
-to

L1,� L1,�
ρ14
cfgEsplit,G′ L1,� ρ14 L2,•
ρ15
cfgEsplit,G′ L1,� ρ14ρ15 L3,•,5 L5,•

L5,• L5,•
ρ16
cfgEsplit,G′ L1,� ρ14ρ15 L3,•,5 L5,•

L5,• ρ16 L6,•,13 L13,•
L13,• L13,•

ρ17
cfgEsplit,G′ L1,� ρ14ρ15 L3,•,5 L5,•

L5,• ρ16 L6,•,13 L13,•
L13,• ρ17

continued
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continued
ρ18
cfgEsplit,G′ L1,� ρ14ρ15 L3,•,5 L5,•

L5,• ρ16ρ18 L7,•,9 L9,•,13L13,•
L9,•,13L13,• L9,•,13 L13,•

L13,• ρ17
ρ19
cfgEsplit,G′ L1,� ρ14ρ15 L3,•,5 L5,•

L5,• ρ16ρ18 L7,•,9 L9,•,13L13,•
L9,•,13 L13,• ρ19 b L10,•,13
L10,•,13 L13,• L10,•,13

L13,• ρ17
ρ20
cfgEsplit,G′ L1,� ρ14ρ15 L3,•,5 L5,•

L5,• ρ16ρ18 L7,•,9 L9,•,13L13,•
L9,•,13 L13,• ρ19 b L10,•,13
L10,•,13 L13,• ρ20 c L11,•,13
L11,•,13 L13,• L11,•,13

L13,• ρ17
ρ21
cfgEsplit,G′ L1,� ρ14ρ15 L3,•,5 L5,•

L5,• ρ16ρ18 L7,•,9 L9,•,13L13,•
L9,•,13 L13,• ρ19 b L10,•,13
L10,•,13 L13,• ρ20 c L11,•,13

L11,•,13L13,• ρ21, ρ17

continued
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continued
ρ10
cfgEsplit,G′ L1,� ρ14ρ15 L3,•,5 L5,•

L5,• ρ16ρ18ρ10 a L8,•,9L9,•,13L13,•
L8,•,9 L9,•,13L13,• L8,•,9
L9,•,13 L13,• ρ19 b L10,•,13
L10,•,13 L13,• ρ20 c L11,•,13

L11,•,13L13,• ρ21, ρ17
ρ11
cfgEsplit,G′ L1,� ρ14ρ15 L3,•,5 L5,•

L5,• ρ16ρ18ρ10 a L8,•,9L9,•,13L13,•
L8,•,9 L9,•,13 L13,• ρ11 ρ19 b L10,•,13

L10,•,13 L13,• ρ20 c L11,•,13
L11,•,13L13,• ρ21, ρ17

ρ12
cfgEsplit,G′ L1,� ρ14ρ15ρ12 e L4,•,5L5,•

L4,•,5 L5,• L4,•,5
L5,• ρ16ρ18ρ10 a L8,•,9L9,•,13L13,•

L8,•,9 L9,•,13 L13,• ρ11 ρ19 b L10,•,13
L10,•,13 L13,• ρ20 c L11,•,13

L11,•,13L13,• ρ21, ρ17
ρ13
cfgEsplit,G′ L1,� ρ14ρ15ρ12 e L4,•,5L5,•

L4,•,5 L5,• ρ13 ρ16ρ18ρ10 a L8,•,9L9,•,13L13,•
L8,•,9 L9,•,13 L13,• ρ11 ρ19 b L10,•,13

L10,•,13 L13,• ρ20 c L11,•,13
L11,•,13L13,• ρ21, ρ17

2
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